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INTRODUCTION

This tenth revised and updated edition of the Guide to the Collections of the Center for the History of Family Medicine offers our visitors and researchers a comprehensive look at the collections of the Center for the History of Family Medicine, or CHFM. It is the result of more than fourteen years of ongoing cataloging, inventorying, and reorganization work done on the collections, and highlights what is now the premier collection on the history of the specialty of family medicine in the United States.

The Center for the History of Family Medicine serves as the primary repository of information and resources on the history and evolution of general practice, family practice, the specialty of family medicine and the family medicine organizations. Its mission is to serve as the principal resource center for the collection, conservation, study, exhibition, and dissemination of materials relating to the evolving history of the specialty of family medicine in the United States. The Center endeavors to play a major role in informing through history the transformation of the future of family medicine as a discipline. It fills three important roles in one: as an historical research library, holding published works on family medicine, as well as books by or about family physicians; as an archives, serving as the official repository for both the records of the major family medicine organizations and leaders within the specialty; and as a museum, featuring artifacts and exhibits from the earliest days of general practice up to the present day’s specialty of family medicine. The Center also features a professionally staffed, climate-controlled facility utilizing archival-quality materials for preserving records and artifacts of enduring historical value, and offers a variety of programs and services, such as an oral history project to help capture and preserve the ongoing history of family medicine; research fellowship and internship programs; research and reference services; and both traveling and online exhibits to help tell the unique story of our specialty.

The first move to begin a historical center within the specialty came in 1987, when Claudene Clinton, then Director of the Division of Research and Information Services for the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP), suggested the need for the establishment of a repository within the AAFP to house the growing body of material relating to the founding, growth and development of both the Academy and the specialty of family medicine. In 1989, the Board of Directors of the Academy established an “AAFP Archives” within the Academy, and following her retirement as Director of the Division of Research and Information Services, Ms. Clinton served as the first Archivist for the Archives on a contractual basis with the Academy.

On January 1, 1992, administrative responsibility for the Archives was transferred from the Academy to the AAFP Foundation. There were several reasons for this transfer: Ms. Clinton intended to discontinue her contract to administer the Archives at the end of 1991; after review, according to a memo from then AAFP Executive Vice President Robert Graham, MD, it was determined that the archives was “a logical extension of the present activities and services of the Huffington Library,” then a part of the Foundation; the Archives’ new focus (on documenting
not just the history of the Academy but the specialty of family medicine as a whole) and its new name (it had been changed from the AAFP Archives to “The Archives for Family Practice”) required that a neutral member of the “family of family medicine” administer it, a role which it was felt the Foundation could best fill due to its non-profit status; and finally, that being housed under the auspices of the Foundation, a non-profit, charitable 501(c)(3) corporation, would also provide the added benefit of enabling the Archives to solicit donations of money as well as materials for its collections.

Following its transfer to the Foundation, a Board of Curators was established to serve in an advisory capacity to the Foundation’s Board of Trustees on the operations of the Archives. Initially the Board was made up of seven voting members (since expanded to sixteen) “who have made significant contributions to family practice; who possess a broad perspective of the discipline; who have a strong interest in its historical development; and who are familiar with all the organizations in the discipline.” Following its transfer to the Foundation, a professional archivist was hired, acquisitions and access and use policies were developed, and major strides were made in broadening both the depth and breadth of the Archives collections through preserving and organizing the records of enduring organizational and historical value generated by both the major national organizations involved in family medicine and by individuals involved in the history and development of family medicine. Further support for the activities of the Archives was provided through an unrestricted educational grant provided by Sandoz (later renamed Novartis) Pharmaceuticals averaging $50,000 per year from 1993 through 2002. In 1998, an endowment was also created for the Center, to help realize the Board of Curators’ vision of a “self-sustaining and self-supporting” entity operating within the Foundation.

By 2003, the Archives for Family Practice had evolved into the principal resource center for the collection, conservation, exhibition and study of materials relating to the history of family medicine. This rapid expansion of the Archives for Family Practice’s collections, coupled with some confusion generated by its name (which was similar to several medical journals bearing the title “Archives”), led to a name change for the Archives. Consequently, in November of 2003, the Board of Curators and the AAFP Foundation Board of Trustees approved a new name for the facility, and on January 1, 2004, the Archives for Family Practice officially became the Center for the History of Family Medicine.

Besides the Academy and the Foundation, other family medicine organizations that now contribute to the Center by placing their records into its holdings, donating to its endowment and having their members serve on its advisory board include the American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM); the American College of Osteopathic Family Physicians (ACOFP); the Association of Departments of Family Medicine (ADFM); the Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD); the North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG); and the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM). All of the collections within the Center serve to document the history of family medicine’s changing role in delivering health care and advocating for patients.
The Center for the History of Family Medicine is presently the only institution dedicated to preserving and sharing the history of family medicine in the United States. As a unique institution within the world of family medicine, the CHFM chronicles family medicine’s distinguished past and looks forward to its promising future. We believe that the Center is unique – one of the finest historical centers of its kind among medical specialty organizations, and the premier resource center for the study of the history of family medicine in the United States. It is our goal to serve as a professional historical resource center of the highest quality, and it is in this spirit that this Guide to the Collections of the Center for the History of Family Medicine has been prepared.

Crystal Bauer, Manager
Center for the History of Family Medicine
January, 2020
HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

This Guide to the Collections for the Center for the History of Family Medicine is arranged in four major sections:

1). ARCHIVES COLLECTION

The Archives Collection consists of the official historical records of the major family medicine organizations, as well as the personal and professional papers of individuals involved in the development and evolution of family medicine. Included in this collection are also photographs, slides, audio and videotapes, CDs, DVDs, flash (thumb) and hard drives, and other audiovisual materials.

The Archives Collection is arranged in five major categories as follows:

a). Records of Organizations—These records include the official historical records and publications of major family medicine organizations and include the records of the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP); the American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP Foundation); the American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM); the American College of Osteopathic Family Physicians (ACOFP); the Association of Departments of Family Medicine (ADFM); the Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD); the North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG); and the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM). These records are arranged in acid-free (blue-grey) archival boxes within the Center and are arranged according to the Center’s uniform subject headings list (see Appendix 1 for details).

b). Records of Individuals—These include the personal and professional papers of general practitioners, family physicians, educators and others involved in the development and evolution of the specialty of family medicine. This collection is arranged in acid-free (tan) archival boxes within the Center and is arranged according to the Center’s uniform subject headings list (see Appendix 1 for details).

c.) Audiovisual Materials—Audiovisual materials include CDs, DVDs, computer diskettes, flash (thumb) and hard drives, films, slides, audiocassettes, videotapes (1/2” VHS, 3/4” Beta-Max and other) and microfilm relating to the history and evolution of the specialty of family medicine. All audiovisual materials are arranged according to the uniform subject headings list (see Appendix 1). The Audiovisual Collections also include taped oral histories, including the “Voices from Family Medicine” Oral History Series, and extensive audio and videotape collections.
d). **Oversized Materials**—Oversized materials are composed of large or oversized blueprints, photographs, posters, and other materials that because of their size or bulk, are stored separately in an oversized flat file within the Center. They are arranged in two separate divisions: as *Non-Photograph* materials (posters, prints, blueprints, etc.) and as *Photographs*.

e). **Photographs**—The Photograph Collection contains approximately 26,000 photographs [as of July 1, 2019] on a variety of subjects relating to the history of family medicine. Copies of photographic prints may be requested from most of the photos in our collection at a cost. (For more details on prices for reproductions and services, please see Appendix 3.) The Photograph Collection is also subdivided into two major categories: *regular-size* photographs, negatives and extra prints, which are located in acid-free (tan) archival boxes in the Center; and *Oversized* original photographs, which are located within the oversized flat file in the Center. Both regular-size and oversized photographs are indexed and arranged under the Center’s uniform subject headings. (Note: at present, all individual photographs have not yet been inventoried, but the subjects under which they are contained have been listed for purposes of this Catalog. For more details, see the Photographic Collections section later in this *Guide*.)

2). **LIBRARY COLLECTION**

The Library Collection contains over 1,250 volumes [as of July 1, 2019] on the following subjects:

a.) *Books by or about family medicine or family physicians*;

b.) *General works on the history of American medicine*; and

c.) *General reference works*.

Books within the Library Collection are organized and subdivided into four categories: books in the *Main Collection; Rare Collection* (classified as such due to their age, value or if signed by the author or presenter); the *Reference Collection*; and the *Adam G.N. Moore, MD Collection in the History of Family Medicine*.

The Library Collection also includes *periodicals* as well as more than 2,000 [as of July 1, 2019] individual *reference (clip) files* containing extracted and photocopied materials on a variety of subjects related to family medicine. These files are classified and arranged under the same uniform subject headings as are used for the Archives Collection (see Appendix 1 for more details on the uniform subject headings).
3). MUSEUM (ARTIFACT) COLLECTION

The Center’s Museum (Artifact) Collection consists of artifacts or other three-dimensional objects, textiles, and framed or other exhibit materials that are of value in interpreting the history of family medicine in the United States or that are of value for use in permanent or temporary exhibits on the history of family medicine in the United States.

The collection is arranged in three major categories as follows:

a). Artifacts in Storage—Included in this collection are souvenirs and ephemera from the major family medicine organizations, badges, textiles, and other items which are currently in storage (i.e., those items which are not presently on exhibit or which have not been packaged as part of a traveling exhibit);

b). Plaques & Framed Items—These include framed pictures, plaques, posters (which include framed posters and large posters stored in tubes) which are currently not being used in exhibits or are not on display; and

c). Traveling Exhibits—Traveling exhibits have been developed from the Center’s collections. These small, table-top sized exhibits are specially prepared to be loaned to the various family medicine organizations, schools, civic organizations or other archives, libraries and museums for research or display purposes on a temporary basis. They are boxed and stored in the Center for use when needed.

All Artifacts in Storage and Plaques & Framed Items are arranged according to the Center’s uniform subject headings list (see Appendix 1 for details). Traveling Exhibits are contained in acid-free (white) boxes and are arranged in the Center alphabetically by exhibition title.

4). APPENDICES

The three appendices are designed to provide additional information which may be of interest to the researcher. They are:

a). Appendix 1: CHFM Uniform Subject Headings List—contains major headings under which the collection is organized;

b). Appendix 2: CHFM Research Policies—provides an overview of rules and guidelines for researchers using the Center’s collections; and

c). Appendix 3: CHFM Price List for Reproductions and Services—details all prices for obtaining reproductions from the Center’s collections, or for research services, postage, etc.
ARCHIVES COLLECTION

RECORDS OF ORGANIZATIONS:

AAFP Insurance Services, Inc.
- Board of Directors Agendas & Minutes (1980-Present) (3 boxes)
- Marketing Materials (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)

Academic Family Medicine Organizations (AFMO)/Council of Academic Family Medicine (CAFM)
- Files (1990-2008) (4 boxes)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)
Accounting Division [RESTRICTED ACCESS]:
- Budget Management System Files (2003-2008) (1 box)

Administration Division:
- AAFP Headquarters Files (1949-Present; 3 boxes)
- Miscellaneous Files (1 box)

Alliance for E-Health Innovation- See: Center for Health Information Technology (CHiT)

Assembly- See: General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Scientific Assembly

Board of Directors [RESTRICTED ACCESS]:
- Academy Officers & Members of Commissions and Committees Index Card Files (1947-1993) (2 boxes)
- Board of Directors Dinner Files; Inaugural Ceremony & President’s Reception Files; President’s Award Files; President’s Letters Files (1 box)
- Directories; President’s Letters; Reports; Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
- Executive Committee Minutes (1973-1990); Special Bulletins (1970-1990) (2 boxes)
- History of the AAFP Board of Directors (1947-Present) (1 box)
- Minute Books (June 10, 1947-December 7-8, 2007; 188 volumes)
- Scientific Assembly Files (1998-2001) (2 boxes)

Center for Health Information Technology (CHIT) (1 box)

Commissions, Committees & Task Forces [RESTRICTED ACCESS]:
- Ad Hoc Committee on Proprietary Practices
  - Agenda with Hearing Transcripts and Background Reading Materials (June 18-19, 1991) (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Files (1989-1991) (1 box)
- Ad Hoc Committee on Referrals/Referral Guidelines (1994-1995) (1 box)

Ad Hoc Committee on Student Interest/Subcommittee on Student Interest/Student Interest Task Force- See also: Education Division- Primary Care Organizations Consortium (PCOC) Files
- Minutes (1988-2000); Miscellaneous Files & Publications (1 box)
- Ad Hoc Task Force on FDA/Committee on Drugs and Devices
- Ad Hoc Task Force on Standards of Care (1988) (1 box)
- Ad Hoc Task Force to Study the Future of AAFP Involvement in Family Practice Education
  - Miscellaneous Files (1983-1986) (1 box)
- AMA Committee on Preparation for General Practice/Committee on Requirements for Certification (CORC)
  - Minutes; Miscellaneous Files (c. 1953-1958)/Reports (1966-1967) (1 box)
- Chapter Affairs Committee
  - Agendas (1975-1980, 1982-Present) (8 boxes)
- Commission on Clinical Policies and Research
  - Agendas (1996-2005) (6 boxes)
  - Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)
  - Research Working Group Files (June 1996-1997) (1 box)
  - Special Bulletins (1994-2000) (1 box)

- Commission on Continuing Medical Education (CME)/Commission on Continuing Professional Development
  - Agendas (1999-2012) (5 boxes)
  - Minutes (1977-2015) [incomplete] (2 boxes)
  - New Criteria for Evaluating and Categorizing Clinical Content Pilot Materials Booklet (March 2001) (1 volume; 2 copies)
  - Subcommittee on Clinical Content & Accreditation Agendas (2001-2011) (1 box)

- Commission on Education
  - Miscellaneous Subcommittees (1 box)
  - Subcommittee on International Family Practice Agendas, Correspondence & Minutes (1986-2000) (3 boxes)

- Commission on Environmental and Public Health (1 box)
- Commission on Health Care Services
  - Minutes (1974-2001) (2 boxes)
  - Publications [includes Organization and Management of Family Practice]; Annual Reports (2 boxes)
  - Special Bulletins (1993-1997) (1 box)

- Commission/Committee on Hospitals
  - Special Bulletins (1986-1990) (1 box)

- Commission on Legislation and Public Policy/Legislation and Governmental Affairs

- Commission on Membership and Member Services
  - Minutes (1967-2001); Special Bulletins (1983-1986) (2 boxes)

- Commission on Public Health and Scientific Affairs/Commission on Public Health/Commission on Health of the Public and Science
  - Member Files; Publications & Special Bulletins (1987-1994) (5 boxes)
  - Miscellaneous Files and Publications (1981-Present) (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Subcommittees and Working Groups (3 boxes)
  - Special Bulletins (1995-2001) (1 box)

- Commission on Quality and Scope of Practice/Commission on Quality and Practice
- Commission on Science
  - Agendas/Subcommittee Agendas (2006-2008) (3 boxes)

- Commission on Special Issues and Clinical Interests

- Committee on Cancer (1971-1984) (1 box)

- Committee on Clinical Investigation (1967-1978) (1 box)

- Committee on Finance and Accounting- See: Accounting Division

- Committee on Health Education [formerly Task Force on ILGWU Project]
  - Special Bulletins (1984-1995) (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Files (4 boxes)

- Committee on Insurance/Committee on Members’ AAFP Insurance & Financial Services/
  Committee on Finance and Insurance/Commission on Finance and Insurance

- Committee on Medical Ethics
  - Minutes (1985-1990); Special Bulletins (1985-1990) (1 box)

- Committee on Mental Health
  - Minutes (1969-1970, 1972-1989); Miscellaneous Files (1 box)

- Committee on Minority Health Affairs
  - Agendas (1990-1994); Annual Reports (1981-1983; 1989-1995); Minutes (1980-

- Committee on Research
  - McNeil Research Awards Files; Certificates; Miscellaneous Files (1989-1997) (2 boxes)
  - Memorandums and Publications (1979-1993) (1 box)
  - Minutes and Special Bulletins (1979-1995) (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
  - Research Awards Files (1978-1989) (1 box)
  - Research Awards Non-Recipient Files [RESTRICTED ACCESS] (1990-1993) (3 boxes)
- Research Awards Recipient Files [RESTRICTED ACCESS] (FY 1981-1986) (4 boxes)

- Committee on Resident and Student Affairs/commission on Resident and Student Issues
  - Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)
  - NCFPR/NCSM Planning Committee Agendas (1999); Minutes (1993-2001) (1 box)

- Committee on Scientific Program
  - Minutes (1970-2001); Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)

- Committee on Special Constituencies
  - Miscellaneous Files (including Meeting Summaries) (1995-2002) (2 boxes)

- Committee on Women in Family Medicine

- Executive Committee-See: Board of Directors- Executive Committee

- Finance Committee-See: Accounting Division

- New Physicians Committee

- Publications Committee-See: Publications Division- Publications Committee

- Public Relations/Marketing Committee-See: Communications Division- Public Relations/Marketing Committee

- Screening Committee (1 box)

- Task Force/Committee/Working Group on Rural Health (1 box)

- Task Force on AAFP/Chapter Relations/ Task Force on Chapter Support Initiatives (2 boxes)
- Task Force on Clinical Policies for Patient Care

- Task Force on HIV/AIDS
  - Agendas & Minutes; Recommendations (1987-1989) (2 boxes)
  - Correspondence; Special Bulletins (1987-1989) (1 box)
  - Member Files (1987-1989) (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Files (1987-1989) (3 boxes)

- Task Force on ILGWU Project (1980-1983) – See: Committee on Health Education

- Task Force on Inner City/Urban Health (2001-2002) (1 box)

- Task Force on Linkages to Practice Improvement (2002-2006) (1 box)

- Task Force on Obstetrics
  - Minutes (1991-1993; Special Bulletins (1991-19930 (1 box)

- Task Force on Sports Medicine
  - Miscellaneous Files (c.1987-1990) (1 box)

- Task Force/Plan to Enhance Family Practice Research
  - Advanced Research Training (ART) Grant Award Files (3 boxes)
  - Research Activities Scientific Activities Division Plan to Enhance Family Practice Research Interim Information (1 volume; includes copy of Methods for Practice-Based Research Networks: Challenges and Opportunities (2001) and Practice-Based Research Networks in the 21st Century (1998)

- Miscellaneous Commissions, Committees & Task Forces
  - ABFP Screening Committee - Ad Hoc Committee to Implement the Accumulation of Clinical Data (1 box)
    - ABFP Screening Committee (1 folder)
    - Ad Hoc Committee on Computers (1 folder)
    - Ad Hoc Committee on Electronic Medical Records (1 folder)
    - Ad Hoc Committee on Inner City and Urban Health Care (1 folder)
    - Ad Hoc Committee on North Carolina Project (1 folder)
    - Ad Hoc Committee on Quality Assessment and Improvement (1 folder)
    - Ad Hoc Committee on Quality Assurance for Ambulatory Care (1 folder)
    - Ad Hoc Committee on Salaried Physicians and Managed Health Care (1 folder)
    - Ad Hoc Committee on Surgical Criteria (1 folder)
- Ad Hoc Committee to Implement the Accumulation of Clinical Data (1 folder)
- Ad Hoc Grant Review - Advisory Committee on Administrative & Headquarters Policy (1 box)
  - Ad Hoc Grant Review Committee (1 folder)
  - Ad Hoc Task Force on Cardiovascular Diseases (1 folder)
  - Ad Hoc Task Force on Corporate Funding – 1984-1987 (1 folder)
  - Ad Hoc Task Force on FDA (1 folder)
  - Ad Hoc Task Force on International Ladies’ Garment Workers’ Union (1 folder)
  - Ad Hoc Task Force to Investigate the Use of Computers by Family Physicians (1 folder)
  - Ad Hoc Task Force to Study the Nation’s Reimbursement System/Reimbursement Working Group (1 folder)
- Advisory Committee on Administrative & Headquarters Policy (1 folder)
- Committee on Aging – Committee on Maternal Child Care (1 box)
  - Committee on Aging (1 folder)
  - Committee on Bylaws (1 folder)
  - Committee on Comprehensive Health Records (1 folder)
  - Committee on Drugs and Devices (1 folder)
  - Committee on Indian Health (1 folder)
  - Committee on Maternal and Child Care (1 folder)
- Committee on Medical Economics – Influenza Vaccine Task Force (1 box)
  - Committee on Medical Economics (1 folder)
  - Committee on Medical Technological Development (1 folder)
  - Committee on Prenatal Health (1 folder)
  - Committee on Professional Liability (1 folder)
  - Committee on Special Constituences (1 folder)
  - Influenza Vaccine Task Force (1 folder)
- Nominating Committee – Subcommittee on Resident Working Conditions (1 box)
  - Nominating Committee (1 folder)
  - Practice Management Development / Device Committee (1 folder)
  - Reference Committee (1 folder)
  - Spectrum Committee (1 folder)
  - Subcommittee on Physician Placement Services (1 folder)
- Task Force on Adolescent Health – Task Force on Interdivisional Responsibility (1 box)
  - Task Force on Adolescent Health (1 folder)
  - Task Force on Cholesterol Reduction (1 folder)
  - Task Force on Computers for Chapter Offices (1986) (1 folder)
  - Task Force to Define Family Practice (1 folder)
  - Task Force on Corporate Support in Family Medicine Education (1 folder)
  - Task Force for Exploring Fellowships in Family Medicine (1 folder)
  - Task Force on Graduate Medical Education (1 folder)
  - Task Force on Hospitalists (TFH) (1 folder)
- Task Force on Inter-Divisional Responsibilities (1 folder)
- Task Force on Outcome Measures and Systems for Family Medicine and Primary Care – Task Force on Universal Coverage (1 box)
- Task Force on Outcome Measures and Systems for Family Medicine and Primary Care (1 folder)
- Task Force on Primary Care Valuation (1 folder)
- Task Force on Procedures 1988, 2002 (1 folder)
- Task Force on Procedures KC, MO Meeting 1993 (2 folders)
- Task Force on Procedures 1993-1994 (1 folder)
- Task Force on Procedures 1995 (1 folder)
- Task Force on Quality (1 folder)
- Task Force on Quality Enhancement (1 folder)
- Task Force on Telephone and Office Etiquette 1990 (1 folder)
- Task Force on Universal Coverage (1 folder)

- General/Miscellaneous Commissions, Committees & Task Forces Materials
  - Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)
  - Orientation Manuals/Leadership Orientations (1 box)

Communications Division:
- Periodical Publications (2 volumes, 49 boxes, 6 flat boxes):
  - AAFP Assembly/FMX Publications [includes]:
    - UpClose/Assembly Schedule (2011)
    - FMX Daily Experience/Schedule & Expo Guide (2016-)
  - AAFP Directors Newsletter/AAFP Direct (Dec. 13, 1985-March 18, 2005)
  - AAFP News Now (in printed and electronic PDF formats; 2005-present)
  - AAFP Resident/Student Newsletter (1977-1989)
  - AAFP This Week (2000-2004)
  - Daily Bulletin (1952-1958)
  - Daily Bulletin and Directory (1949-1951)
  - Daily News (1959-1973)
  - Fighting for Family Medicine (June 5, 2018-December 18, 2018) (Note: materials after 2018 have been stored electronically on CDs in the Audio-Visual Collection)
  - FP Report (June 1995-2005)
  - General Practice News (1948-1950)
  - Good Health! (1986-1998)
  - The Pulse (2004-Present)
- The Pulse+ (August 14, 2014-2018) (Note: materials after 2018 have been stored electronically on CDs in the Audio-Visual Collection)
- Secretary’s News Letter (1949)
- Tea Time Topics (1960-2004 [Incomplete])
- Weekly Staff Letter (January 8, 1971-December 6, 1985)
- AAFP Direct/Directors’ Newsletter Source Material Files (2001) (2 boxes)
- AAFP Family Physician of the Year Files (2001-2006) (2 boxes)
- AAFP Family Physician of the Year Profiles, 1977-1997 (1 volume)
- AAFP Family Practice Information Kit: A Compendium of Current Information about Family Practice for Medical Students and their Mentors (1988) (1 volume)
- Awards Files-Award of Merit; Family Doctor/Physician of the Year Awards; Humanitarian Awards; Journalism Awards; Mead Johnson Awards; Parke-Davis Awards (1 box)
- Awards Files-Awards-Overview; Chapter PR and Publications Awards Files (1 box)
- Historical Materials-New Specialty in Family Practice; Move to Establish a Certifying Board in Family Medicine; History of the Creation of Family Medicine (1 box)
- Public Relations:
  - Advertorials/PR Campaign Materials/Press Kits (4 boxes)
  - Media Companies Reports & Reconciliations (3 boxes)
  - Public Information/Public Relations Program Files; “Ever Wish” Advertising Campaign Files (1986-1989) (3 boxes)
  - A Report on Lifestyles/Personal Health Care in Different Occupations [ILGWU Project] (Sept. 1979) (1 box)
- Surveys (1 box)
- Slide Show Files (1 box)
- Stand Up & Speak Out! Tips for Effective Public Speaking (c.1994) (1 volume)
- Stand Up & Speak Out . . . To Teens! Presentations for Adolescent Audiences (c.1994) (1 volume)
- Testimony Files (1 box)

Congress of Delegates:
- Delegates Index Card Files (Arranged by State) (1947-1988) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Materials:
  - AAFP Delegation to the AMA Meeting Files (3 boxes)
  - Campaign Items; Candidate Directories; Guide for Physicians and First Time Attendees; Pictorial Directories (1 box)
- Transactions of the Congress of Delegates (1948-present) (8 boxes)

Constituent Chapters:
- Alabama (1 box)
- Alaska (1 box)
- Arizona (1 box)
- Arkansas (1 box)
- California (3 boxes)
- Colorado (2 boxes)
- Connecticut (1 box)
- Delaware (1 box)
- District of Columbia (1 box)
- Florida (3 boxes)
- Georgia (2 boxes)
- Guam (1 box)
- Hawaii (1 box)
- Idaho (1 box)
- Illinois (2 boxes)
- Indiana (1 box)
- Iowa (2 boxes; includes AAFP Central States Winter Get-Away materials)
- Kansas (2 boxes)
- Kentucky (3 boxes)
- Louisiana (1 box)
- Maine (1 box)
- Maryland (3 boxes)
- Massachusetts (1 box)
- Michigan (2 boxes)
- Minnesota (2 boxes)
- Mississippi (1 box)
- Missouri (2 boxes)
- Montana (1 box)
- Nebraska (3 boxes)
- Nevada (1 box)
- New Hampshire (1 box)
- New Jersey (2 boxes)
- New Mexico (1 box)
- New York (3 boxes)
- North Carolina (3 boxes)
- North Dakota (1 box)
- Ohio (4 boxes)
- Oklahoma (2 boxes)
- Oregon (2 boxes)
- Pennsylvania (3 boxes)
- Puerto Rico (1 box)
- Rhode Island (1 box)
- South Carolina (2 boxes)
- South Dakota (1 box)
- Tennessee (2 boxes)
- Texas (6 boxes)
- Uniformed Services (2 boxes)
- Utah (1 box)
- Vermont (1 box)
- Virginia (2 boxes)
- Virgin Islands (1 box)
- Washington (2 boxes)
- West Virginia (1 box)
- Wisconsin (2 boxes)
- Wyoming (1 box)
Continuing Medical Education (CME) Division:
- AAFP/American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) Flexible Sigmoidoscopy Project Files (4 boxes)
- Advanced Life Support in Obstetrics (ALSO) Course Materials (2 boxes, 1 volume)
- AFP Quizzes (1976; 1981-1989) (1 box)
- Annual Clinical Focus (ACF) Files (3 boxes)
- Chronic Illness: A Case-Based Approach to Practical Management (2007) (1 volume)
- Clinical Procedures Learning Packages (1 box)
- Colposcopy (c.1999) (1 volume)
- Colposcopy Update and Review (Apr. 5-6, 2003) (1 volume)
- Emergency and Urgent Care (2008) (1 volume)
- Esophagastroduodenoscopy (EGD) (1994) (1 volume)
- Essentials of Musculoskeletal Care (2007) (1 volume)
- Family Centered Maternity Care (1999, 2006) (2 volumes, 1 box)
- Family Practice/Medicine Board Review (1998-2001; 2014) (5 volumes, 2 boxes)
- Flexible Sigmoidoscopy for the Family Physician (1985) (1 volume)
- Geriatric Medicine for the Family Physician (2011) (1 volume)
- Home Study Self-Assessment (HSSA):
  - Advisory Board Agendas (1997-2002) (2 boxes)
  - HSSA Monographs (Numbers 1-313; 315, 327)
  - HSSA Program Files (2 boxes)
- Miscellaneous Files (3 boxes)
- Prevention of Motor Vehicle Trauma (September 1989) (1 volume)
- Primary Care Policy Fellowship Files (1993-1999) (1 box)
- Publications:
- Bulletins & Updates- Includes *CME Accreditation Bulletin; CME Activities Update; CME Bulletin* (1 box)
- Selected Topics in Internal Medicine (2010) (1 volume)
- Video CME Program Materials (2 boxes)
- Workshop on Current Issues in CME and Producing Quality CME Activities (2007) (1 volume)

Corporate Development Division:
- Consumer Alliance Program (CAP) (1 box)
- Funding Initiatives/Opportunities Lists/Manuals (1995-2011) (2 boxes)
- Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
- Non-Dues Revenue Task Force (2008-2010) (1 box)
- Publications: *AAFP SmartBrief* (August 6, 2012-December 31, 2013) (1 box)
- Support Opportunities Manuals (1997-2006) (1 box)

Division of Practice Advancement (DPA): *See: Socioeconomics Division*

Education Division:
- AAFP/ICFM International Scholars Files (1 box)
- Annual Workshop on Undergraduate Education in Family Medicine (1974-1977; later STFM Predoctoral Education Conference) (1 box)
- Conference Files:
  - *Proceedings of the Annual Workshop for Developing Programs in Family Practice* (1972-1978) (2 boxes)
- Definition of Primary Care Files (1993-1995) Future of Primary Care Files(1 box)
- Infectious Diseases Symposium Materials (1976-1990) (2 boxes)
- Lifetime Medical Television Files (1 box)
- Materials relating to the split of the Education Division into the Continuing Medical Education (CME) Division and the Medical Education Divisions (1999) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files (Access to Health-Working Party on Residencies) (16 boxes)
- Nutrition Screening Initiative Files (2 boxes)
- Organizations Files (AAFP-Wyeth Laboratories) (18 boxes)
- Request for Proposal (RFP) Files (1 box)
- Surveys (2 boxes) [RESTRICTED ACCESS]
- Talks & Presentations Files (including Transparencies) (1 box)

Executive Division:
  - Access to Health Care Files/8880 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO Files (3 boxes)
  - Amicus Curiae Files (1 box)
  - Clinical Laboratories Legislation Files (1 box)
  - Family Physicians Political Action Committee (PAC) Files (1 box)
  - Family Practice of Medicine Act Files (1 box)
  - Heckler v. American Hospital Association Files; Recognition Luncheon Materials (1993) (1 box)
  - Koefoot Lawsuit (2 boxes)
  - Lobbying Reports (2 boxes)
  - Michigan Lawsuit files (3 boxes)
  - Miscellaneous Files and Memorandums (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Legal Files (1 box)
  - Resource Based Relative Value Scale (RBRVS) files (13 boxes)
  - Testimony Files (c.1990-1995) (3 boxes)
  - Washington, D.C. Building and Property Files (3 boxes)
- Assistant Executive Director Charles E. Nyberg Papers (1 box) (1948-1980)
- Chair/EVP One-on-One Meeting/Board Chair Summaries (October 18, 1985-July 19, 2000) (4 boxes)
- Deputy Executive Vice President (EVP)/Chief Operating Officer (COO) Todd Dicus, JD Papers (1 box)
- Executive Director/Executive Vice President Mac F. Cahal, JD Papers (2 boxes) (1948-1971)
- Executive Vice President Roger Tusken Papers (1971-1984):
  - Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
  - Property Related Files (1 box)
Management Staff/Division Directors Meeting Minutes (1976-1984) (1 box)  
Executive Vice President Robert Graham, MD Papers (5 boxes) (1985-2000)  
Executive Vice President Douglas E. Henley, MD Papers (2 boxes) (2000-Present)  
Monday at 10/Tuesday at 10/Compass Group Minutes (1987 [index only] -2018) (6 boxes)  
(Note: materials after 2018 have been stored electronically on CDs in the Audio-Visual Collection)  
EASE Steering Committee (September 19, 2018-December 2018), Integrated Activities Cross Functional Team Meeting Summaries (August 23, 2016-2018), Vice Presidents/Executive Management Team Meeting Summaries (2012-2018) (1 box) (Note: materials after 2018 have been stored electronically on CDs in the Audio-Visual Collection)

Finance & Accounting Division - See: Accounting Division

FMX (Family Medicine Experience) - See: General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Scientific Assembly

General/Miscellaneous Materials:  
- Ambulatory Sentinel Practice Network of North America (ASPN):  
  - Annual Reports to AAFP (1992-1996)/Articles of Incorporation & Bylaws/Purpose/History Files/Scrapbook (1 box)  
  - Board & Committee Meeting Records (1980-1999) (2 boxes)  
  - Due Diligence Files (1992-1999) (1 box)  
  - Miscellaneous Files (4 boxes)  
- Awards & Honors- Awards & Honors conferred on the AAGP/AAFP (1 box)  
- Corporate Papers:  
- Annual Reports/Annual Reviews (1955-1997) (1 box)  
- Brochures & Printed Materials (1 box)  
- Constitution & Bylaws (1 box)  
- Directory of Officers, Directors, Commission and Committee Members/Leadership Directory (1967-present) (3 boxes)
- Family Health Service in a Changing Society (1964) (1 volume)
- Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Subpoena Files (1965-1977) (9 boxes)
- Legal & Tax Documents [includes Articles of Incorporation] (1 box)
- External Evaluation Reports/Organizational Studies (1973, 1991) (1 box)
- Health Care Reform:
  - AAFP Administrative Interchange - “Family Physicians + Managed Care = A Formula for the Future,” Kansas City, MO (May 16-17, 1991) (1 volume)
  - AAFP Managed Health Care Graduate Medical Education Meeting, Kansas City, MO (May 15, 1990) (1 volume)
  - “AAFP National Conference on Managed Health Care” (1992) (1 volume)
  - Family Physicians-Administrative Interchange 1990- “Providing Leadership to Managed Health Care in the 1990s, Kansas City, MO (May 10-11, 1990) (1 volume)
  - “Managed Health Care: A Workshop on How to Survive and Thrive” (1987) (1 volume)
  - Miscellaneous Files [includes Rx for Health (1992)] (3 boxes)
  - Health is a Community Affair: Report of the National Commission on Community Health Service (Folsom Commission Report) (1967) (1 volume)
- Historical/Anniversary:
  - AAFP 50th Anniversary Celebration Materials (1997) (3 boxes)
  - AAFP 70th Anniversary Celebration Materials (2017) (1 box)
- Meetings, Conventions & Special Events:
  - Assembly- See: Scientific Assembly
  - Family Medicine Experience (FMX) [2015- ]- See: Scientific Assembly
  - Family Medicine for America’s Health: Future of Family Medicine 2.0 (2013-Present) (1 box)
  - First International Congress of General Practice (1953) (1 volume; 4 copies)
  - Future of Family Medicine Project (2001-2006) (8 boxes)
  - Invitational Scientific Congress of General Practice (1951-1974, 1983) (1 box, 11 volumes [duplicate volumes for some years])
  - Keystone II (1988) (1 folder)
  - Keystone III (2000) (1 box, 5 volumes)
  - Patient Centered Primary Care Collaborative (2007) (1 volume)
  - Scientific Assembly (1949-Present) (36 boxes, 11 volumes)
    - Assembly Logos (1987-1991); Assembly Letterhead (1976-1987); Assembly Master Book (c. 1949-1956) (1 box)
    - Meeting Materials (1949-Present) (33 boxes)
- Procedures Manual for Office Control Center, AAFP Scientific Assembly (1994) (1 volume)
- Program Notes/Abstracts (1951-1961) (11 volumes)
- State Officers’ Conference (SOC)/Annual Leadership Forum (ALF) (1950-Present); National Conference of Special Constituencies (NCSC) (2000-2014)/National Conference of Constituency Leaders (NCCL) (2015-present) (5 boxes) [See also: National Conference of Women, Minority and New Physicians (NCWMNP) in AAFP-Socioeconomics Division files]
- State Officers’ Conference (SOC) Committee Files (1969-1990) (2 boxes)

Government Relations Division:
- Family Medicine Congressional Conference Files (2003-Present) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
- State Legislative Conference Files (1995-2012) (1 box)

Health of the Public and Science (HOPS) Division- See: Scientific Activities Division

Human Resources Division [RESTRICTED ACCESS]:
- AAFP Phone Design options (c.2000) (1 volume)
- AAFP Policies and Procedures (c.2000) (1 volume)
- Activities Files: (2 boxes)
  - Christmas/Holiday Party Files (includes bonus letters, cards, programs and skit programs) (1966-2001)
- Miscellaneous Files (4 boxes)
- Position Descriptions/Tables of Organization (1 box)
- Procedures Manual (1960) (1 volume)
- Staff Directories (1952-2002) (2 boxes)

Information Technology Division- See: Research & Information Services Division

International & Interprofessional Activities:
- Countries Files (10 boxes)
- International Family Practice Development Assistance Program (IFPDAP)/Center for
International Health Assistance (CIHI)/Center for Global Health Initiative (CIGI) Files
(1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
- Organizations Files (3 boxes)
- World Organization of National Colleges, Academies and Academic Associations of
General Practitioners/Family Physicians/World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA)
(4 boxes)

Journal Media Division- See: Publications Division

Marketing Division:
- Catalogs (1 box)
- F.Y.I. Information Packets (1 box)
- Member Attitude Surveys (1983, 1985, 1992-2004); Member Needs Assessments (2001-
2004) (2 boxes)
- Member Satisfaction Study/Surveys (2006-2013) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files (1 box)

Medical Education Division:
- Annual Workshop for Consultants in Family Practice/Directors of Family Practice
Programs/Residencies (also known as Program Directors’ Workshop) (1969-present) (12
boxes)
- “Careers in Family Practice” (Premed Advisor Notebook) (c.1998) (1 volume)
boxes)
- Directory of Approved Family Practice Residencies/Directory of Family Practice/Medicine
Residency Programs (c.1975, 1979-2006, 2008) (30 volumes)
- Directory of Family Practice Residency Program Files (1977-1990) (1 box)
- Family Practice/Family Medicine Curriculum Directory (1 box)
- First 15 Family Practice Residency Programs Accredited by the AMA Residency Review
Commission on General Practice (2 boxes)
- Getting Involved in Your Academy (1991-Present) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
- National Conference of Family Practice Residents/National Conference of Student Members
(NCFPR/NCSM) (Now AAFP National Conference):
  - Constitution & Bylaws; Non-AAFP Resident & Student Correspondence;
Recommenations & Actions (1974-2009); Rules of Order & Governing Principles;
Surveys (1980-1983) (1 box)
  - Historical Files (1 box)
  - Meeting Files (1979-Present) (13 boxes)
- National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) Materials:
- *Strolling Through the Match* (1993-present) [incomplete] (2 boxes)
- Residency Assistance Program (RAP)/Residency Program Solutions (RPS):
  - Consultation Materials (2 boxes)
  - *Criteria for Excellence (Evaluation) in a Family Practice Residency Program* (1979-2011) (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Files (includes Kellogg Foundation proposal) (1 box)
  - RAP Project Board- Agendas & Minutes (1975-1998) (2 boxes)
  - Thomas L. Stern, MD Lectureship Files (1991-1995) (1 box)
- Student Interest Initiative/Family Medicine Interest Group (FMIG) See also: Education Division- Primary Care Organizations Consortium (PCOC) Files
  - Files & Publications (AAFP Student Activities & Resources-Summaries of Family Practice Student Interest Efforts) (3 boxes)
  - Student Interest Correspondence (1989-1991) (2 boxes)
- Student/Resident-Related Files & Publications (4 boxes)

Meetings & Conventions Division:
- Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)
- Scientific Assembly Files (1985-1999) (2 boxes)

Membership Division:
- Awards & Certificates Files; Honorary Members Files (1 box)
- Chapter Affairs Department:
  - Chapter Activities Surveys (1993-1995) (1 box)
  - Chapter Surveys (1981-2004) (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
- Chapter Assistance Program (CHAP) Files (1 box)
- Chapter Executives Management Conference (Dec. 9-11, 1988) (1 volume)
- Chapter “Ideas” Manual (1983) (1 volume)
- Chapter Officers Manual (c.1985) (1 volume)
- Constituent Chapter Executives Special Bulletins (1993-2006) (8 boxes)
- Fellowship Convocation and Inaugural Ceremony Programs (1972-1995, 1997-2007) (2 boxes)
- Fellowship in Family Practice Files (1 box)
- Mead Johnson Award/Bristol-Myers Squibb Award for Graduate Education in Family Practice:
  - Applicant Files (1992) [RESTRICTED ACCESS] (4 boxes)
  - Committee Files (1976-1991) (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Files (3 boxes)
  - Surveys of Award Winners (1952-1973) (2 boxes)
- Membership Brochures (1 box)
- Membership Cards, Forms & Packets (1 box)
- Membership Communication Pieces (2006-2007) (1 volume)
- Membership Directories (1949-2001) (26 volumes)
- Membership Division Sample Book- includes sections on Active Recruitment; New Member Kits; Retention; New-To-Practice (NTP); Affinity Programs; Gift Items; AAH/Bristol-Myers Squibb Award; Placement Services; Degree of Fellow; Student; Resident; International; Chapter Assistance; Chapter Affairs; CMER; Member Records; Miscellaneous (c. 1999-2007) (4 volumes)
- Membership Recruitment Handbook (1979) (1 volume)
- Membership Reports/State Maps (1947-1983) (11 volumes)
- Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)

Online & Custom Publishing Division (1 box)

Practice Advancement Division- See: Socioeconomics Division

Practice Support Division: See: Socioeconomics Division

Publications Division:
- **AFP (1971-Present)** (148 volumes + loose issues)
- **AFP (Portuguese Edition)** (Jan./Feb. 1998) (1 issue)
- **AFP/GP (1970)** (2 volumes)
- **AFP Monographs:**
  - #1-Sinusitis and #2-Diabetes (1974) (2 volumes)
  - Series 1 (Apr. 1977-Dec. 1978, Nos. 1-15) (15 issues; Note: Issue No.11 is a photocopy)
  - Series 3 (Spr. 1988-No. 2, 2002) (30 issues)
  - Series 4 (2003-2004) (8 issues; most are ACF monographs)
  - *Caring for Hispanic Patients* (2004) (1 issue)
- **AFP- Production & Marketing “Flats”** (1 box)
- **American Family Physician** Files (Advertising Packets-AFP Podcast-Style Manual) (7 boxes)
- **American Family Physician** Post-Assembly Supplement Files (Assembly Advertising-Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories) (5 boxes)
- **Annals of Family Medicine** (May 2003-Present) (13 bound volumes + loose issues)
- **Annals of Family Medicine** Files (1 box)
- **Annals of Family Medicine** Supplements:
  - “Contemporary Challenges for Practice-Based Research Networks” (Vol. 3, Supp. 1; May/June 2005) (1 issue)
  - “Prescription for Health: Changing Primary Care Practice to Foster Healthy Behaviors” (Vol. 3, Supp. 2; July/Aug. 2005) (1 issue)
  - “Shaping the Future of Academic Health Centers: The Role of Family Medicine Faculty and Departments” (Vol. 4, Supp. 1; Sept/Oct 2006) (1 issue)
  - “Resident Research Supplement” (Vol. 6, Supp. 1; Jan/Feb 2008) (1 issue)
  - “Evaluation of the American Academy of Family Physicians’ Patient-Centered Medical Home National Demonstration Project” (Vol 8, Supp.1; May/June 2010) (1 issue)
  - “Transforming Primary Care Practice” (Vol. 11, Supp. 1; 2013) (1 issue; photocopy)
  - “Health Is Primary: Family Medicine for America’s Health” (Vol. 12, Supp. 1; 2014) (1 issue; photocopy)
  - “Peers for Progress” (Vol. 13, Supp. 1; Sept/Oct 2015) (1 issue)
- **Correspondence & Memoranda** (1965-1977) (1 box)
- **Family Practice Annual** (1979-1986) (8 volumes)
- **Family Practice Management** (Oct. 1993-Present) (23 bound volumes + loose issues)
- **Family Practice Management** Anthologies:
- Central Files (1948-1952) (2 boxes)
- Correspondence & Memorandums (July 1980-December 1999; includes correspondence re: American Board of Family Practice (ABFP), 1981-1984 and re: Fraternal Services (AAFP Services Bureau), 1988-1989) (16 boxes)
- Family Practice Articles (c.1959-1992) (1 box)
- *Family Practice Funding Opportunities* Newsletter (1989-1991) (1 box)
- Health & Physician Manpower Historical Files (3 boxes)
- Historical Reprints (#1-1962) [Note: Reprint 135-B stored in Medical Education Division files] (10 boxes)
- Miscellaneous Files (4 boxes)
- National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey Files (1970-1985) (1 box)
- National Disease and Therapeutic Index Reports (c.1956-1976) (3 boxes)
- Reports & Surveys:
  - General (A-Z) (7 boxes)
  - Former Residents Survey (1 box)
  - Memorandums (2 boxes)
- State Chapter Matching Funds for Research Files (2 boxes)
- Testimony Files (1969-1989) (3 boxes)

Robert Graham Center: Policy Studies in Family Practice and Primary Care
- Files & Publications (2 boxes)

Scientific Activities Division:
- *AAFP Clinical Recommendations* (2001) (1 volume)
- AIM to Change Toolkit (2005) (1 volume)
- Americans In Motion (AIM) Project (1 box)
- Americans in Motion-Healthy Interventions (AIM-HI) (1 box)
- Ask and Act Tobacco Cessation Program (1 box; 2 volumes)
- Budget Files (1 box)
- Cholesterol Programs & Projects Files (1 box)
- Clinical Policies Course Files:
  - Course Materials Files (1991-1997) (2 boxes)
  - Miscellaneous Files (1991-1997) (1 box)
- Community Health Advice and Talk Series (CHATS) (3 boxes)
- Conference on Patient Education/Conference on Practice Improvement Files:
  - Meeting Files (1977, 1982-Present) [Note: There was no 1986 conference] (16 boxes)
  - Resident Scholarships/Grant Applications (1999-2001) (3 boxes)
  - Miscellaneous Files (c.1989-1995) (1 box)
- Division Director’s Files (1990-2013):
  - AAFP and Division-Related Files (6 boxes; includes Index to Division Director files)
  - Clinical/Health-Related Files (1 box)
  - Clinical Policies and Quality Improvement (QI)-Related Files (5 boxes)
  - Commission, Committee and Task Force-Related Files (2 boxes)
  - Inter-Organizational-Related Files (1 box)
  - Public Health-Related Files (2 boxes)
  - Research-Related Files (1 box)
- “Feeling Fine” Program Files:
  - Correspondence Files (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Files (3 boxes)
- Health Education Lifetime Plan (HELP) Files:
  - Administrative Files (2 boxes)
  - Subject Files (AIDS/HIV-Weight Loss); Includes HELP Newsletter (Sept./Oct. 1987-Spr. 1995) (2 boxes)
- Healthlink Television Files (3 boxes)
- Health Promotion Program (HPP) (1983-1989) (1 box)
- “Help Yourself to Health” Files (2 boxes)
- HIV/AIDS-Related Files (1 box)
- Immunization Guidelines Files (c.1980-2006) (3 boxes, 1 volume)
- National Cancer Institute Contract Files (1976-1983) (1 box)
- National Research Network Files:
  - Annual Reports; Newsletters & Publications; Miscellaneous Files (1998-2007) (1 box)
  - Developmental Center for Evaluation and Research in Patient Safety in Primary Care (DCERPS-PC) (2001-2003) (2 boxes)
  - Early Stages; Business Plan Proposal; Procedure & Infrastructure; Infrastructure Grant (2000) (1 box)
  - Federation of Practice-Based Research Networks (FPBRN) Files (2 boxes)
  - Practice-Based Research Network (PBRN) Files and Applications (2000-2002) (1 box)
  - PBRN National Network Continuation; National Network Grant (2000) (1 box)
  - Nutrition-Related Files (2 boxes)
(2 volumes)
- Put Prevention into Family Practice Files (includes *Clinician’s Handbook of Preventive Services*, 1st and 2nd editions) (1 box)
- Research Activities-Scientific Activities Division (Plan to Enhance Family Practice Research-Interim Information; National Research Network; Commission on Clinical Policies and Research) (2002) (1 volume)
- School Health Issues Files:
- Scientific Research Files (AAFP/ADA Diabetes Policy-WWW-Health Information) (11 boxes)
- Special Projects Files (2 boxes)
- Stop Smoking Files and Resources (3 boxes, 1 volume) (Note: For Stop Smoking Kit, See: Audiovisual Collection- Miscellaneous Audiovisual Materials/Mixed Media Formats)
- Tar Wars Files:
  - Advisory Board Agendas (1997-2000) (2 boxes)
  - Subject Files (AAFP Co-Sponsorship – Work Plan) (3 boxes)
- Tobacco Issues Files (2 boxes)

Socioeconomics Division:
- Computerization/Coding Materials (1 box)
- Division Director Files (c. 1989-2000) (2 boxes)
- Fundamentals of Management (FOM) Files:
  - Workshop Materials (1995-2006) (1 box; 3 volumes)
- Hospital Privileges Files [includes *Family Practice/Medicine in Hospitals* (1968-2004)] (1 box)
- Managed Care Files (2 boxes)
- Management of Maternity Care (MOM):
  - Management of Maternity Care (MOM) Notebooks (2 volumes)
  - Management of Maternity Care (MOM) Program Files (1 box)
  - Management of Maternity Care (MOM) Webtrend Reports (May-Oct 2001) (1 volume)
- Medicare/Relative Value Update Committee (ROC) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files [includes *Organization and Management of Family Practice*] (1 box)
- National Rural Health Association Files (1980-1993) (2 boxes)
- Performance Improvement (PI) Program Materials [includes Healthy Communities Collaborative and Quality Improvement materials] (1 box)
- Practice Management for Family Practice Residents (1989, 2002) (1 box)
- Practice Support Initiative (PSI) Files/PSI Governing Board Files (4 boxes)
- Proficiency Testing (AAFP-PT) (1 box)
- Rural Health Care/Practice Files (1 box)
- Scope of Practice Files (3 boxes)
- Special Populations:
  - Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)
  - Quality Care for Diverse Populations (1 volume)
- State Legislation and Funding for Family Practice Programs/State Legislative Information Clearinghouse (SLIC) Files (1 box)
- “Vital Signs” Program (1 box, 1 notebook)

Strategic Partnerships Division: See: Corporate Development Division

Strategic Planning Division:
- Mission/Values/Culture Statement; Strategic Plans; Vision Statement (1 box)

TransforMED (1 box)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)

Administration:
- AAFP/F Employment Handbook (June 2005) (1 volume)
- All Staff Meeting Minutes (1997, 1998; 2000-Present) (1 box)
- Financial Statements/Budgets (1977-present); Trend in Fund Balances Data (1979-1994) (3 boxes)
- Human Resources Files (1 box)
- Human Resources Salary/Pay Program Studies (1 box)
- Legal Correspondence Files (1974-2003) (1 box)
- Management Staff Meeting Minutes (1991-1997, 2001); Items of Note (2016-2017); First Fridays (2018-Present) (1 box)
- Market Research/Surveys (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Legal Files (1 box)
- Mission/Vision Statements; Long-Range Strategic Planning Files; Other Medical Associations (1 box)
- Special Bulletins (Jan.-Aug. 1978) (1 volume)

Annual Meeting of the Members:
- Meeting Minutes (1958-2013) [Incomplete; missing Nov. 1988, 1992-1994] (3 volumes)

Board of Trustees:
- Agendas (1979-Present) (14 boxes)
- Board of Trustees Policies & Procedures Manual (Jan. 2007) (1 volume)
- Board of Trustees Policies & Procedures Manual (Jan. 2008) (1 volume)
- Board of Trustees Policies & Procedures Manual (Jan. 2010) (1 volume)
- Meeting Minutes (1958-2013) (14 volumes)
- Committee on Corporate and Professional Affairs- Agendas (1985-1996) (2 boxes)
- Development Committee- Agendas (1980-2002; Incomplete) (2 boxes)
- Executive Committee-Agendas & Minutes (1979-2008 [incomplete]) [includes AAFP-AAFP/F Joint Executive Committee Meetings] (1 box)
- Library Committee (1981-1993) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Committees/Subcommittees Files (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files (Includes Board of Trustees Dinner Programs; Directories of Officers & Trustees) (2 boxes)
- Orientation Materials; Handbooks (1 box)
- President’s Conference Call Summaries (1998-2009)/Officer’s Conference Call Summaries (2010-Present) (2 boxes)
- Strategic Planning Committee (1992-1997) (1 box)

Corporate Development:
- Burroughs/Glaxo Wellcome Family Practice Resident Scholars Program (1987-1998) (2 boxes)
- Center for Studies for Family Medicine Project Files (1985-1993) (1 box)
- Corporate Advisory Council (CAC):
  - Files (including Agendas & Minutes) (1984-2007) (7 boxes)
  - Update on Family Practice/Industry Executive Leadership Forum Files (1991-present) (2 boxes)
- Corporate Correspondence; Invoices; Letters of Agreement (LOAs) (Abbott-Welch Allyn) (11 boxes)
- Corporate Funding Proposals (2 boxes)
- Corporate Member Program Files (1981-2006) (1 box)
- Donating Organizations Files (7 boxes)
- Foundation Golf Tournament Files (1997-2002) (1 box)
- General Correspondence Files (2001) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Project Files (1 box)
- Scientific Assembly Files (1997-1999) (1 box)

Executive Vice President (EVP)/Executive Director:
- Appointment Books (1999-2007) (1 box)
- Consultations (1997-2007) (1 box)
- Correspondence Files (1998-2003) (1 box)
- Itinerary/Travel Files (1990-1999) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
- Presentations (1996-2007) (1 box)
- Speeches Files (Filed by State) (California-Wisconsin) (1 box)

General/Miscellaneous Materials:
- Annual Reports (1983-2005); Historical/Anniversary Materials (1 box)
- Corporate Papers: Articles of Incorporation & Bylaws; Corporate Seal/Service Mark Registration; Dues Check-off History; Name Change Documentation; Printed Forms & Stationery; Tax Exemption Files (1 box)
- Early Grants Files (1962-1979) (4 boxes)
- Grants Awarded (1981-1989) (2 boxes)
- Medical Education Requirements in Training (MERIT) Project Files (1978-1985) (2 boxes)
- Miscellaneous Printed Materials & Publications (1 box)
- Physicians With Heart (PWH) Files (1993-2011) (5 boxes)

Huffington Library (Herb L. Huffington, MD Memorial Library) Files (4 boxes)

Individual Development:
- Annual Foundation Auction Files (2000-Present) (4 boxes)
- Annual Golf Tournament Files (1997-2002) (1 box)
- Donor Recognition Luncheon (1986-1996); Foundation Luncheon (1997-2004); Annual Awards Luncheon (2005-2006); Donor Dinner (2007-2008); Annual Recognition Dinner (2009-Present) (1 box)
- Family Medicine Cares Internation (1 box)
- Family Medicine Philanthropic Consortium (FMPC) (2006-Present) (2 boxes)
- Foundation Bulletin (Dec. 1986-present) (2 boxes)
- Miscellaneous Files (3 boxes)
  - AAFP Foundation Week (2018- (1 folder)
- Network of Affiliated Chapter Foundations:
  - Annual Summary Reports of the Chapter Foundations (1988-1993) (1 box)
  - Correspondence; Network Newsletters (1 box)
  - Legal, Policy & Informational Materials by Chapter (Alabama-Wyoming) (7 boxes)
  - Miscellaneous Files (1 box)
  - Network Workshop/Seminar Materials (1987-1999); Chapter Award Files/Philanthropist of the Year Award Files (1 box)

Programs:
- AAFP/F Wyeth Immunization Awards Program Files (2004-2009)/AAFP/F Pfizer Immunization Awards Program Files (2010-2012)/AAFP/F Senior Immunization Awards Program Files (2013-present) (3 boxes)
- Archives for Family Practice/Center for the History of Family Medicine (CHFM):
  - Archival Topics Files (3 boxes)
  - Board of Curators Agendas & Files (1993-Present) (9 boxes)
  - Budget Files (1989-2016) (2 boxes)
  - CHFM Fellowship Files (2011-Present) (1 box)
  - Collection Related Files (2 boxes)
  - Correspondence Files (1989-2003; 2005-2007) (3 boxes)
  - Development Files-includes Endowment and Circle of Aesculapius Files (3 boxes)
- General Administrative Files & reports (2 boxes)
- Memorandums (1 box)
- Oral History Project Files (1 box)
- Publications & Handouts Files (1 box)
- Director of Programs & Administration Files (1996-2006) (1 box)
- Disaster Relief Files (2008- ) (1 box)
- Emerging Leader Institute (ELI) Program- Agendas (2015) (1 box)
- Health Education Program (HEP) Files (5 boxes)
- Health Promotion Project/Program Files (1984-1992) (2 boxes)
- Highlight on Diabetes (1 box)
- Immunization Awards Program- See: AAFP/F Wyeth/Pfizer/Senior Immunization Awards Program
- James G. Jones, MD Student Scholarship (1997-2007) (2 boxes)
- Joint Grant Awards Program (JGAP)/Research Committee:
  - Agendas (1990-present); Research file (1998-2002) (11 boxes; 2 volumes-See also: Audiovisual Collection-Flash (Thumb) Drives
  - Consultations Files (1998-1999) (2 boxes)
  - JGAP/PBRN/Small Grant Final Reports (2003-2007) (7 volumes)
  - Project Reports (1990-1996) (2 boxes)
  - Research Skills Training Materials (1 box)
  - Research Stimulation Files (12 boxes)
- Miscellaneous Programs: Cities for Life; Health Literacy State Grant Awards Program; “Henry the Hand;” Pfizer/AAFP/F Visiting Professorship Program in Family Medicine; Play It Safe with Medicine; Rocking Chair Project (1 box)
- Peers for Progress Files (2006-2015) (1 box)
- Pfizer Immunization Awards Program- See: AAFP/F Pfizer Immunization Awards Program
- Pfizer/Parke-Davis Teacher Development Awards (TDA):
  - Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)
  - Winner Files (1995-2000) (2 boxes)
- Resident Repayment Program (RRP):
  - Application Forms (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Files (4 boxes)
  - Recipients Files [RESTRICTED ACCESS] (6 boxes)
- Schering/Key/Plough State Leadership Grant Award Program (1998-2006) (5 boxes)
- Student Externship Program Files [formerly Research Externship Program] (2 boxes)
- Wyeth Immunization Awards Program- See: AAFP/F Wyeth Immunization Awards Program
- Wyeth Resident Reporter/Scholarship Program (2000-2002) (1 box)

American Academy of Family Physicians Political Action Committee (FamMedPAC) (1 box)
American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM)
Materials Relating to the History and Development of the ABFM (1 box)
Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)
Publications:
- The Editor (Newsletter- Executive Director’s Information to Organizations and Residencies) (1 volume)
- Journal of the American Board of Family Practice/Medicine (Jan. 1988-Present) (25 bound volumes + recent loose issues)
- Reference Guides (1 box)

American College of Osteopathic Family Physicians (ACOFP)
Historical Materials:
- The Continuing History of the American College of Osteopathic Family Physicians (2004); Oral History Interviews (1 box)

Association of Departments of Family Medicine (ADFM)
“ADFM’s 30th Anniversary 1978-2008 Timeline and Memories... A Work in Progress...” (1 volume)
ADFM Oral History Project (February 2008) (1 volume)
Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)

Association of Family Medicine Administrators (AFMA) (1 box)

Association of Family Practice Residency Nurses (AFPRN)- See: Family Medicine Residency Nurses Association (FMRNA)

Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD)
Highlights and News and Updates Newsletters (1991-Present) (1 box)
History Files [includes Questionnaires & Surveys] (2 boxes)
Miscellaneous Files (3 boxes)
Council of Academic Family Medicine (CAFM) - See: Academic Family Medicine Organizations (AFMO)

Family Medicine Residency Nurses Association (FMRNA) (1 box)

Family Medicine Working Party (FMWP)
Files (1977-2011, 2014-Present) (7 boxes)

International Center for Family Medicine, Inc. (ICFM) (1 box, 1 volume)

North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG)
Annual Meeting Materials (1972-current) (5 boxes)
Board of Directors Files (includes Annual Reports, Directories, Financial Statements & Minutes) (1973-1995) (1 box)
Correspondence (1978-1995) (1 box)
Miscellaneous Files (Ad Hoc Committee on Diagnosis Clusters-Workforce Issues) (2 boxes)
Publications (3 boxes)- includes:
- A Glossary for Primary Care (1977)
- NAPCRG Newsletter (1973-2012)
- Position Papers
- A Process Code for Primary Care (1981)

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM)
Board of Directors/Executive Committee
- Agendas & Minutes (1969-current,) (9 boxes)
- Correspondence (1973-1978) (1 box)
Committees, Task Forces & Working Groups Files:
- Adolescent Health Care – Women in Family Medicine (4 boxes)
- Education Committee (1975-1998); Education Sub-Committee on Audio Visual Training Aids (1976-1980) (1 box)
- Preceptor Education Project (PEP & PEP2) Committee (1992, 1999) (1 box) [For other materials related to PEP2, See also: HRSA Contract No. 240-96-0026: Faculty Futures Initiative (FFI)—Strategic Directions for the Future of Family Medicine Faculty Development & Audiovisual Collection]

Contract Files:
- HRA Contract No. 231-7E-0026(6): Proposal for a Pilot Program of Training Seminars for Faculty in Family Practice (1976)/HSA Contract No. 240-BCHS-218(8)DE: A Proposal for Technical Assistance to the National Health Service Corps for Orientation & In-Service Conferences (1978) (1 box)
- HRSA Contract No. 240-96-0026: Faculty Futures Initiative (FFI)—Strategic Directions for the Future of Family Medicine Faculty Development (1 box) [See also: Preceptor Education Project (PEP & PEP2) Committee Files]
- PHS/NHSC Advocacy Network for FPs Contract #240-89-0029; Headache Project (Sponsored by the National Headache Foundation in Cooperation with STFM) (1 box)

Executive Director Roger Sherwood Papers (1975-2007) (1 box)
Financial Statements (1979-2012) (4 boxes)
General Files (Alternative – Social Workers) (2 boxes)
Historical/Anniversary Materials (1 box)
International Meetings and Activities (1 box)
Meetings & Conferences:
- Annual Spring Conference Materials (1968-current) (6 boxes)
- Fall Sessions (1973-2000) [incomplete]/Academic Family Medicine Fall Session (2001-present) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Meetings & Conferences (1 box)
- Predoctoral Education Conference (1982-2010; Missing 1981)/Conference on Medical Student Education (2011-present) (3 boxes) [For prior years, see: American Academy of Family Physicians-Medical Education Division- Proceedings of the Annual Workshop on Undergraduate Education in Family Medicine; Papers from the Annual Workshop on Family Practice Education in Medical Schools]
- Predoctoral Education Conference – Our History (1 volume)
- Regional Meetings Materials (2 boxes)
- STFM Workshop on Research Methodology (Apr. 2-3, 1976) (1 volume)

Membership Records (37 boxes) (NOTE: These files are stored off-site)
Publications:
- Board Briefing (1991-2009); The Teaching Physician (2002-2012) (1 box)
- Family Medicine (Jan/Feb 1981-Present) (loose issues in magazine holders)
- Family Medicine Times (1969-1978) (2 boxes)
- Miscellaneous Publications; *Family Medicine* Editorial Review Board Files (Early 1980s-2007) (1 box)
- *STFM Messenger* (1989-2018) (2 boxes) (Note: materials after 2018 have been stored electronically on CDs in the Audio-Visual Collection)
- STFM Policy Manual (November 1979) (1 volume)
- STFM Policy Manual (May 2011) (1 volume)

Selected References in Family Medicine (1973-1975) (8 volumes)

STFM Foundation:
- Financial Statements (1994-2007) (1 box)
- Miscellaneous Files (1 box)

**World Organization of National Colleges, Academies and Academic Associations of General Practitioners/Family Physicians/World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA)**

Meetings & Conferences Files (1966-Present) (3 boxes)
- 17th WONCA World Conference on Family Medicine (AAFP bid to host event) (October 14-17, 2004) (1 volume)

Miscellaneous Files (2 boxes)

Publications:
- *WONCA Daily News* (June 16, 1998); *WONCA Post* (May 15, 2001) (1 flat box)
- *WONCA News* (2001-2018) (2 boxes) (Note: materials after 2018 have been stored electronically on CDs in the Audio-Visual Collection)
RECORDS OF INDIVIDUALS:

Amundson, Loren H., MD (1931-2018)
1989-2001
1 slim document case – See also: Library Collection and Photograph Collection

Loren H. Amundson, MD, was born in 1931 in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. He graduated from the two-year medical school at the University of South Dakota-Vermilon in 1954, then transferred to the University of Wisconsin School of Medicine in Madison, where he earned his medical degree in 1956. He completed a general rotating internship at the Charles T. Miller Hospital in St. Paul, Minnesota, 1956-1957. From 1957-1959, he served in the U.S. Army as a General Medical Officer at Fort Hood, Texas, after which he entered private family practice in Webster, South Dakota. In 1964, he moved to Sioux Falls where he maintained a practice until 1996. Dr. Amundson’s service to family medicine is extensive. He was a charter diplomate of the ABFP in 1970, and was the founding chair of the Department of Family Medicine at the University of South Dakota School of Medicine in 1974. Dr. Amundson also served as ABFP director from 1983-1988, including one year as vice president. Honors he received include being named South Dakota’s Family Doctor of the Year in 1989, receiving the AAFP Thomas W. Johnson Award in 1990, and the AAFP Award of Merit in 1994. As a member of the South Dakota AFP (SDAFP), he served as executive director, secretary-treasurer and founding editor of SDAFP News from 1971-1992. He also authored SDAFP’s history booklet in 1991 and updated it in 2001. Amundson was a founding member of the South Dakota Foundation of Family Medicine in 1986, and served as secretary-treasurer and chairman of the board. He was also a founding member of the AAFP Home Study Self-Assessment Program and served as AAFP Video CME Editor. Dr. Amundson died from influenza complications on March 27, 2018.

Dr. Amundson’s collection consists of historical summaries of the South Dakota Academy of Family Physicians, the University of South Dakota School of Medicine, and the South Dakota Hall of Fame. All of these publications contain writings by or about Dr. Amundson. There are also materials relating to various honors given to Dr. Amundson, including the naming of the Loren H. Amundson Foyer at the USD School of Medicine.

Baeke, John O., MD- See: Artifact Collection-Traveling Exhibits

Baker, A. Sherwood, MD (1916-2009)
1 slim document case – See also: Museum (Artifact) Collection and Photograph Collection (both Individual & STFM)
A. Sherwood Baker, MD was born in 1916 in Mount Morris, Illinois. He earned an AB degree in 1939 from Cornell College in Mount Vernon, Iowa, and his MD in 1942 from the University of Illinois School of Medicine. He did graduate work in physiology and completed a twelve-month rotating internship at Cook County Hospital in Chicago in 1943. Following that, Dr. Baker entered military service in the Air Force and served as a Ward Officer in hospitals in Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, and Scott Field, Illinois. From 1946-1963 he was in private general practice in Mount Morris, and in 1963, accepted an appointment at the University of Missouri in Columbia, in the Department of Family Practice and Community Health. While there, Dr. Baker helped to establish the medical preceptorship program, and from 1970-1974, he was Director of the Family Practice Residency at MU and also served as Chair of the Department of Community Health and Medical Practice from 1972-1975. He retired in 1982 as Professor Emeritus of Family and Community Medicine. Dr. Baker was a charter member of the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM), a charter diplomate of the ABFP in 1970 and served as a Residency Assistance Program (RAP) consultant from 1975-1977. He died in 2009 in Mount Morris.

His collection consists of materials related to the founding of STFM, including the only known copy of the original set of STFM Constitution and Bylaws. Other materials include letters, announcements and reports of the first meeting, and photographs from the organizational meeting of STFM and the first meeting of the Constitutional Committee. The collection also contains miscellaneous articles about family medicine. Artifacts that belonged to Dr. Baker include a doctor’s bag and two pill cases.

**Barnett, B(enjamin) Lewis, Jr., MD (1926-2015)**

1974-2002

2 boxes – See also: Library Collection

B. Lewis Barnett, Jr., MD was born in 1926 in Woodruff, South Carolina. After graduating in 1949 from the Medical College of South Carolina in Charleston, he interned at the Protestant Episcopal Hospital in Philadelphia, and then returned to Woodruff where he was in general practice from 1950 to 1970 (except for a two-year period where he served as a Senior Medical Officer in the US Navy from 1954 to 1956). In 1970, Dr. Barnett joined the faculty of the Medical University of South Carolina, where he served successively as assistant director of the Family Medicine Residency Program (1970-1972) and vice chairman of the Department of Family Practice (1973-1977). In 1977, Dr. Barnett became chairman of the Department of Family Medicine at the University of Virginia, where he also served as the first Walter M. Seward Professor of Family Medicine until his retirement in 2000. Throughout his career, Dr. Barnett served in various leadership positions within family medicine, notably as president of the ABFP (now ABFM) from 1980 to 1981; president of the South Carolina Academy of Family Physicians from 1975 to 1976; and vice president of STFM from 1974 to 1975. He was also the recipient of numerous awards, including the AAFP Thomas W. Johnson Award for Contributions to Family Practice education; and STFM’s Certificate of Excellence and the F. Marian Bishop
Award for furthering academic credibility of Family Medicine. Known as the “quintessential country doctor,” Dr. Barnett was a noted lecturer and authored three books on the specialty: *Between the Lines: Reflections of a Family Physician* (1989); *Pebbles in the Water* (2003); and *The Weaving of Threads* (2008). Dr. Barnett died in Kennesaw, Georgia at the age of 88 in 2015.

The B. Lewis Barnett, Jr., MD Collection consists of Dr. Barnett’s personal files, which includes copies and drafts of his speeches, articles and correspondence, as well as newspaper clippings and a 2003 proof of his book *Pebbles in the Water*.

**Bishop, F. (Frances) Marian, PhD, MSPH (1927-2003)**

1960-2000

1 box, 5 volumes of photograph albums – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Library Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; Photograph Collection; Plaques & Framed Items; and Oversized Collection

Born in 1927, F. Marian Bishop was an only child of Francis Marion and Hattie May Bishop of Springfield, Missouri. She was an extraordinary student with a lifelong devotion to education. During her seventy-five years, Bishop earned a remarkable seven college degrees. Her first was an Associate of Arts from Graceland College, completed in May 1947. She followed that with a Bachelor of Arts two years later from Drury College. Bishop earned her first Master’s degree only one year later in 1950 from the University of Kansas, and followed that with a Master’s degree in Education from Syracuse University in 1952. She then earned a PhD in Philosophy from Washington University in St. Louis in 1954; it is here that she met her husband Robert E. Froelich, MD, an academic medicine psychiatrist. That same year, she accepted her first teaching position at Lindenwood College in St. Charles, Missouri, where she served as Associate Professor of Sociology and Anthropology until 1956. She spent the following year in Frankfurt, Germany, as a visiting professor for the University of Maryland. In 1963, Bishop was recruited to join the University of Missouri Medical School in order to begin a new department in Behavioral Medicine. During her time in Columbia, she earned her Master of Science degree in Public Health (MSPH), which was her third Master’s degree. Bishop was also, simultaneously, the Professor of Community Health and Medical Practice and Chairman of the Teaching Staff for Human Ecology and Behavioral Sciences until 1970. Bishop continued her career in Oklahoma City as a Professor of the Department of Community Health, Psychiatry, and Behavioral Sciences at the College of Medicine at the University of Oklahoma Health Services Center. In 1975, she accepted a position as Professor and Chairman of the Department of Community Medicine at the University of Alabama-Huntsville. During her time in Alabama, Bishop also served as a Professor in the Department of Public Health and Epidemiology at the University of Alabama-Birmingham. While at Alabama-Huntsville, Bishop became the first PhD president of the Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine (ATPM, now the Association for Prevention Teaching and Research [APTR]), serving 1978-1979. She was also the first female president of the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM), serving 1981-1982. Bishop is the only individual to serve as president of both of these organizations. In 1984, she left Alabama for the
University of Utah School of Medicine where she served as Chairman of the Department of Family and Preventive Medicine for ten years. She earned her seventh degree in 1998 when Park College (Missouri) bestowed her with an honorary PhD. Despite her decline in health, F. Marian Bishop remained actively involved in the University of Utah as a professor until her death from cancer in 2003. In addition to many other publications, Bishop authored the STFM 25th anniversary publication in 1992. Her awards and honors from the AAFP were many, and included the Thomas W. Johnson award for outstanding contribution to family practice education (AAFP, 1981); the John G. Walsh award (AAFP, 2002); and she was named an Honorary Member of the AAFP in 1994. Bishop’s legacy as the “mother of academic family medicine” is reflected in her accomplishments. Several awards have been branded with her name as a result; the F. Marian Bishop Leadership Award (STFM); the Bishop Fellowship Program (STFM); and the F. Marian Bishop Educator of the Year Award (ATPM).

The F. Marian Bishop, PhD, MSPH Collection consists of materials that pertain mainly to STFM, particularly Dr. Bishop’s personal connection with the organization. In addition to files that document the history of STFM, including her authorship of the history book in 1992, there are several scrapbooks and photo albums, including her STFM presidential scrapbook. Each year, STFM staff members compile this and give it to the outgoing president. Dr. Bishop also kept photo albums of STFM trips overseas, including to Greece and Brazil, and of many STFM activities. Her collection also includes many framed awards and plaques, and artifacts that reflect STFM’s logo. This collection includes audiocassettes and transcripts of her oral history interviews for STFM’s “Voices from Family Medicine” project from 1991-92, and a videotaped interview conducted by Dr. Daniel Ostergaard with Bishop in 2001.

Black, Ross R. II, MD (1948– )
1998-2001
1 slim document case – See also: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection

Ross R. Black, II, MD, of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, was born in 1948 in Cleveland, Ohio. He earned his B.A. from Muskingum College in New Concord, Ohio and went to medical school at The Ohio State University, earning his MD in 1973. He completed his family practice residency at Akron City Hospital in 1976. While a resident, he attended the Ad Hoc Meeting of Family Practice Residents in 1974, which spawned the establishment of the National Conference of Family Practice Residents. He served as a resident delegate to the AAFP Congress of Delegates from 1974-1976. Following his residency, Dr. Black served in the US Navy as Lieutenant Commander from 1976-1978, where he was based at a teaching hospital in Pensacola, Florida. He returned to the AAFP in 1978 to become Assistant Director of the Division of Education. While there, he served as a consultant for the Residency Assistance Program (RAP), and taught at the University of Kansas Department of Family Medicine as an assistant clinical professor. In 1981, Dr. Black left the AAFP to become the Associate Director of the Family Practice Residency at Akron City Hospital and Clinical Professor at the Department of Family Medicine, Northeast Ohio Universities College of Medicine. He still holds the latter title, but in 1988 he
left the residency post to go back into private practice where he remains today. His honors and leadership roles in family medicine are extensive. Within the Ohio AFP, he served on the Board of Directors (1983-2001) and as speaker, treasurer, vice president, and president (1992-93). He is an AAFP Fellow and ABFP diplomate, was named Family Practice Teacher of the Year twice during his time at Akron City Hospital, and was named Ohio Family Physician of the Year in 1998. In that same year, he won election to the AAFP Board of Directors, serving until 2001. He also served on the AAFP Foundation Board of Trustees from 1999-2005, on the ABFM Board of Directors from 2004-2009, and has served on various committees within STFM.

The bulk of Dr. Black’s collection consists of materials relating to his receiving the Ohio Family Physician of the Year Award in 1998, and being elected to the AAFP Board of Directors in that same year. These materials include correspondence, press releases, and articles from various publications.

**Bordelon, F.P., Jr., MD (1921-2004)**

1958-1998

Stored in Reference File

A self-styled country doctor, Dr. F(imore) P. Bordelon, Jr. was born in Longbridge, Louisiana in 1921 and graduated from the Louisiana State University (LSU) Medical School in 1945. In 1947, after serving two years in the United States Navy, he began practicing medicine as a general practitioner in Marksville, Avoyelles Parish, Louisiana. An active member of the AAFP throughout his career, he was the recipient of the 1989 Louisiana Family Doctor of the Year Award. In 1975 he was appointed coroner for Avoyelles Parish, and later served as president of the State Coroner’s Association and the State Hospital Board, and as a member of the State Board of Medical Examiners and the State Board of Practical Nurse Examiners. He also was elected to serve as president of the Louisiana State Medical Society in 1968. In 1998, Dr. Bordelon retired from his office practice after more than 50 years in the profession, but continued seeing patients at three area nursing homes and a local prison. Dr. Bordelon died on May 4, 2004 at the age of 82.

The F.P. Bordelon, Jr., MD Collection consists of one photocopied scrapbook on Dr. Bordelon’s life and career covering the period 1958 to 1998.

**Bowen, Otis R., MD (1918-2013)**

1968, 1975, 1985-1986

1 slim document case – See also: Photograph Collection

Otis R. Bowen, MD was born in 1918 near Rochester, Indiana. He graduated from Indiana University and earned his MD from Indiana University Medical School in 1942. After graduating, he completed an internship at Epworth Hospital in South Bend, and then served three
years in the Army Medical Corps, going ashore on Okinawa with his medical unit in 1945. He rose in rank from 1st lieutenant to captain and left the service in 1946. After that, he returned to Indiana and set up a private practice in Bremen, Indiana, where he practiced family medicine until 1972. Dr. Bowen began his political career in 1952 with his election as county coroner, and eventually served multiple terms as a member of the Indiana House of Representatives from 1956-1957 and 1960-1972, serving served as speaker of the House through four legislative sessions. In 1968, Bowen ran for governor of Indiana but was defeated. In 1972, he was elected governor and served two terms from 1973-1981. He was the first governor of the state to serve two consecutive terms since 1851. After leaving the governor’s office, Dr. Bowen joined the Indiana University School of Medicine as a clinical professor in family medicine, and served as chairman of the Advisory Commission on Social Security from 1982-1984. In 1985, he was nominated by President Ronald Reagan for the position of Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services, remaining until 1989. He was the first medical doctor to serve in this position. Following his term as HHS Secretary, Dr. Bowen retired to his home in Bremen, Indiana. In the 1990s, Indiana University honored him in several ways, including the establishment of the Otis R. Bowen Research Center, the Otis R. Bowen, MD, Distinguished Leadership Award, and the Otis R. Bowen Professorship of Family Medicine. In 2012, he was awarded the Ryan White Distinguished Leadership Award by the Rural Center for AIDS/STD Prevention at Indiana University’s School of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. His autobiography, entitled *Doc: Memories from a Life in Public Service*, was published in 2000. The AAFP awarded him the John G. Walsh Award for Lifetime Contributions to Family Medicine in 2007. He died on May 4, 2013.

Materials in this collection pertain primarily to Dr. Bowen’s unsuccessful campaign for governor in 1968. These include flyers, articles, correspondence, and ephemera. There is also an article about his keynote speech to the 1975 AAFP Scientific Assembly, and some correspondence and interview notes from his years as Secretary of Health and Human Services.

**Brown, Michael J., MD (1943- )**


1 slim document case – See also: Photograph Collection

Michael J. Brown, MD, of Sioux Falls, South Dakota, was born in 1943. He earned his BA in zoology from the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology (now the University of South Dakota) in 1966. He earned a BS in medicine from USD in 1968, and his MD from the University of Texas School of Medicine, San Antonio, in 1970. After completing an internship at Sioux Valley Hospital in 1971, Dr. Brown spent the next three years at the US Air Force Academy Hospital in Colorado Springs, and then entered private practice in Spearfish, South Dakota, in 1974. Dr. Brown served on the South Dakota AFP Board of Directors and as President from 1985-1986, and as delegate from South Dakota to the AAFP Congress of Delegates. A clinical professor of Family Medicine at the University of South Dakota School of Medicine (USDSM), he was awarded the Edward D. Batt Award as outstanding faculty member
in 1984-1985. He became an AAFP Fellow in 1992, and in 1993, was named the South Dakota Family Physician of the Year. In 1994, he moved his practice to Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Dr. Brown also served as editor of the *South Dakota AFP Newsletter* in 1998.

Materials in this collection reflect the management of Dr. Brown’s private practice in Spearfish from 1974-1994, and his move to a practice in Sioux Falls in 1994. Items in the collection include newsletters written for patients, an article about a new clinic location, invitations to new practice locations, and editor’s notes from the SDAFP newsletter. Also included are numerous congratulatory letters and cards received by Dr. Brown when he was named South Dakota Family Physician of the Year, as well as letters of recommendation for that award. A small collection of scanned photographs was transferred to the Photograph Collection under Dr. Brown’s name.

**Budoff, Penny Wise, MD (1939-2008)**

1 slim document case – *See also:* Library Collection

Penny Wise Budoff, MD was born in 1939 in Albany, New York. She attended the University of Wisconsin-Madison and earned her BA from Syracuse University in 1959. After receiving her MD from the State University of New York Upstate Medical Center in 1963, she completed an internship the same year at St. Luke’s Hospital in Utica, New York. She then entered the private practice of medicine in 1964 and maintained a practice for 33 years in various locations on Long Island. An ABFP diplomate since 1973, she held various academic appointments with SUNY-Stony Brook and Cornell University from 1974-1998. In 1977, she published a groundbreaking study titled “Dysmenorrhea, New Treatment,” in the *American Journal of Obstetrics/Gynecology*. This was the first clinical study to prove that menstrual cramps were physiological, rather than psychological in origin. She continued to conduct studies in the late 1970s and early 1980s (some of which were published in the *Journal of the American Medical Association* and the *New England Journal of Medicine* on various aspects of menstrual pain and other issues related to women’s health. Dr. Budoff eventually published several books on these topics that eventually became best sellers. In 1985, she opened the Penny Wise Budoff, MD Women’s Medical Center on Long Island, described as an “innovative women’s comprehensive care center that offers integrated multispecialty care of patients.” She died in 2008 after moving to Delray Beach, Florida following her retirement from medicine in 1997.

The Penny Wise Budoff, MD Collection contains articles about Dr. Budoff and her health center, brochures about her vitamin and skin care line called Bonne Forme®, and copies of her scientific research studies on hormone replacement therapy, dysmenorrhea, and premenstrual syndrome.

**Burdette, James A., MD (1925-2011)**

James A. Burdette, MD was born in Knoxville, Tennessee in 1925. After serving in the U.S. Army from 1943-1946, he earned a BA in 1949 from the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, and a BS in 1952 from the University of Tennessee-Memphis. In the same year, he earned his MD from the University of Tennessee College of Medicine (Memphis). Following graduation, Dr. Burdette completed an internship at Shreveport Charity Hospital and a rotating residency in general surgery at Knoxville General Hospital. He joined the AAGP in 1955, the same year he entered private practice in Knoxville, where he remained in practice until 1972. In 1967-1968, Dr. Burdette was a research fellow in family medicine at Children’s Hospital Medical Center at Harvard Medical School. He held numerous academic appointments from 1969-2000, at the following institutions: University of Tennessee-Knoxville, University of Kentucky at Lexington, Bowman Gray School of Medicine in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and East Tennessee State University in Johnson City. Notably, he served as professor and chairman of the Department of Family Practice at the University of Kentucky-Lexington from 1972-1976. Dr. Burdette’s involvement in family medicine organizations was long and varied, and included service in the Tennessee, Kentucky, and North Carolina constituent chapters, and in the AAGP/AAFP, NAPCRG, and STFM. Dr. Burdette was a charter ABFP diplomate in 1970, and was named an AAFP Fellow in 1973. He received the Tennessee Academy’s General Practitioner of the Year Award in 1970, and served as a delegate from Tennessee to the AAGP/AAFP Congress of Delegates from 1964-1972. In addition, he was a member of the Ambulatory Sentinel Practices Network (ASPN), and gave numerous scientific presentations and published many scientific papers. In 1982, Dr. Burdette moved to Lenoir City, Tennessee, where he established a private practice which served the local community there until 1998. After he retired from practice in 1998, he moved back to Knoxville. He died in 2011.

This collection consists of significant materials pertaining to Dr. Burdette’s participation in early efforts to establish a certification board for family practice. Dr. Burdette was part of the Sponsoring Founders Group, American Board of Family Practice, which was an earlier incarnation of what would eventually become the ABFP/ABFM. Much of this collection consists of correspondence between members of this founders group such as Drs. Thomas Rardin, Nicholas Pisacano, Vernon Wilson, and other supporters of the movement.

Burket, George E., “Ned” Jr., MD (1912-2008)
1963-2008
1 box – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; Oversized Collection; Photograph Collection; Plaques & Framed Items; and Slide Collection

George E. Burket Jr., MD, was born in 1912 in the small town of Kingman, Kansas and spent the majority of his life there. Encouraged by his father George E. Burket, Sr., a dentist, and inspired by Dr. Haskins, a Kingman physician, the lifelong Kansan attended Wichita State University before obtaining his medical training from the University of Kansas; he graduated in 1937. In the
two years after medical school, Burket completed an internship and residency in surgery at Santa Barbara General Hospital in California. Aware of the shortage of family physicians in rural communities, Burket returned to Kingman and opened his medical practice which he ran for thirty-three years. Burket became a member of the Kansas chapter of the AAGP, the Kansas Academy of General Practice (KAGP), a year after it was formed in 1948. He served as the fifth KAGP President from 1953-1954 before heading to Boston on a fellowship from Harvard. He completed his postgraduate surgical training at Massachusetts General Hospital in 1956. As president of the KAGP, Burket was selected for a national committee of the AAGP which introduced him to the political side of family medicine and he soon had the so-called “political bug.” After much persuasion from KAGP founder Clyde Miller, Burket ran for the AAGP Board of Directors. Because Burket supported the inclusion of general practice as a specialty, strong opposition emerged from GPs who were unwilling to relinquish their surgical rights. Burket won by one vote in 1964, serving as a board member until 1966 and as Chairman of the Board of Directors from 1966 to 1967. He became the president of the Kansas Medical Society during that span as well in 1965. After his stint as Chairman, Burket became the AAGP President, serving 1968-1969, and remained exceedingly interested in the education of future physicians. As chairman and president, Burket was involved in applying to the American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS) to make family practice the newest specialty. The third application was successful in 1969 approving the American Board of Family Practice (now Medicine) as the nation’s twentieth medical specialty board. He was also essential in changing the association’s title to American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP), which became official in 1971. Burket then served on the ABFP Board of Directors from 1969-1977, including a period as its president from 1975-1977. At the end of his illustrious career, Burket was a full-time professor for the University of Kansas Medical Center for an eight-year span between 1973 and 1981 before retiring to his hometown of Kingman.

The George E. Burket, Jr., MD Collection consists of articles and publications about Dr. Burket, his Academy service, and family medicine at the KU Medical Center; addresses, speeches, and presentations; correspondence; meeting programs and invitations; newspaper clippings; certificates and awards; and biographical information about Dr. Burket. One notable file contains a handwritten list of Preceptors from KU Medical Center, dated 1950-1966, 1969, 1972.

Cain, Jeffrey J., MD (1959-2010)
1988-2010
3 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; and Slide Collection

Born in 1959 and raised in the town of Sherwood, Oregon (where he grew up in a home formerly owned by Dr. Thomas L. Stern of the AAFP), Jeffrey J. Cain, MD graduated from Willamette University in Salem, Oregon with a bachelor’s degree in mathematics and chemistry and received his medical degree from the Oregon Health Sciences University in Portland, Oregon in 1985. He completed his family medicine residency at the Mercy Family Medicine Residency
program in Denver, Colorado, where he served as chief resident from 1988 to 1989. An active member of the AAFP since 1986, on the state level, he is a past president of the Colorado Academy of Family Physicians and has served on the Board of Directors of the Colorado AFP since 1990. He has also served on several statewide boards, including the Colorado Medical Services Board, the board for the Colorado State Tobacco Education and Prevention Program and the Colorado Children’s Immunization Coalition, in which capacities he has been instrumental in helping to pass and implement legislation defining the patient-centered medical home in Colorado and improving access to care for the underserved. Since 2001, he has served as Chief of Family Medicine at Children’s Hospital Colorado.

On the national level, in 1988 Dr. Cain co-founded the Tar Wars tobacco-free education program. Under his leadership, Tar Wars has grown to be one of the AAFP’s most respected outreach programs, and has reached more than 8.5 million children in all 50 states and in 14 countries. Dr. Cain’s work with Tar Wars has been recognized by the World Health Organization, which awarded him a Special Recognition Medical for Tobacco Control in 1990, and by the AAFP, which awarded him its Public Health Award in 1995. In 1996, following an accident and hospitalization, Dr. Cain has been walking with bilateral below the knee prosthetic legs. As a member of the board of directors of the Amputee Coalition of America (ACA) since 1996, Dr. Cain started the ACA’s national prosthetic insurance fairness campaign, which has resulted in the passage of laws in twenty states requiring insurance coverage for prosthetics as well as the introduction of federal legislation in this area. In addition, Dr. Cain has also completed and taught nationally in adaptive sports and has introduced a new adaptive ski device—the ski-bike—to North America. Dr. Cain served on the AAFP Board of Directors from 2008-2011 and as AAFP President 2012-2013.

The Jeffrey J. Cain, MD Collection consists of documents and other materials relating to the history and development of the Tar Wars tobacco-free education program which was cofounded by Dr. Cain in 1988. Materials include organizational documents detailing the history of the program; lesson plans; tool kits; and miscellaneous Tar Wars-related souvenirs and other memorabilia.

Carmichael, Lynn P., MD (1928-2009)
1959-1994
4 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Oversized Collection; Photograph Collection; and Slide Collection

Lynn P. Carmichael, MD, was born in Louisville, Kentucky in 1928, but raised in the small town of Mooresville, Indiana. He discovered his calling early in life, finding inspiration from his family’s physician, Dr. Kenneth Comer. After graduating from Indiana University, Carmichael attended the University of Louisville Medical School, earning his MD in 1952, after which he accepted an army internship at Brooke Army Hospital in San Antonio, Texas. During the Korean War, Carmichael served as a First Lieutenant and Regimental Surgeon in the Medical Company
of the 17th Infantry Regiment. From 1952-1954, Carmichael earned a number of awards: Korean Service Medal, National Defense Service Medal, United Nations Service Medal, Bronze Star Medal, and one overseas service bar. After the war, Carmichael moved to Miami, Florida, first obtaining experience at Kendall Hospital, which served as a medical facility for the impoverished people of southern Dade County. After the hospital closed, Carmichael ventured into solo practice in Coconut Grove, a suburb of Miami. He remained in this position for ten years, including managing the practice while completing a one-year internship at Harvard. It was during his time in Boston that Carmichael developed a plan for family medicine as an academic specialty and led him to author an article, “Teaching Family Medicine,” which appeared in the Journal of the American Medical Association in 1965. Shortly thereafter, Carmichael received a much-needed grant of $37,500 from the Women’s Cancer Association at the University of Miami which he used to enter the medical school as a faculty member (the first to specialize in teaching family medicine) and chaired the department until his retirement in 1997. Two years later in 1967, Carmichael helped found the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM) to further the advancement of family practice as an academic discipline and was its first president. For his many accomplishments, he is considered by many to be the “father of family medicine.” Dr. Carmichael died on June 19, 2009.

The Lynn P. Carmichael, MD Collection includes of articles by or about Carmichael, the University of Miami Department of Family Medicine, or family medicine in general. These materials are arranged chronologically. There are also materials from a notebook Carmichael labeled “Evolution of Department of Family Medicine,” as well as items from a scrapbook from the mid-1960s that pertained to Miami’s program and the establishment of STFM. Other materials in this collection are a folder containing Carmichael’s handwritten notes on Studies in Family Medicine, a conference held in Miami in 1980 and a folder about STFM’s 25th Anniversary in 1992.

Carr, Walter A., MD (1877-1975)
1877-1975
1 box – See also: Museum (Artifact) Collection and Photograph Collection

Walter Austin Carr was born in 1877 in Decatur County, Iowa. At an early age, he moved with his family to Kansas, and after attending Washburn College in Topeka and the Topeka Business College, he eventually entered Northwestern University in Chicago, where he received his MD degree in 1905. After briefly practicing in Chapman, Kansas and as a physician at the National Old Soldiers Home in Leavenworth, Dr. Carr established his practice in Junction City, Kansas in 1906. There, for some 50 years, Dr. Carr practiced medicine and was a leading member of the community, helping to establish Junction City’s first hospital, and serving in various roles throughout the years as health officer, City Commissioner, and as President of the Chamber of Commerce. During World War I, Dr. Carr also served overseas as a surgeon with the 89th Infantry Division. He died in Junction City in 1975 at the age of 98.
The Walter A. Carr, MD Collection consists of photocopied material relating to Dr. Carr’s family genealogy; his education records; copies of materials relating to his medical practice, including his Kansas State licensure records and extracts from medical directories; newspaper articles and family histories; and records relating to his military service in World War I. In addition, the collection includes an original Day Book from Dr. Carr’s practice covering the period 1911 to 1913 (now held in the Museum Collection), as well as a collection of photographs which includes a portrait of Dr. Carr in his World War I uniform and an assortment of photographs taken at medical meetings during the 1970s and 1980s, which are now part of the Photograph Collection.

**Chaney, Ernie J., MD (1927- )**
1970-1996
2 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; Photograph Collection; and Plaques & Framed Items

Ernie J. Chaney, MD was born in Pittsburg, Kansas in 1927. He received his BA from Wichita University in Wichita, Kansas in 1952, and his MD from the University of Kansas School of Medicine in 1956. After completing his internship at Tacoma General Hospital in Tacoma, Washington in 1957, he returned to Kansas, where he established a general practice in the town of Belleville. In 1983, Dr. Chaney moved to Wichita, Kansas, where he headed the Family Practice Residency Program at St. Joseph Medical Center/University of Kansas School of Medicine-Wichita. A member of the AAFP since 1957, he served as president of the Kansas Academy of Family Physicians from 1970 to 1971, and as president of the AAFP from 1981 to 1982. From 1987 to 1990, he also served as president of the Family Health Foundation of America (FHFA), which in 1989 became the AAFP Foundation.

The Ernie J. Chaney, MD Collection consists of newspaper articles relating to Dr. Chaney’s career from 1970 to 1994; speeches, campaign materials, programs, correspondence, and published materials primarily relating to his service on the AAFP Board of Directors from 1979 to 1981, and as president-elect, president and immediate past president of the AAFP from 1981 to 1983. Also included is a file relating to his appointment and service as interim chair of the Department of Family & Community Medicine at the University of Kansas (KU) School of Medicine-Wichita from 1995 to 1996.

**Clinton, Claudene- See: Artifact Collection-Plaques & Framed Items**

**Copeland, Lanny R., MD- See: Artifact Collection-Plaques & Framed Items**
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James Franklin Knox, Jr., MD was born on November 16, 1921 in Abilene, Texas. After graduating from Abilene Christian College, he enlisted in the U.S. Navy and enrolled in medical school at The University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston. After completing his military service, he graduated in 1946 with an MD degree and began his practice in Houston, Texas as a family physician. In 1952, he contracted polio from one of his patients and nearly died of the disease, but made a miraculous recovery, and was able to return to his practice. Dr. Cox served as a practicing family physician for more than 54 years. He died in Tyler, Texas on June 4, 2012 at the age of ninety.

The James F. Cox, MD Collection consists of a transcript of an interview with Dr. Cox from 1996; three undated articles on Dr. Cox, a photograph of instruments used by him in his practice; a letter dated December 18, 1998 from a family member of one of his patients thanking him for his care of her mother; and a copy of Dr. Cox’s 2012 obituary. Also included are two books owned and used by Dr. Cox in his practice: *Manual of Skin Diseases* by Gordon C. Sauer, 2nd ed. (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott., 1966); and *Lederle Laboratories Division, American Cyanamid Company, Atlas of Human Anatomy* (Pearl River, NY: By the Author, 1956).

Hiram Benjamin Curry, MD was born in 1927 in Jasper, Florida. After graduating in 1950 from the Medical College of South Carolina in Charleston, he interned at the Philadelphia General Hospital, and then returned to Jasper where he was in general practice from 1951 to 1957. Following this, Dr. Curry embarked on a new career as a neurologist, serving among other positions as a research fellow at the University of Lund in Sweden (1961-1962), and as a research and clinical fellow in Neurology and Teaching Fellow in Neurology at Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School from 1962 to 1963. In 1970, he became a charter diplomate of the ABFP (now ABFM) and returned to the Medical College of South Carolina, where he established the Department of Family Practice, serving as its Chairman for nineteen years, until his death in 1989.

The Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection consists of Dr. Curry’s files as Chairman of the Department of Family Practice at the Medical College of South Carolina from 1970 to 1982. The files are arranged chronologically, and contain department directories and publications, as well as correspondence, newspaper clippings and lectures. Separate files also include early
correspondence relating to the establishment of the department and a department bibliography, as well as files on department history.

**Darley, Ward, Jr., MD (1903-1979)**  
1977  
1 slim document case – *See also*: Photograph Collection

Ward Darley, Jr., MD, was born in 1903 in Colorado. He received his AB degree in 1926 and his MD in 1929, both from the University of Colorado. Upon completion of his medical degree, he worked for thirteen years in private practice in Denver. In 1945, he joined the University of Colorado College of Medicine as dean, served as professor from 1946-1956, and then served as president of the university from 1953 to 1956. During his time at the university, a general medical clinic established at Denver General Hospital became a widely recognized educational experiment in comprehensive medical care, a special focus of his career. Dr. Darley was elected to the executive council of the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) in 1945 and became president in 1952, serving that same year as a member of President Truman’s Commission on the Health Needs of the Nation. Dr. Darley was the AAMC’s first full-time Executive Director from 1956-1964. When he retired, the AAMC awarded him its highest honor, the Abraham Flexner Award for Distinguished Service to Medical Education. Throughout his career, Dr. Darley was a significant and influential voice within family medicine. In 1966-1967, he served as the chairman or moderator for a series of conferences sponsored by the FHFA on the role of the family physician in comprehensive care. He was credited as suggesting that “a society of teachers of family medicine” might seek representation on the Council of Academic Societies, which led to the founding of STFM in 1967. He later served as a contributing editor to STFM’s *Family Medicine Times* and was named an honorary STFM member. He died in 1979 in Laguna Hills, California.

The Ward Darley, Jr., MD Collection consists of one item, a letter written by Dr. Darley to Leland Blanchard, MD on February 12, 1977. In the letter, Dr. Darley thanks Blanchard for loaning his file on Family Medicine. This file is believed to be part of the missing “Blanchard papers.” The provenance of this letter is unclear and how the letter became separated from the other materials of Dr. Blanchard’s is a mystery. The letter also details Dr. Darley’s opinions on efforts to establish a board of family practice, documenting who supported a board and who was against it, and whether family physicians should have surgical privileges.

**Depew, Harry W., MD (1919-2007)**  
1977, 1982-2000  
1 slim document case – *See also*: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection

Harry W. Depew, MD, was born in 1919 in Los Angeles. He earned his BA at the University of California-Berkeley in 1941, and his MD from the George Washington University Medical
School in Washington, D.C. in 1946. After serving an internship at Los Angeles County General Hospital in 1946-1947, he served in the US Navy as a Medical Officer from 1947-1949. Following his discharge, from 1949-1951, he completed a rotating residency and an ob/gyn residency at Kern County General Hospital in Bakersfield. In 1951, he entered private practice in San Diego. During his career, he frequently served as a preceptor for medical students, and the University of California-San Diego established a scholarship award in his honor. Dr. Depew, who was fluent in sign language, had many deaf and hearing impaired patients. He was a strong advocate for serving patients with hearing impairments because both of his parents and two of his sisters were deaf. He served on the CAFP Board of Directors and in 1991 served as president of the California Academy of Family Physicians. He was a charter fellow of the AAFP in 1973, and a charter diplomate of the ABFP in 1972. Included among his highest honors was being named the California Family Physician of the Year for 1999, and the AAFP Family Physician of the Year for 2000. He died in 2007 in San Diego.

Materials in this collection include correspondence, articles, awards and certificates, and documents relating to Dr. Depew’s service on the California AFP Board of Directors. Included are also several presidential addresses and president’s messages from Dr. Depew that were published in the California Family Physician, as well as items related to his awards as CAFP and AAFP Family Physician of the Year. Among the miscellaneous files, there are materials pertaining to Dr. Depew’s strong advocacy regarding the 1991 establishment of a family practice program at his alma mater, George Washington University Medical Center. A small collection of photographs were transferred to the Photograph Collection under his name.

**DeTar, John (Jack) S., MD (1902-1996)**

1957

1 slim document case – See also: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection

John (Jack) S. DeTar, MD was born in 1902 in Detroit. He attended Detroit Junior College and received his BS from the University of Michigan. Dr. DeTar earned his MD in 1931 from Detroit College of Medicine (now Wayne State University), supporting his family during that time by working nights at the Briggs Body Plant. He then served an internship at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit and moved to Milan in 1931, where he was in general practice until 1973. After retiring in 1973 he moved to Sun City, Arizona, splitting his time between that community and Bellaire, Michigan. Dr. DeTar was named Michigan’s Foremost Family Physician in 1948 and received the Detroit College of Medicine Distinguished Alumni Award in 1956. As a member of the AAGP, he served as speaker of the Congress of Delegates from 1951-1955 and served as AAGP president from 1956-1957. He also served the Michigan State Medical Society as speaker for two terms. He died in 1996 in Bellaire.

The John (Jack) S. DeTar, MD Collection consists of one item, a rough draft of the Address of the President, presented to the 1957 AAGP Congress of Delegates in St. Louis, Missouri. The draft runs 34 pages in length. There are numerous markings in different ink colors and
presumably by different editors, including the author. A heavily edited final version of DeTar’s presidential address was published in the July 1957 issue of *GP*.

** DeVries, Jan, MD (1928- )

1956-2001
2 boxes and 1 oversized volume of account records

Jan R.J. deVries, MD, was born in 1928 in Malang, East Java, Indonesia, where his father worked as an employee of the Dutch government in horticulture. During World War II, the deVries family was captured by the Japanese when they invaded Indonesia. They were subsequently sent to a prison camp, where Dr. deVries’ mother died of starvation. After being set free from the camp in 1945, Dr. deVries went to the Netherlands, where he graduated with an MD degree from Leiden University School of Medicine in 1952. After completing his internship at Leiden University Hospital in the Netherlands, Dr. deVries returned to Indonesia, where he worked from 1956 to 1960 as a missionary physician. In 1961, he came to the United States, and after serving a second internship at the Washington Sanitarium and Hospital in Takoma Park, Maryland, he went into private general practice in Boswell, Pennsylvania. In Boswell, Dr. deVries became an active member of the Pennsylvania Academy of Family Physicians, serving as President of the PAFP from 1983-1984 and again from 1990-1991. He also received the Pennsylvania Family Physician of the Year Award in 1996.

The Jan deVries, MD Collection consists of Dr. deVries’ anesthesia records from his service in Indonesia from 1956-1957; 1 small and 1 large (oversized) ledger holding account records from his office practice from 1962 to 1969; a daily log of four volumes covering his activities while in practice from 1962 to 1965; and other files, which include a c.v., newspaper clippings, brief memoirs, and an account of his time practicing in Indonesia entitled “Sumedang Story.”

** Elliott, Olin A., MD (1906-1982)

1926-1982
1 box – See also: Museum (Artifact) Collection and Oversized Collection

Olin Austin Elliott, MD was born in 1906 in Griswold, Iowa, the son of an osteopathic physician who was also an ordained minister. Originally intending to become a science teacher, he enrolled in the Nebraska State Teachers College. As he was completing his second year, he decided to go on to medical school instead, and graduated from the University of Nebraska School of Medicine in Omaha in 1930. After an internship at Iowa Methodist Hospital in Des Moines, Iowa, Dr. Elliott went into general practice in Des Moines in 1931. During World War II, he served as a captain in the Medical Corps of the U.S. Army Air Corps, and saw service at various locations throughout the United States. Following the war, he returned to Des Moines, where he practiced until his death in 1982. He was a member of the AAGP since 1948, and was elected a Fellow of the AAFP in 1975. Described by one colleague as “a delightful, well-rounded doctor, loved and
Dr. Elliott was respected by patients, colleagues, family, and acquaintances alike,” Dr. Elliott was renowned for his compassion and dedication to his craft. In 1957, when his wife was diagnosed with ALS (Lou Gehrig’s disease), he became her primary caretaker while still continuing his medical practice, providing her with medical treatment until her death in 1960. In later years he volunteered at a clinic for the homeless in Des Moines, and even after being diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in 1981 he continued to care for his patients, up until the day of his death.

Dr. Elliott’s collection consists of his class notes (bound in three volumes) from his 1926 pathology class in medical school; his medical license from the State of Nebraska in 1931, along with other certificates and correspondence relating to his medical practice; professional appointment books from 1935 to 1936; his commission as a captain in the Medical Corps in 1943; and several photographs, as well as obituaries of Dr. Elliott. In addition, the Center also holds Dr. Elliott’s medical bag, which contains instruments and other items used by Dr. Elliott throughout his years in practice.

**Farley, Eugene S., Jr., MD, MPH (1927-2013)**


8 boxes

Eugene Shedden Farley, Jr., was born in Pennsylvania in 1927. After graduation from the University of Rochester School of Medicine in 1949, he interned at the Philadelphia General Hospital and a received residency training in General Practice at the University of Colorado Medical Center and Denver General Hospital. From 1954-1956, Dr. Farley and his wife Linda (“Lindy”), also a general practitioner, served in the US Public Health Service as field medical officers in charge of the Navajo-Cornell Clinic on the Navajo Tribal Reservation at Many Farms, Arizona. Following this, they went into private rural practice in Arizona and New York. In 1967, Dr. Farley received his MPH degree from Johns Hopkins University, and that same year he joined the University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry as associate professor in the Departments of Medicine, Pediatrics, and Preventive Dentistry, becoming a full professor in 1972. Dr. Farley, widely recognized as one of the pioneering leaders in the specialty, established the Family Practice Program at Rochester, where he served as its first director from 1967 until 1978. The program at Rochester was one of the first fifteen family practice residency programs in the US to be approved by the Residency Review Committee on Family Practice in December 1968. In 1978, he joined the University of Colorado Medical Center as professor and chairman of the Department of Family Medicine. In 1982, he left the University of Colorado to become professor and chairman of the Department of Family Medicine and Practice at the University of Wisconsin, where he retired in 1992. In retirement, Dr. Farley and his wife became actively involved in a variety of social and political causes which emphasized the need for universal health care, prompting his unsuccessful candidacy for a seat in the US House of Representatives from Wisconsin in 1996. Dr. Farley was one of the founding members of NAPCRG in 1972 and was the recipient of numerous awards, including the AAFP’s John G. Walsh Award for Lifetime
Contributions to Family Medicine in 2009. Following the death of his wife in 2009, Dr. Farley died at the age of 86 in 2013.

The Eugene S. Farley, Jr., MD, MPH Collection consists of Dr. Farley’s professional files from his service at the Universities of Rochester, Colorado and Wisconsin; files relating to his work in International Family Medicine/Family Practice; copies of his speeches and articles (including numerous drafts and unfinished works); and correspondence and newspaper clippings. Also included is Dr. Farley’s notebook from his Psychopathology course while a medical student at the University of Rochester from 1951-1952.

**Fleming, Michael O., MD (1950-  )**  
2002-2004  
1 slim document case – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; and Photograph Collection

Michael O. Fleming, MD was born in 1950 in Monroe, Louisiana. He completed undergraduate work at Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, and earned his MD from LSU School of Medicine in Shreveport in 1975. After completing a family practice residency at LSU Affiliated Hospitals in Shreveport in 1978, he entered a solo private practice in Shreveport for two years, then established a group private practice there in 1980. He has filled several academic roles, including assistant clinical professor in the Department of Family Medicine at Louisiana State University Health Science Center and the Department of Family and Community Medicine at Tulane University Medical School. Dr. Fleming served as president of the Louisiana Academy of Family Physicians in 1987-1988 and was named Louisiana Family Doctor of the Year in 1996. In addition to serving on several AAFP committees, he has served as vice speaker, speaker, and AAFP president from 2003-2004. Since its establishment in 2005, Dr. Fleming has also served as the chair of the FamMedPAC Board of Directors. He is an AAFP Fellow and an ABFP Diplomate.

The Michael O. Fleming, MD Collection consists of newspaper articles about Dr. Fleming, materials related to his campaign for AAFP president-elect, and letterhead and business cards from his AAFP leadership roles. Photographs in his collection date from around 2002-2003. Also included in the Center’s audiovisual collections is a videotape donated by Dr. Fleming from the 2003 AAFP Officers Installation, and as part of the Museum Collection are two framed items from his holdings, including the program from the 2004 AAFP/WONCA opening ceremony.

**Frank Blake, Thelma E., MD (1910-2000)**  
1 slim document case – See also: Museum (Artifact) Collection and Plaques & Framed Items
Thelma E. Frank Blake, MD was born in 1910 on a ranch in south Texas and graduated from high school in Falfurrias, Texas. After completing her premed requirements at Texas College of Arts & Industries (A&I) in Kingsville, she earned her MD from the University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston in 1935. Following a rotating internship at Grace Hospital in Detroit, Michigan, she returned to Texas to set up a medical practice in the oil fields of Freer and Benavides, serving as the first female physician employed by the Magnolia Oil Company. In 1941, Dr. Frank Blake moved to Corpus Christi and set up a private practice there. In 1946, she did postgraduate work in anesthesiology and until 1948, she concentrated her practice in that specialty. She returned to a private general practice after that and continued it until 1972, when she worked on developing the Family Practice Residency program at Memorial Medical Center in Corpus Christi. She served as Associate Director of the residency program until 1976, when she retired, at which point she moved to Rockport with her second husband. Following his death in 1991, she moved to Austin. She was instrumental in several community health efforts, including setting up a free health care program for children at the YWCA, and during World War II, she was one of the few practicing doctors in the area since most men were away in the service. The American Medical Women’s Association named her one of ten Outstanding Medical Women of 1961, and she was elected the first vice president of the Texas Academy of General Practice in 1968. She died in 2000 in Austin, Texas.

The Thelma E. Frank Blake, MD Collection, which was donated posthumously by her daughter Catherine Lusk, consists of articles about Dr. Frank Blake, her obituary, and a certificate issued to her in 1951 for Disaster Preparedness for Atomic Warfare. There are several artifacts donated as part of her collection as well, including a microscope, emergency kit from a doctor’s bag, a sample kit of medications, and a Baumanometer blood pressure apparatus, all of which are housed in the Center’s Museum (Artifact) Collection.

Frey, John J., III, MD (1944-    )  
1968-2007  
4 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection

John J. Frey III, MD, was born in 1944 in Kansas City, Missouri. He earned his B.A. at Notre Dame University in 1966, and in 1970 graduated from Northwestern University School of Medicine in Evanston, Illinois. During medical school, he was active in student organizations such as the Medical Committee for Human Rights, Free Clinic organization, Literary Society, and Student Health Action Committee. He completed a rotating internship at Cook County Hospital in Chicago, 1970-1971, and then trained under Lynn Carmichael, MD, at the University of Miami Family Practice Residency, completing that in 1973. That year he became acting director of the Family Health and Social Service Center in Worcester, Massachusetts, and until 1980 served in various positions at the University of Massachusetts Medical School, including acting program director, curriculum director for third-year family practice residents, and associate professor. From 1979-1980, he was assistant in general practice and licensed by the National Health Service in Glyncorrwg, South Wales, UK. In 1980, he moved to the Department
of Family Medicine at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He held numerous positions there, including associate professor, director of the Section on Educational Development, vice chairman, acting chairman, and professor. In 1993, he moved to the Department of Family Medicine at the University of Wisconsin-Madison Medical School, serving as Chair from 1993-2006 and Professor from 1993-2012. He was named Emeritus Professor of Family Medicine in 2012. He also serves as head of community engagement with the University of Wisconsin Institute for Clinical and Translational Research. Dr. Frey was instrumental in planning and implementing the Keystone III Conference in October 2000, from which the Future of Family Medicine (FFM) Project was an outcome.

Dr. Frey has extensive experience in writing and publishing, including serving as Editor of *Family Medicine* (1984-1991); Editor of *WMJ*, the Wisconsin Medical Society’s journal (2006-present); and Associate Editor of *Annals of Family Medicine* (2007-present). He was named a Kellogg National Fellow (1984-1987), received the STFM Recognition Award (1987), the Lyndhurst Prize (1989-1992), STFM President’s Award (1992), ADFM Recognition Award for Contributions to Education (2006), the F. Marian Bishop Award from STFM (2006), the Folkert O. Belzer Award from the University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health (2010), and the Wisconsin Medical Society’s prestigious Director’s Award in 2015. He was a member of the STFM Board of Directors from 1997-2000, serving as STFM President in 1998-1999. Dr. Frey currently maintains homes in Santa Fe, New Mexico and Madison, Wisconsin.

The John J. Frey III, MD Collection includes materials related to meetings and conferences attended by Dr. Frey, including planning and outcome materials pertaining to the Keystone III meeting held in October 2000. Also represented are several Spanish language books related to family medicine in Latin America. A significant portion of Dr. Frey’s collection consists of files and transcripts related to oral history interviews that were conducted between 1987 and 2006, as well as the original recordings for many of interviews.

**Frohman, I. Phillips, MD (1911-2001)**

1949-1963

1 box – See also: Oversized Collection and Photograph Collection

Dr. I. Phillips Frohman received a degree from the University of Maryland School of Pharmacy prior to graduating from the University of Maryland’s medical school in 1937. After serving his internship at Flower Hospital in Toledo, Ohio (1937-1938), he served as chief resident at Licking County Hospital in Newark, Ohio. In 1941 he moved to Washington, DC, where he established a general practice and later founded the Southeast Washington Compensation Clinic, which he operated until 1995. A charter diplomate of the American Board of Family Practice (now the ABFM), he joined the AAGP in 1948 and was a founding member of the District of Columbia Academy of General Practice in 1949. Dr. Frohman was also a prolific writer, and was published extensively in various medical and other journals, including foreign journals in Sweden, India and Germany.
The I. Phillips Frohman, MD Collection consists of 57 articles written by Dr. Frohman from 1949 to 1963 covering a variety of topics relating to general practice, medical practice, and medical science.

**Gehringer, Gerald R., MD (1926-1995)**

1975-1984
2 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Photograph Collection; and Slide Collection

Gerald R. Gehringer, MD was born in 1926 in Kentwood, Louisiana. Following graduation from high school, he served in the US Navy from 1943-1946 as a radio radar gunman, and then returned home to attend Southeastern Louisiana University in Hammond, where he earned his BS in 1948. In 1952, he was graduated with his MD from Louisiana State University in New Orleans, and completed an internship at Charity Hospital in New Orleans from 1952-1953. Following that, Dr. Gehringer completed residencies in general practice and surgery and went into private practice as a family physician in Kentwood, Louisiana. He held many academic appointments and served as both a Residency Assistance Program (RAP) consultant and as a member of the Residency Review Committee (RRC) for Family Practice. Dr. Gehringer also held leadership positions in the Louisiana State Medical Society and was president of the Louisiana Academy of Family Physicians from 1976-1977. Dr. Gehringer also served within the AAFP in many capacities, including as delegate from Louisiana; member and chairman of the Board of Directors; president-elect; president (1982-1983); and past president. He died in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, in 1995.

Dr. Gehringer’s collection contains files from his papers, presentations and speeches from the period circa 1975-1984. Although many of the documents are not dated, his curriculum vita verifies the time period. Many of the presentations were on clinical topics such as angina/cardiology, arthritis, dermatology, psychiatry, and urinary tract infections. Others pertain to the history of family medicine, teaching family practice residents, and include his reports and speeches given while serving the AAFP in various roles. His collection also includes 18 slides.

**Growney, John T., MD (1937- )**

1 slim document case

John T. Growney, MD, of Atchison, Kansas, was born in 1937 in St. Joseph, Missouri. He earned his BS (1959) and MD (1963) from Creighton University in Omaha, Nebraska. Following medical school, he was drafted into the Army and served as a doctor at several military bases in the U.S. before being shipped to Vietnam. There, in Long Binh, he was a military doctor at the 93rd Evacuation Hospital. After his discharge in 1966, he moved to Atchison and established a private practice. Dr. Growney was a charter ABFP diplomate in 1970, and he is notable for being a small minority of family physicians who have been recertified for the sixth time. He was
named an AAFP Fellow in 1973. He served as a clinical instructor in the Department of Family Medicine at the University of Kansas Medical Center from 2000-2001.

The John T. Growney, MD Collection includes letters and cards from patients and friends, AAFP membership cards, newspaper articles about Growney, a certificate of appreciation from the Atchison Hospital Auxiliary for being SHICK (Senior Health Insurance Counseling, a prescription drug assistance program) Provider of the Year, and correspondence from the ABFM regarding his rare status of passing the certification/recertification exam seven times.

**Guyther, J. Roy, MD (1920-2013)**
1955-2000

1 slim document box – See also: Library Collection; Photograph Collection; and Museum (Artifact) Collection

J(oseph) Roy Guyther, MD was born on July 31, 1920 in Mechanicsville, Maryland. He earned his MD from the University of Maryland School of Medicine in 1943 and completed his internship and a residency in internal medicine at Mercy Hospital in Baltimore. From 1946-1948, he served in the US Army and was discharged as a captain. He entered private practice in Mechanicsville on January 1, 1948. Dr. Guyther was a strong advocate of student interest in general/family practice and founded the Medical Students’ Family Practice Club at the University of Maryland. He became part-time associate professor in the University of Maryland’s Department of Family Practice in 1972. He also served in a variety of leadership positions throughout his career, including as president of the Maryland Academy in 1959; as president of the Board of Medical Examiners of the State of Maryland in 1977; as a member of the ABFP Board of Directors; and as a delegate from Maryland to the AAFP Congress of Delegates for 16 years. Most notably, he was selected as the *Good Housekeeping* Family Doctor of the Year in 1979. The official announcement was made at the White House where Dr. Guyther was greeted by First Lady Rosalynn Carter. Dr. Guyther retired from private practice in 1990 but continued his lifelong interest in history by publishing his memoirs and several histories about Mechanicsville and the local region. He died at his home in Mechanicsville on December 18, 2013 at the age of 93.

The J. Roy Guyther, MD Collection contains files related to his practice and career, including his designation as Family Doctor of the Year of 1979, as well as articles and news releases about him and correspondence from patients and colleagues. In addition, there are files related to Project MORE, a student preceptorship program sponsored by the AAGP in the early 1960s. Also included are files related to the shortage of family doctors in Maryland and health manpower training in that state.
Alvin J. Haley, MD, was born November 2, 1926, in Hartford City, Indiana. After high school he entered the United States Naval Reserve and served as a Seaman First Class from 1945-1946. He earned his BS in 1950 from Indiana University and his MD in 1953 from Indiana University School of Medicine. Haley then completed a rotating internship, also in Indiana, at Lutheran Hospital in Fort Wayne between 1953 and 1954. Haley opened his private practice in family medicine, his first and only practice, in Fort Wayne in 1954 and continued in this stead for twenty-six years. Haley joined the American Medical Association (AMA) that same year and became a member of the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) the following year in 1955. In 1969, Haley became President of the Indiana Academy of Family Physicians (IAFP) after already serving as President of the Indiana State Medical Association (ISMA). Four years later, Haley ventured into the academic community, while maintaining his practice, serving as a Clinical Instructor of Family Medicine and an Assistant Professor of Family Medicine at his alma mater, the Indiana University School of Medicine. He served in these positions until 1980, the same year he left his practice. In 1980, Haley became the Clinical Associate Professor of Family Medicine and held this post until 1987 when he was promoted again, this time to Clinical Professor of Family Medicine. He had also been serving as the Director of Family Practice Education at Methodist Hospital since 1980; he served in this stead until 1997. Moreover, Haley found time to also serve on the AAFP Board of Directors and to act as chairman of the AAFP Commission on Education between 1982 and 1985. Haley has since retired, but holds the honorary title of Emeritus Clinical Professor of Family Medicine for the Indiana University School of Medicine.


Henry L. Harrell, Sr., MD was born in 1908 in Woodbury, Tennessee. He graduated from Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee, with an AB in 1930 and an MD in 1934, and
completed an internship at Duval County Hospital in Jacksonville, Florida. Following this, he served for two years as the medical doctor for a lumber camp near Dade City, Florida. In 1939, Dr. Harrell established a practice in Ocala, where he remained in practice until his retirement in 1984. From 1941-1945, he served in the US Army Medical Corps and was shipped to Europe in 1944. He was waiting to be shipped to the Pacific front when V-J Day occurred. Following the war, he became a charter member of the AAGP in 1947 and helped establish the Florida Academy, serving as president of the FAGP in 1957-1958 and as chairman of the First Annual FAGP Scientific Assembly. He was named an AAFP Fellow in 1972. Dr. Harrell also organized the first volunteer clinic to treat the indigent in Marion County, Florida and was a member of the original committee of seventeen that organized Blue Cross-Blue Shield in Florida. He died in 2003 in Ocala.

Dr. Harrell’s collection consists of a biography from the President’s Page of the *Journal of the Florida Academy of General Practice* while Dr. Harrell was president, an article he wrote about physician retirement, and a copy of his memoir, *The Sounding Furrows* (1986).

**Higgins, Robert W., MD, RAdm, USN (Ret.) (1934- )**
1979-1986, 1997
2 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection

A native of Uniontown in Washington State, Dr. Robert W. Higgins attended the public schools in Pullman, Washington, and received a BS degree in Pharmacy from Washington State University in 1957. After practicing pharmacy for five years, he enrolled in the University of Washington School of Medicine and received his MD in 1965. In 1966, he was drafted into the US Navy and served in Vietnam and at Moffett Field, California, and afterwards went into private practice in Wenatchee, Washington. In 1972, Dr. Higgins left private practice to return to active duty in the Navy. After a distinguished career which included duty assignments as the medical officer of the Marine Corps and as deputy surgeon of the Navy, Dr. Higgins retired from the Navy in 1993 with the rank of rear admiral.


**Holloway, Richard L., PhD - See: Artifact Collection-Plaques & Framed Items**

**Inskip, Richard C., MD (1937-2016)**
1980-1987
1 box – See also: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection
Richard C. Inskip, MD was born in 1937 in Amityville, New York. He attended medical school at Temple University, earning his MD in 1964, and completed an internship at Harrisburg (PA) Polyclinic Hospital, 1964-1965. Following that, he served the US Air Force as a captain until 1967, at which time he went into group family practice in Reno, Nevada. During the course of his career, Dr. Inskip was elected president of several medical organizations, including the Washoe County Medical Society, the Nevada State Medical Association, the AAFP (1985-1986), and the AAFP Foundation (1994-1995), as well as serving on the boards or executive committees of many organizations. In addition to his term as president, his service to the AAFP also included tenures as vice speaker, speaker, president-elect, and past president of the Academy. Dr. Inskip died on January 29, 2016 in Reno, Nevada.

The Richard C. Inskip, MD Collection contains files beginning with Dr. Inskip’s service as vice speaker (1980) through his term as AAFP past president in 1986-1987. The files represent correspondence with AAFP members and staff, travel reports, and special concerns directed at the AAFP Congress of Delegates. Also included are files related to health care for military dependents and second surgical opinion eligible provider listings. His collection also includes eight audiocassettes.

James, Trenton L., MD (1941- )
ca. 2006
1 slim document case

Trenton L. James, MD, was born in 1941 in Donaldsonville, Louisiana. He earned his MD from Louisiana State University in New Orleans in 1966 and completed a general practice residency at Charity Hospital System of Louisiana in 1968. In 1967, he received the Mead Johnson Award for Graduate Training in General Practice from the AAGP. From 1968-1970, he served in the U.S. Public Health Service as a Lieutenant Commander (Full Surgeon) in Alaska. When he left the service, he completed a family practice residency at Highland Hospital, University of Rochester, in 1971. He entered private practice in Baton Rouge, Louisiana in 1971. Dr. James has served since 1971 as Assistant Clinical Professor in the Department of Family Medicine at LSU Medical Center in New Orleans, and he taught in the family practice residency program at Earl K. Long Memorial Hospital from 1971-1979. He also taught in the family practice residency at Baton Rouge General Medical Center from 1993-1996. He was named a fellow of the AAFP in 1973. He served on the Louisiana AFP Board of Directors from 1972-1982 and was Louisiana Family Doctor of the Year in 1988. Dr. James has been deeply involved in charitable and community activities throughout his career.

Dr. James’ collection consists of drafts, sources, background, and planning documents for a presentation he gave at the 2006 Louisiana Academy of Family Physicians meeting. It was titled “A Band of Brothers and Sisters: The History of Family Medicine in Louisiana.” Also included is a previous version of the presentation and Dr. James’ curriculum vitae.
Jones, Edgar F., Jr., MD (1912-1999)
1957
1 slim document case

Edgar F. Jones, Jr., MD was born in 1912 in Belleville, Arkansas. He earned his MD from the University of Texas at Galveston in 1936, and later practiced in Galveston. During World War II, he served in the US Army as a medical officer. He was named a fellow of the AAFP in 1972, and died in 1999 in Austin, Texas.

Dr. Jones’ collection consists of a scrapbook titled “Galveston 1957 County Medical Society.” In it, there are numerous newspaper clippings, invitations and programs related to the Galveston County Medical Society. Dr. Jones was president-elect of that group in 1957. The scrapbook also documents the county medical society’s efforts to provide polio immunizations for every county resident.

Kahn, Raymond M., MD (1918-2003)
1961-1981
1 slim document case – See also: Photograph Collection

Raymond M. Kahn, MD was born in 1918 in Dayton, Ohio and graduated with his MD degree from the St. Louis University School of Medicine. A charter member of the AAGP and STFM, he was also a founder of the Ohio Academy of Family Physicians, serving as president of the Ohio AFP from 1963-1964. An activist at both the state, local and national levels, he helped to develop the Family Practice Residency Program at Good Samaritan Hospital in Dayton, Ohio, which he directed from 1979 until his retirement in 1985. As chairman of the AAGP’s Committee on Medical Economics during the 1960s he helped to develop the book *The Organization and Management of Family Practice*, a popular resource which was used throughout the next 20 years by family physicians as a guide to help them in constructing, equipping, designing and managing their offices. With other GP leaders in Ohio, Dr. Kahn also championed board certification, which led to the eventual establishment of the American Board of Family Practice (now ABFM) in 1969.

The Raymond M. Kahn, MD Collection is comprised of articles, pamphlets and reports relating to Dr. Kahn’s career, particularly concerning his involvement with the Ohio AFP, his work to help plan the Academy’s 1962 Scientific Assembly (which was the first national medical organization convention to be held in Las Vegas), and his work as a member and later as chairman of the AAGP’s Committee on Medical Economics during the 1960s. In addition, the Center also holds several photographs relating to Dr. Kahn’s service on this committee as part of its photograph collection.
Kessel, Kenneth F., MD (1931-2012)
1 box and 1 boxed set of Criteria Cards

A graduate of the University of Illinois College of Medicine in 1958, Dr. Kessel served as the first director of the MacNeal Memorial Hospital Family Practice Training (Residency) Program in Berwyn, Illinois from 1970-1987. In December of 1969, this program was the first family practice residency program in the State of Illinois to be approved by the Residency Review Committee for Family Practice (RRC-FP). Prior to his serving as director of the MacNeal Residency Program, Dr. Kessel had completed a general practice residency at MacNeal in 1960, and then established a private general practice in Brookfield, Illinois, where he served for ten years. During the 1970s he also served as a consultant for the AAFP, helping to assist other residency programs in getting started within a twelve-state area. Following his service at MacNeal, Dr. Kessel then went on to serve as the director of a geriatric fellowship at LaGrange Memorial Hospital in LaGrange, Illinois, which was the first geriatric fellowship in Illinois to be sponsored solely by a family medicine residency. Dr. Kessel is retired and lives in East Troy, Wisconsin.

The Kenneth F. Kessel, MD Collection consists of various materials documenting the history and development of the MacNeal Family Practice Residency Program, including the 12th edition of the MacNeal Family Medicine Curriculum (1987); a 1975-1976 MacNeal Residencies in Family Practice Manual; a 1981 Alcoholism Treatment Center Residency Training Manual; two volumes of the MacNeal Family Practice Syllabus (1975-1976); and several articles by Dr. Kessel dating from 1974 and 1975, as well as an article entitled “The Origin of the First Family Practice Residency in the State of Illinois.” Also included in the collection is a complete boxed set of “Criteria Cards” from the program from the period 1970-1987.

Kolb, Weldon G., MD (1919-1995)
1951-1995
6 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; Photograph Collection; and Plaques & Framed Items

Born in 1919 in Texas, Weldon Garrett Kolb, MD graduated from the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston in 1941. After completing his internship at the John Sealy Hospital in Galveston, he established a general practice as part of the Medical & Surgical Clinic Associates in LaMarque, Texas in 1945, where he was in private practice until 1991. A charter member of the AAGP in 1947, he served as president of the Texas Academy of Family Physicians from 1972 to 1973, as a member of the AAFP Commission on Public Health and Scientific Affairs from 1976 to 1982, and as president and chairman of the Texas AFP Foundation for nine years. In 1983, he was honored by being named the Texas Family Physician of the Year by his colleagues in the Texas AFP and in 1992 the Weldon G. Kolb, MD Pavilion
was named in his honor at the Mainland Center Hospital in Texas City. Dr. Kolb retired in 1991 and died in 1995 in Galveston at the age of 75.

The Weldon G. Kolb, MD Collection consists of Dr. Kolb’s correspondence files relating to his membership and service in the Texas AFP from 1951-1988; files relating to his participation in the Texas AFP Foundation from 1988-1995; newspaper and other clippings relating to his life and career; two photocopied scrapbooks with photographs covering the period 1971-1973; awards and certificates files, including files on the 1983 Texas Family Physician of the Year Award and the dedication of the Weldon G. Kolb Pavilion; files relating to travel, professional meetings, and seminars; position papers and speeches; files relating to his involvement in the Texas Medical Association, Council for Medical Education & Hospitals, ABFP and AAFP Commission on Public Health & Scientific Affairs; and a file relating to his retirement in 1991.

Kowalewski, Edward J., MD (1920-1996)

1966-1990
13 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; Oversized Collection; Photograph Collection; Plaques & Framed Items; and Slide Collection

Born April 21, 1920, in Mt. Carmel, Pennsylvania, Edward J. Kowalewski, MD became a household name in the field of family medicine, not only in Pennsylvania and Maryland, but also nationally and globally. He attended the Pennsylvanian colleges of Gettysburg as well as Franklin and Marshall for pre-medical training, earning his BS in 1942. Kowalewski thereafter attended George Washington University Medical School, earning his MD in 1945 and completing his residency in 1946. He was then stationed at the US Army General Hospital in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania and served his country as a US Air Force Flight Surgeon until opening up his first family practice in 1948. In 1948, Kowalewski began a 23-year span in which he was involved in three family practices: a solo family practice in Rothsville, Pennsylvania (1948-1953), as well as a two-man family practice partnership (1953-1957) and a three-man family practice partnership (1957-1971), which were both located in Akron, Pennsylvania. It was shortly after the opening of his solo practice that he joined the American Academy of Family Physicians (then the American Academy of General Practice) in 1951. Dr. Kowalewski founded and was a president of the Lancaster (PA) County Chapter before becoming the president of the Pennsylvania Academy of General Practice (1960-1961). As an active member of the AAFP, Kowalewski fulfilled numerous roles throughout the 1960’s: Board of Directors Member (1964-1967) and Chairman (1966-1967), Executive Committee Member (1966-1969) and Chairman (1967), and President (1969-1970). Additionally, he served on a number of committees and commissions which broached topics such as environmental medicine and Indian health, among others. Kowalewski made a difference outside of the AAFP also, being selected by the United States Department of State to tour the Iron Curtain representing the typical family physician and winning the Medical Tribune Auto Safety Award in 1968 after being responsible for a national law requiring medial strip barriers on all major U.S. highways. Shortly after his stint as president of the AAFP, Kowalewski began teaching at the University of Maryland School of Medicine,
serving as a Professor and Chairman for the Department of Family Practice until his retirement. During this period, he also became the first American president of the World Organization of National Colleges, Academies and Academic Associations of General Practice/Family Physicians (WONCA).

The Edward J. Kowalewski, MD Collection contains an extensive amount of AAGP material including his Executive Committee Files, President and Past President files, speeches and reports during his time as AAFP President (1969-1970), Special Presidential Committee File (1970), and general meeting files (1967-1969). There are also collections of his work in other associations such as the Pennsylvania Academy of General Practice (PAGP) meeting files, American Board of Family Practice (ABFP) files, the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission Files, and the Family Health Foundation Files. Furthermore, there exist collections of a more personal nature such as his published articles (1945-1980), his correspondence (1964-1971), retirement scrapbook (1990), and clippings and articles relating to him (1960-1980). The collection also contains his Congressional Testimony Files and a special collection of the Cahal, Yarborough, Rooney and Murphy Bill Files.

Lienke, Roger I., MD (1922-2013)
1965-1992
1 slim document case

Roger I. Lienke, MD, was born in 1922 and graduated from the University of Minnesota Medical School in 1946. Following residency, he served the Army as a physician at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, and then practiced as a pediatrician in Galveston, Texas; Iowa City, Iowa; and suburbs of Minneapolis, Minnesota. In 1965, Dr. Lienke founded the first family practice residency program in Oklahoma, and served as director of the Division of Family Medicine at the University of Oklahoma School of Medicine from 1966 to 1972. In 1967, Dr. Lienke was one of the founding members of the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM). He also established family medicine programs in Huntsville and Anniston, Alabama, between 1973 and 1977. Dr. Lienke died on December 25, 2013, in Oklahoma City.

The Roger I. Lienke, MD Collection consists of Dr. Lienke’s copy of the February 1965 edition of “Experiences and Attitudes of a Family Physician Teaching in a Medical School” by Leland B. Blanchard, MD; two letters relating to the founding of STFM (August-September 1967); a copy of the August 7, 1986 special Family Medicine issue of Oklahoma (Official Publication of the Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce) featuring an article on Dr. Lienke; and Dr. Lienke’s nomination form for the AAFP Thomas W. Johnson Award for Outstanding Contributions to Family Practice Education in 1992.
Little, David N., MD (1949- )  
1999-2000  
1 slim document case – See also: Photograph Collection

Born in 1949, Dr. David N. Little graduated from Harvard University with his undergraduate degree in 1971 and received his MD from the University of Vermont College of Medicine in 1975. Following completion of his residency at the university’s Family Practice Residency Program in 1978, Dr. Little continued on as a member of the faculty of the Department of Family Practice at the University of Vermont, and practiced at the University’s residency center clinic in Milton, Vermont. In 1999, his service to both the University and the local community was recognized when he was nominated for the AAFP’s Family Physician of the Year Award.

The David N. Little, MD Collection consists of Dr. Little’s 1999 nomination for the Family Physician of the Year Award, and includes letters of support from colleagues and patients, as well as several photographs of Dr. Little with his patients.

Ludwick, Arthur L., Jr., MD (1913-2008)  
1913-2008  
7 boxes – See also: Museum (Artifact) Collection; Oversized Collection; Photograph Collection; and Plaques & Framed Items

Arthur Lee “Lud” Ludwick, Jr., MD, was born in 1913 in Kansas City, Missouri. He was the son of Arthur L. Ludwick, Sr., MD, who was also a GP. After graduating in 1936 with his MD degree from the University of Kansas, he interned at Ancker Hospital in St. Paul, Minnesota and then completed a year of surgical residency at the famous Hertzler Clinic in Halstead, Kansas. From 1938-1941, Dr. Ludwick practiced as a GP in Waterloo, Iowa, and there met his future wife, Jean Hoyer. During World War II, Dr. Ludwick served as a medical officer with the 34th Infantry Division, and saw extensive action in North Africa and Italy, earning the Silver Star for gallantry in action, as well as a Purple Heart. After serving overseas for 28 months, he was rotated back to the U.S. in April of 1944 and honorably discharged from active duty in 1946 with the rank of major, United States Army. In October 1945, Dr. Ludwick and his wife settled in Wenatchee, Washington, where he practiced family medicine, including obstetrics and surgery, for 51 years, until retiring in 1988. An early partner and mentor of Dr. Robert W. Higgins (AAFP president in 1984-1985), he was a charter diplomate of the ABFP (now ABFM) in 1970 and became a fellow of the AAFP in 1977. As an active member of various state and local medical associations throughout his career, he served as president of the Washington Academy of General Practice from 1960-1961, and was vice president of the Washington State Medical Association in 1962.

The Arthur L. Ludwick, Jr., MD Collection consists of photocopied correspondence from Dr. Ludwick between the years 1956-1961, as well as various family and genealogy records (particularly photocopied biographical information and materials relating to the World War I
military service and medical career of his father, Arthur L. Ludwick, Sr.); local newspaper articles, obituaries and photocopied extracts from local histories; AAGP/AAFP membership records from 1949 to 2006 and extracted materials on Dr. Ludwick from Academy publications; photocopied extracted material from ABFP/ABFM records relating to his Charter Diplomate status (1970-1987); original notes, notebooks, and photocopies of his records from medical school, and his internship and residency service; a photocopied journal relating to his practice of medicine from circa 1936-1953; notebooks kept by Dr. Ludwick relating to his Continuing Medical Education (CME) activities from circa 1946-1996; photocopies of his medical licensure records from Kansas and Washington State; and Who’s Who entries from 1974-1981. In addition, the collection also contains extensive materials relating to his military service, including correspondence, notebooks, oral histories, and published unit histories. The CHFM’s Museum Collection contains several items from Dr. Ludwick’s medical practice, including awards and certificates, two fully stocked medical bags, pill cases, stethoscopes in bags, a blood pressure cuff in its original box, his microscope, a pocket wallet used by Dr. Ludwick, and his lab coat.

**McCracken, Boyd E., MD (1923-2015)**
1976-2001
1 slim document case – See also: Photograph Collection

Born in Greenville, Illinois in 1923, Dr. Boyd E. McCracken was graduated with an MD degree from the Indiana University School of Medicine in 1947. In 1947, he returned to Greenville, and established a general practice there, where he served (except for a two-year stint in the Army during the Korean War) until his retirement in 1991. Dr. McCracken was an active member of many state and local medical organizations, including the AMA (where he served as a member of the Committee on Accreditation of Continuing Medical Education from 1979-1980); the AAFP (member of the Board of Directors and Chair of the Public Relations Committee, 1978-1980); and the Illinois Academy of Family Physicians (President, 1969-1970). In 1977, Dr. McCracken was named the Illinois Family Doctor of the Year, and was also a runner-up for the national Family Doctor of the Year Award that same year. Dr. McCracken died on January 19, 2015.

The Boyd E. McCracken, MD Collection is comprised of one volume of material compiled by Dr. McCracken in scrapbook form, and includes materials from his various campaigns for office within the AAFP; newspaper and magazine articles and correspondence relating to Dr. McCracken’s career; a photograph of Dr. McCracken (circa 1977) with Drs. Robert S. Young and Jack Stelmach; and Dr. McCracken’s curriculum vitae, dated 2001.

**McGinnis, Robert D., MD (1924-1997)**
1982-1986, 2001
1 slim document case – See also: Photograph Collection

73
Robert David McGinnis, MD was born in 1924 in Ohio. He graduated from the University of Illinois Medical School in 1948 and interned at the Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital in Santa Barbara, California. From 1956-1995, he was a solo family physician in Santa Barbara and from 1988 to 1997 was Associate Medical Director of the Monarch Plan. In 1966, he founded the Goleta Valley Community Hospital, which was the first general practice-oriented hospital in Santa Barbara, serving as its chief of staff from 1967-1969 and as a member of the Board of Trustees from 1967-1997. Dr. McGinnis was also an active member of both the California AFP and the AAFP, serving as President of the California AFP in 1974, as a member of the AAFP Board of Directors from 1982-1985, and as Chairman of the AAFP Board from 1984-1985. In 2001, the Goleta Valley Cottage Hospital honored Dr. McGinnis by naming its Medical/Surgical unit in his honor.

The Robert D. McGinnis, MD Collection contains correspondence, minutes and reports primarily centering on his term as a member of the AAFP Board of Directors from 1982-1984. In addition, the collection contains a program from the Goleta Valley Cottage Hospital’s 2001 Founders’ Celebration which honored Dr. McGinnis.

McKay, Haden Edwards, Jr., MD (1908-1996)
1975-2001
1 slim document case – See also: Museum (Artifact) Collection and Photograph Collection

The son and grandson of physicians, Haden Edwards McKay, Jr., MD was born in Bardstown, Kentucky in 1908 and moved to Humble, Texas, in 1919 with his family. After earning a bachelor’s degree from Mississippi State University and his medical degree from Chicago Medical School, Dr. McKay returned to Humble and went into general practice with his father in 1938. Following service in the US Army Medical Corps during World War II, he returned to Humble. An active member of the local community, Dr. McKay served for thirteen years as a Humble City Councilman before being elected Mayor of Humble in 1971, in which office he served for 24 years before retiring in 1995. He also served in top executive posts in county, state and national medical associations throughout his career. He was a past president of the Texas Academy of Family Physicians, and in 1979 was named the state’s Outstanding Doctor of the Year by the Texas State Medical Association. Dr. McKay died in 1996 at the age of 87 at his home in Humble.

The Haden Edwards McKay, Jr., MD Collection consists of newspaper and magazine articles, correspondence, and programs relating to Dr. McKay’s career in public service and medicine from the period 1975 to his death in 1996. The collection also includes programs and other materials relating to the dedication of the McKay Medical Clinic Museum in Humble on March 18, 2001. The CHFM’s Museum Collection includes several medical items from Dr. McKay’s practice, including a tray, syringes, scissors, hemostat and blade, as well as a belt buckle bearing the city seal of Humble, Texas.
Medalie, Jack H., MD, MPH (1922-2006)
1972-1992
7 boxes and 1 slim document case – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Library Collection; and Photograph Collection

Jack H. Medalie, MD, MPH was born in 1922 in Buhl, Minnesota. As a boy, he immigrated to South Africa with his family. He received his medical degree in 1945 from the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa, and completed an internship that same year at Johannesburg Hospital, after which he practiced medicine in South Africa. In 1948, he and his wife went to Israel and both joined the Israeli Army, Medalie serving as a lieutenant in the Israel Defense Forces’ Medical Corps. They left the Israeli service in 1949 but remained in Israel until 1975, during which time he practiced medicine and served as professor and chairman of the Department of Family Medicine at Tel Aviv University. During this same period, he also completed fellowships at the University of Natal, Durban, South Africa (1957) and at Harvard Medical School, Boston (1957-58), and received his master’s in public health from the Harvard School of Public Health in 1958. Dr. Medalie moved to Cleveland in 1975 to establish training programs for medical students and graduate programs in family medicine at Case Western Reserve University. During his career, he received several honors and awards, including being named the first Dorothy Jones Weatherhead Professor in Family Medicine, believed to be the first endowed chair in Family Medicine in the United States. In 1988, he received the STFM Curtis Hames Research Award for his lifetime research of Family Medicine, and in 1998, he received the North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG)-sponsored Maurice Wood Award for his lifetime contribution to primary care research. He was elected to the National Academy of Sciences Institute of Medicine in 1978 and became an AAFP Fellow in 1981. Dr. Medalie was recognized internationally for his research in epidemiology, particularly related to cardiovascular diseases, and he was board-certified in both Family Medicine and Public Health. He died in 2006 in Cleveland.

The Jack H. Medalie, MD, MPH Collection contains files related to his lectures and conferences where he presented papers; elective classes he taught at Case Western Reserve University (CWRU); a summer fellowship he conducted at CWRU; a Family Medicine Information System he helped to establish; and a Community Survey of Cleveland which was conducted in the mid-1970s to determine health needs of Cleveland area residents. The survey ultimately led to the creation of a family medicine program, the first in the Cleveland area.

Mendell, E.A., MD (1861-1931)
c. 1891-1899
1 slim document case

Dr. E.A. (or Edwin Augustus) Mendell was born in Pennsylvania in 1861 and received his medical degree from the Lincoln Medical College of Cotner University in Lincoln, Nebraska in 1892. Dr. Mendell subsequently moved to Missouri, where he established his practice in St.
Joseph. Active for many years in the eclectic movement within American medicine, in 1902-1903 he served as President of the Eclectic Medical Society of Missouri. He died in St. Joseph, Missouri in 1931.

The E.A. Mendell, MD Collection consists of one small “Memorandum” notebook which contains handwritten notes on various herbal remedies and dosages for a variety of ailments and illnesses. Also included are handwritten notes; an invoice dated St. Joseph, November 10, 1891 from G.W. Chase & Son; a partial copy of an invitation dated St. Joseph, Missouri, September 23, 1899 from C.M. Miller; an undated letter from Madeline M. Chase to Dr. Mendell; and prescriptions from Dr. Mendell and Dr. Anne W. Nixon of Los Angeles, California.

Mendelsohn, Harry R., MD (1910-1984)
1 slim document case

Harry R. Mendelsohn, MD was born in London in 1910. He became a naturalized US citizen and attended high school in Cleveland, Ohio. He received his BA from Miami University in Ohio and went to medical school at the University of Cincinnati. After graduating with his MD in 1936, he completed an internship at Mt. Sinai Hospital in Cleveland and a general practice residency at Jewish Memorial Hospital in New York City. Dr. Mendelsohn served as a faculty member and administrator at the VA Medical Center in Cincinnati from 1965-1980, and was also medical director of the American Red Cross in Cincinnati and the first president of the Cincinnati Society of General Physicians. He was a recipient of the Daniel Drake Award from the Southwestern Ohio Society of General Physicians, and was the author of a widely-requested JAMA article titled “Integration of the General Practitioner in the Hospital Medical Staff Organization,” which was published in November 1947. This article became a report issued under the auspices of the AAGP Committee on Hospitals, of which he was named chairman. Dr. Mendelsohn died in 1984 in Cincinnati.

This collection consists of photocopies of materials whose originals are held in the Henry R. Winkler Center for the History of the Health Professions at the University of Cincinnati. The materials include documents about the founding in 1945 and early years of the Committee of General Practitioners of Jewish Hospital in Cincinnati. This organization developed into the Southwestern Ohio Society of General Practitioners (also referred to as the Society of General Physicians). The collection also includes copies of the AAGP Committee on Hospitals’ “Manual on the Establishment and Operation of a Department of General Practice in Hospitals.” Dr. Mendelsohn was a member of this committee and largely responsible for this manual. Also contained in this collection is material relating to the efforts of Dr. Thomas Todd of Cincinnati to spread the word about the founding of organized medicine in the United States, particularly his research into the activities in Cincinnati.
Metcalf, Harry L., MD (1934- )
1980-1996
4 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection

Harry L. Metcalf, MD, was born December 3, 1934 in New York. He received his medical training from the University of Buffalo School of Medicine, graduating in 1960. With the help of fellow MD Herb Joyce, Metcalf established the Max Cheplove Medal in 1968 to honor not only Dr. Cheplove, but also the leaders in the advancement of family medicine. He became a member of the New York State Academy of Family Physicians (NYSAFP) in the early 1970’s. Metcalf first became involved in the AAFP when elected to the Board of Directors in 1983. During his time on the Board, Metcalf served as Chairman from 1985 to 1986 and as AAFP President from 1987 to 1988. From there he became heavily involved in the American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F), first as a trustee in 1986. He also served two terms as vice-president and two terms as president from 1992 to 1993. Since the end of his second term he has run a private practice in Williamsville, New York and held the position of Clinical Professor of Family Medicine at the State University of New York (SUNY) School of Medicine.

The first box in the Harry L. Metcalf, MD Collection contains correspondence pertaining to his election to the AAFP Board of Directors, his time on the board, his time in the AAFP/F, and on the Council on Graduate Medical Education. The second box is also largely correspondence covering his interaction with the Federal Government as Chairman of the Board (AAFP), as well as his time as AAFP president-elect, president, and past-president. The third box covers miscellaneous documents which include several files concerning the Council of Graduate Medical Education (COGME) and a few files relating to the AAFP Scientific Conference in 1988 and Foundation Resident Repayment Program Advancement Committee. The fourth and final box is devoted to miscellaneous documents including History of the AAFP Board of Directors, State Chapter Visits, journal and newspaper clippings, further information on the COGME, and information on a few other meetings.

Miller, Roland E., MD (1910-2001)
1 slim document case – See also: Library Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; and Plaques & Framed Items

Roland E. Miller, MD was born in 1910 in Pennsylvania. He received both his BS and MS degrees from the University of Pittsburgh, completing them in 1933 and 1934 respectively. Dr. Miller also completed a PhD in Philosophy from the University of Missouri. His first position after completing his graduate work was as an Associate Professor of Anatomy at Bowman Gray School of Medicine, part of Wake Forest University. While a professor from 1938-1944, Miller received training in the medical field, earning his MD in 1946. Following that, he completed a one-year rotating internship at Hamot Hospital in Erie, Pennsylvania. Dr. Miller also served in the Korean War, being called up in 1953, and as a Captain in the Air Force until 1955. In 1948,
he began his private practice in Erie and maintained it until 1971. Miller also found time, despite serving in the Air Force and maintaining his private practice, to be an active staff member at Hamot Hospital where he completed his internship. After nineteen years on the staff, he was elected President of the Hamot Hospital Medical and Dental Staff in 1969. From 1970-1978 he served as coordinator of Ambulatory Care Services. However, Dr. Miller was known first and foremost for his efforts in opening Hamot’s Family Practice Residency Program, of which he was the Director from its founding in 1974 until 1980. From 1980 until his retirement in 1993 he served as a clinical professor on the family practice teaching faculty. In 1993, the Family Medicine Center at Hamot was renamed the Roland E. Miller MD Family Medicine Center and a foundation was created in his name. Sadly, Hamot Medical Center withdrew support from the residency and it closed in June 2004. Dr. Miller was also a longtime member of the American Academy of Family Physicians and the American Medical Association.

The Roland E. Miller, MD Collection includes several newspaper clippings about Dr. Miller, a 1929 Hamot Hospital Association Annual Report, some correspondence, a 1969 issue of Hamot Happenings. There are also numerous medical instruments and artifacts in his collection, including a microscope, doctor’s bag, tonometers, syringes, and a stereoscope. The library items in this collection include a 1977 edition of Rakel’s Principles of Family Medicine, a very fragile 1888 edition of Dr. Chase’s Third, Last and Complete Receipt Book and Household Physician, or Practical Knowledge for the People, and several volumes of The CIBA Collection of Medical Illustrations.

Mullan, Fitzhugh, MD (1942- )
Primary Care Oral History Collection
1996-2001
4 boxes – See also: Library Collection

After graduation from Harvard University and the University of Chicago Medical School (1968), Fitzhugh Mullan, MD, completed an internship at Jacobi and Lincoln Hospital in the Bronx, New York. His career has included serving as Director of the National Health Service Corps; Scholar-in-Residence at the Institute of Medicine; senior medical officer at the National Institutes of Health; Director of the Bureau of Health Professions; and as Assistant Surgeon General (Rear Admiral) from 1991-1996. In 1996, Dr. Mullan joined the staff of Health Affairs, where he has edited the popular column “Narrative Matters.” He is the Murdock Head Professor of Medicine and Health Policy, Professor of Pediatrics, and Co-Director of the George Washington University Health Workforce Institute. Dr. Mullan is the author of several well-known works on the US health care system, including Big Doctoring in America: Profiles in Primary Care (2002); Plagues and Politics: The Story of the United States Public Health Service (1989); Vital Signs: A Young Physician’s Struggle with Cancer (1983); and White Coat, Clenched Fist: The Political Education of an American Physician (1976).
The Fitzhugh Mullan, MD, Collection contains a series of transcribed oral histories conducted in the 1990s by Dr. Mullan in cooperation with the People-to-People Health Foundation as part of an oral history on generalist medical practice in the United States. These oral histories were photocopied and donated to the CHFM from the Primary Care Physicians Interview Collection at the National Library of Medicine (NLM) with the permission of Dr. Mullan. See https://www.nlm.nih.gov/hmd/manuscripts/oralhistory/primecarecoll.html for complete information about this collection. The following individuals’ transcripts are included in the CHFM (with Finding Aid also included):

Adler, Connie
Almy, Thomas
Alpert, Joel J.
Anderson, John C.
Belden, Jeffrey L.
Berry, Elisabeth
Bodenheimer, Thomas
Bowman, Sallyann
Neil Calman
Capps, Linnea
Chen, Arthur
Cohen, Bobby
Conger, Beach
Crowson, Terry
Deinard, Amos S.
Deitch, Selma
Drew, Diane
English, Genia
Firestone, Al
Fowkes, Virginia
Garvey, Carol
Gerlaugh, Holly
Geyman, John
Gilliss, Catherine
Goetheus, Janelle
Halaas, Gwen Wagstrom
Hart, Julian Tudor
Headrick, Linda
Henze, Walter
Hermosa, Bella
Hidalgo, Therese
Ho, Sam
Horder, John
Hughes, Tim
Jacott, William
Kapla, William
Kardatzke, Stan
Sam A. Nixon, MD was born in 1927 in Galveston, Texas to Sam A. Nixon, Sr. and Margaret Sandel Nixon. Nixon graduated from Abilene High School at the age of sixteen and from Texas A&M with his Bachelor’s Degree in 1946, at age nineteen. By twenty-three he had earned his MD from the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston. He then completed a rotating internship at Fordham Hospital in New York City. Nixon served in the US Army Medical Corps for four years from 1950 to 1954 as a battalion surgeon in Korea and as an artillery surgeon in both Korea and Japan. He joined the AAGP in 1955 and the next twenty-three years of his life were devoted to family medicine; he worked as a family physician in both Nixon and Floresville, Texas. During this period he was involved in the Gonzales County Medical Society as president in 1957 and secretary from 1962-1977. He also contributed greatly to the Texas Medical Association (TMA) as 5th District President in 1968 and as an alternate delegate and delegate to the American Medical Association (AMA) from 1969 to 1977. Moreover, Nixon served as the vice-president (1965-1966), president of the Alamo chapter (1967), and president (1968-1969) of the Texas Academy of Family Physicians (TAFP). He also received his first teaching position in
1972 as a clinical professor in the Department of Family Practice at the University of Texas Medical School. In 1977, Nixon chose to relocate, leaving his private practice and clinical professorship behind, and join the University of Texas Medical School at Houston as a professor in the Department of Family Practice and Community Medicine. In 1979 he was president-elect of the AAFP and served as president the following year. Nixon held the post of Director of Continuing Education at the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston (UTHSCH) from 1977 to 1992, at which time he also retired from teaching. He was also the assistant dean for continuing education from 1985 to 1992. Nixon also served as president of the Texas Medical Association in 1991 and he received the Distinguished Service Award, their highest honor, in 1999. In 2002, one year before his death, the TAFP honored him with the first Lifetime Achievement Award for service to the specialty of family medicine.

The Sam A. Nixon, MD Collection contains a few receipts for services rendered by Dr. Nixon and two short articles in which Nixon explains his academic titles and how a “country doctor” like himself found his way to Houston. There is also a large binder and one file pertaining to a one week seminar presented by the Menninger Foundation in Topeka, Kansas on Psychiatry for General Practitioners. This binder contains information provided by the Menninger Foundation, some articles on the topic by doctors, and even some handwritten notes. There is also one file on Nixon’s membership in the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM). For more information about Dr. Nixon, there are 125 cubic feet of his materials housed at the John P. McGovern Historical Collections and Research Center, Houston Academy of Medicine – Texas Medical Center Library in Houston, Texas.

Ohmart, Richard V., MD (1936-    )  
1956-2016
1 box – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Library Collection; Photograph Collection

Richard V. “Dick” Ohmart, MD was born in McPherson, Kansas in 1936. After spending time in various Kansas towns, he spent his junior and senior high school years in Scott City, Kansas. His neighbor, Galen Fields, MD, who became KAFP president in 1964, played a part in Dr. Ohmart’s choice of career, both in medicine and in family practice. A 1958 honors graduate with a BA in English and Chemistry from the University of Kansas, Dr. Ohmart received his MD degree from the University of Kansas in 1962. After completing his internship at the Wesley Medical Center in Wichita, in 1963 he joined a private medical practice in rural Oakley, Kansas. There he served as a practicing family physician for more than 38 years, for much of that time as the only physician in the local area. He was a member of the American Academy of Family Physicians and was elected as a Fellow of the AAFP in 1974. Dr. Ohmart founded a rural health clinic and served as Medical Director of New Frontiers Health Services in Oakley from 1992-2001. He also served as Director of Medical Education of the Northwest Region for the University of Kansas School of Medicine from 1996 until his retirement in 2001. Dr. Ohmart is retired and lives with his wife Carol. The couple continues to live in Oakley, while spending their winters in Texas.
Throughout his career, Dr. Ohmart was actively involved in family medicine education and served as a preceptor for KU School of Medicine students, as well as a preceptor for physician assistant students from The Wichita State University. He has received numerous awards for his work, including the first Dean’s Hero in Medicine Award from KU School of Medicine in 1999; the National Rural Health Association (NRHA) Rural Practitioner of the Year Award in 1999; and Kansas Academy of Family Physicians Family Physician of the Year Award in 2000. In January 2001, Dr. Ohmart slipped on the ice, striking his head, which resulted in a subdural hematoma. He subsequently suffered a severe stroke, and after spending more than seven months recovering in hospital, was eventually released and forced to retire from his practice. A prolific writer, Dr. Ohmart has written widely on his experiences as a rural practitioner and is the author of numerous articles and essays, as well as two books: *When I Died, An Amazing Adventure*, published in 2002 and *The Education of an Old Doc, The Story of My Practice in the Wilderness*, published in 2010. The first of those books tells the story of Dr. Ohmart’s stroke and partial recovery, and was written in cooperation with his wife Carol, as Dr. Ohmart had no recollections of the early months after his stroke.

The Richard V. Ohmart, MD Collection includes a collection of Dr. Ohmart’s articles and essays, as well as materials relating to his various awards and honors. Also included is a copy of Dr. Ohmart’s c.v. (as of October 31, 2016); a bibliography of his published works (as of November 1, 2016); a copy of his 2002 book *When I Died, An Amazing Adventure*; and a CD containing a collection of his published and unpublished works.

**Osborne, Charles E., EdD (c. 1930- )**

c.1975
1 slim document case

Dr. Osborne was assistant dean for Continuing Medical Education and professor, Department of Medical Education at Southern Illinois University School of Medicine in Springfield, Illinois. He researched and published articles on a variety of topics relating to health-related topics, including the impact of continuing medical education and the evaluation of clinical competence.

Dr. Osborne’s collection consists of an Award of Merit from the AAFP to Dr. Osborne “For his significant contribution as Project Director of the Joint Committee on Quality Assurance in its development of methodology for the evaluation of ambulatory child health care.”

**Ostergaard, Daniel J., MD (1947- )**

1966-1994
3 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection
Born in 1947 in Fergus Falls, Minnesota, Dr. Ostergaard received a BA degree in natural sciences and psychology from the University of North Dakota in 1969, and earned an MD degree from the University of Texas Southwestern School of Medicine in Dallas in 1973. In addition to clinical practice as a medical officer with the United States Public Health Service in New Mexico, Dr. Ostergaard also served as director of the Family Medicine Residency in Duluth and was a faculty member of the University of Minnesota School of Medicine. From 1983 to 1999, he served as AAFP vice president for Education and Scientific Activities, and from 1999 to 2008 served as AAFP vice president for International and Interprofessional Activities. In 2008, Dr. Ostergaard became AAFP vice president for Professional Activities, and in 2011 was named vice president for Health of the Public and Interprofessional Activities. As vice president for Health of the Public and Interprofessional Activities, Dr. Ostergaard had oversight responsibilities for the public health, scientific and research activities of the AAFP as well as the AAFP’s relationships with other medical organizations in the United States and abroad. Dr. Ostergaard is a member of the World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA) Executive Committee by virtue of his position as chair of its Bylaws Committee. In 1998, he was awarded honorary life membership in WONCA. Among his awards are the 2000 Gabriel Smilkstein Memorial Award of the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine for outstanding contributions to the growth and development of Family Medicine education throughout the world, the 2001 AAFP Humanitarian Award honoring his extraordinary and enduring humanitarian efforts both within and beyond the borders of the United States, and an honorary membership in the College of Family Physicians of Canada in 2012. In December 2012 Dr. Ostergaard retired as AAFP vice president for Health of the Public and Interprofessional Activities, after 33 years of service to the Academy.

The Daniel J. Ostergaard, MD Collection consists of correspondence, files, meeting programs, publications and speeches primarily pertaining to his service as AAFP vice president for Education and Scientific Activities from 1983 to 1994, and as a member of WONCA during this same period.

Panther, Sandra L., CFRE- See: Artifact Collection-Plaques & Framed Items

Phelps, Malcolm E., MD (1905-1991)

1974

1 slim document case – See also: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection

Malcolm E. Phelps, MD, a native of El Reno, Oklahoma, was born in 1905. He earned his undergraduate degree from the University of Oklahoma in 1926, and his MD from the State University of Iowa in 1929. He then interned at the University of Oklahoma Hospital in Oklahoma City for one year and spent another year as a resident in surgery at the hospital. One of the founding members of the AAGP (now AAFP), Dr. Phelps served as a director of the AAGP (1952-1955), vice president (1955-1956), president (1957-1958) and treasurer (1963-1965). Dr. Phelps was also president of the Oklahoma Academy of General Practice (1947-
1949); 1st president of the AAGP Foundation (now the AAFP Foundation; 1959-1963); treasurer of the American Board of Family Practice (now ABFM) from 1972 to 1974; and vice president of the American Medical Association (AMA) in 1967.

The Malcolm E. Phelps, MD Collection consists of an original copy of Dr. Phelps’ 1974 curriculum vitae; and correspondence (7 pieces) to and from Dr. Phelps relating to his retirement and appointment as a volunteer clinical professor in the Department of Family Practice and Community Health at the University of Oklahoma in 1974.

Phillips, Theodore J., MD (1934-1995)
1969-1995
1 slim document case – See also: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection

Born in 1934 in Detroit, Theodore J. Phillips, MD received his undergraduate degree from Swarthmore College in Swarthmore, Pennsylvania in 1955 and his MD from Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine in 1959. After serving with the US Public Health Service in Alaska, he went into private general practice and practiced in rural areas of Colorado and Alaska before coming to New York State in 1969. There, he went into the Family Medicine Program at the University of Rochester School of Medicine and Highland Hospital as assistant professor of Medicine and coordinator of the Family Medicine Residency Program. In 1970, he came to the University of Washington, and there helped build the university’s first Department of Family Medicine, serving as its founding chair. He also served as an associate and later acting dean of the University’s School of Medicine. In 1988, he returned to clinical practice part-time in Anacortes, Washington, while continuing to teach at the university. An active member of several family medicine organizations, Dr. Phillips served as president of the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM) from 1978 to 1979 and received the Society’s Certificate of Excellence Award in 1981. In 1991, Dr. Phillips was appointed as a member of the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR) National Advisory Council for Health Care Policy, Research and Evaluation. He retired in May of 1994.

The Theodore J. Phillips, MD Collection consists of a collection of Dr. Phillips’ published articles from 1969 to 1995, including a copy of his March 1988 manuscript of “Family Medicine: Twenty-Five Years of University of Washington History” and a draft of the Blanchard Memorial Lecture he delivered at the STFM meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana on May 7, 1995 entitled “Community, the Defining Basis of Family Practice: Opportunities for Nurturing our Communities Today.” In addition, the collection also includes a Memory Book from Dr. Phillips’ STFM Presidential Year (1978-1979), as well as a copy of a transcript of a Panel Discussion of “Wives of STFM Founders” at STFM’s 25th Anniversary Meeting in St. Louis, MO in May 1992.
Pisacano, Nicholas J., MD (1924-1990)
  1964-1990
  1 slim document case – See also: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection

Nicholas J. Pisacano, MD, was born on June 6, 1924 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, but was raised five miles away in Merchantville, New Jersey. Pisacano began his education in 1941 at Western Maryland College but was interrupted a year later by World War II. He served in the United States Army during the war from 1942 to 1946. Between 1946 and 1947 Pisacano finished his BA and continued on to medical school at Hahnemann Medical College in Philadelphia. After four years of training, Pisacano earned his MD in 1951 and completed his internship and residency at Stamford Hospital in Connecticut between 1951 and 1953. He opened a rural practice straight out of residency in South Royalton, Vermont; he operated this practice until 1955. Between 1955 and 1962, he maintained a city practice in Philadelphia. He then decided to enter the academic scene at the University of Kentucky (UK), first as the Director of Continuing Medical Education (1962-1968) and then as Assistant Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences (1966-1972). During his initial time in Lexington, Dr. Pisacano also became the founding secretary of the American Board of Family Practice (ABFP), established in 1969, which established family practice as an official specialty, the 20th overall. He remained the Executive Director and Secretary for the first twenty years of the board and as an Associate Professor at UK until his untimely death in 1990. In 2005, the ABFP was renamed the American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM). Dr. Pisacano was also a member of the Kentucky Medical Association, Southern Medical Association, American Medical Association, and American Academy of Family Physicians. He also received the Thomas W. Johnson Award in 1977 for excellence in medical education.

The Nicholas J. Pisacano, MD Collection consists of a booklet of remembrance for the establishment of the Nicholas J. Pisacano Endowed Chair in Family Practice at the University of Kentucky, numerous photocopied speeches and publications of Dr. Pisacano’s, and a few photocopied newspaper articles pertaining to him. The original of the copied items are held by the American Board of Family Medicine in Lexington, Kentucky.

Pittenger, Rex A. MD (1919-1999)
  1968-1970
  1 slim document case – See also: Library Collection

Rex A. Pittenger, MD was born in 1919, and received his MD from the University of Minnesota School of Medicine in 1948. He served as a clinical associate professor of Psychiatry at the University of Pittsburgh Medical School, and as head of the Staunton Clinic.

Dr. Pittenger’s collection consists of publications and materials relating to Balint Seminars for Family Physicians which were conducted at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine during the period 1968-1970: Bibliography- Research in General Practice (Rev. ed.) by Lucy
Zabarenko and Etta Zwell (1968); *Training for Family Practice: A Selected Bibliography* by Mary Etta Zwell and Lucy Zabarenko (1970); and “The Psychodynamics of Physicianhood” by Ralph N. Zabarenko, Lucy Zabarenko and Rex A. Pittenger (reprinted from *Psychiatry: Journal for the Study of Interpersonal Processes*, (February 1970) 33:102-117.)

**Post, S. Perry, MD (1915-2007)**

1 slim document case – See also: Photograph Collection

S. Perry Post MD was born February 24, 1915, in San Antonio, Texas, where he would spend most of his life. He attended St. Mary’s University for his undergraduate training, and earned his MD from the University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) in Galveston in 1938. During World War II, Post served in the Army Medical Corps for a five year period, 1941 to 1946, ascending as high as the rank of Major. Prior to his military service, Post practiced family medicine for a period in Boerne, Texas and returned to family practice, serving the Jefferson area of San Antonio, after the war. Post was a charter member of the AAGP in 1948 and served as president of the Alamo Chapter of the AAGP in 1953. Post was twice named the Physician of the Year by the Alamo Chapter of the Texas Academy of Family Physicians (TAFP). Soon, however, he turned his focus to other endeavors in family medicine. In 1972, Post was elected President of the Bexar County Medical Society and one year later he joined the faculty of the University of Texas Health Science Center of San Antonio. There he served as a professor in the Department of Family Practice and as Director of the Student Health Center. He was named an AAFP Fellow in 1973. In 1984, Dr. Post retired but remained active in medicine working as Clinic Director for family planning clinics on the south and east sides of San Antonio until 1998. The TAFP awarded Post with the title “physician emeritus” in 1994. He was the last living charter member of the TAFP when he died in 2007. The Texas Academy has established the S. Perry Post, MD, Medical Student Scholarship Fund in his honor.

The S. Perry Post, MD collection consists his original AAGP membership certificate (issued May 1, 1948), and his Century Club certificate from 1950. Post also donated similar items on behalf of Academy member Terry S. Vincent, MD, which are part of this collection. One notable file pertains to the organization of the Family Practice Student Association at the University of Texas Medical School in San Antonio in 1971. The collection also contains files and photos related to the Texas chapter’s program called “Physician of the Day” for the Texas Legislature. Also included are items from the early years of both the AAGP and TAGP, including medical study report forms, membership directories, constitution and bylaws, banquet programs, and some early issues of Texas chapter newsletters. These include materials from the Alamo Chapter of the Texas AGP and the Bexar County (TX) Academy of General Practice.
Price, James G., MD (1926-2009)
c. 1973-1990
2 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Photograph Collection; Plaques & Framed Items; and Slide Collection

Born in Brush, Colorado in 1926, James Gordon Price, MD received his BA degree in 1948 and his MD in 1951, both from the University of Colorado. After completing an internship at the Denver General Hospital in 1952, Dr. Price returned to Brush, where he established a general practice which served the local community from 1952 to 1978. In 1978, Dr. Price moved to Kansas, where he served as a professor of family practice at the University of Kansas Medical Center from 1978 to 1993, and also as chairman of the Department of Family Practice from 1982 to 1990, and as dean of the University of Kansas School of Medicine from 1990 to 1993. From 1973 to 1990, Dr. Price also authored a nationally syndicated newspaper column entitled “Your Family Physician.” In addition to his professional positions, Dr. Price was also an active leader in several family medicine organizations. In 1964, he served as president of the Colorado Academy of Family Physicians, and then on the national level, served as vice-speaker (1967-1968) and Speaker (1969-1972) of the Academy’s House of Delegates, and as president of the AAFP from 1973 to 1974. From 1979 to 1980, he also served as president of the ABFP (now ABFM). In 1988, the Academy honored Dr. Price by presenting him with the Thomas W. Johnson Award for Outstanding Contributions to Family Practice Education. Dr. Price died on October 17, 2009 at the age of 83.

The James G. Price, MD Collection is comprised of a collection of Dr. Price’s writings and speeches, including a manuscript and copies of his small book A Manual For Presiding Officers at Annual Business Meetings, written c. 1973; a copy of a statement made before the FDA Cardio-Renal Advisory Committee on May 11, 1976; and galley proofs, clippings, typewritten carbons, word-processed versions and a handwritten version of his “Your Family Physician” newspaper column, together with correspondence relating to its syndication. Also included in the collection is a photocopied scrapbook from the Colorado AFP to Dr. Price commemorating his term as AAFP president.

Pruessner, Harold T., MD (1925-2007)
1949-1992
8 boxes

On February 10, 1925, Harold T. Pruessner, MD, a lifelong Texas native, was born in San Antonio, Texas. He received his undergraduate training from Texas A&M and his medical training from the University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) at Galveston. As a medical student at UTMB, Pruessner, along with a few of his peers, responded to the Texas City disaster in which 581 people were killed in an ammonium nitrate explosion. The event was hectic and the injured spoke mostly French, making the situation as frustrating as it was dangerous. In a 1998 letter to Stanley L. Gilbert MD, Dr. Pruessner called it “a real life learning process.” A year after
that incident, in 1948, Pruessner graduated from UTMB and went to work for the San Antonio State Mental Hospital. Following that he entered Philadelphia General Hospital (PGH) on a two-year internship. It was at PGH that Dr. Pruessner met his to-be wife Alma Morgan, R.N. He also joined the Navy while at PGH, and was assigned to the US Naval hospital at St. Albans in New York. He stay was short, however, as he was soon shipped to Korea where he became the medical officer on the Gen. C.C. Ballou transport ship. Dr. Pruessner spent most of his time in the Navy traveling back and forth across the Pacific Ocean on ships transporting soldiers to and from Korea. After eighteen months of this type of work, he was stationed in Corpus Christi, Texas where he would practice family medicine and surgery for the next twenty years; he was initially in solo practice, but afterward joined Bud Holt in creating a joint practice. It was during this period that Dr. Pruessner joined the AAFP (then AAGP) in 1956. In 1973, Dr. Pruessner joined the University of Texas Medical School at Houston (UTMS-H) as a professor, and aided in the formulation of their family practice residency program. He also served as the third Chairman of the Department of Family Practice and Community Medicine (FPCM). Dr. Pruessner retired in December of 1994 and resided in Caldwell, Texas until his death in 2007.

The collection of Harold T. Pruessner, MD is rather extensive, consisting of eight boxes of material. The initial box contains original copies of the *AMA News* from 1965-1975 as well as a large two volume TAFP “Family Medicine for the 90’s” booklet. There is also a miscellaneous files box covering 1965 to 1998 with a short overview of his life, information on the UTMS-H rotation course, his curriculum vitae, and several files containing data on research, projects, case histories/lectures and seminars on various subjects. Furthermore, there are three boxes containing miscellaneous correspondence and articles; one covering 1960 to 1969 and two covering the 1970 to 1995 period. The fourth and final miscellaneous box covers correspondence, papers, and journal articles from 1970 to 1979. There is also a box of photocopied medical articles spanning a forty-two-year period between 1949 and 1991. There is also one box covering articles, brochures, manuscripts, and papers composed by Dr. Pruessner from 1965 to 1992.

**Rardin, Thomas E., MD (1907-1972)**

1946-1970, 1993

1 slim document case – *See also*: Photograph Collection

Thomas E. Rardin, MD, was born in 1907 in Ohio and received his medical training from Ohio State University College of Medicine. He remained in Columbus, Upper Arlington to be exact, running a family practice for the next forty-one years (1930-1971). In the late 1930s, as a member of the Clinical Faculty of the Ohio State Department of Internal Medicine, Rardin established the first menopausal clinic in the country. He also created a Department of Audiovisual Education at the university early in his career while serving as an assistant professor. Rardin then served in the military during World War II and he again displayed his eye for organization by establishing the United States Field Service School which trained thousands of medical teams used throughout the Pacific Theater of War. For his efforts Dr. Rardin was given the Presidential Citation and the Legion of Merit awards. After his military service Dr.
Rardin became involved in organizing on a much larger scale as a charter member of both the American Academy of General Practice (AAGP) and the Ohio Academy of General Practice (OAGP). In 1949 he served as the first Chairman of the Scientific Assembly and later as president of the OAGP. Furthermore, from 1947 to 1969, Rardin was a member of the Ohio State Medical Association (OSMA) Committee on Education, serving as chairman for eleven of those years. Dr. Rardin was also essential in the formulation of a general practice specialty board for the inclusion of general practice as a medical specialty, writing the OAGP’s resolution to the AAGP in 1964. During this period Dr. Rardin managed to be a professor as well as public speaker, traveling across the country to communicate the need for the twentieth medical specialty. Somewhere in between speaking and teaching, Rardin also found time to write six acceptable articles for the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA), which is notorious for its strict standards on selecting articles for publication. He was presented the Distinguished Service Citation of the OSMA in 1969 and was also presented with an Alumni Achievement Award from OSU the following year. Dr. Rardin also belonged to the Royal College of General Practitioners of Great Britain, which was unheard of among American family physicians. His accomplishments are only amplified by the “personal health catastrophes” that afflicted him constantly and cut his life short. He died in 1972 at the age of sixty-five. In 1993, Ohio State University named one of their medical center branches The OSU Thomas E. Rardin Family Practice Center.

The Thomas E. Rardin, MD Collection consists of one slim document case. The materials were donated by Tennyson Williams, MD. The collection contains copies of numerous letters to and from Dr. Rardin as well as several published articles of his including some presented to JAMA. There are also other writings such as Rardin remarks in support of the OAGP resolution for a specialty board and why such a board was so needed. A few files contain information on the Ohio AGP through supplemental bulletins, GP News (which contains articles of other GPs), and other conference materials. There is also a typed speech tribute to Dr. Rardin in 1970 and typed speech given by Dr. Williams at the opening of the OSU Rardin Center in 1993.

**Renner, John H., MD (1932-2000)**

1972-1995

1 box – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; and Photograph Collection

John H. Renner, MD was born in 1932 in Newtown, Indiana, and grew up in Auburn, Indiana. He attended medical school at George Washington University in Washington, DC, earning his MD in 1958. He completed an internship and fellowship at George Washington University Hospital in 1959-1960, then entered the private general practice of medicine in Virginia until 1970, when he moved to Madison, Wisconsin, to help found the Department of Family Medicine and Practice at the University of Wisconsin Medical School. He served as the department’s chairman and professor. In 1980, he moved to Missouri to establish the family practice residency program at St. Mary’s Hospital in Kansas City. At the time of his death, he was a clinical
professor at the University of Missouri-Kansas City Medical School, president of the National Council for Reliable Health Information, and Chief Medical Officer of HealthScout.com, an Internet health information service. He was involved in many different consulting activities, especially related to health fraud. He hosted a radio program in Kansas City, wrote a column for *The Kansas City Star*, and opened the Consumer Health Information Research Institute (CHIRI) in Kansas City out of his concern for exposing medical quackery and fraud. He also served on several editorial boards and held positions in numerous professional organizations. He joined the AAFP in 1960, the STFM in 1971, and became an ABFP diplomate in 1972. He died in 2000 in Kansas City, Missouri, following emergency heart surgery.

His collection contains files from some of his papers and presentations, including his special interests in accurate health information for consumers and patient education. Also included are several reports from Residency Assistance Program (RAP) consultations he conducted in the early-to-mid 1980s. Several files are from a patient education library that he established at the Sisters of St. Mary Family Medicine Center in Kansas City. One significant file contains flyers and announcements for a workshop on Patient Education in the Primary Care Setting, held in Madison, Wisconsin in April 1977. This workshop evolved into the Conference on Patient Education (now Conference on Practice Improvement) that has been coordinated jointly by the AAFP and STFM since 1986.

**Ritt, Albert E., MD (1908-1997)**

1951-1981

1 slim document case – *See also*: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection

Born in Gladstone, North Dakota in 1908, Albert E. Ritt, MD graduated from the University of Minnesota Medical School in 1932. Following graduation, he interned at St. Mary’s Catholic Hospital in Minneapolis, and then went into private general practice in St. Paul. In 1946, Dr. Ritt became active in organizing the Ramsey County Chapter of General Practitioners, and became the group’s first president in 1947. In this position, he played a key role in helping to organize the Minnesota AGP, serving as the chapter’s secretary for 5 years and as president in 1951. On the national level, he served as a member of the AAGP’s first Congress of Delegates, as a member of the AAGP’s Commission on Membership and Credentials, as treasurer of the AAGP, and from 1963 to 1964 was AAGP president. Although forced to retire from medicine in 1965 due to illness, he continued in a second successful career as a director of three St. Paul banks and president of an insurance agency until 1973. Dr. Ritt died in St. Paul in 1997 at the age of 89.

The Albert E. Ritt, MD Collection consists of newspaper and magazine articles, programs, pamphlets and reports which are primarily concerned with Dr. Ritt’s service on the Academy Board and his term as AAFP President, as well as material relating to his medical career as a whole.
Rogers, John C., MD, MPH, MEd (1949-  )
2007-2010
1 box

A 1975 graduate of the University of Iowa College of Medicine, Dr. Rogers completed a family medicine residency at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He also completed a residency in preventive medicine at the University of Washington, Seattle, where he earned a master’s degree in public health in 1980 and became a Robert Wood Johnson Faculty Development Research Fellow, and in 2005 received his MEd in Administration and Supervision in Higher Education from the University of Houston. From 2007 to 2008, Dr. Rogers served as president of the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM), where he co-chaired its group on the patient-centered medical home, and he has also written extensively on the development and redesign of primary care training programs at the predoctoral and residency levels. Now a professor of family medicine at Oregon Health & Science University, Dr. Rogers formerly served as associate professor and professor in the Department of Family and Community Medicine at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, Texas from 1987 to 2014.

The John C. Rogers, MD, MPH, MEd Collection consists of three notebooks kept by Dr. Rogers during his time as STFM president in 2007-2008 (1 volume), and as interim chair of the Department of Family & Community Medicine at Baylor College of Medicine (2 volumes), which covers the time period from December 1, 2008 through October 5, 2010. Also included as part of the notebook kept by Dr. Rogers as STFM President is an autograph book containing autographs of STFM and Family Medicine leaders, which is kept in a back pocket in the rear cover of this notebook.

Rutland, Richard O., Jr., MD (1926-  )
1954-2000
1 slim document case

Born in 1926, Dr. Rutland attended both the University of Alabama and Duke University as an undergraduate, and graduated from the Tulane University School of Medicine in New Orleans in 1949. Following completion of his internship in Birmingham, Alabama, he undertook residency training in California and Colorado, and then returned to Alabama to establish the McNease-Hodo Clinic in rural Fayette. While practicing in Fayette, he established a rural preceptorship site for the University of Alabama School of Medicine in Birmingham and later for the College of Community Health Sciences in Tuscaloosa. In 1981, his work was recognized nationally when he was named the 1981 Good Housekeeping Family Doctor of the Year. A diplomate of the ABFP and a Fellow and a life member of the AAFP, Dr. Rutland has continued to practice in Alabama.

Dr. Rutland’s collection consists of newspaper and magazine articles and several photographs relating to his being awarded the 1981 Family Doctor of the Year Award. In addition, the
Sanchez, Rafael C., MD (1919-2008)
3 boxes, 1 slim document case – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Museum Collection; Photograph Collection (Individual & STFM); and Plaques & Framed Items

Rafael C. Sanchez, MD was born July 18, 1919, in Tampa, Florida. He obtained premedical training from Loyola University in Louisiana and medical training from Louisiana State University School of Medicine, earning his MD in 1950. Sanchez remained in Louisiana for his internship at the US Marine Hospital in New Orleans. He served an extended period in the Army, eleven years, first in the US Army between 1940 and 1946 and as Director of Convalescent Reconditioning Program from 1943 to 1946. From 1946 to 1950 Sanchez served in the AUS Medical Administrative Corps as a Reserve Major and from 1950 to 1951 as an assistant surgeon in the US Public Health Service. He first joined the AAGP and Louisiana Academy of General Practice (LAGP) in 1955, and also belonged to the American Medical Association (AMA) and Louisiana State Medical Society (LSMS). In 1951, Sanchez went to work for Mercy Hospital under the title of Senior Attending Staff and held that position until 1970. That year he left for East Jefferson General Hospital where he served under the same post until 1973. Sanchez then entered the academic world at LSU School of Medicine where he held numerous positions simultaneously: Director of Division of Continuing Medical Education, Director of Division of Family Medicine, Director of Development in Educational Renewal, Associate Dean for Continuing Medical Education, and Professor of Medicine. While at LSU, Sanchez created a model for the continuing education program and developed a family practice preceptorship. By 1978 he had relocated to Bogalusa, Louisiana to serve as the director of LSU’s family practice residency program. That same year he also served as the President of LAFP and was awarded the Thomas W. Johnson Award for outstanding contributions to family practice education. During 1978 he was also serving his third of four years as Director of the American Board of Family Practice (1976-1979.) Over the next decade Sanchez worked in both Kentucky and North Carolina holding various positions related to medical education: council chairman for the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education between 1983 and 1984 (KY), chairman of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education Accreditation Review Committee in 1987 (NC), Associate Executive Director of the ABFP (KY) and professor at Brody School of Medicine (BSOM) on the campus of East Carolina University (ECU). In 1993, Sanchez became the Medical Director of the Network of Continuing Medical Education, a position he held until 2005. He died in 2008.

The Rafael C. Sanchez, MD Collection includes newspaper and magazine articles by or about Dr. Sanchez; brochures and programs from meetings and conferences; materials about RAP
consultations that Sanchez conducted; articles regarding his time at East Carolina University; awards and honors Sanchez received; materials pertaining to the history and anniversaries of the ABFP; and some rare books and publications that were part of Dr. Sanchez’s personal collection (a special interest of his). He donated photographs of the organizational meeting of STFM and the first meeting of the STFM Constitutional Committee. Two notable items in the collection: (1) A report on Preferences of Physicians Regarding Postgraduate Medical Education, Louisiana, May-June 1964 (a contract done for HEW); and (2) A letter from a male patient in 1967 to Sanchez, thanking him for his conduct during the patient’s selective service qualification exam. This file also includes Sanchez’s reply to the patient.

Scherger, Joseph E., MD, MPH (1950-    )
1975-2013
1 box and 1 volume – See also: Audiovisual Collection

Joseph E. Scherger, MD, MPH, was born in 1950 in Delphos, Ohio. After earning a BS degree summa cum laude in 1971 from the University of Dayton in Ohio, he earned his MD at the UCLA School of Medicine in 1975. In 1978, he completed a family practice residency and earned his Master of Public Health degree from the University of Washington. From 1978-1980, he served in the National Health Service Corps in Dixon, California, as a migrant health physician before starting his private practice in Dixon. From 1981-1992, Scherger divided his time between private practice there and teaching medical students and residents at the University of California, Davis. During the period 1988-1991, he was a Fellow in the Kellogg National Fellowship Program. From 1992-1996, he was Vice President for Family Practice and Primary Care Education at Sharp HealthCare in San Diego. From 1996-2001, he was the Chair of the Department of Family Medicine and the Associate Dean for Primary Care at the University of California, Irvine College of Medicine. From 2001-2003, Scherger served as founding Dean of the Florida State University College of Medicine. From 2003-2005, he was Senior Vice President for Medical Affairs for Safe Med, Inc. From 2006-2010, he served as Consulting Medical Director for Quality and Informatics at Lumetra Healthcare Solutions. He is currently Vice President, Primary Care and Academic Affairs at Eisenhower Medical Center in Rancho Mirage, California. He also serves as Clinical Professor of Family Medicine at the University of California, San Diego School of Medicine, and at the Keck School of Medicine at the University of Southern California.

Dr. Scherger has served in many leadership roles within family medicine. These include serving as the first resident representative on the STFM Board of Directors (1977-1978); STFM President (1986); STFM Foundation President (1991-1992); President of the California Academy of Family Physicians (1995); member of the AAFP Board of Directors (1995-1998); member of the Board of Directors of the American Board of Family Practice (1999-2004); and Vice President of the ABFP (2003-2004). Scherger has also received numerous awards and recognition, including being named Family Physician of the Year (1989), being elected to the Institute of Medicine (IOM) in 1992, and receiving the Thomas W. Johnson Award for Family
Practice Education in 1994. Dr. Scherger was the first Medical Editor of *Family Practice Management* and has written for, edited or served on the editorial boards of numerous publications, including *Medical Economics, Family Medicine, Men’s Health*, and *Hippocrates*. He has authored more than 400 medical publications and given over 900 invited presentations.

Dr. Scherger’s manuscript collection consists of a selection of his writings, titled *40 Years in Family Medicine: Collected Writings of Joseph E. Scherger, MD, MPH*. This collection also includes audiocassettes and transcripts of his oral history interviews for STFM’s “Voices from Family Medicine” Project in 1992, and another interview conducted by Dr. Cecilia Gutierrez in 2007. Also included in this collection is one leather-bound volume consisting of a scrapbook which was given to Dr. Scherger by STFM in commemoration of his service as STFM President in 1986-1987.

**Schmitt, M. Eileen, MD (1943- )**

1993-2001
1 slim document case

M. Eileen Schmitt, MD was born in 1943. After graduating from high school in Philadelphia, she joined the Catholic Gray Sisters of the Sacred Heart, and later taught high school math and science, earning an MS degree from New York State University in Buffalo. In 1980, she graduated from the Medical College of Pennsylvania with her MD, and in 1983 completed her residency at the Wilmington Medical Center (now the Christiana Care Health System) in Wilmington, Delaware. That same year, she opened a family practice in Wilmington and joined the staff of the St. Francis Hospital in that same city. In 1990 she became an officer of the hospital’s medical staff and served as its president from 1994 to 1996. In 1997, she was named vice president for Medical Management, and in 1999 was named as President of St. Francis. An active member of the AAFP since 1983, she also served as a delegate from the Delaware AFP to the AAFP Congress of Delegates from 1998 to 1999.

The M. Eileen Schmitt, MD Collection consists of compiled newspaper, newsletter and magazine articles, as well as correspondence relating to her medical career and awards.

**Shackelford, R. H., MD (1925- )**

1978-1987
1 box – *See also: Photograph Collection*

R. H. (Robert H.) Shackelford, MD, a native of Kinston, North Carolina, graduated with a BS degree from Wake Forest in 1945, and an MD from the Bowman Gray School of Medicine at Wake Forest in 1947. After completing his internship at St. Louis City Hospital in 1949, Dr. Shackelford served as a battalion surgeon in the US Army in Korea during the Korean War. Following this, he returned to North Carolina, where he established a general practice in the
town of Mount Olive. He also became active in a variety of local, state and national medical organizations. From 1964 to 1965, he served as the president of the North Carolina Academy of Family Physicians. On the national level, he served as vice speaker (1976-1979) and speaker (1979-1982) of the AAFP Congress of Delegates, as well as chairman of the AAFP’s Reference Committee on Education (1973); Rules Committee (1975); and Committee on Members’ AAFP Insurance and Financial Services (1978-1979); and as an AAFP delegate to the American Medical Association (AMA) House of Delegates (1986-1987).

The R.H. Shackelford, MD Collection consists of Dr. Shackelford’s reports on the Annual Meetings of the AMA House of Delegates (1986-1987); and correspondence and memoranda relating to his service with the AAFP from 1978 to 1986.

Shapiro, Maynard I., MD (1914-1999)
1969-1972
4 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection and Photograph Collection

Maynard I. Shapiro, MD, of Chicago, Illinois, was born in 1914 in Chicago. He earned both his BS (1937) and his MD (1940) from the University of Illinois. He completed an internship and residency at Mt. Sinai Hospital in Chicago, finishing in 1941. He was named chief resident at Mt. Sinai. In 1941, he entered the US Army Medical Corps as a first lieutenant, serving as a hospital executive officer and port surgeon in the South Pacific from 1941-1946. He was discharged a lieutenant colonel and entered private practice in Chicago. Dr. Shapiro was involved in the founding of the American College of Physicians and Surgeons, which merged with the AAGP in 1948. Dr. Shapiro’s hospital practice began at Mt. Sinai in Chicago, where he was clinical assistant in surgery. He later moved to the active staff of Jackson Park Hospital in Chicago and served as director of the department of physical medicine and rehabilitation and practiced under the department of general practice. He served the Illinois Chapter in a number of roles, including as delegate to the AAGP Congress for ten years and as vice president, speaker, chairman of the board, and president (1961-1962). He was elected to the AAGP Board of Directors in 1963 and served as vice president and president of the AAGP (1968-1969). He died in 1999 in Chicago.

Dr. Shapiro’s collection consists of four boxes of scripts from the Marcus Welby, MD television show which aired on ABC from 1969-1976. Dr. Shapiro was AAGP president when the show started, and was sent copies of each script. He received scripts through 1976 but this collection was weeded in order to eliminate duplicates with Dr. Thomas L. Stern’s collection of Welby scripts.
A native of Baltimore, Maryland, John Oscar Skinner, MD was born in 1845 and was from an old Maryland family. After graduating with MD degrees from both the University of Maryland (1866) and the University of Pennsylvania (1867), he took special courses at the Sorbonne in Paris, at the University of Wurzburg in Germany, and at the University of Vienna. After returning to the US, in 1871 he joined the United States Army as a civilian, or contract surgeon (the term “surgeon” being used in the military to describe all physicians then in service, regardless of specialty). After various postings at forts all across the Western United States, Dr. Skinner was detailed to serve as a surgeon in the Modoc War of 1873-1874. On January 17, 1873, while serving in this capacity at Lava Beds, Oregon, Dr. Skinner performed an act of bravery which would eventually lead to his being recommended for the Medal of Honor when he “Rescued a wounded soldier who lay under a close and heavy fire during the assault on the Modoc stronghold after 2 soldiers had unsuccessfully attempted to make the rescue and both had been wounded in doing so.” However, the Army initially held that he was not eligible for the award since at the time of his act of bravery, Dr. Skinner was a civilian. The issue was not resolved until 1915, when Congress finally passed a special act which authorized awarding of the Medal of Honor to Dr. Skinner. On April 6, 1915—forty-two years after his heroic deed—Dr. Skinner received the award from President Woodrow Wilson in a ceremony at the White House.

Following his service in the Modoc War, in 1874 Dr. Skinner received a commission as an assistant surgeon in the Army, where he spent the next 19 years, retiring in 1893 as a Surgeon with the rank of major. While in service, Dr. Skinner was posted to areas all across the United States, and took part as a physician in several notable events, particularly the Great Railway Strike of 1877 and Gen. George Crook’s famous investigation of the Apache country while commanding the Department of Arizona in 1882. In addition, Dr. Skinner was for a brief time custodian of the Native Americans of Geronimo’s group while they were imprisoned at Fort Marion, Florida in 1875. After retiring from the Army in 1893, Dr. Skinner moved to Washington, D.C., where he served as superintendent of the Columbia Hospital for Women. With the outbreak of World War I, Dr. Skinner was recalled to active service, and served as head of the U.S. Army Dispensary in Washington. In 1930, he retired from the Army for the second time with the rank of lieutenant colonel. He died in Washington, DC at the age of 87 and is buried in Arlington National Cemetery alongside his wife Kathleen Bayly Skinner, who was herself the daughter of another prominent nineteenth century physician, Dr. Alexander Hamilton Bayly.

The John O. Skinner, MD Collection consists of a photocopy of Dr. Skinner’s complete military service records from the National Archives in Washington from 1866 to 1893, and includes an Appointments, Promotions and Commissions (APC) file; Application for Employment as a Contract Surgeon, U.S. Army; and Personnel Reports, Orders and Receipts. The collection also contains photocopied material giving background information on the Modoc War, Indian Wars, Dr. Skinner’s Medal of Honor, and other subjects relating to his military career, as well as
genealogy and education records, correspondence, publications, and extracts relating to his memberships in various medical, military and other organizations.

Stelmach, W(alter) Jack, MD (1926-2012)
1938-2012
7 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; Photograph Collection; and Plaques & Framed Items

Walter Jack Stelmach, MD was born in Kansas City, Kansas in 1926. A 1953 graduate of the University of Kansas School of Medicine, Dr. Stelmach practiced family medicine in Kansas City, Missouri, for 20 years. From 1974 to 1993, he also led the Goppert Family Care Center as director of the Family Practice Residency Program based at Baptist Memorial Hospital in Kansas City. Within the Academy, Dr. Stelmach has served in a variety of leadership positions, including stints as president of the Kansas City Academy of Family Physicians (1973-1974), chairman of the AAFP Commission on Education (1974-1976), member and later chairman of the AAFP Board of Directors (1974-1977), and president of the AAFP (1978-1979). He also served as president of the Family Health Foundation of America (now the AAFP Foundation) from 1980 to 1986, and as president of the American Board of Family Practice (now the ABFM) from 1983 to 1984. Dr. Stelmach died in Kansas City, Missouri on July 22, 2012 at the age of 86.

The W. Jack Stelmach, MD Collection consists of seven boxes of scrapbook materials compiled by Dr. Stelmach (in archival sleeves) as well as books from his personal library and other materials which relate to his early life and career and service in family medicine, and includes photographs, letters, speeches, publications and other materials arranged chronologically, from 1938 to 2012.

Stephens, G. Gayle, MD (1928-2014)
1956-2010
11 boxes – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Library Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; Oversized Collection; Photograph Collection; and Plaques & Framed Items

G. Gayle Stephens, MD was born in Pike County, Missouri in 1928. In 1947, he entered the University of Missouri School of Medicine, graduating from that program with a BS in Medicine in 1950, and later attended Northwestern University in Chicago, where he received an MD degree with distinction in 1952. After serving his internship at Wesley Hospital in Wichita followed by a two-year stint in the Army Medical Corps, Dr. Stephens was a practicing family physician in private practice in Wichita from 1955 to 1967. In 1967, he founded the Family Practice Residency Program based at Wesley Hospital in Wichita, where he served as founding Director of the program until 1972. This program became one of the first 15 family practice residency programs in the nation to be approved by the Residency Review Committee in
December 1968 under the new “Essentials for Approved Residencies in Family Practice.”

In 1972, Dr. Stephens became the first professor of Family Practice at the University of Kansas School of Medicine’s Wichita Branch. The following year, he was named the founding Dean of the School of Primary Medical Care at the University of Alabama in Huntsville, Alabama, and from 1973 to 1975, he served as the 3rd President of the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM). In 1977, he accepted the position of Professor and Chair of the Department of Family Practice at the University of Alabama in Birmingham, where he served until his retirement in 1988. Presently, he holds the appointment of Professor Emeritus of Family Medicine at the University of Alabama in Birmingham. A prolific writer and recognized scholar in the specialty, Dr. Stephens’ 1982 book *The Intellectual Basis of Family Practice* has been hailed by many as one of the most influential works on family medicine ever written.

Throughout his career, Dr. Stephens has served on numerous state and national committees dealing with family medicine education, and has received a variety of prestigious awards for his work, including the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) Thomas W. Johnson Award for Outstanding Contributions to Family Practice in 1975; the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM) Patient Care Gavel for outstanding contributions in the field of family medicine, as well as for distinguished service to STFM in 1976; the STFM Certificate of Excellence in 1980; the Max Cheplove Award from the Erie County Chapter of the New York Academy of Family Physicians in 1984; and the AAFP John G. Walsh Award for dedicated and effective leadership in furthering the development of family medicine in 1996. In 2006, Dr. Stephens was elected to the National Academy of Sciences Institute of Medicine, and several awards have also been named in his honor at the University of Alabama: The G. Gayle Stephens Award in Family Medicine at UA, Birmingham, and The G. Gayle Stephens Award for Academic Excellence in Family Medicine at UA, Huntsville. Dr. Stephens died at his home in Birmingham, Alabama on February 20, 2014.

The G. Gayle Stephens, MD Collection consists of material relating to Dr. Stephens’ career and service in family medicine, and includes correspondence and professional papers, published and unpublished works, speeches, awards and other materials. His collection also includes files related to his work establishing residency programs in Wichita and Huntsville, his service at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, and his involvement in Keystone Conferences I, II and III.

**Stern, Thomas L., MD (1920-2011)**

1970-1998

31 boxes – *See also:* Audiovisual Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; Photograph Collection; Plaques & Framed Items; and Slide Collection

Thomas L. Stern, MD, of Sun Lakes, Arizona, was born in 1920 in San Francisco, California. He attended San Francisco public schools for his primary and secondary education before joining
the US Navy in 1941. He served for four years in the medical corps and V-12 training units. Two years after his departure from the Navy, Stern completed his undergraduate work at Willamette University in Salem, Oregon. Three years later, in 1950, he graduated from the University of Oregon Medical School in Portland and proceeded to complete both a rotating internship (1951) and a Resident/General Surgery internship (1952) at St. Vincent’s Hospital. Dr. Stern’s first practice was a partnership in Sherwood, Oregon, which he maintained from 1952 to 1960. Following a move to Manhattan Beach, California, Stern ran a solo practice from 1960 to 1974, during which time he was on the medical staffs at Harbor General, Santa Monica Hospital and Medical Center and the South Bay District Hospital where he was the Vice Chief of Staff in 1965. From 1970 to 1974, Stern was the Director of the Family Practice Residency Training Program at Santa Monica Hospital Medical Center. It was during this time that he was tapped to serve as technical advisor to the *Marcus Welby, MD* television show on ABC. He served in that capacity until 1974, when he moved to Kansas City to become Director of the AAFP Division of Education. He served the AAFP in several other capacities, including project director and founder of the Residency Assistance Program (RAP), Vice President of Education and Scientific Affairs, Deputy Executive Vice President, and founder of the AAFP Home Study Self-Assessment Program (HSSA). When he retired from the AAFP in 1983, he moved to the Family Health Foundation of America (now the AAFP Foundation) to become its first Vice President of Professional and Corporate Affairs. He retired from that position in 1991. Among his many positions, he served as president of the California Academy of Family Physicians (1972), president of the International Center for Family Medicine (ICFM), and Consultant to the Surgeon Generals of the Army and Navy (1974-1979). His awards include the STFM Certificate of Excellence (1979), the AAFP Award of Merit (1982), the AAFP Thomas W. Johnson Award for Excellence in Education (1985), and the AAFP John G. Walsh Award for Leadership in Family Practice Education (1991). Following his retirement from the AAFP Foundation in 1991, the Thomas L. Stern, MD Lectureship was established in his honor, to be given at the annual RAP (now Residency Program Solutions). In 2001, Stern published his autobiography, *House Calls: Recollections of a Family Physician*. He died on May 28, 2011 at the age of 90.

The Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection includes files from the numerous family medicine organizations, programs, and positions that Dr. Stern served, including within the AAFP, FHFA/AAFP Foundation, Residency Assistance Program (RAP), Family Practice Working Party, international family medicine efforts, and the Thomas L. Stern Lectureship. His collection also contains articles, papers, and speeches given by Dr. Stern; articles about Stern; correspondence; inscribed books; and materials removed from a scrapbook that Dr. Stern compiled. A significant part of his collection consists of seventeen boxes of scripts from the *Marcus Welby, MD* television show, dated 1969-1976. He was interviewed in 2003 by Daniel Ostergaard, MD, and the videotaped oral history and transcript is part of the collection.

*Tate, Waddy P., Jr., MD*—See: Artifact Collection-Traveling Exhibits
Taylor, Robert B., MD (1936-1999)
3 boxes – See also: Library Collection; Photograph Collection; and Plaques & Framed Items

Originally a native of Pennsylvania, Dr. Taylor attended Bucknell University and Temple University School of Medicine, earning his MD in 1961. He interned at the US Public Health Service Hospital in Norfolk, Virginia, and then served an additional two years with the U.S.P.H.S. From 1964 to 1978 Dr. Taylor was in private family practice in New Paltz, New York. Following this, he joined the faculty of the Department of Family and Community Medicine at Wake Forest University School of Medicine in North Carolina. Six years later, in 1984, he became the second chair of Oregon Health & Science University’s Department of Family Medicine, and served in this capacity until 1998, when he was named Professor Emeritus, a position he holds currently. During his tenure as chair, the department increased from fifteen to forty primary faculty, established three clinical practice centers in Portland, and began a residency program in southern Oregon. Taylor joined the AAFP in 1965 and is a charter diplomate of the ABFM and a charter fellow of the AAFP. Among his many awards include two from the AAFP: the Thomas W. Johnson Award for Outstanding Contributions to Family Practice Education in 1998 and the John G. Walsh Award for Lifetime Contributions to Family Medicine in 2003, as well as the F. Marian Bishop Leadership Award from the STFM Foundation in 2007. Taylor has written widely on the specialty, and is the author of many articles and books on family medicine, including *Family Medicine: Principles and Practice*, *Fundamentals of Family Medicine*, and *The Manual of Family Practice*. His books have been translated into numerous languages and are considered seminal works in the specialty. He and his wife Anita currently reside in Portland, Oregon.

Dr. Taylor’s collection consists of his curriculum vitae, c.1977; correspondence from 1977 to 1980 relating to the 1st edition of his book *Family Medicine: Principles and Practice* and his move from private practice to academics; a copy of his handwritten manuscript with notes for the 2nd edition of *Family Medicine: Principles and Practice*; the typed manuscript of his 1972 book *The Practical Art of Medicine*; and a collection of 69 historic “inaugural issue”/vol. 1, no. 1 family medicine-related journals from 1947 to 1999.

Thornburgh, Albert H., MD (1870-1950)
1870-1950
1 slim document case – See also: Museum (Artifact) Collection and Photograph Collection

Albert Henry Thornburgh, MD was born in the town of Walnut Ridge, Lawrence County, Arkansas, in 1870. In 1885, he moved with his family to Howell County in south central Missouri, where they settled in the town of West Plains. After graduating with an MD from Missouri Medical College in St. Louis in 1895, he returned to West Plains, where he established a general practice and practiced medicine for more than 55 years. An active member of the local community, Dr. Thornburgh served at one time as president of the West Plains Building and
Loan Association and as president of the West Plains Chamber of Commerce. In 1899, he joined the Missouri National Guard, and during World War I commanded a Sanitary Detachment at Camp Doniphan, Missouri.

The Albert H. Thornburgh, MD Collection consists of photocopied census returns and genealogy records on Dr. Thornburgh and his family from 1870 to 1930; records relating to his medical education and membership in the AMA, along with medical directory entries; Dr. Thornburgh’s state and federal military service records; his entry in the 1925 edition of *Who’s Who In American Medicine*; newspaper and other articles on Dr. Thornburgh, his family, and West Plains from local West Plains publications (including an article on the doctor written by his son, Max Thornburgh, D.D.S.); and a copy of Dr. Thornburgh’s 1950 death certificate. In addition, the Center also holds in its Museum (Artifact) Collection a rare World War I artillery shell owned by Dr. Thornburgh, which is carved with a caduceus, symbol of American military medicine; Dr. Thornburgh’s stethoscope, and vials of various medications used by Dr. Thornburgh in his practice.

**Tsou, Carole V., MD (1958— )**

1985, 1988-1989

1 slim document case – *See also*: Photograph Collection

Born in 1958, Carole V. Tsou, MD graduated from the University of Michigan School of Medicine in Ann Arbor, Michigan in 1981. In 1984, she completed her family practice residency in Michigan, and that same year, became the assistant director of the AAFP’s Division of Education, in which capacity she served until 1990.

Dr. Tsou’s collection consists of material relating to her membership in the AMA in 1985; and her correspondence files as assistant director of the AAFP Education Division from April 1988 through February 1989.

**Tudor, John M., Jr., MD (1938— )**

1960-2000

44 boxes – *See also*: Audiovisual Collection; Museum (Artifact) Collection; Photograph Collection; and Slide Collection

John M. Tudor, Jr., MD, of East Falmouth, Massachusetts, was born in 1938 in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. He earned his MD from Harvard Medical School in 1964, and then he completed a rotating internship at King County Hospital in Seattle, Washington. His residency training included an internal medicine residency at the University of Washington Hospitals in Seattle (1965-66), and a family practice residency at the University of Miami-Jackson Memorial Hospital under Lynn Carmichael (1968-69). In between his residencies, he served as a captain in the Air Force at the dispensary at Kirtland AFB, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Dr. Tudor entered
academia immediately upon completion of his residency in Miami. He became assistant professor at the Department of Family and Community Medicine at the University of Arkansas. He also served as associate professor and acting chairman during his tenure there, 1969-1977. During a leave of absence from his position in Arkansas, he was a fellow at Michigan State University, earning an MA in Higher Education & Administration. In 1977, he became associate professor at the Department of Family and Community Medicine at the University of Utah. He also served as Chairman of the Division of Family Medicine and Director of the family practice residency there. In 1980, he entered private practice while remaining clinical associate professor with the department. In 1981-1982, he served as president of the Utah Academy of Family Physicians. From 1988-1991, he served on the AAFP Board of Directors, including as chairman from 1990-1991. He was AAFP President, 1992-1993. In 2004, he moved to East Falmouth, Massachusetts, where he remains in private practice.

The John M. Tudor, Jr., MD Collection encompasses 44 boxes, and includes a wide variety of materials. Included are files from his education and training, his academic careers at the Universities of Arkansas and Utah, and his private practice files. Another large group of documents pertains to his service on the AAFP Board of Directors, his presidential campaign, and his time as president-elect, president, and past president of the Academy, including media clippings and interviews. A special subset of materials from his Academy service includes files related to health care reform, since Dr. Tudor was AAFP President during a significant period when the AAFP was plugging its “Rx for Health” access plan. Also related to his Academy service are three boxes on the AMA/Specialty Society Relative Value Update Committee. There are also files from his first decade as a member of STFM, and committee member in that organization, as well as files related to his membership in the Utah Academy of Family Physicians. Materials of a more general nature include: miscellaneous correspondence, expert witness case files, publications/published articles, speeches, research notes/papers in preparation, and daily planners.

West, Raymond O., MD (1922- )
1979-1981
1 slim document case

Raymond Owen West, MD was born in 1922 and graduated from the Loma Linda University School of Medicine in Loma Linda, California in 1951. He taught for many years as professor of Family Medicine and Epidemiology at Loma Linda University, and is now retired from that position. Presently he is a free-lance writer and medical columnist.

The Raymond O. West, MD Collection contains copies of Family Practice Today, a publication which was edited by Dr. West while a professor at Loma Linda University. The collection includes issues Vol. II, No. 11 (November 1979) through Vol. IV, No. 6 (June 1981), inclusive.
Born on June 23, 1923 in El Paso, Illinois, Carroll Lewis Witten was the son of a Presbyterian minister. The family later moved to Kentucky, where he grew up in Louisville. During World War II, Witten served in the US Army Air Force, where he served as a navigator with the 305th Heavy Bombardment Group. On May 11, 1944, during his 27th combat mission over occupied Europe, the plane Witten was flying aboard was shot down, and he was subsequently captured and held as a German POW for the remainder of the war.

After returning from the war, Dr. Witten enrolled at the University of Louisville, where he earned a bachelor’s degree in 1947 and his MD in 1951. Following his graduation from medical school, Dr. Witten established a private solo practice in Louisville.

As a family physician, Dr. Witten was heavily involved in leadership activities on behalf of Family Medicine at both the state and national levels. In Kentucky, he served as the founder and first editor of the *Journal of the Kentucky Academy of General Practice* (now the *KAFP Journal*) from 1954 to 1959, was honored as the state’s “Family Doctor of the Year” in 1959, and was President of the Kentucky AGP from 1965 to 1966. On the national level, Dr. Witten was elected vice speaker of the AAGP House of Delegates in 1959, and was elected speaker the following year. On April 12, 1965, at the age of 41, he became the youngest president-elect in the history of the Academy, and in 1966-1967, served as the 19th president of the AAGP. As both president-elect and president of the Academy and also as chairman of the AAGP’s Committee on Requirements for Certification (CORC), Dr. Witten played a crucial role in gaining approval of specialty certification for family physicians, which eventually resulted in the establishment of Family Practice as the 20th specialty in American medicine. Dr. Witten served as the Academy’s representative to the American Medical Association (AMA) House of Delegates for 16 years. There, he chaired the AMA Council on Constitution and Bylaws and served as a member of the committee that rewrote the AMA’s *Principles of Medical Ethics*.

In addition to his service to the specialty, Dr. Witten also served his community, first as president of the Louisville Board of Aldermen from 1969 to 1973, and later as a member of the Board of Trustees for the University of Louisville from 1976 to 1980. Dr. Witten died in Louisville, Kentucky on January 5, 1993. He was 69 years old.

The Carroll L. Witten, MD Collection consists of photocopied extracts of newspaper and magazine articles, correspondence, and AAGP Board of Directors minutes primarily covering his career from the period 1959 to 1979. Census extracts, family, military service, education and genealogical records, as well as obituaries on Dr. Witten are also included.
Wolff, George T., MD (1925-2016)

1 box – See also: Photograph Collection and Slide Collection

George T. Wolff, MD was born in 1925 in Greensboro, North Carolina. He earned his MD from Jefferson Medical College in 1952, and completed a rotating internship at North Carolina Memorial Hospital in Chapel Hill. Following that, he completed two residencies in general practice – the first at City Memorial Hospital in Winston-Salem, the second at Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital in Greensboro. After his residencies, he entered private practice in Greensboro from 1955-1975. He became the director of the Family Practice Residency Program at the Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital in 1975, and since that time, has alternated private practice with academic duties at Moses H. Cone as well as Duke University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dr. Wolff served on the board of the North Carolina Academy of Family Physicians (NCAFP), and was vice president and president of the NCAFP from 1966-1967. He also edited the Tar Heel Practitioner and edited and compiled two anniversary publications for the North Carolina chapter. On the national level, his service in the AAFP included tenures as a delegate from North Carolina, a member of the Board of Directors from 1974-1977, and as AAFP vice President (1977-1978) and treasurer (1979-1983). Dr. Wolff has received many awards, including the AAFP Award of Merit (1984) and North Carolina Family Physician of the Year Award (1985). A George T. Wolff Award was established by the UNC Department of Family Medicine in 1985, and a George T. Wolff, MD Primary Care Symposium was held annually from 1995-2003. Dr. Wolff died on October 29, 2016.

Dr. Wolff’s collection includes materials related to his AAFP service, such as his 1983 Oral Report of the Treasurer to the AAFP Congress of Delegates, AAFP stationery dated 1974-1982 (including “joke” letterhead using board members’ and officers’ middle names), and Histories of the AAFP Board of Directors. There are some miscellaneous articles and correspondence about Dr. Wolff and AAFP activities. A copy of the 1978 report of the National Commission on Families and Public Policies is also included in his collection. Some materials have been separated from the core collection, such as Board of Directors and Delegates Dinner menus, NCAFP histories, and a collection of over 600 slides. Also separated are numerous photographs that depict AAFP leaders, meetings, and activities.

Young, Robert (aka Marcus Welby, MD) (1907-1998)

1970-1971
1 slim document case – See also: Audiovisual Collection; Oversized Collection; and Photograph Collection

Robert George Young was an American actor, best known for his roles as Jim Anderson, the father of Father Knows Best (NBC and then CBS) and as physician Marcus Welby in Marcus Welby, MD. (ABC). Born in Chicago in 1907, Young graduated from Abraham Lincoln High School in Los Angeles in 1925, and made his professional acting debut in Hollywood in the 1931
MGM film *Black Camel*. He subsequently appeared in 100 movies in a film career that spanned from 1931 to 1952. He is best known however, for his role in the television series *Father Knows Best* (1949-1954 on radio, 1954-1960 on television), for which he and his co-star, Jane Wyatt, won several Emmy Awards. Young later became equally famous for portraying the fatherly general practitioner Marcus Welby, MD in the television series of the same name, which ran from 1969 to 1976. This series, (for which Young won an Emmy for best leading actor in a drama series in 1970 and a Golden Globe Award in 1972) was produced in cooperation with the AAFP. After the *Marcus Welby, MD* television series ended its run in 1976 after a total of 169 episodes, Young reprised the role in two made for TV movies, *The Return of Marcus Welby, MD* (1984) and *Marcus Welby, MD: A Holiday Affair* (1988). Young died at his home in Westlake Village, California in 1998 at the age of 91.

The Robert Young Collection contains two press kits on the “Marcus Welby, MD” television series which include news releases, photographs, facts sheets and other materials on the series.

**Young, Robert S., MD (1923-1998)**
1983-1987
1 slim document case – *See also*: Photograph Collection

Robert S. Young, MD was born in 1923 in Loudonville, Ohio. From 1948 to 1987 he was a family physician in Johnstown, Ohio. He served as AAFP treasurer from 1983 to 1987 and was a member of the AAFP Board of Directors from 1978 to 1981. From 1970 to 1971, he served as president of the Ohio Academy of Family Physicians. As a leader within the Ohio AFP for many years, Dr. Young’s accomplishments include helping to obtain state line-item funding for family practice departments and residencies. He was the key force in convincing the 1973-74 Ohio General Assembly to pass a bill which not only funded training for undergraduates and graduates, but also specified that “The [family practice] department shall be a full department coequal with all other departments.”

Dr. Young’s collection contains reports, correspondence and articles relating to Dr. Young’s service as AAFP treasurer during the period 1983 to 1987.

**Zervanos, Nikitas J., MD (1936- )**
(1987)
1 slim document case - *See also*: Audiovisual Collection and Museum (Artifact) Collection

A native of Reading, Pennsylvania, Dr. Nikitas J. Zervanos graduated from the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine in 1962. After completing an internship at Lancaster General Hospital in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, he served for three years (1963-1966) in the United States Army Reserves as a Group Surgeon in Greece, and as a Medical Liaison between the U.S. and Greek military. Following his release from military service, Dr. Zervanos served residencies in
Internal Medicine in Philadelphia and then from 1968 to 1969 was a Medicine Fellow in the Family Health Care Program of the Harvard Medical School. In 1969, Dr. Zervanos returned to Lancaster, where he has served as Director of the Family and Community Medicine Program at Lancaster General Hospital and as a Professor of Family and Community Medicine at Pennsylvania State University in Hershey, Pennsylvania. In 1996, he received the AAFP’s Thomas W. Johnson Award for Outstanding Contributions to Family Practice Education, and in 2009 he was also honored as the 2009 recipient of the Pennsylvania Medical Society’s Distinguished Service Award. Dr. Zervanos has also been honored for his outstanding contributions to the specialty through the establishment of the Nikitas J. Zervanos Outstanding Program Director Award, an award sponsored jointly by the AAFP and AFMRD to recognize “a Family Medicine Director who has demonstrated leadership and advancement of the specialty, service as a mentor to residents/medical students, and service to the community as well as to the organizations of the family of Family Medicine.”

The Nikitas J. Zervanos, MD Collection consists of one published guidebook on the Greek island of Kos (homeland of Hippocrates, traditionally recognized as the “Father of Medicine”), and a certificate from the mayor of Kos to the AAFP congratulating the Academy on its 40th anniversary in 1987. The Center also holds several medical instruments used by Dr. Zervanos in his medical practice as part of its Museum (Artifact) Collections.

**AUDIOVISUAL COLLECTION:**

**CDS AND DVDS:**

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Administration Division

- AAFP Headquarters, 8880 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO-#1 (April 16, 1997) [DVD Transfer]
- AAFP Headquarters, 8880 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO-#2 (Website) (April 16, 1997) [DVD Transfer]
- AAFP Headquarters Building Groundbreaking, 11400 Tomahawk Creek Parkway, Leawood, KS (April 19, 1998) [DVD Transfer]
- AAFP Headquarters Buildings-“A New Place in the Sun”-1740 W. 92nd, Kansas City, MO (1973) (8:50) and Volker Boulevard at Brookside, Kansas City, MO Video Tour (1971) (5:06) [DVD Transfer]
- AAFP Historical Perspectives-“Washington Headquarters” American ProVideo (10:06) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
- AAFP New Building Dedication- 8880 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO (April 24, 1988) (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
• All Staff Meeting - Selection of New Headquarters Building Site Located at 114th & Tomahawk Creek Parkway, Leawood, KS, AAFP Headquarters Dining Room (March 10, 1997) [DVD Transfer]
• “Building For Tomorrow: the AAGP Story” Black & White Film (1958) (18:00) [DVD Transfer]
• Distribution Center (1998) [DVD Transfer]
• “Groundbreaking for New AAFP Headquarters”-News Channel 4 at 6, WDAF-TV, Fox Network (April 29, 1998, 6 p.m.) (:42) (11400 Tomahawk Creek Parkway, Leawood, KS) [DVD Transfer]
• New Headquarters Construction Movie, 11400 Tomahawk Creek Parkway (c. 1998-1999) [DVD Transfer]
• Open House (Feb. 14, 1991) (17:00) [DVD Transfer]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Assembly- See: American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Materials- Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Scientific Assembly

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Board of Directors

• AAFP 2011-2012 Board and Candidates [CD Master]
• AAFP Board of Directors Paperless Agenda [CDs]:
  -2003: September 11-13
  -2006: May, May (Revised), July, September
  -2007: March, August, September, December
  -2008: March, April, July, October, December
• AAFP Board of Directors Photographs [CDs]:
  -2002 (January)
  -2005 (Low Resolution)
  -2005-2006 (High Resolution)
  -2006 (May) (High Resolution)
  -2006 (May) (Low Resolution) (JPEGs)
• AAFP Past Presidents Series:
  -Paul A. Davis, MD (AAFP President, 1947-49); Elmer E. Texter, MD (AAFP President, 1949-50) (8:45) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
  -Stanley R. Truman, MD (AAFP President, 1950-51) [DVD Transfer]
  -Jason P. Sanders, MD (AAFP President, 1951-52) (3:38) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
  -Rufus B. Robins, MD (AAFP President, 1952-53) (3:07) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
  -Ulrich R. Bryner, MD (AAFP President, 1953-54) (4:27) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
  -William B. Hildebrand, MD (AAFP President, 1954-55) (3:50) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
-William H. Coleman, MD, PhD (AAFP President, 1993-94) (Raw Footage) [DVD Transfer]
-William H. Coleman, MD, PhD (AAFP President, 1993-94) (15:23) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
-James R. Weber, MD (AAFP President, 1994-95) (Oct. 4, 1996) [DVD Transfer]
-Transfer from 3 Beta cams, Washington, D.C. (1991) [DVD Transfer]
-Paul A. Davis, MD; Elmer C. Texter, MD; Ulrich R. Bryner, MD; John G. Walsh, MD [DVD Transfer]
-Stanley R. Truman, MD; George E. Burket, Jr., MD; James G. Price, MD; B. Leslie Huffman, Jr., MD [DVD Transfer]
-John S. DeTar, MD; Malcom E. Phelps, MD; Albert E. Ritt, MD; Gerald R. Gehringer, MD [DVD Transfer]
-James D. Murphy, MD; John S. Derryberry, MD; Sam A. Nixon, MD; Robert H. Taylor, MD; Harry L. Metcalf, MD; James G. Jones, MD [DVD Transfer]
-Carroll L. Witten, MD; Carl. B. Hall, MD [DVD Transfer]
-Maynard I. Shapiro, MD; Edward J. Kowalewski, MD; Herbert A. Holden, MD; Ernie J. Chaney, MD; Harmon E. Holverson, MD; Richard C. Inskip, MD [DVD Transfer]
-Maynard I. Shapiro, MD; Sam A. Nixon, MD [DVD Transfer]
-William E. Lotterhos, MD; W. Jack Stelmach, MD [DVD Transfer]

• AAFP Presidents Interviews (1982-83):
  -Ernie J. Chaney, MD on CNN (Sept. 7, 1982); Gerald Gehringer, MD on “Today,” NBC (July 20, 1983); “Take Two,” CNN (July 29, 1983); McNeil/Lehrer, PBS (Sept. 21, 1983) [DVD Transfer]
  • AAFP Officers Installation (2003) [From Michael O. Fleming, MD Collection] [DVD Transfer]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Commissions, Committees & Task Forces

- Commission on Education
  “Physician Enhancement of Teaching Skills (PETS)” (1985) (17:00) [DVD Transfer]
- Committee on Aging
  “What Do You See?” (7:00) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
- Committee on Mental Health
  -“HIV Infection and Physician Emotions” (July 28, 1989) (31:37) [DVD Transfer]
  -“Stress on the Resident Physician” (March 3, 1979) (23:11) [DVD Transfer]
- Committee on Rural Health
  “The Path Less Traveled,” Produced by Louisiana State University Medical Center (April 5, 2000) (17:20; Edited Master) [DVD Transfer]
- Committee on Women in Family Medicine
  -“New and Emerging Issues” (1991) [DVD Transfer]
  -“Women in Medicine” (Stress Vignettes) (1987) [DVD Transfer]
• Student Interest Task Force (SITF)
  - “The Hip Hop Doc & Dee-1 Present My Life Is In Your Hands” by Rani G. Whitfield, MD, n.d. [CD Master] (2 copies)
  - “This Tuesday: The Diversity, Involvement, and Flexibility of a Career in Family Practice” [DVD Transfer]
  - “This Tuesday: The Diversity, Involvement, and Flexibility of a Career in Family Practice” (1990) (28:44) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
  - “This Tuesday: The Diversity, Involvement, and Flexibility of a Career in Family Practice” (August 27, 1997) (SP Dub Master Beta cam) [DVD Transfer]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Communications Division

• “AAFP,” KABC.com, KABC-TV, February 18, 2008, 12 a.m. (2:41) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• AAFP/AMA/Obama/Chicago, All Things Considered, June 15, 2009, 4-6 p.m. (07:32) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
• “AAFP-American Academy of Family Physicians,” CSPT (C-SPAN 2), Capital News Today, July 12, 2012, 1:10 a.m. (1:43:00) [DVD Master]
• AAFP & American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
  Public Service Announcements (PSAs) – “Myths” (English & Spanish Versions) (March 30, 1988) [DVD Transfer]
• AAFP & American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, Public Service Announcement (PSA)-“Sammy GAG Takes” (March 30, 1988) [DVD Transfer]
• “AAFP Casting”
  Doctors at IBH Media Skills Workshop (September 11, 1986) [DVD Transfer]
• AAFP Diabetes Video News Release (VNR)
  Featuring Lanny Copeland, MD and Jonathan Hayes (1999) (3:05) [DVD Transfer]
• AAFP Environmental Scan
  - 2004 Environmental Scan (Friday, November 19, 2004)
  - 2005 Environmental Scan (December 1, 2005)
  - 2007 Environmental Scan (November 30, 2006) (2 copies)
  - 2008 Environmental Scan (December 5, 2007) (2 copies)
  - 2009 Environmental Scan (December 10, 2009)
  - 2010 Environmental Scan (Entitled “The Road Ahead, December 9, 2009) (2 copies)
  - 2011 Environmental Scan (December 8, 2010)
  - 2012 Environmental Scan (December 7, 2011)
• AAFP-Good Morning America,” Good Morning America, Dec. 12, 2009, 8-9 am (03:50) [DVD Masters]
• AAFP in the Media; contains: Fox 5 Morning News at 6 a.m., WTT-TV, Aug. 3, 2009, 6-7 a.m. (01:49); Fox 4 Saturday AM 1:00 WDAF-TV, Aug. 1, 2009, 7-7:30 a.m. (2:20) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• AAFP Journalism Award Entry (1985)
  - “Chelation Therapy” and “Sexual Child Abuse” KGBT-TV, CBS Network, Harlingen, TX (August 1984) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Female Sexuality”-Tom York’s Morning Show, Channel 6, WBRC-TV, ABC Network, Birmingham, AL (Nov. 14, 1984, 9-10 am) (1:00:00) [DVD Transfer]
• AAFP Media Highlights Presentation (Nov. 20, 2006) [CD Master]
• AAFP Media/Public Relations (PR) Training With Michael Fleming, MD, Deborah Haynes, MD, Charles Driscoll, MD, Richard Roberts, MD, JD, and Bruce Bagley, MD (Nov. 3, 1999) (57:00) [DVD Transfer]
• AAFP Physicians Direct, Fairmont Hotel, Washington, DC (February 16, 2011, 12:45 pm-2 pm) [DVD Transfer]
• AAFP Press Conference, New York, NY
  Over-the-Counter Medication Guide with Drs. Warren Jones, Susan Montauk, Mark Krotowski (April 17, 2002) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
• AAFP Press Conference, Washington, DC
  White House Visit/Patient Bill of Rights with Lanny Copeland also VNR with Drs. Bagley, Jaffe, Dismond (September 8, 1999) [DVD Transfer]
• AAFP Regional Spokesperson Media Training Video Produced by Ketchum PR-Client Approval Copy (July 10, 1992) [DVD Transfer]
• “AAFP-60 Minutes,” CBS, April 25, 2010, 7-8 pm (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• “AAFP,” Special Report with Bret Baier, December 29, 2009, 6-7 pm (02:30) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• “AAFP: Your Advocate in the Changing World of Medicine”
  (1987) (10:10) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
• “American Academy of Family Physicians”
  Channel 4 News, WTVJ-TV, Miami, FL (October 8, 1983) [DVD Transfer]
• “American Academy of Family Physicians”
  Channel 5 Eyewitness News, San Francisco, CA (April 9, 1982, 12 noon) [DVD Transfer]
• American Academy of Family Physicians
  CNN Headline News, 2:2:30 pm (June 27, 2003) (1:17) and Eyewitness News Nightwatch, WWL-TV (CBS) New Orleans, 10-10:35 pm (June 26, 2003) (:30) [DVD Transfer]
• American Academy of Family Physicians
  The National Press Club, Washington, DC (December 14, 2001) [DVD Transfer]
• “American Academy of Family Physicians,” Up To Date with Steve Kraske, KCUR Kansas City, MO, November 10, 2009, 11 am-12 pm (26:22) [CD Master]
• “Asthma Rap” Video News Release
• American Academy of Family Physicians, Tell Me More, June 18, 2009, 1-2 p.m. (17:14) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
  The Clarke Brothers, Son 3:23, Sound bites 2:14 (November 14, 2000) [DVD Transfer]
• “Capitol Hill Rally 9.27.06 Vote for America’s Health” (September 27, 2006) (4 copies) [DVD]
• “Capitol Hill Rally 9.27.06 Vote for America’s Health” (September 27, 2006) (Photographs by Sheri Porter) [CD]
• “Dialogue with Doctors”
  Produced by the AAFP Communications Division (1982) (16:45) [DVD Transfer]
• “Difficult Subjects” Video News Release (VNR)
  Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (Oct. 21, 1999) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
• “Dr. Robert Graham-Tobacco Policy & Public Health”
  C-SPAN2 Network (June 26, 1997, 12 midnight-6 am EST) (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
• “Dr. Sam Warburton” (3rd Year Family Practice Resident)
  “Julia Mead and Friends” Show (June 10, 1972) (7:00) [DVD Transfer]
• Family Health Month
  Audio PSA, 1 Track (n.d.) (2 copies) [CD Master]
• Family Health Month (2000)
  Public Service Announcement (PSA) with Samuel Dismond, MD, AAFP Family Physician of the Year (June 26, 2000) (:30) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
• “Family Photo: Picture of Health”
  Public Service Announcement Produced by the AAFP (1984) (:30) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
• Family Physician Workforce Reform Files (Amanda Denning) (2006) [CD]
• “Family Physicians Care for America” (PI/PR Project)
  Produced as a joint project by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) and the American Board of Family Practice (ABFP) (1986) (3:00) [DVD Transfer]
• “Family Practice, A Career for You”
  Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (c. 1985) (17:15) [DVD Transfer]
• Fighting for Family Medicine Newsletter (2019 - ) [CD]
• “Fixing Health Care” Campaign:
  - AAFP “Fixing Health Care” RMT-National (Dr. Tom Weida and Dr. Mary Frank) (September 27, 2006) [CD Master]
  - AAFP “Fixing Health Care” RMT-Schedule 1-Afternoon (State Presidents & Delegates-AL, AZ, NE, SC, KY, WV, RI) (September 27, 2006) [CD Master]
  - AAFP “Fixing Health Care” RMT-Schedule 2 (State Presidents & Delegates-CA, DE, IN, MD, MN, OH, TN, ID, CO) (September 27, 2006) [CD Master]
  - AAFP “Fixing Health Care” RMT-Schedule 3 (State Presidents & Delegates-DC, MI, MS, PA, TX, WI, IO [IA], CT, VT) (September 27, 2006) [CD Master]
  - AAFP “Fixing Health Care” RMT-Schedule 1 (State Presidents & Delegates-GA, IL, MA, MO, NH, NC, OR, ND, VA, AL, FL, OK, AK) (September 27, 2006) [CD Master]
  - AAFP “Fixing Health Care” RMT-Schedule 2-Afternoon (State Presidents & Delegates-ME, MI, SD, KS, MO, NY) (September 27, 2006) [CD Master]
- GYMR/American Academy of Family Physicians “Fixing Health Care” African American Audio News Release, Dr. Jeannette South-Paul (September 27, 2006) [CD Master]
- GYMR/American Academy of Family Physicians “Fixing Health Care” General Outreach Audio News Release, Dr. Thomas Weida (September 27, 2006) [CD Master]
- GYMR/American Academy of Family Physicians “Fixing Health Care” Hispanic Outreach Audio News Release, Dr. Jesús Lizarzaburu (September 27, 2006) [CD Master]
- “From the Heart” Video News Release (VNR) Regarding Cardiovascular Disease in Women with Deborah Haynes, MD Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (c. 1995) [DVD Transfer]
- “Heartburn” Public Service Announcement (PSA) With Nancy Walker, sponsored by the AAFP in cooperation with Glaxo Inc. (c. 1995)(0:30, 0:20, 0:10) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
- Lifestyles & Personal Health Care of Different Occupations Audio – Conference/Luncheon PM Session (64:37) CD 1 of 2 (2 copies) [CD Master]
- Lifestyles & Personal Health Care of Different Occupations Audio – Conference/Luncheon PM Session (61:03) CD 2 of 2 (2 copies) [CD Master]
- Lifestyles & Personal Health Care of Different Occupations Audio - Press Conference with Dr. W. Jack Stelmach (64:42) CD 1 of 2 (2 copies) [CD Master]
- Lifestyles & Personal Health Care of Different Occupations Audio - Press Conference with Dr. W. Jack Stelmach (59:13) CD 2 of 2 (2 copies) [CD Master]
- Lifestyles & Personal Health Care of Different Occupations Audio – Workplace & Medical Care Conclusion (45:00) (2 copies) [CD Master]
- “Marketing and the Family Physician” Produced by the AAFP Communications Division and the AAFP Public Relations Committee (1985) (17:15) [DVD Transfer]
- Men’s Health Week (1996) Channel 41, FOX-TV, Kansas City, MO with AAFP Employee Dwayne Rider and Mark Martin, MD (June 1996) (14:10) [DVD Transfer]
- Over-The-Counter Medication Guide Final VNR & B-Roll, with Warren Jones, MD (September 23, 2002)
- Patient-Centered Medical Home - Healthy Momentum: The Patient-Centered Medical Home Summit, Produced by GMMB (3:44) (October 17, 2008)
- The Patient-Centered Medical Home (October 2008)
- Patient-Centered Medical Home, Ken Bertka, MD (September 2008)
- The Patient-Centered Medical Home, Produced by GMMB (9:15) (Sept. 12, 2008)
- PCMH-Policymakers Version, Produced by GMMB (3:45) (December 2008)
- Polio Vaccine
  2 Television Commercials (n.d.) (1:00) [DVD Transfer]
- “Prominent Physicians Group Says Prostate Cancer Screenings May Not be for Every Man”
  Produced by Orbis Broadcast Group-Compilation Tape #1357 (Oct. 8, 1998) (2:45) [DVD Transfer]
- Public Information/Public Relations (PI/PR) Program
  “Alzheimer’s Disease: A Family in Crisis” Video News Release (VNR) (October 1987) [DVD Transfer]
- Public Information/Public Relations (PI/PR) Program
  Lifestyles Public Service Announcement (PSA) with Dick and Pat Van Patten (1987) (:60 and :30) [DVD Transfer]
- Public Relations:
  - Mary Frank, MD-AAFP Board Campaign Speech (2000) [DVD Transfer]
  - Media Training-AAFP Board of Directors (Executive Officers) (November 20, 2003) [DVD Transfer]
  - Media Training- James C. Martin, MD (2003) [DVD Transfer]
  - Media Training- Michael Fleming, MD (2002 or 2003) [DVD Transfer]
  - Media Training- Senior (Third Year) Officers, AAFP Board of Directors (November 8, 2000) [DVD Transfer]
  - Media Training- Warren A. Jones, MD (December 19, 2001) [DVD Transfer]
  - Nancy Wilson Ashbach, MD-AAFP Board Campaign Speech (2000) [DVD Transfer]
  - Olympic Torchbearer: Timothy Alford, MD, AAFP Member, Poster for Torch Relay, Calgary, Alberta, Canada Olympics, 2010 (November 18, 2009)
  - Public Relations Backup Files (August 1, 2001)
  - Public Relations Backup Files-Old Statements (October 21, 2003)
  - Public Relations Files (to January 2003)
  - Public Relations Files (January 2003)
  - Public Relations (Maureen’s) Files (c. 2003-2004)
  - Public Relations Photographs-Jana Delvalle; Todd Dicus, JD; Dan Ostergaard, MD (2002)
  - Public Relations Photographs-Norman Kahn, MD (2002)
  - Public Relations Photographs-Sr. Adele O'Sullivan, MD (2005)
  - Public Relations Photographs-Michael Springer; Rosemarie Sweeney (2005)
  - Richard G. Roberts, MD, JD-Media 1:1 with Jack Hubbard (Los Angeles, CA, February 7, 2001) [DVD Transfer]
  - Richard Wherry, MD-AAFP Board Campaign Speech (2000) [DVD Transfer]
  - Warren A. Jones, MD-AAFP Presidential Election Speech (2000) [DVD Transfer]
- The Pulse+ (2019- ) [CD]
- “Report on Lifestyles, Work and Health Care”
Channel 2, WCBS-TV, CBS Network (June 12, 1979, 6 p.m.) [DVD Transfer]
- “Report on Lifestyles, Work and Health Care”
Channel 7, WABC-TV, ABC Network (June 12, 1979, 6 p.m.) [DVD Transfer]
- “Sex Education at Home” and “Teenage Pregnancies”
  Sonya Live in LA, CNN (Both)-(Sex Education) with Susan Parker, MD (Aug. 21, 1989)
  and (Teenage Pregnancies) with Pam Kushner, MD (Aug. 23, 1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “Strong Medicine for America” (4:58); includes William Ellert (2:30); Ted Epperly (2:51)
  (Produced by t2) (TRT 10:38) (September 9, 2008) [DVD]
- “Teen Romance”
  Public Service Announcement (PSA) Produced by AAFP and the American College of
  Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) on the Prevention of Teenage Pregnancy (April
  16, 1990) (:30 and :10) [DVD Transfer]
• Tobacco Tax Challenge, National Press Club Smokeless States, November 25, 2002
  (Photographs on CD)
- “Viewpoints AAFP”
  Produced by Modern Satellite Network (c. 1982) (8:44) [DVD Transfer]
- “Viewpoints AAFP”
  Produced by Modern Satellite Network with Ernie J. Chaney, MD and Alexander
  Brickler, MD (1982) (8:44) [DVD Transfer]
- “Vision of the World: a Dialogue on Public Relations”
  With Mac F. Cahal, JD, AAFP Executive Director and David Finn of Ruder and Finn
  Public Relations Firm (1967) (20:50) [DVD Transfer]
- “A Visit to the Doctor”
  (Episode of Mister Roger’s Neighborhood) Produced by Family Communication, Inc. for
  the AAFP (c. 1985) [DVD Transfer]
- “Vote for America’s Health: Capitol Hill Rally 9.27.06,” US Capitol, Washington, DC,
  September 27, 2006 (Original Footage)
- “We Hear You!” (c. 2007) [DVD Transfer]
- “Working with Your Doctor”
  Public Service Announcement (PSA) sponsored by AAFP and Glaxo Institute for
  Digestive Health with Tom Landry (c. 1990) (:30) [DVD Transfer]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Congress of Delegates

- Congress of Delegates (1983)
  Oct. 9-10, 1983 Sessions (3 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
- Congress of Delegates (1984)
  Oct. 8-9, 1984 Sessions (3 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
- Congress of Delegates (1985)
  Oct. 8-10, 1985 Sessions (8 Discs; original tape #4 of 9 is bad recording) [DVD Transfer]
• Congress of Delegates (1986)
  International Ballroom, Washington, DC
  Sept. 27-29, 1986 Sessions (7 Discs; original tape #3 of 8 is bad recording) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1987)
  Sept. 12-14, 1987 Sessions (7 discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1988)
  Oct. 1-3, 1988 Sessions (5 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1989)
  Bonaventure Hotel Ballroom, Los Angeles, CA
  Sept. 16-18, 1989 Sessions (8 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1990)
  Oct. 6-8, 1990 Sessions (8 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1991)
  Washington Hilton and Towers, Washington, DC
  Tuesday, Sept. 24-Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991 Sessions (8 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1992)
  Oct. 13-15, 1992 Sessions (3 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1993)
  Oct. 5-7, 1993 Sessions (8 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1994)
  Westin Hotel Copley Place, Boston, MA
  Sept. 20-22, 1994 Sessions (7 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1995)
  Sept. 19-21, 1995 Sessions (8 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

  Letters and documents from several years of past CODs

• Congress of Delegates (1996)
  • Raw Footage Beta cams (2 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
  • Oct. 1-4, 1996 Sessions (7 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1997)
  Grand Ballroom, Chicago, IL
  Sept. 16-18, 1997 Sessions (7 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1998)
  Sept. 15-17, 1998 Sessions (7 Discs) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (1999)
  • Sept. 14-16, 1999 Sessions (7 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
  • “Dr. Seuss Presentation” by Neil Brooks, MD regarding the All Member Party (Sept. 15, 1999) (2:40) [DVD Transfer]

• Congress of Delegates (2000)
  • Sept. 18-20, 2000 Sessions (7 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
  • Transactions
• Congress of Delegates (2001)
  - Oct. 1-3, 2001 Sessions (6 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
  - Transactions, October 1-3, 2001 CD (3 copies)
• Congress of Delegates (2002)
  - Oct. 14-16, 2002 Sessions (7 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
  - Transactions, October 14-16, 2002 (2 copies)
• Congress of Delegates (2003)
  - Files
    - Grand Ballroom, New Orleans Hilton, New Orleans, LA, Tuesday, Sept. 30-Oct. 2, 2003 Sessions (7 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
    - Phyllis Dolen files
    - Transactions, September 30-October 2, 2003 (2 copies)
• Congress of Delegates (2004)
  - Address of Larry S. Fields, MD [DVD Transfer]
  - COD Award Speeches CD
  - COD (copied by Terresa Winch)
  - Congress documents
  - Oct. 11-13, 2004 Sessions (9 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
  - Officer speeches, late resolutions and board reports, James C. Martin photo
• Congress of Delegates (2005)
  - Address of Larry S. Fields, MD [DVD Transfer]
  - Address of Rick Kellerman, MD [DVD Transfer]
  - Opening Ceremony [DVD Transfer]
  - Opening Ceremony Address of Larry S. Fields, MD [DVD Transfer]
  - Sept. 26-28, 2005 Sessions (8 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
  - Transcripts of sessions
• Congress of Delegates (2006)
  - DVDs #1-6, Tuesday, Sept.26, 2006-Thursday, Sept.28, 2006
  - Sept.26-28, 2006 Sessions (5 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
• Congress of Delegates (2007)
• Congress of Delegates (2008)
  DVD #1-6, Monday, Sept.15, 2008-Wednesday, Sept.17, 2008
• Congress of Delegates (2009)
  - Oct.12-14, 2009 Sessions (13 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
  - Photos of awards presented at Congress of Delegates (5 CDs; contact proofs in Photograph Collection)
  - Proceedings of the Congress of Delegates (2009 CD)
• Congress of Delegates (2010)
  - Photos of awards presented at Congress of Delegates, Sept.28-29, 2010 (3 CDs; contact proofs in Photograph Collection)
  - Sessions (13 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
• Congress of Delegates (2011)
  - DVDs #1-5, Monday, Sept.12, 2011-Wednesday, Sept.14, 2011 (2 copies)
  - Photo images of speakers and awards at Congress of Delegates (1 CD; 2 copies;
    contact proofs in Photograph Collection)
• Congress of Delegates (2012)
  - DVDs #1-5, Town Hall Meeting and Sessions, Sunday, Oct.14, 2012-Wed., Oct.17,
    2012
  - Photo images of speakers and awards at Congress of Delegates, Philadelphia, PA,
    Oct.13-20, 2012 (1 CD; contact proofs in Photograph Collection)
• Congress of Delegates (2014)
  - All Session Recordings, Oct. 20-22, 2014 (6 Discs)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Constituent Chapters

• Alabama Academy of Family Physicians
  - “50 Years of Caring” (26:00) [DVD Transfer]
  - Senior Brown Bag Week, Anniston, Alabama-Final Report (Dec.8-12, 2003) (4:02)
    [DVD Transfer]
  - Senior Brown Bag Week, Anniston, Ala. Dec. 8-12, 2003, Even Photos [DVD Transfer]
• Arkansas Academy of Family Physicians
  - Arkansas Academy of Family Physicians “The First 50 Years” (July 16, 1997) [DVD
    Master]
• California Academy of Family Physicians
  - Men’s Health Public Service Announcement (PSA) featuring Fyvush Finkel (Oct. 1995)
    [DVD Transfer]
• Colorado Academy of Family Physicians
  - “Family Medicine Physicians On Call for Colorado” (TV Program Loop; 2013)
    (26:00)
  - “50 Years of Caring” (1998) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Slide Show: The CAFP 50th Anniversary Celebration” (Oct. 1998) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Steven Allen and Steve Allen, Jr., MD: The CAFP 50th Anniversary Celebration” (Oct.
    1998) (1:12:35) [DVD Transfer]
  - Superheroes of Family Medicine Awards Ceremony: The CAFP 50th Anniversary
    Celebration” (Oct. 1998) (41:21) [DVD Transfer]
  - “This is Your Invitation! The 50th Anniversary Celebration of the Colorado Academy of
    Family Physicians!” (1998) (4:00) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
• Florida Academy of Family Physicians
  - “Family Practice Prenatal Program” (Produced Jointly by the Florida Academy of
    Family Physicians and MedPro/Frontier Insurance Co.) [DVD Transfer]
  - Florida Family Physician of the Year-Richard Baxley, MD
    WESH-TV, Channel 2, Orlando (Sept. 17, 1999, 5:30 p.m.) (2:35) (2 copies) [DVD
    Transfer]
• Georgia Academy of Family Physicians
  - “Dialogue with Doctors” (Part 2) (May 13, 1981) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Family Health Month” Public Service Announcement (PSA) (1985) (0:30) [DVD Transfer]
• Iowa Academy of Family Physicians
  - “Primary Medical Care” (27:23) (#90-31.1) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Seat Belts and the Family” [DVD Transfer]
• Kansas Academy of Family Physicians
  - Breast Self-Examination Public Service Announcement (PSA) (Aug. 3, 1988) (:30) [DVD Transfer]
• Kentucky Academy of Family Physicians
  - “Through the Years” (June 10, 1997) [DVD Transfer]
• Louisiana Academy of Family Physicians
  - “Louisiana Health Care: A Family Way” (1993) [DVD Transfer]
  - Senior Brown Bag Week, New Orleans, Louisiana-Media Results (Sept. 2003) [DVD Transfer]
• Minnesota Academy of Family Physicians
  - Exhibitor history (2005)
  - House of Delegates (2010) (6 CDs)
  - House of Delegates (2011) (1 CD)
  - “It’s Not Just Your Doctor’s Problem” (12:50) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
  - MAFP Presidents (Through 2012-Julie Anderson, MD)
  - Minnesota AFP Foundation Files (1987-2005) (6 CDs)
• Mississippi Academy of Family Physicians
  - Tobacco Treatment Resources, Provided by the MAFP Foundation, UMMC Dept. of Family Medicine and Mississippi Dept. of Health, Office of Tobacco Control (2008)
• Nebraska Academy of Family Physicians
  - Public Service Announcements (PSAs) on Seat Belt Usage (No Date) (Five :30 PSAs) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
• New Jersey Academy of Family Physicians
  - Family Health Monty Public Service Announcement (PSA) (c. 1995) (:30) [DVD Transfer]
• New York Academy of Family Physicians
  - “Sixty Years of Commitment to Family Health, 1948-2008” DVD (3 copies)
• Oklahoma Academy of Family Physicians
• Pennsylvania Academy of Family Physicians
  - “Family Medicine’s Beginning: A Legacy of Leadership” (Interview with Thomas Leaman, MD by Dennis Gingrich, MD) (Posted on YouTube on Feb. 18, 2014) (5:26) [DVD Transfer]
• Texas Academy of Family Physicians
  - TAFP PAC endorsement of Sanchez for Governor, Channel 11 CBS (Sept. 22, 2002) [DVD Transfer]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Continuing Medical Education (CME) Division

• AAFP Board Prep Resources Sample: Informational Videos & Self-Study Lecture Excerpts (2014)
• AAFP CME Video Series
  - “AAFP Family Practice Board Review” (Kansas City, MO, April 18-24, 1999) (Discs #1-7, 9-16, 18-23, 25-29) (26 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Alpha Blockers in Family Practice” (1989) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Alzheimer’s Disease: A Family Practice Update” (1998) [DVD Transfer]
  - “The Benefits and Concerns of Hormone Replacement Therapy” [DVD Transfer]
  - “Clinical Advances in Lipid Management in Family Practice” [DVD Transfer]
  - “Clinical Management of Acne”-#897 (1989) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Common Dermatologic Disorders” [DVD Transfer]
  - “Common Gynecologic Infections” (1980) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Common Gynecologic Infections”-#879 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Contemporary Management of Seasonal Allergic Rhinitis” (1995) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Contraception in the 1990’s: An Update”-#828 (1991) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Contraceptive Choices: Helping Your Patients Decide” (1999) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Contraceptive Update” (1989) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Current Management of Osteoarthritis” (1989) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Current Therapies and Treatment of Type II Diabetes Mellitus” [DVD Transfer]
  - “Diagnosis and Management of Diabetes” (1989) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Diagnosis and Management of Esophageal Disorders” (1989) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Diagnosis and Management of Glaucoma” [DVD Transfer]
  - “Diagnosis and Management of Glaucoma”-#801 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Diagnosis and Management of IgE-Mediated Allergic Diseases” (1989) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Diagnosis and Medical Management of Glaucoma and Measurement of Intraocular Pressure” [DVD Transfer]
  - “Diagnosis and Treatment of Red Eye”-#882 (1989) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
  - “Diseases in Children: Prevention and Moderation” [DVD Transfer]
- “Emerging and Resistant Pathogens in Respiratory Tract Infections: Diagnostic and Treatment Considerations [DVD Transfer]
- “Evaluating and Treating Obesity” (1996) [DVD Transfer]
- “Evaluation and Management of Diabetic Retinopathy”-#807 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “The Family Physician’s Guide to Smoking Cessation—Parts I & II (1:00:00) [DVD Transfer]
- “A Family Practice Approach to Managing Hypertension” (1988) [DVD Transfer]
- “Guidelines and Barriers in the Treatment of Type 2 Diabetes” (1998) [DVD Transfer]
- “Heart Disease in Women” [DVD Transfer]
- “Help for the Handicapped”—#819 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “The Importance of Early Recognition and Management of Heart Failure”—#870 (1989) (Edited Version) [DVD Transfer]
- “The Importance of Nutritional Screening and Assessment in Family Practice” [DVD Transfer]
- “The Importance of Nutritional Screening and Assessment in Family Practice”—#849 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “An In-Depth Approach To Current Issues in Sports Medicine” (March 18, 2001) (Discs #1-23) (23 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
- “The Management of Acute Bacterial Exacerbations of COPD” (1994) [DVD Transfer]
- “The Management of Asthma” (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “Management of Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia in Family Practice” (1992) [DVD Transfer]
- “Management of Chronic Musculoskeletal Pain: Focus on Low Back Pain” (1999) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
- “Management of Esophageal Disorders”—#861 (1988) [DVD Transfer]
- “Management of Hypercholesterolemia in Family Practice”—#852 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “Management of Migraine in Family Practice”—#1909 (1992) [DVD Transfer]
- “Management of Mild to Moderate Pain”—#840 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “Management of the Post-MI Patient” (1993) [DVD Transfer]
- “Management of Urinary Incontinence in the Elderly”—#867 (1989) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
- “The Management of Vaginitis in Family Practice” (1986) [DVD Transfer]
- Managing Anxiety Disorders”—#822 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “Medical Management of Arthritis” (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “Occupational Therapy: Aids for the Handicapped” (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
- “Office and Home Use of Physical Therapy”-#813 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “Osteoporosis: Diagnosis and Patient Management” [DVD Transfer]
- “Peptic Ulcer Disease Management: An Update”-#1906 (1992) [DVD Transfer]
- “Preventing Microvascular Complications of Diabetes” (1998) [DVD Transfer]
- “Prevention of Cardiovascular Disease: The Next Challenge” [DVD Transfer]
- “Red Eye & Usual Minor Traumas” (30:15) [DVD Transfer]
- “Reducing Your Patients’ Cardiovascular Risks Through Effective Office Visits”-#1900 (1991) [DVD Transfer]
- “Refining the Diagnosis and Treatment of Depression in the Elderly” (1993) [DVD Transfer]
- “Role of Calcium Channel Blockers in Family Practice”-#834 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “The Role of Cephalosporins in Family Practice” (1986) [DVD Transfer]
- “Seasonal Allergic Rhinitis: An Update” (1998) [DVD Transfer]
- “Sports Injuries of the Knee and Ankle” (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “Sports Medicine: An In-Depth Review” (1997) (Discs #1-26) (26 Discs) [DVD Transfer]
- “Sports Medicine—Overuse Syndrome” (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “Sports Medicine: Special Populations” [DVD Transfer]
- “Strategies for the Prevention and Treatment of Macrovascular Complications for Type 2 Diabetes” (1998) [DVD Transfer]
- “Suturing Techniques” -#810 (1989) [DVD Transfer]
- “Target Organ Consequences of Mild Hypertension” #891 (1991) [DVD Transfer]
- “Ulcer” (Part 1) [DVD Transfer]
- “Ulcer” (Part 2) [DVD Transfer]
- “Ulcer Disease: New Insights Into Patient Management” (Part 2) (1986) [DVD Transfer]
- “Understanding the Pathogenesis of Type II Diabetes” [DVD Transfer]
- “An Update on Chronic Viral Hepatitis” [DVD Transfer]
- “Update on Management of Hepatitis C” (2000) [DVD Transfer]
- “Use of Physical Therapy Equipment in the Management of Patients with Musculoskeletal Problems” (33:34) [DVD Transfer]

- Annual Clinical Focus (ACF)
  - Asthma, Allergy & Respiratory Infections (2001) (2 copies)
  - Cancer (2002) (2 copies)
  - Cancer PSAs (Spring 2002) (:60, :30, :15) Audio CD
  - Caring for America’s Aging Population (2004) (1 copy)
  - Caring for Children and Adolescents (2006) (1 copy)
  - Genomics (2005) (1 copy)
  - Management of Chronic Illness (2007) (2 copies)
- Mental Health (2000) (2 copies)
- Press Conference, Scientific Assembly, Dallas Raw Footage (2000) [DVD Transfer]
- Prevention (2003) (2 copies)
- Prevention and Management of Cardiovascular Disease (1997-1998) (2 copies)
- Colposcopy for the Family Physician AAFP (1998)
- Colposcopy for the Family Physician AAFP (2005)
- Discovery Health CME
  Childhood Obesity: Combating the Epidemic
  Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2004) [DVD Transfer]
  [Faculty includes Dr. Rick Kellerman, Wichita, KS]
- Family Centered Maternity Care Providence, RI (July 19-23, 2006) (2 copies)
- Family Medicine: Board Review
  - 2006 (2 copies)
  - Test Taking Techniques, Lanyard Dial, MD (No date)
  - Test Taking Techniques, Lanyard Dial, MD (2008-2009) (2 copies)
- Family Medicine Board Review Express
  November 6-9, 2008, Dallas, TX (2008)
- Geriatric Medicine for Family Physicians
  October 1-5, 2008, Monterey, CA (2008)
- Highlights from the 3rd National Conference on CME Provider-Industry Collaboration in CME (1992) Produced by American Medical Television in conjunction with the AMA [DVD Transfer]
- Home Study Self-Assessment
  - 1st Audio prepared on Compact Disk (CD) (#265) (June 2001)
  - FP Audio
    - #301 (June 2004): 1. Treatment of Skin Conditions by John Dorsch, MD; 2. Nutrition Effects on Gene Expression by Jeffrey Bland, MD; 3. Board Review Minute
    - #304 (Sept. 2004): 1. Upper-Extremity Traumatic Injuries by David Smith, MD; 2. Conflict Management by Lydia Lawson, MD; 3. Editor’s Minute: Ethics vs. Greed
    - #305 (Oct. 2004): 1. Evidence-Based Medicine by Frank J. Domino, MD; 2. Upper-Extremity Overuse Syndrome by David Smith, MD
    - #306 (Nov. 2004): 1. Hepatitis C by Brad Freilich, MD; 2. Folic Acid by Timothy W. Lawton, MD; 3. Board Review Minute
    - #308 (Jan. 2005): 1. Orthopedic Problems Below the Knee by David Smith, MD; 2.
Pediculosis by David Flinders, MD; 3. CoEnzyme Q10 by Timothy Lawton, MD
- #310 (March 2005): 1. Care of the Hospitalized Child by Pam Shaw, MD; 2. The Good News and Bad News About Dietary Fats by Rebecca Kirby, MD
- #311 (April 2005): 1. Care of the Normal Newborn by Pam Shaw, MD; 2. Zinc by Ronald E. Hunninghake, MD; 3. Board Review Minute
- #312 (May 2005): 1. Responding to Intimate Partner Violence: Screening and Management in the Family Practice Setting by Zita Surprenant, MD, MPH; 2. Screening for Intimate Partner Violence During the Child-Centered Office Visit by Zita Surprenant, MD, MPH
- #313 (June 2005): 1. Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder by Pam Shaw, MD; 2. Adolescent Medicine: Consent & Confidentiality by Eleanor Lisbon, MD; 3. Whole Foods Diet by Rebecca Kirby, MD
- #368 (Jan. 2010): 1. Group Visits by Dennis Saver, MD; 2. Coronary Artery Disease: Primary and Secondary Prevention by Col. Brian V. Reamy, MD
- #372 (May 2010): 1. Sudden Hearing Loss by Joel Berstein, MD, PhD; 2. Diabetes: Nonpharmacologic Management by Fred Miser, MD; Journal Notes by Thomas C. Rosenthal, MD
- #373 (June 2010): 1. Treatment Devices for Urinary Incontinence by Barry D. Weiss, MD; 2. Diabetes: Coronary Artery Disease Prevention by Fred Miser, MD
- #374 (July 2010) 1. Retinopathy of Prematurity by James Reynolds, MD; 2. Aspirin Use to Prevent Cardiovascular Disease by Fred Miser, MD; 3. Journal Notes by Thomas C. Rosenthal, MD
- #376 (September 2010) 1. The Red Eye by John Dorsch, MD; 2. Care of the Vulnerable Elderly: Dementia Quality Indicators by Col. Brian K. Unwin, MD
- #379 (Dec. 2010) 1. Sports Medicine Emergencies by Jeff Zlornick, MD; 2. Heart...
ailure: Definitions & Classifications by Eddie Needham, MD
- #380 (Jan. 2011): 1. Sports Concussion by Jeff Zlotnick, MD; 2. Heart Hailure: Stage-Based Treatment by Eddie Needham, MD
- #382 (March 2011): 1. Bell’s Palsy by Capt. John R. Holman, MD, MPH; 2. Heart Failure: Acute Decompensation/Hospital-Based Care by Eddie Needham, MD
- #383 (April 2011): 1. Abnormal Uterine Bleeding by Rebecca Gladu MD; 2. Depression: Epidemiology and Diagnosis by Donald Nease, MD.
- #384 (May 2011): 1. Neurofibromatosis by Jason Marker, MD; 2. Depression: Monitoring and Management by Donald Nease, MD
- #385 (June 2011): 1. Osteoporosis in Men by CDR Mark Flynn, MD; 2. Irritable Bowel Syndrome by Rebecca Gladu, MD; 3. Pain Management by Jerry Old, MD
- #386 (July 2011): 1. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome by Mark Boyce, MD; 2. Hypertension Management in Older Patients by Dennis Gingrich, MD
- #388 (Sep. 2011): 1. Acute Otitis Media: Diagnosis and Treatment by Gretchen Dickenson, MD; 2. Journal Notes by Capt. John R. Holman, MD, MPH
- #421 (June 2014): 1. JNC 8 by Paul A. James, MD; 2. Drug Safety in the Elderly by Ruth Weber, MD; 3. High-Potency Statins and Acute Kidney Injury by John R. Holman, MD; 4. Palliative Care by Rick Kellerman, MD

- FP Comprehensive:

- Home Study Non-Subscriber Focus Group—San Francisco, CA (September 17, 1998) [DVD Transfer]
- Home Study Non-Subscriber Focus Group—San Francisco, CA (September 18, 1998) [DVD Transfer]
- The Monograph Collection: Monographs (1996-2001)

- Human Papillomavirus Prevention and Detection (2009)
- Joint Injections and Aspiration (2012)
- Learning Link, Video Promo (2009)
- Musculoskeletal Examination (2013)
- No-Scalpel Vasectomy for the Family Physician AAFP (No date) (18:45) [DVD Transfer]
- “Prevention of Motor Vehicle Trauma” Continuing Medical Education (CME) Course Sponsored by AAFP and National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) (c. 1989) (14:00) [DVD Transfer]
- Selected Ambulatory and Hospital Internal Medicine Topics March 12-16, 2007, Cancun, Mexico (2007)
- Skin Biopsy, Excision & Repair Techniques for the Family Physician AAFP (2004)
- Test-Taking Techniques by Lanyard Dial, MD (Family Medicine Board Review) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
- Treatment of Type 2 Diabetes and the Role of Insulin (2008)
- Video CME
  - Aging and Health Issues: The Family Physician’s Role (2003) (2 copies)
  - Allergic or Nonallergic Rhinitis? Taking the Questions Out of Diagnosis and Treatment (2003) (2 copies)
  - Appropriate Use of OTC Analgesics (1996) (2 copies)
  - Contraceptive Choices: Helping Your Patients Decide (1999)
- Current Approaches to the Management of Parkinson’s Disease (2000) (2 copies)
- Diagnosis and Management of Childhood ADHD in the Family Practice Setting (2002) (2 copies)
- Diagnosis and Management of Cutaneous Mycoses (1997) (2 copies)
- Early Detection of Mental Illness (1999) (2 copies)
- Giving Patients Hope: Ending Depression (2003) (2 copies)
- Management of COPD: An Update (2001)
- Pain Management: Dispelling the Myths (2002) (2 copies)
- Preventing the Microvascular Complications of Diabetes (1998)
- Prevention Strategies in Family Practice (2002) (2 copies)
- Recognizing and Managing Erectile Dysfunction (2000) (2 copies)
- Strategies for Managing Insomnia (1999) (2 copies)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Corporate Development Division


American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Division of Practice Advancement (DPA)- See: Socioeconomics Division

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Education Division

- Family Practice Update:
  - Adolescent Depression -#9009 (June 1, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
  - AIDS Emergencies -#9010 (May 14, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
  - AIDS Update -#8908 (1989) (27:53) [DVD Transfer]
  - Ankle Injuries: Part I (1991) -#9103 (February 22, 1991) (30:00) (2 copies) [DVD Transfer]
  - Ankle Injuries: Part II -#9104 (February 22, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
  - Breast Cancer 1990: Part I -#9017 (October 16, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
  - Breast Cancer 1990: Part II -#9018 (November 2, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
  - Cardiac Stress Testing -#9020 (November 7, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
  - Childhood Anemias -#9305 (1993) (27:35) [DVD Transfer]
  - Childhood Immunization -#9003 (February 6, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
  - Clinical Case Studies: Fever of Unknown Origin -#9206 (1992) (27:30) [DVD Transfer]
  - Clinical Case Study: Respiratory Tract Infection -#9205 (1992) (27:30) [DVD Transfer]
  - Clinical Controversies: Screening for Colorectal Cancer -#9214 (1992) (28:33) [DVD Transfer]
- Common Finger and Hand Injuries -#9308 (1993) (27:35) [DVD Transfer]
- Contraceptive Update: Choices and Alternatives -#9202 (1992) (27:35) [DVD Transfer]
- Cryotherapy for Cervical Dysplasia -#9106 (March 8, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Transfer]
- Cutaneous Manifestations of HIV Infection -#9216 (1992) (27:48) [DVD Master]
- Dementia -#877 (1988) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Diagnosing First Trimester OB Problems Using Ultrasound -#9220 (1992) (27:33) [DVD Master]
- Diagnosis & Management of Depression in the Elderly -#9222 (1992) (27:51) [DVD Master]
- Diagnostic Gastroscopy -#9008 (May 1, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- The ECG: A Systematic Approach -#9225 (1992) (27:42) [DVD Master]
- Elective Soft Tissue Surgery: Part I -#9112 (June 6, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Elective Soft Tissue Surgery: Part II -#9113 (June 26, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Expanded Role of the ECG in Suspected Acute MI -#9226 (1992) (27:41) [DVD Master]
- Fetal Alcohol Syndrome -#9013 (July 13, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Flexible Sigmoidoscopy and Colonoscopy -#872 (1988) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Health Maintenance -#853 (1988) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- The HIV Positive Patient: Health Maintenance -#9109 (May 14, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Home care for the Geriatric Patient -#8909 (1989) (27:36) [DVD Master]
- Hormone Replacement Therapy -#9224 (1992) (28:09) [DVD Master]
- The Infertile Couple -#9221 (1992) (27:47) [DVD Master]
- International Family Practice: A View from Portugal, Parts I & II -#9011-9012 (1990) (45:54) [DVD Master]
- Introduction to the Use of Ultrasound Testing in the First Trimester -#9219 (1992) (27:34) [DVD Master]
- Irritable Bowel Syndrome: Etiology and Diagnosis -#9101 (January 16, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Irritable Bowel Syndrome: Treatment -#9102 (January 16, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Joint Aspiration -#9005 (March 23, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Low Back Pain: Presentation and Diagnosis -#9123 (1991) (27:37) [DVD Master]
- Male Infertility -#9014 (1990) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Management of Acute MI -#860 (1988) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Management of Parkinson’s Disease -#9115 (1991) (27:36) [DVD Master]
- Nasolaryngoscopy -#9111 (June 5, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- New Developments in Travel Medicine -#9212 (1992) (27:37) [DVD Master]
- OB Practices: Off Limits? -#9007 (March 27, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Office Dermatologic Procedures -#8907 (1989) (27:35) [DVD Master]
- Office Ultrasound -#8911 (December 28, 1989) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Pain Management in Advanced Cancer -#9215 (1992) (27:29) [DVD Master]
- Panic Disorders -#884 (1988) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Parkinson’s Disease: Etiology and Diagnosis -#9114 (1991) (27:36) [DVD Master]
- Pediatric Asthma: Etiology and Diagnosis -#9107 (April 9, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Pediatric Asthma: Management Strategies -#9108 (April 18, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Pediatric Gait Abnormalities -#9117 (1991) (27:40) [DVD Master]
- Pediatric Immunization Update -#9204 (1992) (27:38) [DVD Master]
- Practical Tips for Complying with CLIA -#9303 (1993) (27:33) [DVD Master]
- Prenatal Screening -#867 (1988) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Prescribing for the Elderly -#9210 (1992) (27:36) [DVD Master]
- Prescribing for the Elderly: Case Studies -#9211 (1992) (27:36) [DVD Master]
- The Presidential Candidates and Health Care Reform -#9223 (1992) (27:49) [DVD Master]
- Pulmonary Problems in HIV Infection -#9217 (1992) (27:50) [DVD Master]
- Rehabilitation Strategies for the MI Patient -#9119 (1991) (27:40) [DVD Master]
- Reproductive Hazards in the Environment -#9126 (1991) (28:02) [DVD Master]
- Research by Family Physicians -#9019 (November 21, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Reversible Subdermal Contraceptive Implants -#9201 (1992) (27:34) [DVD Master]
- The Role of Colposcopy in Family Practice -#9105 (March 8, 1991) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Rural Health: Emergency Medical Care -#9121 (1991) (27:28) [DVD Master]
- Rural Health: Occupational & Environmental Hazards of Agriculture -#9122 (1991) (27:34) [DVD Master]
- Rural Health: Providing for the Future -#9120 (1991) (27:33) [DVD Master]
- Sexually Abused Child -#8910 (December 28, 1989) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Sickle Cell Disease -#9306 (1993) (27:31) [DVD Master]
- Smoking Cessation -#9006 (March 27, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Sports Medicine -#8902 (1988) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Supportive Bracing -#9015 (September 4, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Trends in Vasectomy -#9016 (September 17, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Master]
- Understanding Your Managed Care Contract -#9311 (1993) (27:43) [DVD Master]
- Wrist Injuries: Diagnosis and Treatment -#9307 (1993) (27:36) [DVD Master]
- Youth Suicide -#9010 (June 18, 1990) (30:00) [DVD Master]

• GO! Program – Getting To Know The Academy Better (October 21, 1998) [DVD Master]

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Executive Division**

- Compass Group Summaries (2019- ) [CD]
- Executive Management Team Minutes (2019- ) [CD]
- Integrated Activities Cross Functional Team Meeting Summaries (2019- ) [CD]

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Family Medicine Experience (FMX)- See: American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Materials- Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Scientific Assembly**

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials- Ambulatory Sentinel Practice Network (ASPN)**

- Ambulatory Sentinel Practice Network (ASPN)
  - ASPN Interview with Dr. Betty Lowe (April 5, 1994) (18:30) [DVD Master]
  - Brief Physician Interview with Problem Drinkers in Primary Care: A Training Program for ASPN Clinicians (September 1, 1997) (Approx. 23:00) [DVD Master]

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials- Awards & Honors**

- Bristol-Myers Squibb Awards
  - Awards Breakfast photographs (3 CDs) (Oct. 2003)
  - Awards Breakfast photographs (1 CD) (2005)
  - Awards Breakfast photographs (1 CD) (Sept. 14, 2011)
  - Awards Breakfast photographs (1 CD) (Sept. 2013)

- Family Doctor of the Year
  - 1980- “Take Two,” CNN with Eugene Fanta, MD (c. Oct. 1980) [DVD Master]
  - 1983- Minnesota Television Coverage: KSTP, WCCO, KTCN, KMST with Chester Anderson, MD (Oct. 1983) [DVD Master]
  - 1983- Today Show, NBC-TV Network with Chester Anderson, MD
(Oct. 7, 1983, 7 am) (1:03) [DVD Master]
- 1984- Action News-5, WRAL-TV, Raleigh, NC with Jane T. Carswell, MD
  (Dec. 12, 1984, 6 pm) (1:03) [DVD Master]
- 1984- WBTV-TV 3 News, Charlotte, NC with Dr. Jane T. Carswell, MD
  (Dec. 12, 1984, 6 pm) (:51) [DVD Master]
- 1985- Archibald Alexander McNeill, Jr., MD (Oct. 10, 1985) [DVD Master]
- 1985- Atlanta 7:30, WAGA-TV, Atlanta, GA with Archibald A. McNeill, Jr., MD
  (Nov. 15, 1985, 7:30 pm) (3:31) [DVD Master]
- 1985- Eyewitness News at 6, WAGA-TV and Action News, WSB-TV, Atlanta, GA
  with Archibald A. McNeill, Jr., MD (Oct. 22, 1985, 6 p.m.) (1:07-WAGA; 3:42-WSB
  [DVD Master]
- 1985- Newscenter 10 at 6 p.m., WALB-TV, Albany, GA with Archibald A. McNeill,
  Jr., MD (Oct. 18, 1985, 6 pm) (2:20) [DVD Master]
- 1985- Today Show, NBC-TV Network with Archibald A. McNeill, Jr., MD
  (Sept. 30, 1985, 7 a.m.) (4:56) [DVD Master]
- 1986- CBS Morning News, CBS-TV Network with Amail Chudy, MD
  (Oct. 1, 1986, 7 am) (3:00) [DVD Master]
- 1986- Today Show, NBC-TV Network with Amail Chudy, MD
  (Oct. 8, 1986) (3:00) [DVD Master]
- 1987- The Five O’clock Report, KOMO-TV, Seattle, WA with Leeon F. Aller, Jr.,
  MD (Oct. 19, 1987) (5:06) [DVD Master]
- 1987- KING-TV, Seattle, WA with Leeon F. Aller, Jr., MD
  (Dec. 24, 1987) (5:06) [DVD Master]
- 1987- The Morning Exchange, WEWS-TV, Cleveland, OH with Leeon F. Aller, Jr.,
  MD (Dec. 9, 1987, 8 a.m.) (10:40) [DVD Master]
- 1987- Today Show, NBC-TV Network with Leeon F. Aller, Jr., MD
  (Oct. 5, 1987, 7 a.m.) (5:33) [DVD Master]
- 1988- Today Show, NBC-TV Network with James Seaborn Blair, Jr., MD
  (Nov. 30, 1988, 7 a.m.) (5:02) [DVD Master]
  (1989); Kim A. Bateman, MD (1992-1993) (14:00) [DVD Master]
- 1989- Today Show, NBC-TV Network with Joseph E. Scherger, MD, MSPH (Oct. 16,
  1989) [DVD Master]
  Bateman, MD (Oct. 30, 1992) [DVD Master]
- 1994-Westin Hotel Copley Place, Boston, MA (Tuesday, Sept. 20, 1994) [DVD
  Master]

- Family Physician of the Year
    [DVD Master]
  - 1997- Donald D. Goering, MD [DVD Master]
  - 1997- Donald Goering, MD (Oct. 1, 1996) [DVD Master]
- 1997- WDAF-TV, Kansas City, MO with Donald D. Goering, MD (Sept. 27, 1996) [DVD Master]
- 1999- Award Presentation at COD, Samuel R. Dismond, MD, San Francisco (9/15/98) [DVD Master]
- 1999- Samuel Dismond, MD (Edited Sept. 10, 1999) (3:39) [DVD Master]
- 2000- Harry Depew, MD (Aug. 22, 1999) [DVD Master]
- 2002- Congress of Delegates-Cathy L. Baldwin-Johnson, MD (Oct. 8, 2001) [DVD Master]
- 2003- Darrell L. Carter, MD, Granite Falls, MN; San Diego Opening Ceremony (10/16/02); Granite Falls Celebration (10/27/02); KSTP-On the Road Again (11/8/02) [DVD Master]
- 2007- Steven J. Levin, MD, 2007 Family Physician of the Year, 2006 Scientific Assembly, Washington, DC (3 copies)
- 2008- David Demuth, MD, FAAFP, 2008 Recipient, 2007 Scientific Assembly Opening Session, Chicago
  • Humanitarian Award- Kathleen Bliese, MD, 2006 Recipient 2006 Scientific Assembly, Washington, DC (2 copies)
  • John G. Walsh Award (1997) Presentation to Mac F. Cahal, JD, Scientific Assembly, Chicago, Illinois (Sept. 17, 1997) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
  • Public Health Award (2006) Susan Schooley, MD, 2006 Public Health Award Recipient 2006 Scientific Assembly, Washington, DC (2 copies)
  • Robert Graham Family Physician Executive Award (2006) Roland A. Goertz, MD, MBA

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Corporate Papers:

  • AAFP Policies on Health Issues (January 2004)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-Health Care Reform

  • Address to the Nation by President Bill Clinton on Health Care Reform (Sept. 23, 1993) (ABC, Channel 9; CNN; NBC, Channel 4) (3 copies) [DVD Master]
  • “America’s Health Care”- Brokaw Reports NBC News (Dec. 30, 1992) [DVD Master]
• AONE-SPV General Session: Health Care Reform Panel Debate (with Robert Graham, MD, AAFP EVP on Panel) [DVD Master]
• “By the People”- KCPT, program on health insurance problems co-sponsored by AAFP (No date) (5:15) [DVD Master]
• “Condition Critical”- Access to Health Care Panel Discussion (Host-Phil Donahue) PBS (April 1992) [DVD Master]
• C-SPAN TODAY with William H. Coleman, MD, AAFP President, Betty Lowe, MD and President & Mrs. Clinton (Dec. 16, 1993) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
• Forum on Health Care Reform, American Medical Television (41:38)
• “Good Morning, America,” ABC with Susan Black, MD, Lowell, MA and Hillary Rodham Clinton (July 19, 1994) [DVD Master]
• Healthcare for All- Satellite Feed, DWJ Associates; rough version of “The Doctor’s Orders” video (10-8-90) (10:45) [DVD Master]
• “Health Care Reform,” PBS Nightly Business Report, Sept. 28, 2009, 6:30-7:00 pm (02:59) [DVD Master]
• “Managed Health Care Competition”- Lifetime TV with President Clinton and Drs. John Tudor, Robert E. Rakel, Paul Elwood, Arnold Relmaneo, Robert Berenson and William Jacott (Jackson Hole Proposal) (March 14, 1993) (24:00) [DVD Master]
• McNeil/Lehrer Hour, PBS with William H. Coleman, MD, AAFP President and Charles Hollis, Internist, AMA (Dec. 7, 1993) (12:00) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
• Medical News Network (MNN) featuring address of Hillary Clinton on Health Care Reform to AMA House of Delegates (June 14, 1993) [DVD Master]
• Medical News Network (MNN)- Small Business Impacts on Health Insurance Payments;  Primary Care-Who Will Provide? (July 30, 1993) [DVD Master]
• “Midwest Summit on Health Care: Rx for Reform” With Hillary Rodham Clinton (Oct. 29, 1993) [DVD Master]
• “Midwest Summit on Health Care: Rx for Reform” With U.S. Senators and Congressman (Oct. 29, 1993) [DVD Master]
• NBC Channel 4 Sunrise- R. Michael Miller, Deputy AAFP EVP and Jim Herman, MD on President Clinton’s Health Care Reform Proposals (Sept. 23, 1993) [DVD Master]
• Nightline, ABC with Robert Graham, MD, AAFP EVP (Aug. 29, 1994) [DVD Master]
• President Bill Clinton’s Health Care Reform with James Herman, MD of Penn State University (Sept. 23-24, 1993) [DVD Master]
• President Bill Clinton’s Health Care Reform with R. Michael Miller, Deputy AAFP EVP, Jim Herman, MD, and AAFP President John M. Tudor, Jr., MD (Sept. 23-24, 1993) [DVD Master]
• President Bill Clinton’s Health Plan Unveiling (Oct. 27, 1993) [DVD Master]
• President Clinton Addresses Health Care Providers at the White House (March 23, 1994) (Produced by WDS Productions, Washington, D.C.) [DVD Master]

• President’s Health Care Task Force
Public Hearing Panel 5- “Physicians” (March 29, 1993) (Produced by wireless Data Systems, Inc., Washington, DC) [DVD Master]

- President’s Health Care Task Force
  Public Hearing Panel 5 – “Physicians” – Testimony by John M. Tudor, MD, AAFP President (March 29, 1993) (C-SPAN) [DVD Master]
- “Rx for Health: The Family Physicians’ Access Plan” (April 8, 1992) (38:00) [DVD Master]
- Senate Finance Committee- “Dr. Graham” (Robert Graham, MD, AAFP EVP)
  C-SPAN I-TV/Cable (July 19, 1991, 8:30-9:30 p.m.) (20:38) [DVD Master]
- “To Your Health,” NBC-TV with Tom Brokaw and Hillary Clinton (June 21, 1994) (2:00:00) [DVD Master]
- “To Your Health”- NBC News with Tom Brokaw and Hillary Rodham Clinton (June 21, 1994) [DVD Master]
- Tom Brokaw interviews at Temple University; breakdown of President Clinton’s Health Care Reform Proposals (Sept. 23, 1993) (NBC, Channel 4) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
- White House Health Care Event with President Bill Clinton, HHS Secretary Donna Shalala and Lanny Copeland, MD (Sept. 8, 1999) [DVD Master]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-Historical/Anniversary

- American Academy of Family Physicians History- General
  - Pharmacia & Upjohn Corporate Communications (April 29, 1997) (7:08) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
- American Academy of General Practice (AAGP) History
  - “Building for Tomorrow: The AAGP Story” Black & White Film (1958) (18:00) (4 copies) [DVD Master]
- AAFP 40th Anniversary Celebration (1987)
  - American Academy of Family Physicians 40th Anniversary “Four Decades of Dedication” (September 8, 1987) [DVD Master]
  - American Academy of Family Physicians 40th Anniversary Rough Footage (Tapes 1-3) (1987) [DVD Master]
  - American Academy of Family Physicians 40th Anniversary Rough Footage (Tapes 4-5) (1987) [DVD Master]
- AAFP 50th Anniversary Celebration (1997)
  - AAFP 50th Anniversary Celebration in AAFP Dining Room in Headquarters Building, 8880 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO (February 7, 1997) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
  - American Academy of Family Physicians “50th Anniversary” (September 9, 1997) (3:09) (2 copies) [DVD Master]

- American Academy of Family Physicians History, Produced by Pharmacia & Upjohn
Corporate Communications (June 18, 1997) (7:08) (With June 1997 changes) [DVD Master]
- “50 Years of Caring” Pharmacia & Upjohn Corporate Communications (September 12, 1997) (6:50) (3 copies) [DVD Master]
- 50th Birthday Breakfast Celebration at AAFP Dining Room in Headquarters Building, 8880 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO (June 10, 1997) [DVD Master]
- Retiring AAFP’s 50th Anniversary Banner, Flag, etc. with R. Michael Miller, AAFP Deputy EVP, Charlotte Martin and Matrix 50th Anniversary Committee (January 21, 1998) [DVD Master]
- AAFP 70th Anniversary Celebration (2017)
  - AAFP 70th Anniversary Video: “70 Years: This is Our Story” (:40) (2017) (2 copies) [DVD Master]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Academy Leadership Forum (ALF)/National Conference of Special Constituencies (NCSC) /National Conference of Constituency Leaders (NCCL)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Assembly- See: Scientific Assembly

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Christmas/Holiday Party
- AAFP Annual Picnic
  - AAFP Baseball Team (No date) V96.147 [DVD Master]
- AAFP Christmas Party/Skit
  - 1978- (22:00) [DVD Master]
  - 1983- AAFP Christmas Skit (December 1983) V96.137 [DVD Master]
  - 1985- “Family Feud” Theme V96.139 [DVD Master]
  - 1986- Santa & Helpers Hired at AAFP V96.140 [DVD Master]
  - 1987- “Joanie Carson” Show V96.141 [DVD Master]
  - 1989- Time Capsules-Decades of the 1900s, Cal Coolidge, MC V96.142 [DVD Master]
  - 1990- Hyatt Regency, Kansas City, MO (December 14, 1990) V96.143 [DVD Master]
  - 1991- Hyatt Regency, Kansas City, MO (December 13, 1991) V96.144 [DVD Master]
  - 1992- Marriott Hotel, Overland Park, KS (December 18, 1992) V96.145 [DVD Master]
  - 1994- AAFP Holiday Skit, Hyatt Regency, Kansas City, MO (December 16, 1994)
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Family Medicine Experience (FMX)- See: Scientific Assembly

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Future of Family Medicine

- Future of Family Medicine-Task Force #1
  Greenfield Consulting Group (March 4-21, 2002) (58 discs) [DVD Masters] (Note: 1 VHS tape was damaged and could not be transferred to DVD)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Scientific Assembly

- Scientific Assembly (1975)
  - AAFP 27th Annual Convention and Scientific Assembly
    “It Happened in Chicago,” Chicago, IL (1975) (13:26) [DVD Master]
  - Media Summit Press Conference with Herbert A. Holden, MD, Herb L. Huffington, MD, Carl B. Hall, MD, William DeLay and Media Representatives (27:03) [DVD Master]
  - Washington, D.C. Update with John C. Kelly, MD; Herb L. Huffington, MD and R. Michael Miller, JD (26:13) [DVD Master]
- Scientific Assembly (1980)
  - “The Sights and Sounds of New Orleans” (1980) [DVD Master] (17:00)
- Scientific Assembly (1984)
  - Kansas City, MO (1984) [DVD Master] (14:00)
  - “KC City of Surprises” – Produced by Gentry & Associates, Kansas City, MO (December 20, 1983) (13:05) [DVD Master]
- Scientific Assembly (1985)
- Promotional Film, Anaheim, CA (1985) [DVD Master] (6:00)
- Anaheim, CA Promotional Video (1985) [DVD Master]

- Scientific Assembly (1986)
  “AAFP Washington 1986 Promo” (Promotional Videotape) V96.128 [DVD Master]
- Scientific Assembly (1987)
  - AAFP Exhibit Video (Sept. 1987) [DVD Master]
- Scientific Assembly (1988)
  - “AAFP Annual Convention Promo New Orleans” (Promotional Videotape)
    (March 9, 1988) (3:30) V96.129 [DVD Master]
  - Opening Ceremony and Address of Surgeon General Dr. C. Everett Koop
    (October 3, 1988) V96.135 [DVD Master]
- Scientific Assembly (1989)
  - “AAFP Newsline: Los Angeles- Preview Program” (September 17, 1989) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline, Los Angeles, Show #1 (9/18/89) (22:17) (Poor quality) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline, Los Angeles, Show #2 (9/19/89) (25:54) [DVD Master]
- Scientific Assembly (1990)
  - “AAFP Dallas Promo Convention Newsline” (Promotional Videotape)
    (4:00) (#14) V96.130 [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Dallas”- Program #2 [DVD Master]
- Scientific Assembly (1991)
  - “1991 AAFP Washington”- Program #1 (September 26, 1991) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline, Washington, DC (1991) [DVD Master]
  - “1991 AAFP Washington”- Program #2 (September 27, 1991) [DVD Master]
  - “1991 Showcase Washington” (CPG Newsline) (September 20, 1991) (1:50:00) [DVD Master]
  - “American Academy of Family Physicians Presents 1991 Annual Meeting”
    (Washington, DC Promotional Videotape) (19:30) (#4) V96.131 [DVD Master]
- Scientific Assembly (1992)
  - “AAFP Newsline- San Diego ‘92”- Program #1
    (Produced by CPG Newsline, Kansas City, MO) (October 14, 1992) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Newsline- San Diego ‘92”- Program #2
    (Produced by CPG Newsline, Kansas City, MO) (October 15, 1992) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Newsline- San Diego ‘92”- Program #3
    (Produced by CPG Newsline, Kansas City, MO) (October 16, 1992) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Newsline- San Diego ‘92”- Program #4
    (Produced by CPG Newsline, Kansas City, MO) (October 17, 1992) [DVD Master]
  - “San Diego Promo” (Promotional Videotape) (CPG Newsline)
    (April 24, 1992) (6:15) V96.132a [DVD Master]
  - “San Diego Promo” (Promotional Videotape) (CPG Newsline)
    (April 29, 1992) (Looped 3 times- 19:00) V96.132b [DVD Master]
- Scientific Assembly (1993)
- “AAFP Orlando Promo” (Promotional Videotape)  
  (Produced under an Educational Grant by Zeneca Pharmaceuticals Group) V96.133a-b  
  (2 disks) [DVD Masters]
- AAFP President’s Reception, Orlando, FL (October 1993) (8:46) V96.136 [DVD Master]
- “Family Physicians: Cornerstone in Medicine” (November 11, 1993) (19:10) [DVD Master]
- Medical News Network (MNN)- Review of AAFP Scientific Assembly in Orlando, FL  
  (August 12, 1993) [DVD Master]
- Orlando Promotional Videotape (Produced by Orlando/Orange County Convention &  
  Visitors Bureau, Inc.) (4:00) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Newsline, Orlando, Tape 3 (10/4/93) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Newsline, Orlando, Tape 6 (10/5/93) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Newsline, Orlando, Program #1 (10/6/93) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Newsline, Orlando, Tape 12 (10/7/93) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Newsline, Orlando, Program #3 (10/8/93) [DVD Master]

- Scientific Assembly (1994)
  - “AAFP Boston Promo ‘94” (Promotional Videotape) (5:57) V96.134a-b (2 disks)  
    [DVD Masters]
  - AAFP Newsline, Boston, Tape #1 (9/19/94) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline, Boston, Tape #2 (9/19/94) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline, Boston, Tape #3 (9/19/94) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline, Boston, Show 4 (1994) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline, Boston, Tape #8 (9/21/94) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline, Boston, Tape #9 (9/??/94) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline, Boston, Tape #15 (9/23/94) [DVD Master]

- Scientific Assembly (1995)
  - “1995 AAFP Youth Program Memory Video” 47th Annual AAFP Scientific Assembly,  
    Anaheim, California (September 21-23, 1995) V96.374a-b (2 disks) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP-Anaheim 95”- Show #1 (Wednesday, September 20, 1995) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP-Anaheim 95”- Show #2 (Thursday, September 21, 1995) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP-Anaheim 95”- Show #3 (Thursday, September 21, 1995) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP-Anaheim 95”- Show #4 (Saturday, September 23, 1995) [DVD Master]
  - Anaheim, CA Promotional Videotape (1995) (5:05) [DVD Master]
  - Anaheim Promotional Videotape – Specially Prepared for AAFP (5:30) V96.329a-b  
    (2 disks) [DVD Master]
  - Fellowship Convocation (September 23, 1995) [DVD Master]

- Scientific Assembly (1996)
  - AAFP-CT #1-Lecture, Meeting, Lunch; AAFP-CT #2-Displays, Interviews (October  
    30, 1996) (Two Raw Footage Beta cams; Produced by Pharmacia & Upjohn) [DVD  
    Master]
- AAFP Exhibit Hall, Tape #1 (October 2-3, 1996); #2-Exhibits (October 3, 1996); #3-Interview with AAFP President (October 3, 1996) (Three Raw Footage Beta cams; Produced by Pharmacia & Upjohn) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Exhibit Hall #4 (October 3-4, 1996) & #5-Leonard Fromer, MD (October 4, 1996) (Three Raw Footage Beta cams; Produced by Pharmacia & Upjohn) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Focus Group 1, Camera 1 & Camera 2 (Two Raw Footage Beta cams) (October 2, 1996) (Produced by Pharmacia & Upjohn) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Focus 2 Camera 1, Focus 2, Camera 2 (Individual Doctors from Washington, D.C.) (October 2, 1996) (Two Raw Footage Beta cams; Produced by Pharmacia & Upjohn) [DVD Master]
- “AAFP Newsline 1996 New Orleans” – Show #1 [DVD Master]
- “AAFP Newsline 1996 New Orleans” – Show #2 [DVD Master]
- “AAFP Newsline 1996 New Orleans” – Show #3 [DVD Master]
- “AAFP Newsline 1996 New Orleans” – Show #4 [DVD Master]
- Fellowship Convocation (October 9, 1996) [DVD Master]
- “Newsline Special Report ACC New Orleans” (30:00) [DVD Master]

**Scientific Assembly (1997)**
- AAFP Announces 1997 Scientific Assembly to be held in Kansas City, MO Channel 5, KCTV, Kansas City, MO (c. February 1990) V96.034 [DVD Master]
- AAFP Convention Moves in 1997 KMBC News (January 17, 1995) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Convention Moves in 1997 WDAF-TV News (January 18, 1995) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Dateline: Chicago, Tape 3 (9/15/97) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Dateline: Chicago, #10 (1997) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Dateline: Chicago, #9/WONCA #3 (9/18/97) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Newsline: Chicago & “What’s Up?” (9/17/97) (46:47) [DVD Master]
- KCTV-5 and WDAF-TV-5 p.m. News-Convention Moves in 1997 (January 18, 1995) [DVD Master]
- “AAFP Newsline 97 Chicago”- Program #1 (September 17, 1997) (2 disks) [DVD Masters]
- “AAFP Newsline 97 Chicago”- Program #2 (September 18, 1997) (2 disks) [DVD Masters]
- “AAFP Newsline 97 Chicago”- Program #3 (September 19, 1997) (2 disks) [DVD Masters]
- “AAFP Newsline 97 Chicago”- Program #4 (September 20, 1997) (2 disks) [DVD Masters]
- AAFP Signs Contract to Hold 1997 Scientific Assembly in Bartle Hall, Kansas City, MO Channel 9, KMBC-TV; Channel 5, KCTV, Kansas City, MO (February 13, 1990) (2:33) V96.012 [DVD Master]
- “AAFP To Hold Convention in Bartle Hall” Channel 4, WDAF-TV, NBC Network, Kansas City, MO (February 13, 1990, 11:30 am) [DVD Master]
- Awards/Fellowship Convocation (September 20, 1997) [DVD Master]
- Lecture Highlights (1997)
- Video prepared for James Weber, MD, Past President, AAFP (1997) (57:00) [DVD Master]
- “What’s Up?” show, Master, Show 1 (1997) (31:02) [DVD Master]
- “What’s Up?” show, Master, Show 2 (1997) (9:28) [DVD Master]
- “What’s Up?” show, Rough Footage, Tape 2 (8/28/97) [DVD Master]

• Scientific Assembly (1998)
  - AAFP Newsline: San Francisco (1998) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline: San Francisco, Rough Footage, Tape 3 (9/15/98) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline: San Francisco, Rough Footage, Tape 4 (9/16/98) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline: San Francisco, Rough Footage, Tape 8 (9/17/98) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline: San Francisco, Show #1 (9/16/98) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline: San Francisco, Show #2 (9/17/98) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline: San Francisco, Show #3 (9/18/98) [DVD Master]

• Scientific Assembly (1999)
  - “AAFP Newsline 99 Orlando”-Program #1 (September 15, 1999) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Newsline 99 Orlando”-Program #2 (September 16, 1999) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Newsline 99 Orlando”-Program #3 (Revised) (September 17, 1999) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Newsline 99 Orlando”-Program #4 (September 18, 1999) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Newsline 99 Orlando”-Special Report (September 14, 1999) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Newsline: Orlando (“Putting It All Together in Orlando”), Show #3 (1999) [DVD Master]

• Scientific Assembly (2000)
  - Dateline: Dallas (Show 1; September 20, 2000) [DVD Transfer]
- Dateline: Dallas (Show 2; September 21, 2000) [DVD Transfer]
- Dateline: Dallas (Show 3; September 22, 2000) [DVD Transfer]
- Dateline: Dallas (Show 4; September 23, 2000) [DVD Transfer]
- “AAFP VideoRide” (Wednesday, September 20, 2000, AM) [DVD Master]
- “AAFP VideoRide” (Wednesday, September 20, 2000, PM) [DVD Master]
- “AAFP VideoRide” (Thursday, September 21, 2000, AM) [DVD Master]
- “AAFP VideoRide” (Thursday, September 21, 2000, PM) [DVD Master]
- “AAFP VideoRide” (Friday, September 22, 2000, AM) [DVD Master]
- “AAFP VideoRide” (Friday, September 22, 2000, PM) [DVD Master]
- “AAFP VideoRide” (Saturday, September 23, 2000, AM) [DVD Master]
- “AAFP VideoRide” (Saturday, September 23, 2000, PM) [DVD Master]
- Fellowship Convocation/Inauguration of AAFP Officers (September 22, 2000) [DVD Master]
- Sound Targeting Hometown Radio – Disc 1 (Cuts 1-25)
  AAFP Scientific Assembly, Dallas (September 2000)
- Sound Targeting Hometown Radio – Disc 2 (Cuts 26-51)
  AAFP Scientific Assembly, Dallas (September 2000)

- Scientific Assembly (2001)
  - Bioterrorism sessions with Drs. Jon Tempte, Carolyn Jackson, Patrick Johnston
    WAGA-TV (FOX) Atlanta, 2:12 (Oct. 5, 2001) WXIA-TV (NBC) Atlanta, 2:24 (Oct. 5, 2001) [DVD Master]
  - Dateline: Atlanta (Without Commercials) [DVD Transfer]
  - Fellowship Convocation (October 5, 2001) (2 tapes; Master and Copy) [DVD Masters]

- Scientific Assembly (2002)
  - “AAFP Dateline: San Diego”- Show #1 (Event News Network) (Wednesday, October 16, 2002) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “AAFP Dateline: San Diego”- Show #2 (Event News Network) (Thursday, October 17, 2002) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “AAFP Dateline: San Diego”- Show #3 (Event News Network) (Friday, October 18, 2002) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “AAFP Dateline: San Diego”- Show #4 (Event News Network) (Saturday, October 19, 2002) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “AAFP Shuttle television” (All 4 Shows) (Rough Cut, October 8, 2002) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Shuttle television” (4 Shows Revised) (Approval Copy, October 11, 2002) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Shuttle television”- Show One (Wednesday, October 16, 2002, 6 a.m.-12 noon) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Shuttle television”- Show Two (Wednesday, October 16, 2002, 12 noon- Thursday, October 17, 2002, 12 noon) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Shuttle television”- Show Three (Thursday, October 17, 2002, 12 noon- Friday, October 18, 2002, 12 noon) [DVD Master]
  - “AAFP Shuttle television”- Day 4 (Friday, October 19, 2002) (Revised) [DVD Master]
  - Assembly 2002 (Files) [CD]
- Assembly Compilation (Approval Copy November 13, 2002) [DVD Transfer]
- Dateline: San Diego (Issues & Profiles) [DVD Transfer]
- Fellowship Convocation (October 18, 2002) (1:05:10) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]

- Scientific Assembly (2003)
  - AAFP Dateline: New Orleans 2003 Show #1 [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Dateline: New Orleans 2003 Show #2 [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Dateline: New Orleans 2003 Show #3 [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Dateline: New Orleans 2003 Show #4 [DVD Master]
  - AAFP Scientific Assembly Interactive Archive CD-ROM [CD]
    New Orleans, Wednesday-Weekend Sessions, October 1-5, 2003, Morial Convention Center (4 discs) [DVD Masters]
  - Address of the AAFP President & Officers Installation (October 3, 2003) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Handouts (2003) [CD]
  - Photo CDs (7 discs) [CD]

- Scientific Assembly (2004)
  - 2004 Assembly Press Kit [CD]
  - AAFP Dateline: Orlando Episodes 1-4 (October 13-17, 2004) Video [DVD]
  - AAFP Scientific Assembly/17th World Conference of Family Doctors Opening Ceremony (October 13, 2004) (2 copies) [DVD]
  - AAFP WONCA 2004 Video [DVD]
  - Address of the AAFP President & Officers Installation, Oct. 15, 2004 (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Dateline: Orlando (Roundtable Approval Dub) [DVD Transfer]
  - Experience the Assembly (Interactive CD-ROM) [CD]
  - Fellowship Convocation Breakfast, October 16, 2004) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Handouts: No Extra-fee and Non-CME Courses (2004) [CD]
  - Intelligent Medical Practice B-Roll Package, Orlando (2004) (3:05) (2 copies)[DVD Transfer]
  - Photo CDs (4 discs) [CD]
  - Sessions AAFP04-001 through AAFP04-548 (197 discs) Orlando (2004)
  - Trade Show Disks #11-13; Photo CDs (3 discs)

- Scientific Assembly (2005)
  - AAFP Dateline: San Francisco, Show 1 (Wednesday, 9.28.05) Video DVD
  - AAFP Dateline: San Francisco, Show 2 (Thursday, 9.29.05) Video DVD
  - AAFP Dateline: San Francisco, Show 3 (Friday, 9.30.05) Video DVD
  - AAFP Dateline: San Francisco, Show 4 (Saturday, 10.1.05) Video DVD
  - AAFP Dateline: San Francisco, Highlights compiled exclusively for Dr. Larry Fields Video DVD
  - AAFP Roundtable (raw encoded footage) Video DVD
  - Fellowship Convocation (October 1, 2005) [DVD Master]
  - Fellowship Convocation Breakfast (October 1, 2005) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Full Conference CD ROM, Discs 1 and 2 San Francisco (2005) (2 copies)
- Handouts: No Extra-fee and Non-CME Courses (2005) [CD]
- Opening Ceremony (September 28, 2005) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Opening Ceremony by AAFP News Now (2005)
- Opening Ceremony photographs [CD]
- Opening Ceremony: “2006 Family Physician of the Year- Sister Adele O’Sullivan, CSJ, MD, (September 28, 2005) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
- Opening Ceremony: “My Old Kentucky Home”-Larry S. Fields, MD, 2005-2006 President (September 28, 2005) [DVD Master]
- Opening Ceremony: “We Are Family”-Mary E. Frank, MD, 2004-2005 President (September 28, 2005) [DVD Master]
- Photograph CDs (2 discs) [CD]

• Scientific Assembly (2006)
- AAFP Dateline DC, Show 1 & Show 2, Washington, DC (2006) Video DVD
- AAFP Dateline DC, Show 3 & Show 4, Washington, DC (2006) Video DVD
- AAFP Dateline: DC, Episode #3, PAC Legislative Efforts (2006) Video DVD
- Address by AAFP Board Chair Mary Frank, MD (September 27, 2006)
- Address by AAFP President Larry R. Fields, MD (September 26, 2006)
- Fellowship Convocation Breakfast (September 30, 2006)
- Handouts
- Keynote Address by Newt Gingrich (September 28, 2006) (2 copies)
- Opening Ceremony DVD
- Opening Ceremony Images
- Screen Backdrop, AAFP Assembly, 9/21/06
- Session CDs #1-6 Washington, DC (2006) (6 discs)
- You Make the Difference, 2006 Image Video

• Scientific Assembly (2007)
- Fellowship Convocation Breakfast (October 6, 2007)
- Handouts: No Extra-fee and Non-CME Courses (2007)
- Opening Session DVD Chicago (2007)
- Photographs, Disks #1-27 (27 disks) (2007)

• Scientific Assembly (2008)
- Handouts: No Extra-fee Courses (2008)
- Opening Plenary Session DVD San Diego (September 17, 2008)
- Photographs-labeled by day and topic (12 disks) (Wed. Sept. 17-Fri Sept. 19, 2008)
- Photographs, Disks #1-11, 13A-14 (14 disks) (2008)
- 2009 AAFP President Dr. Ted Epperly Video & Speech
- “We Hear You!” [Strong Medicine for America advocacy video] (2 copies) (2008)

• Scientific Assembly (2010)
- Denver, CO, Opening Ceremony DVD
- Denver, CO, Plenary DVD: Lee Lipsenthal, MD
- Denver, CO, Plenary DVD: Daniel Z. Sands, MD, MPH
“Denver Conventions [Scientific Assembly],” The 7 O’Clock News, Oct. 1, 2010, 7-8 pm (02:41) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Message from The First Lady Michelle Obama, “Let’s Move” launch (5:18)

- Scientific Assembly (2011)
  - “I Will” (shown at 2011 Opening Ceremony) (2011)
  - Opening Ceremony (2011)
- Scientific Assembly (2012)
  - Opening Ceremony DVD
  - Thursday Plenary Session DVD
  - Friday Plenary Session DVD
- Scientific Assembly (2013)
  - Opening Session – Real Issues (Sept. 25, 2013)
  - Thursday Panel Session – Real Answers (Sept. 26, 2013)
  - Friday Motivation Session – Real Voices (Sept. 27, 2013)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-State Officers’ Conference (SOC)

- State Officers Conference (SOC) (1982)
  - State Officers Conference (SOC) (1982) V96.044 [DVD Master]
- State Officers Conference (SOC) (1983)
  - Raw Footage (1983) (Tape #1 of 2) V96.045 [DVD Master]
  - Raw Footage (1983) (Tape #2 of 2) V96.046 [DVD Master]
- State Officers Conference (SOC) (1984)
  - Opening Ceremony (April 28, 1984) (Tape #1 of 3) V96.047 [DVD Master]
  - DRG's & Beyond (April 28, 1984) (Tape #2 of 3) V96.048 [DVD Master]
  - Morley, Kiker, Reception (April 28, 1984) (Tape #3 of 3) V96.049 [DVD Master]
- State Officers Conference (SOC) (1985)
  - Opening Ceremony through Mr. Laurence (1985) (Tape #1 of 2) V96.050 [DVD Master]
- State Officers Conference (SOC) (1985)
  - State Officers Conference (SOC) (1985) (Tape #2 of 2) V96.053 [DVD Master]
- State Officers Conference (SOC) (1986)
  - Opening Ceremony through Liability Insurance, 3 p.m. (May 3, 1986) (Tape #1 of 2) V96.051 [DVD Master]
  - Officers Panel through Terrorism & News Clips of SOC Coverage (May 3-4, 1986) (Tape #2 of 2) V96.052 [DVD Master]
- State Officers Conference (SOC) (1991)
  - Chairman of the Board Report & Officers Panel (1991) V96.054 [DVD Master]
- State Officers Conference (SOC) (1995)
  - Roger Tusken Memorial Scholarship Award (April 29, 1995) [DVD Master]
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American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Human Resources Division
[RESTRICTED ACCESS]

- AAFP All Staff Meeting
  - 1990 (October 18) [DVD Master]
  - 1991 (July 3) [DVD Master]
  - 1993 (July 14) V96.177 [DVD Master]
  - 1994 (August 18) (1:25:00) [DVD Master]
  - 1994 (November 16) [DVD Master]
  - 1994 (December 21) [DVD Master]
  - 1995 (May 3) (1:00:00) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
  - 1995 (June 22) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
  - 1995 (August 15) [DVD Master]
  - 1995 (December 13) (30:00) Disc #1 [DVD Master]
  - 1995 (December 13) (15:00) Disc #2 [DVD Master]
  - 1995 (December 13) (45:00) [DVD Master]
  - 1996 (April 11, 10 a.m.) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
  - 1996 (July 9) (30:00) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
  - 1996 (October 16) [DVD Master]
  - 1996 (December 18, 10:30-11 a.m.) (30:00) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
  - 1997 (September 8) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - 1997 (December 18, 9:30-10:30 a.m.) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
  - 1997 (December 18, 10:45-11:45 a.m.) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
  - 1998 (March 4) [DVD Master]
  - 1998 (July 10, 9:30 a.m.) [DVD Master]
  - 1998 (July 10, 10:45 a.m.) [DVD Master]

- AAFP Community Outreach Program
  - Jeopardy (April 19, 1996, 3 p.m.) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
  - United Way- “Family Feud” (November 1, 1996) (1:30:00) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - United Way Kick-Off- “The Bob & Mike Morning Show” (October 10, 1997) (10:00) [DVD Master]

- AAFP Human Resources and Training Sessions
  - AAFP Defined Benefits Pension Plan and Contribution Pension Plan with Bob Croy/Principal Mutual (January 30, 1998) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP 401K Plan Information as Presented by Principal Investments- Sessions #1-2 (November 17-18, 1997) [DVD Master]
  - AAFP 401K Plan Information as Presented by Principal Investments- Session #3 (November 17-18, 1997) [DVD Master]
- AAFP 401K Plan Information as Presented by Principal Investments- Session #4 (November 17-18, 1997) [DVD Master]
- AAFP 401K Plan Information as Presented by Principal Investments- Session #5 (November 17-18, 1997) [DVD Master]
- AAFP 401K Plan Information as Presented by Principal Investments- Session #6 (November 17-18, 1997) [DVD Master]
- Brown Bag Luncheon on Sabbaticals with Charlotte Krebs, Dona Flory, Bill DeLay, Charlotte Martin and Beth Paulsen (May 24, 1995) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Employees Orientation with Division Directors and/or Managers (July 1991) (Tapes #1-3) V96.173 [DVD Masters]
- Employment Practices with Todd Dicus, Brenda Flagler and Cheri Phillips (February 10, 1995) (Tape #1) V96.186 [DVD Master]
- Employment Practices with Todd Dicus, Brenda Flagler and Cheri Phillips (February 10, 1995) (Tape #2) V96.187 [DVD Master]
- FECU Update- Brown Bag Luncheon (September 16, 1993) V96.181 [DVD Master]
- Managing a Desk 101 with Robert Graham, MD, AAFP EVP (July 21, 1993) V96.178 [DVD Master]
- New Defined Benefit Pension Plan (January 19, 1994) [DVD Master]
- New Employee Orientation Final Version (December 4, 2001) [DVD Master]
- New Employees Orientation with Robert Graham, MD, AAFP EVP (November 14, 1994) [DVD Master]
- Pension Investments (AAFP) Defined Contribution Plan (January 24, 1996) [DVD Master]
- Sexual Harassment Prevention Course by AAFP Management Staff (February 26, 1999) [DVD Master]
- Staff Media Training – Joetta Melton (2001) [DVD Master]
- Staff Media Training – Perry Pugno (2001) [DVD Master]
- Telephone Survival Skills Workshop (August 26, 1993) (Tape #1) V96.179 [DVD Master]
- Telephone Survival Skills Workshop (August 26, 1993) (Tape #2) V96.180 [DVD Master]
- Weight Watchers – Sarah Ferguson visit to KC, all coverage (January 22-23, 2001) [DVD Master]
- Work Assessment Survey Review with Jeannette Terry, Robert Graham, MD, AAFP EVP and R. Michael Miller, JD, Deputy EVP (February 12, 1997) [DVD Master]

- AAFP STARS Program
- Community Outreach Program Academy Award Nominations in Jest (April 8, 1996) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Staff Appreciation Grams PowerPoint presentation (March 2009)
- AAFP Staff Picnic, Lone Summit Ranch Photos (June 15, 2007)
- AAFP Take Your Child/Kids To Work Day
- 1997 – AAFP Headquarters, 8880 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO (April 24, 1997) [DVD Master]
- 2005 – Slideshow
- 2006 – Slideshow
- 2007 – Operation Wildlife (2 disks)

- AAFP United Way Campaign Program With Spokesperson Cheri Phillips (October 1990) V96.169 [DVD Master]

- Wellness Week
  - 1997 – The ABC’s of Fitness with Jay Fetter (May 15, 1997) [DVD Master]
  - 1997 – “Eating in the Fast Lane” (May 19, 1997) [DVD Master]
  - 1997 – “Exercise on the Road” (May 22, 1997) [DVD Master]
  - 1997 – How to Improve your Running Program (May 20, 1997, 1-2 p.m.) [DVD Master]
  - 1997 – Making Weight Loss a Reality (May 20, 1997, 12 noon-12:45 p.m.) (45:00) [DVD Master]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Information Technology Division - See: Research & Information Services Division

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-International and Interprofessional Activities

- AAFP Center for International Health Initiatives
  - International Family Medicine Consultation Workshop: “Promoting Quality Primary Health Care through Family Medicine,” Portland, Maine (Sept. 8-10, 2005) [CD]
  - Global Health Workshop: Primary Health Care 30 Years After Alma Ata (2008) [CD]
  - Archive of Old Documents (2000-2004) [CD]
  - Ostergaard Files: PWH, WONCA, etc. (2003-2007) [CD]
  - Ostergaard Files: Miscellaneous (2003-2006) [CD]
  - Ostergaard Files (2008-2009) [CD]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Journal Media Division - See: Publications Division
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Marketing Division

- AAFP Animated Logo (No Date) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Audio/Visual Catalog Video (c. 1985) [DVD Master]
- AAFP Focus Groups (1997):
  - Findings & Recommendations (1997) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Kansas City, MO (April 24, 1997); Baltimore, MD (May 6, 1997); Seattle, WA (May 21, 1997) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Message Focus Groups, Kansas City, MO (April 24, 1997) [DVD Master]
  - Message Focus Groups, Seattle, WA (May 21, 1997) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Family Physicians Marketing Research:
  - Field House Marketing Research, Group #1 (6/22/2004; 6:00 pm) [DVD Master]
- What’s New in Marketing?
  - Presented by Richard Shaw of Rockhurst College to AAFP Staff (May 24, 1995) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Medical Education Division

- Chief Resident Leadership Development Program Photographs (2002)
- Directory of Family Medicine Residency Programs (2008)
- Documentation for Family Practice Residents
  Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (August 4, 1986) (7:30) [DVD Master]
- From Residency to Reality
  - Free Financial Planning Module (2011)
  - Practice Management Curriculum, Version 1 (2011)
  - Practice Management Teaching Tools (1999)
  - Series I: Teachers Tools; Beta-Test Version 2.1 (1997)
- National Conference of Family Practice Residents/National Conference of Student Members (NCFPR/NCSM):
  - 1993- “Learners Today”- Control Track Window (August 13, 1993) (9:20) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - 1994- Kansas City, MO (August 4-7, 1994) V96.041 [DVD Master]
  - 1994 “Learners Today” (October 27, 1997) (8:55) [DVD Master]
  - 1995- Promotional Video [DVD Master]
  - 2000- WDAF4, KCTV5, KMBC9, KSHB41 (August 2-4, 2000) [DVD Master]
  - 2004- National Conference, photo CD
  - 2005- Wednesday night social, photo CD
  - 2006- NC photos (3 disks)
- 2007- NC photos (2 disks)
- 2007- Workshop Handouts
- 2008- Workshop Handouts
- 2009- NC photos, Disks 1-17, 20-22 (20 disks)
- 2009- Workshop Handouts and Resources
- 2010- 24 x 36 Poster (4 images) CD
- 2011- NC Celebration; Opening Social, photo CD 1 of 1

- “Practice Management for Family Practice Residents”
  Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (c. 1990) [DVD Master]
- Residency Assistance Program (RAP)
  - RAP Workshop for Faculty & Staff of Family Medicine Residencies, Conference Handouts (April 2-4, 2006)
  - “A Residency of Choice: Developing a Family Practice Residency Program” [DVD Master]
  - “A Residency of Choice”- Control Track Window (c. 1990) (10:00) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Residency Program Solutions, Conference Handouts (April 1-3, 2007)
  - Residency Program Solutions, Conference Handouts (March 30-April 1, 2008)
- Thomas L. Stern, MD Lectureship (1991)
  Hyatt Regency Hotel, Kansas City, MO (March 26, 1991) [DVD Master]
- Workshop for Directors of Family Medicine Residencies
  - “Successful Teaching of EBM: An Outcome Proven Method You Can Go Home With and Use ‘Out of the Box’ (or CD),” Kathy Bakke, MD, Robert Ross, MD, MscEd (2005)
  - “Forging the Future of Family Medicine Through Quality and Innovation” Workshop Handouts (June 4-6, 2006)
  - “Transforming Family Medicine Education for the New Model Practice” Conference Handouts Resource CD (June 10-12, 2007) (2 copies)
  - “Building the Foundation of a Better Health Care System: For the Common Good” Conference Handouts (June 8-10, 2008)
  - “Safety from a Systems and Aviation Perspective,” COL(R) Laurence Plub, MD, FAAFP (2009)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Meetings & Conventions Division


American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Membership Division
• AAFP Fellowship Convocation Breakfast, Boston, MA, 2009 (3 CDs; contact proofs in Photograph Collection)
• AAFP Fellowship Convocation Breakfast, Denver, CO, Oct. 2, 2010 (1 CD; contact proofs in Photograph Collection)
• AAFP Fellowship Convocation Breakfast, Orlando, FL, Sept. 14, 2011 (1 CD; contact proofs in Photograph Collection)
• AAFP Fellowship Convocation Breakfast, Philadelphia, PA, Oct. 2012 (1 CD; contact proofs in Photograph Collection)
• AAFP Fellowship Convocation Breakfast, San Diego, CA, Sept. 2013 (1 CD; contact proofs in Photograph Collection)
• AAFP Membership Video, Tape #1 (April 6, 1998) [DVD Master]
• “Discover What It’s All About … AAFP Student Membership” (2005) (2 copies) [CD]
• Membership Division Support Staff Pilot Program (1993-1994) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Online & Custom Publishing Division

• “Keep Moving” Exercise DVD (2006)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Practice Advancement Division- See: Socioeconomics Division

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Practice Support Division- See: Socioeconomics Division

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Publications Division

• American Family Physician:
  o January 1992-December 1997
  o January 1994-December 1999
  o January 1995-December 2000
• Annals of Family Medicine:
- Kurt Stange, MD, speaking on Breastfeeding Studies in July/August 2003 issue CNN Headline News (August 5, 2003) [DVD Master]
- Press Conference & B-Roll, San Francisco (December 4, 2001) [DVD Master]

- *Family Practice Management:*
  - Best of *Family Practice Management* – Selected Articles of Interest (2005) (2 copies)

- *GP:*
  - Volume XI, Number 3 (March 1955) Electronic files made from microfilm copies, Produced 1998 by Northern Micrographics, Inc.


**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Research and Information Services Division**

- AAFP New Computer System Review- With Accounting Personnel, Publications Division Personnel and Gordon Schmittling, Cris Sims and Dick Forshoe (December 13, 1996) [DVD Master]

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Robert Graham Center: Policy Studies in Family Practice and Primary Care**

- Robert Graham Center Cover (No date)
- Robert Graham Center Summary (No date)

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Scientific Activities Division**

- AAFP Health Outreach Project (c. 1985, 8:00) [DVD Master]
- AAFP “Help Yourself to Health” Project Description of Project by David Govaker, MD to AAFP Headquarters Staff (c. 1985) [DVD Master]
- AAFP/International Ladies Garment Workers Union (ILGWU) Project (Oct. 15, 1980) [DVD Master]
- Airbag Safety/Seatbelt Usage
  - Reports with Family Physicians on KCAL-LA; KTLA-LA, KSTV-10, News 8, San Diego; and Labor Day Newscasts (September 1996) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Americans in Motion (AIM)
  - “Aim to Change” (2005) (2 copies)
  - “Make a Change for Family Fitness” (2009) (Also includes DVD holder with information) (3 copies)
• “America’s House Call Network”
  - Patient Education Network Online- Open Presentation and Video News Release (VNR) with Douglas Henley, MD (1995-1996) (7:00) [DVD Master]
• Ask and Act Tobacco Cessation Program:
  - 1. Liaison Training PowerPoint; 2. Physician-to-Physician PowerPoint; 3. Patient/Community PowerPoint (No Date) (2 copies)
  - 1. Liaison Training PowerPoint; 2. Physician-to-Physician PowerPoint; 3. Patient/Community PowerPoint (English and Spanish); 4. Ask and Act Ads (No Date) (2 copies)
• Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids
• Community Health Advice Talks Series (CHATS)
  - “A Guide to Sensible Eating” (22:00) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• Conference on Patient Education
  - 31st Annual Conference on Practice Improvement Photographs, 2009
• “Doctor, What Should I Eat?”
  - A 5-Step Nutrition Education Process for Patients to Make Healthier Food Choices (1989) (9:00) [DVD Master]
• DUET – Drug Use Education Tips, Family Health Month Audio PSAs, 7 Tracks (2 copies) (n.d.) [CD Master]
• “Elder Abuse”
  - Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) with Dan Swaggerty, MD and Clemme Rambo (c. 1990) (Approval Copy) [DVD Master]
• “A Firsthand Lesson in Secondhand Smoke” (c. 1993) (10:00) [DVD Master]
• “Flu Season Can Be Deadly For People With Diabetes”
  - Video News Release (VNR) Campaign Tape Produced by Orbis Broadcast Group for the AAFP-#1902 (November 19, 1998) [DVD Master]
• Health Disparities Files (June 5, 2007)
• Healthlink Television:
  - “A New Way to Look at Patient Education” (1990) [DVD Master]
  - Anemia; Healthy Snacks for Children; Calcium; Bed Wetting; Burns; Planning for Pregnancy; HIV/AIDS; Aerobics; Independent Living for the Elderly; Drug Abuse in Kids (Episode #FP9103) (No Date) (38:30) [DVD Master]
- Calling your Doctor (1-7-1991); Women and Smoking (1-8-1991); Ear Infections (1-8-1991); Poison Safety (n.d.); Divorce & Parenting (12-6-1990); Separation/Stranger Anxiety (12-6-1990) (29:38) [DVD Master]
- Choosing Child Care (March 1, 1990) (4:02) [DVD Master]
- “Choosing Elder Care” with Jane Murray, MD (April 15, 1991) (4:03); “Picky Eaters” with William Hulesch, MD (April 12, 1991) (3:55) [DVD Master]
- Ear Infections; Osteoporosis (No Date) (10:23) [DVD Master]
- Family Physician Affiliate Reel-Promotional tape for Program with samples (Nutrition; Breakfast and Allergic Rhinitis) (September 26, 1990) (12:52) [DVD Master]
- Family Practice: Program I- Women & Smoking; Health Breakfast; Sun Protection; Exercise; Starting Out; Mammography; Allergic Rhinitis; Divorce & Parenting; Calling Your Doctor; Stress Management; Separation/Stranger Anxiety (1991) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
- Family Practice: Program II- Hypertension; Picky Eaters; Exercise; At Home; Choosing Elder Care; TV Viewing Habits; Teen Skin Care; Terrible/Terrific Twos; Low Back Pain; Asthma; Safe Dieting (1991) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
- Features Women & Smoking; Breakfast Nutrition; Mammography; Exercise & Pregnancy; Safe Dieting; Choosing Childcare; Women & Cholesterol; Stress Management; Menopause; Dry Skin Care (HTV-OB 9001) (August 30, 1990) (58:42) [DVD Master]
- Fitness After 50; Diabetes (Episode #9104) (No Date) (7:55) [DVD Master]
- High Blood Pressure; Picky Eaters- #9102 (April 26, 1991) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
- Promotional Videotape (1991) [DVD Master]
- Sun Protection; Toilet Training; Mammography (No Date) (14:32) [DVD Master]
- TV Viewing Habits; Baby’s 1st Check-up; Poison Safety; Toilet Training; Choosing Child Care; Car Safety Seats; Nutrition: 1st Year; Calling Your Doctor; 1st Aid Burns; Early Dental Care (Episode #9002) (September 13, 1990) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
- Women and Smoking- #9101 (March 20, 1991) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]

- “Help Yourself To Health”
  - (c. 1986) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
  - (June 25, 1986) (4:00) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
  - Dub (No Date) [DVD Master]

- Immunization Resources for Family Physicians (2006) (Also includes DVD holder with information)
- Internal Management System (IMS) (January 15, 2008) [RESTRICTED ACCESS]
- Kidnetic.com: Tap into the Energy, Produced by ACTIVATE (AAFP a partner of) (2005)
- “Malnutrition in the Elderly”
  - KNWS-TV, Houston, TX; “Market Talk” with Bruce Bagley, MD; WNYT-TV, Albany, NY with Bruce Bagley, MD (c. 1993) (10:26) [DVD Master]
- Max’s Magical Delivery: Fit for Kids – A DVD for Parents and Kids FitTV – cosponsored by Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, AAFP, and
American Academy of Pediatrics (September 2004)

- “Nurse Practitioners Vs. Primary Care Physicians”
  - Healthweek, WTTW-TV, Chicago, IL with Melvin Gerald, MD (May 27, 1998) (4:27) [DVD Master]
- Nutrition Screening Initiative
  - News Clips-Nutrition Care Alerts (August 18, 1999) (2:45) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- “The Other Diabetes” (Produced by the American Diabetes Association) (1988) [DVD Master] (20:00)
- Patient Education Handouts (1996 edition)
- Patient Education Handouts (1999 edition)
- Patient Education Handouts (2001 edition)
- “Rubber Band Workout”
  - Feeling Fine Production (April 14, 1986) (47:50) [DVD Master]
- Scientific Activities Division PowerPoint Presentation from Open House (June 2006)
- Smoking Public Service Announcements (PSAs)
  - “Ain’t Got No Reason” (:30); “Please Don’t Smoke” (:30); “Smokemaster Spot” (:30) (May 11, 1987) [DVD Master]
- Stop Smoking Program
  - CNN Early Prime with Gerald Keller, MD (December 30, 1990) (6:05) [DVD Master]
- Tar Wars:
  - Images CD [From Jeffrey J. Cain, MD Collection]
  - Interviews/Media Training (No Date) [DVD Master]
  - KGTV-TV 10 News, 5 pm, San Diego (October 18, 2002) [DVD Master]
  - National Poster Contest (1998)- Hilton Inn Northeast, Kansas City, MO (June 26, 1998, 5-9 p.m.) [DVD Master]
  - National Poster Contest (May 25, 1999) (12:03) [DVD Master]
  - “Tar Wars” – A Tobacco-Free Education Program for Kids; 5 minute video; 60 second PSA; 30 second PSA; 15 second PSA [DVD Masters] (2 copies)
  - “Tar Wars” – A Tobacco-Free Education Program for Kids; 5 minute video; 60 second PSA; 30 second PSA; 15 second PSA (2003) [DVD Master]
  - Tar Wars Files (July-September 2007)
  - 2007 Tar Wars National Conference Award Banquet PowerPoint CD
  - 2007 Tar Wars National Conference Parade of Champions PowerPoint CD
  - Tar Wars National Conference, Video Footage, Disc 1 (July 26, 2010) (2 copies)
  - Tar Wars National Conference, Video Footage, Disc 2 (July 26, 2010) (2 copies)
  - Tar Wars Poster Contest DVD (2010) (2 copies)
  - 2011 Tar Wars National Poster Contest Photo CD (July 12, 2011)
  - 2011 Tar Wars Video Contest Winner- Blaire McCarthy, Florida (DVD signed by
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Socioeconomics Division

- AAFP Practice 2010 (Practice Redesign), (2001) (31:40) [DVD Transfer]
- AAFP Practice 2010 (Practice Redesign) (2001) (32:00) [DVD Transfer]
- “America’s Vital Signs: Partners in Care” NBC Nightly News, NBC-TV Network with Milt Seifert, MD of Excelsior, MN (May 12, 1989) (28:22) [DVD Master]
- “Benefits of Family Practice in Hospitals” Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (c. 1985, 12:45) [DVD Master]
- “The Doctor’s Orders” Regarding the Shortage of Doctors in Rural and Urban Areas with Glen Aukerman, MD; Janet Realini, MD and A. Earl Mgebroff, MD (1990) (1:30) [DVD Master]
- Embracing a New Model of Care: Bringing Joy Back into Family Medicine (2 copies) (2004)
- HIPAA Manual (2001)
- METRIC (Measuring Evaluating Treating Research Into Care) Overview of Program (4:00) (No date) (2 copies)
- “An Ounce of Prevention” (Hospital Privileges) Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (c. 1985) (19:55) [DVD Master]
- “Prescription for Malpractice Prevention”
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) Strategic Partnerships Division - See: Corporate Development Division

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) - TransforMED


American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)

- Annual Report
- Board Dinner photos (05/15/2004)
- Board Dinner photos (2005) (3 CDs)
- Board of Trustees
  - Paperless Agenda (November 2006)
  - Paperless Agenda (May 2007)
  - Paperless Agenda (November 2007)
  - Paperless Agenda (May 2008)
  - Paperless Agenda (November 2008)
  - Paperless Agenda (May 2009)
  - Paperless Agenda (November 2009)
- Corporate Development
  - AAFP President Rick Kellerman, MD Presentation on Hurricane Katrina Relief, AAFP/F Corporate Advisory Council Meeting, St. Pete Beach, FL, January 30, 2007 (2
- AAFP/F Corporate Advisory Council photos (2004)
- AAFP/F Corporate Advisory Council photos (2006 spring)
- AAFP/F Corporate Advisory Council photos (01/2007)
- Annual Corporate Advisory Council (CAC) Meeting and Dinner- Presentation via video by Health & Human Services Secretary Tommy Thompson (September 30, 2004) [DVD Master]
- Corporate Dinner photos, Novo Nordisk (2003)
- Corporate Dinner photos, San Francisco (2005) (2 cds) (1 copy)
- Corporate Meetings photos (06/2003) (2cds) (1 copy)
- Corporate Meetings (2006)
- Corporate Publications (10/13/2015)
- “Family Health Foundation of America Presents Corporate Membership” (April 2, 1987) (11:00) V96.125 [DVD Master]
- Pfizer Brunch photos from Scientific Assembly (2004)
- Cities for Life Launch Day Photos (2012)
- Family Health Foundation of America Presents “To Your Future Health” (c. 1985, 15:00) (3 copies) [DVD Master]
- “The Family Practice Residency In Your Medical Community” Produced by the Family Health Foundation of America (c. 1985, 17:15)
- Individual Development
  - (2010) Foundation Children’s Walk photographs
  - (2011) Foundation Children’s Walk photographs
  - (2012) Foundation Children’s Walk photographs
  - (2013) Foundation Children’s Walk photographs
  - (2014) Foundation Children’s Walk photographs
  - AAFP/F Bulletin (2001-2002), includes final version, photographs and articles
  - AAFP/F Bulletin (12/2003), includes final version, photographs and articles
  - AAFP/F Bulletin (2004), includes final version, photographs and articles
  - AAFP/F Bulletin (2005), includes final version, photographs and articles
  - Annual Recognition Dinner photographs at Scientific Assembly in Boston, MA (2009) (3 cds) (1 copy)
  - Annual Recognition Dinner photographs at Scientific Assembly in Washington, DC (October 2014)
  - Auction Program (2003)
  - Foundation Auction photos (Oct 17th, 2002 - (3 cds)
  - Foundation Auction photos (2005) (2 cds)
  - Foundation Celebration/Auction photographs in Boston, MA (2009) (4 cds) (1 copy)
  - Foundation Luncheon photographs (October 18th, 2002) (2 cds) (1 copy)
- Scientific Assembly Photos (2005) – (2 cds)
- Scientific Assembly Photos (2006) – (2 cds)
- General/Miscellaneous Materials- Historical Anniversary Materials:
  - 50th Anniversary DVD (2007) (4 copies)
  - 50 Years Video Acquisition Tape
    - Library #14460, Walter J. (Jack) Stelmach, Tape 1 (2007)
    - Library #14464, Gretchen Dickson, Tape 5 (2007)
- General/Miscellaneous Materials- Physicians With Heart:
  - (1996) Physicians With Heart Airlift, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan (October 1996) (08:30) [DVD Transfer]
  - (2002) Physician’s with Heart Photos from Event (1copy)
  - (2005) “Heart to Heart International: Connecting You to a World in Need” [clip of Sandy Panther, AAFP/F EVP]
  - (2005) Tajikistan
  - (2005) Tajikistan-North Team and Children’s Project
  - (2007) Photos from Tajikistan by Jeff Altwies
  - (2007) Photos taken and collected by Lelo Quarles, MD
  - (2008) Children’s Project Walk
  - (2008) Kyrgyzstan Photos
  - (2009) Georgia Photos
  - (2011) Kyrgyzstan (2 copies)
  - Operation Provide Hope PowerPoint (1992-2014)
- Nutrition Spokesperson Training:
- American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F) (April 25, 2003) (Group #1-Iowa) [DVD Master]
- American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F) Nutrition Spokesperson Training (April 25, 2003) (Group #2-Pennsylvania) [DVD Master]
- American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F) Nutrition Spokesperson Training (April 25, 2003) (Group #3-California) [DVD Master]
- American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F) Nutrition Spokesperson Training (April 25, 2003) (Group #4-Florida) [DVD Master]
- American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F) Nutrition Spokesperson Training (April 25, 2003) (Group #5-Team Dixie) [DVD Master]
- Physicians With Heart- See: General/Miscellaneous Materials-Physicians With Heart
- Programs-Archives for Family Practice/Center for the History of Family Medicine:
  - Archives for Family Practice/Center for the History of Family Medicine Orientation for AAFP/F Board of Trustees (March 4, 1996) V96.378 (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Archives for Family Practice PowerPoint Presentation (Mac Formatted Version; 2002)
  - Center for the History of Family Medicine PowerPoint Presentation (Draft Version; 2004)
  - Center for the History of Family Medicine PowerPoint Presentation (Final Version; 2004) (2 copies)
  - Center for the History of Family Medicine PowerPoint Presentations (2014; includes In-House version revised Sept. 16, 2014; Web version revised Sept. 25, 2014; and Talking Points for GO! Program presentation on Sept. 17, 2014) (2 copies)
  - Photographs of History of Rural Medicine Conference held at AAFP Headquarters and sponsored by the Center for the History of Family Medicine as a collaborative project of the Program in History of Medicine, University of Minnesota, the American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation, and the Departments of Family Medicine and History and Philosophy of Medicine at the University of Kansas Medical Center. (Photographs by Herbert Young, MD) (April 7, 2015) [1 CD]
  - Library Dedication (August 14, 1982) V96.148
  - Library Dedication (August 14, 1982) for Pat Gibson’s Farewell Reception (November 20, 1996)
- Programs-Family Medicine Cares International:
  - Slideshow (September 2013) [DVD]
- Programs-Joint Grant Awards Program (JGAP)
  - JGAC grant proposals (2003-2004) [1 CD]
- Programs-Play It Safe…with medicine!
  - Play It Safe…with medicine! Files (2005-2007)
  - Play It Safe…with medicine! Health Literacy Brochure, English & Spanish (May 15, 2006)
- Play It Safe…with medicine! Physician Training Tool (2006)
  • Programs- Pfizer/Parke-Davis Teacher Development Awards (TDA)
    - Pfizer/Parke-Davis Teacher Development Awards (TDA) photos (2003) [3CDs]
  • Programs- Resident Repayment Program (RRP)
    - Mary Beth Sokach, DO (Raw Footage from Scientific Assembly) (1995) [DVD Master]
    - Resident Repayment Program (RRP) Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (April 1996) (9:26) (3 copies) [DVD Masters]
    - Resident Repayment Program (RRP) With Douglas Henley, MD and Suzanne El-Attar, MD (July 1995) (3 copies) V96.326a-c [DVD Masters]
    - Resident Repayment Program (RRP) With William H. Coleman, MD, PhD, Past President, AAFP (October 21, 1995) (6:20) [DVD Master]
  • Programs-Rocking Chair Project:
    - Pilot Programs Site: Altoona FPRP (March 30, 2005)
    - Rocking Chair Project NJN News Video Clip (11/15/2005)
  • Programs – Wyeth Immunization Awards Program
    - Wyeth Immunization Awards Program Photographs (2005)
    - Wyeth Immunization Awards Program Luncheon Photographs (June 8, 2008)
  • “Re-Examining Family Practice”
    Tho[m]as Stern, MD, William Coleman, MD, Michelle Jones, MD re: House Calls VNR (c. 2000) (1:42) [DVD Master]
  • Schering/Key State Leadership Grant Award Program
    Rhode Island Academy of Family Physicians Garvin Award Video (9/26/2003) (5:50) [DVD Master]
  • “Specialty of Family Practice” (1991) (8:45) V96.122 (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  • Website (July 2008)
  • Website – Retired Foundation Website
  • “Where Will Family Medicine Take You?” (Global Health) (done in conjunction with AAFP Medical Education Student Interest Task Force), n.d. [DVD Master] (2 copies)

American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM)

  • “ABFP- 30th Anniversary 1969-1999” (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  • “American Board of Family Practice”
    Channel 7 Eyewitness News at 4:30 pm, Chicago, IL (February 25, 1981, 4:30 pm CST) [DVD Master]
  • American Board of Family Practice/Medicine (ABFP/ABFM) History
    Interview with Nicholas Pisacano, MD, 1st Executive Director & Secretary of the ABFP Interviewed by Christian Ramsey, MD (c. 1983) [DVD Master]
  • American Board of Family Medicine-Oral History interviews with Drs. Paul Young, Robert Avant and James C. Puffer (Rough Cut; 2009)
  • “Family Physicians Care for America” (Program Launch-1986 Exhibit Videotape) (3:00)
Sponsored by American Academy of Family Physicians & American Board of Family Practice [DVD Master]
- “Partners in Health: The American Board of Family Practice Shepherd’s Centers of America” [DVD Master]

Association of Departments of Family Medicine (ADFM)
- Kent Smith, MD Farewell Roast (February 26, 1999) [DVD Transfer]

Association of Family Medicine Administration (AFMA)
- AFMA Staffing Survey (2005)

Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD)
- AFMRD Logos (Oct. 8, 2007)
- AFPRD CD (No date)
- Board of Directors
  - Photographs (2004)
  - Photographs (2005)
  - Photographs (2006-2007)
- Comprehensive Immunization Curriculum for Family Medicine Residency Programs (2010)
- Exhibit Signs & Posters: Diabetes (2004)
- “Lifting the Veil” Video Resources (2006)
- National Institute for Program Director Development (NIPDD)
  - (2003-2004) NIPDD Presentations
  - (2004-2005) NIPDD Presentations
  - (2005-2006) Advanced; NIPDD Presentations
  - (2006-2007) NIPDD Fundamentals
  - (2006-2007) NIPDD Resources
- (2007-2008) NIPDD Fundamentals
- (2007-2008) NIPDD Resources
- (2008-2009) NIPDD Fundamentals

- NIPDD Photographs (June 2005)/Workshop for Directors of Family Medicine Residencies Photographs (2006)
- Preparing the Personal Physicians for Practice (p4)-p4 Innovators Make a Difference; p4 Kick Off, Kansas City, MO (May 17-19, 2007)

Education

- Academic Medical Centers- Kansas
  - Pioneers & Visionaries: The First 100 Years of the University of Kansas School of Medicine (2004)

- Academic Medical Centers-Oregon
  - Oregon Health & Science University (OHSU) Department of Family Medicine 35th Anniversary/Merle Pennington, MD Lectures in Family Medicine Pennington Lectures Reunion (2007)

- Academic Medical Centers-South Carolina
  - Department of Family Practice, University of South Carolina College of Medicine, Charleston, SC, “A Touch of Love” with Otis M. Pickett, MD and Hiram B. Curry, MD (1973) (26:00) [DVD Master]

- Effect of Continuing Medical Education Interventions on Physician Performance and Patient Health Outcomes: A 10-Year International Study of Randomized Controlled Trials with Family Physicians and General Practitioners PC Version, October 14, 2003

- Residency Training Programs-Georgia
  - The Southwest Georgia Family Medicine Residency Program – Phoebe Putney Memorial Hospital A Place of Limitless Possibilities (No date)

- Residency Training Programs-Michigan
  - Wayne State University /Crittenden Hospital Family Medicine Residency Program Information (c. 2009)

- Residency Training Programs-New York
  - Family Practice Residency Program, University of Rochester & Highland Hospital, Rochester, NY - “Today Show” with Eugene Farley, MD (No Date) [DVD Master] (8:00)

- Residency Training Programs-Virginia

- Residency Training Programs-Wisconsin
  - St. Luke’s Family Practice Center University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI (c. 1985) [DVD Master]

- Residency Training Programs-Wyoming
Family Medicine/Family Practice

- AAFP Dateline-Roundtable Discussions
  Roundtable #1: Student Interest & the Future of Family Medicine Project; Roundtable #2: Medicare Reimbursement & Medical Liability Insurance; Roundtable #3: Electronic Health Records; Roundtable #4: Health Care Coverage for All – With Drs. Martin, Fleming, Lopez and Henley (August 7, 2003) [DVD Master]
- “AAFP: Our Specialty Is You” (1998) (11:00) (3 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Adolescent Health Maintenance, Karen W. Krigger, MD [DVD Transfer]
- “Beware the Wind”
  Produced by the Airlie Foundation, Warrenton, VA (March 1967) [DVD Master] (22:30)
- “Bob Beamon for High Blood Pressure” (PSA)
  (West Glen Video) (0:60, 0:30, 0:20 Versions) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
- “A Doctor for the Family” (1965) (29:18) (Note: No sound) [DVD Master]
- “Doctors for People: The New Specialists in Family Practice” with Donald Potts, MD of Independence, MO; Jack Stelmach, MD, Director of Goppert Family Care Center, Kansas City, MO; and Kenneth Blair, MD of West Suburban Hospital near Chicago (c. 1975) [DVD Master]
- East Carolina University School of Medicine Annual Family Medicine Lecture- “The Other Family in Family Medicine” by Donald L. Weaver, MD (1987) V96.011 [DVD Master]
- “Effective Patient Relations for Today’s Family Practice”
  Produced by AAFP (February 15, 1988) (23:17) V96.124 [DVD Master]
- “Effective Patient Relations for Today’s Family Practice”
  Produced by AAFP (October 28, 1988) (23:17) [DVD Master]
- “Family Doctor”
  Off-line Edit (No Date) (56:46) [DVD Master]
- “The Family Doctor”
  KZKC-TV, Kansas City, MO with Allan Bruckheim, MD and Richard Inskip, MD
  (January 16, 1986) (14:14-17:17; 3:03 TRT) V96.026 [DVD Master]
- “Family Doctor (Family Practice…A Specialty for Our Time)”
  Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (55:00) (First Edit) [DVD Master]
- “Family Doctors Coordinate Patients,” ABC 7 News at Four, WLS-TV Ch. 7 (ABC)
  Chicago, March 29, 2005, 4-5 pm (00:54) [DVD Master]
- “Family Doctors in Maine”
  Sunday Morning, CBS-TV Network (August 18, 1985, 9 a.m.) (9:40) V96.115 [DVD Master]
- “Family Doctors Shortage”
Family Health Month (1999)
- Family Health Month (1999) Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (October 1999) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Video News Releases on Surviving Breast Cancer, Mental Health Awareness, Elder Abuse, Tough Subjects and PSA “Once You Start Talking” (November 9, 1999) (8:30) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]

“Family Medical Center”

“Family Medical Center” Composite Video (c. 1985) [DVD Master]

“Family Medical Center” (Revised)
Lorimar Telepictures TV20300 WO#1265 (April 28, 1988) V96.017 [DVD Master]

“Family Medicine: Caring for the World”
Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (May 21, 1998) (7:43) [DVD Master]

“Family Medicine Update”
“Office GYN Procedures” (Episode #705, October 24, 1986) and “Office Surgical Procedures” (Episode, #718, January 26, 1987) V96.001 [DVD Master]

“Family Medicine’s Cincinnati Beginnings”
Produced by the University of Cincinnati Medical Center (c. 1990) (11:43) [DVD Master]

“Family Physician: The Specialist of Choice”
Produced by AAFP- Control Track Window (April 12, 1990) (7:50) [DVD Master]

“Family Physician: The Specialist of Choice”
Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (November 16, 1995) (7:50) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]

“Family Physician Specialists Vs. Other Specialists”
To Your Health, WDAF-TV with Meryl Lin McKean (September 3, 1996) [DVD Master]

Produced by Lifetime Medical Television-2 Shows-Tied (December 6, 1989) (56:24) V96.010 [DVD Master]

“Family Physicians: A New Breed of Doctor”
- Good Morning, America, ABC-TV Network with Morris Mellion, MD (February 7, 1992)
- This Morning, CBS-TV Network with Tillman Farley, MD (June 1, 1992) V96.082 [DVD Master]

“Family Practice”
Produced by Vision Associates, Inc. for AAFP- Off-Line Edit (March 11, 1996) (15:49) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• “Family Practice”
Produced by Vision Associates, Inc. for AAFP (April 12, 1996) (15:09) [DVD Master]

• “Family Practice…A Specialty for Our Time”
Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (1996) (15:30) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• “Family Practice…A Specialty for Our Time”
Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (June 26, 1996) (15:29) [DVD Master]
• “Family Practice…A Specialty for Our Time”
Produced by Glaxo Wellcome Healthcare Foundation- GVL456 (1997) (15:29) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• “Family Practice- A Specialty for Today”
- Produced by Vision Associates- Mono Mix (June 26, 1996) (15:29) [DVD Master]
• “Family Practice Medicine”
World News Tonight, CBS-TV Network (April 29, 1993, 6:30-7 p.m. EST) (4:39) V96.095 [DVD Master]
• “Family Practices are Ailing-Putting ‘Health’ Back in Healthcare,” Live with Jay with Douglas E. Henley, MD and Terry McGeeney, MD of AAFP (n.d.) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• “Feeling Good?” (1974) (27:00) [DVD Master]
• “Fitness & Nutrition” PSA (:60) [DVD Master]
• The Founding of Organized Family Practice/Family Medicine in the United States
Thomas U. Todd, MD (No Date) V96.121 [DVD Master]
• Goppert Family Care Center, Baptist Medical Center, Kansas City, MO
Goppert Vignettes (Taped June 2, 1977; Dub June 18, 1977) [DVD Master]
• “GP Doctors” with Thomas Stern, MD, Director, Santa Monica Hospital Family Practice Residency, Santa Monica, CA (CBS News, Feb. 10, 1972) [DVD Master] (5:00)
• “Highway to Heaven-Country Doctor” Production #7953 (February 2, 1988) V96.018 [DVD Master]
• “Hospital Maternity Care: Family Centered”
(Produced by Mead Johnson, April 7, 1972) [DVD Master] (16:00)
• “Improving Chronic Illness Care: The Path to Better Care – Three Stories” Produced by Pyramid Communications; includes Bertha Safford, MD (2003) (10:00) [DVD Transfer]
• “Improving Chronic Illness Care: The Path to Better Care – Three Stories” (2003) (Revised Master) (10:00) [DVD Transfer]
• “Man of Every Hour”
• “Marcus Welby, MD” Complete Season One (7-DVD set; includes pilot, “A Matter of Humanities”) (1969-1970)
• “Marcus Welby, MD” Complete Season Two (6-DVD set) (1970-1971)

• “The Need for Family Physicians & Cost Effectiveness”
  Daniel J. Ostergaard, MD – Also Beth Gallup on Heart Trouble (1990) V96.062 [DVD Master]

• “The New Specialty- Family Practice”
  CBS This Morning, CBS-TV Network with Macaran A. Baird, MD (June 3, 1992) (3:30) V96.087 [DVD Master]

• “NPR-Family Physicians,” NPR National, July 24, 2008, 1-2 p.m. (5:13) (2 copies) [CD Masters]

• Patient Centered Primary Care Collaborative Summit (Photographs) AAFP-sponsored meeting (November 7, 2007)

• “Pneumonia” PSA (:30) [DVD Master]

• “Pneumonia” PSA (:60) [DVD Master]

• “Primary Physicians”
  Earthline, Channel 283, Direct TV with Dale Michels, MD (September 1997) [DVD Master]

• “The Return of the Family Doctor”
  Produced by Dave Bell Associates, Inc., Hollywood, CA (c. 1985) [DVD Master]

• “Return of the Family Physician to Massachusetts”
  This Morning, CBS-TV Network, with Randall Miller, MD (January 31, 1995) [DVD Master]

• “The Return of Marcus Welby, MD” (May 16, 1984) (2:00:00) V96.038 [DVD Master]

• “The Return of Marcus Welby, MD–Interview with Dr. Holverson”
  (Harmon Holverson, MD) Healthbeat, NBC-TV Network (May 18, 1984, 8:30 p.m.) (4:42) [DVD Master]

• “Someone You Can Trust – Someone You Can Be” (1966) (Co-produced by Smith Kline & French) [DVD Master] (28:00)

• Space Shuttle Columbia Mission STS-90
  Launch of STS-90, Cape Canaveral, FL (with Mission Specialist Dafydd Rhys Williams, MD of Canada) Gift of the College of Family Physicians of Canada to the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (April 16, 1998) (4:37) [DVD Master]

• Space Shuttle Columbia Mission STS-90
  Post Flight Presentation, Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX, followed by Discovery News Report (with Mission Specialist Dafydd Rhys Williams, MD of Canada) Gift of the College of Family Physicians of Canada to the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (May 29, 1998) (43:24) [DVD Master]

• “To Be a Child” PSA (:60) [DVD Master]
• University of California San Francisco School of Medicine’s Annual Review in Family Medicine—Controversies and Challenges in Primary Care” [From G. Gayle Stephens, MD Collection—features presentations by Dr. Stephens] (1990: Tape 2 only) (2 DVDs) [DVD Transfers]
• “VD: What Is It?” Produced by Churchill Films in Cooperation with the AAFP (1975) [DVD Master] (18:30)
• “A Very Special Sailfish” (episode of Marcus Welby, MD) Presented as a Public Service by the American Academy of Family Physicians (1975) [DVD Master] (52:00)
• “What Every Woman Wants to Know” with Constance Holt, MD (WFLD-TV, Feb. 9, 1972) [DVD Master] (6:00)
• “What is Family Practice Like in a Rural Community?” by M.L. Madden, MD and Bruce Congue with Mike Montgomery, MD Produced by the LSU School of Medicine Dept. of Family Practice, Baton Rouge, LA (February 28, 1981) [DVD Master]
• “Worldwide Education Seminar” with Robert Graham, MD, American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) (January 17, 1995) [DVD Master]
• “Your Family Physician” Produced by AAFP (c. 1990) (8:00) V96.123 [DVD Master]
• “Your Future Is Family Medicine – Speaking to Medical Students About Family Medicine” Produced by AAFP and STFM. Developed in collaboration with ADFM, AFMRD and the AFMO Predoctoral Education Subcommittee. (c. 2002) (2 copies)

Government

• Aberdeen Area Indian Health Service (No date)
• “Medicare & Medicaid” Primetime Live WLS-TV/ABC Network (September 20, 1990, 9 p.m.) (13:47) V96.077 [DVD Master]
• Medicare Debate with Dr. Douglas Henley, AAFP President CNN (October 19, 1995) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• National Health Service Corps “Our Time, Our Story” (Release Date: June 1992) (47:42) [DVD Master]

Individuals—Audio Books & Other Works


- Whitfield, Rani G., MD
  - “The Hip Hop Doc & Dee-1 Present My Life Is In Your Hands” by Rani G. Whitfield, MD, n.d. (4 copies) [CD Master]

**Individuals-Media Interviews/Speeches**

- Albani, Thomas E., Jr., MD
  - “Family Physician of the Year” (Youngstown, OH, WFMJ 21 News 6PM, October 24, 2012, 6:21 p.m. [DVD Master]
- Anderson, Julie, MD
  - “Dr. Julie Anderson,” Minnesota Public Radio, The Daily Circuit, March 26, 2013, 10 a.m. (35:39) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
- Bagley, Bruce, MD
  - “Dr. Bruce Bagley-AAFP,” Morning Joe, MSNBC National, September 18, 2007, 6-7 am (05:44) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “Dr. Bruce Bagley,” Walt Bodine Show, KCUR-FM (NPR), September 22, 2010, 12-1 pm (2 copies) [CD Masters]
- Benjamin, Regina, MD
  - This Morning, CBS-TV Network, Rural Alabama Physician Regina Benjamin, MD of Bayou LaBatre, AL- One of the Women of the Year (January 4, 1996) [DVD Master]
- Blackwelder, Reid, MD
  - “Dr. Reid Blackwelder,” WAMU The Diane Rehm Show, March 26, 2013, 10 a.m. (48:19) [CD Master]
- Blair, James Seaborn, MD
  - Today Show, NBC-TV Network (November 30, 1988) (5:02) [DVD Master]
- Cain, Jeffrey, MD
  - America’s Health Network-Ask the Family Doctor with Dr. Walt Larimore; Guests: Jeff Cain, MD and Sarah McMullen about Tar Wars (December 8, 1998) [From Jeffrey J. Cain, MD Collection] [DVD Master]
  - “Documentary Discussion with Dr. Cain,” CNN Sanjay Gupta, MD Special, March 10, 2013, 8 p.m. (22:03) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Tobacco Spying, NBC Nightly News (May 17, 2002) [DVD Master]
• Candib, Lucy, MD
  - CBS Early Show, CBS-TV Network, 7:00-8:00 am (May 9, 2002) (3:36) [DVD Master]
• Carmichael, Lynn, MD
  - Great Plains Evening Graduation (June 13, 1997) (1 copy) [DVD Master]
  - Great Plains Graduation Luncheon (June 13, 1997) (1 copy) [DVD Master]
• Carr, Robert, MD
  - DCT – Medical Testing (May 27, 2002) [DVD Master]
• Chamberlain, Judith, MD
  - “Partnership for Prescription Assistance,” Media Clips San Diego, Milwaukee, Savannah, Tucson, Greensboro, Philadelphia (April 5, 2005) [DVD Master]
• Chaney, Ernie J., MD
  - CNN Network with Ernie J. Chaney, MD [From Ernie J. Chaney Collection] (Sept. 7, 1982) [DVD Master]
  - CNN Network with Ernie J. Chaney, MD (Sept. 7, 1982) (mislabeled Sept. 27, 1982) [DVD Master]
  - MacNeil Lehrer Report, PBS-TV Network with Ernie J. Chaney, MD (No Date) [DVD Master]
• Ciccone, Alvin, MD
  - Shortage of doctors taking Medicare, CBS Evening News – Eye on America (May 12, 2003) [DVD Master]
• Copeland, Lanny, MD
  - CBS This Morning, 7 am (Feb. 17, 1999) (4:00) [DVD Master]
  - “Chicago Tonight” (June 22, 1999) [DVD Master]
• Costa, Anthony, MD
  - Local 8 Weekend, KFMB-TV (CBS) San Diego, 5:00-5:30 pm (October 19, 2002) (1:48) [DVD Master]
• Demuth, Dr. David
  - Dr. David Demuth, October 26, 1949-October 9, 2007 Memorial DVD (2007)
  - “Dr. Demuth”, Today at Five, KOLN-TV (CBS) Lincoln, October 3, 2007, 5-5:30 pm (00:27) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• Elders, Jocelyn, MD
  - “A Key to a Healthy America,” Up To Date with Steve Kraske, KCUR Kansas City, MO, February 24, 2006 (59:00) [CD Master]
• Ellert, William, MD
  - “Family Physician of the Year” CBS News at 10 (KPHO-TV), September 28, 2008, 10-10:35 p.m. (2:03) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• Ellington, David, MD
• Elloway, John, MD, MPH
• Epperly, Ted, MD
- “AAFP Fox-Ted Epperly,” Fox & Friends, August 21, 2009, 7-8 a.m. (03:23) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Biography DVD (September 9, 2008)
- 2007 Congress of Delegates, Ted Epperly, MD, President-elect [DVD Master]
- “Dr. Epperly [Ted Epperly, MD],” Fox News Channel Happening Now, September 9, 2009, 11 a.m.-12 p.m. (02:18) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- “Dr. Ted Epperly,” KCUR-FM 89.3, Kansas City, MO, March 6, 2009, 8-9 a.m. (08:53) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
- “Health Care Reform [Dr. Ted Epperly],” Studio 12, KBDI-TV Colorado Public Television, August 19, 2009 [CD Master]
- “Ted Epperly,” Marketplace, NPR National, August 19, 2009, 6:30-7 p.m. (01:50) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
- “Ted Epperly,” Marketplace, NPR National, November 4, 2008, 6:30-7 p.m. (4:46) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
- Ted Epperly, MD, Special Report with Brett Baier, Fox News Channel, September 9, 2009, 6-7 p.m. (02:34) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]

• Fields, Larry, MD
- “Dr. Larry Fields- Flu,” News KFWB-AM (Ind) Los Angeles, CA, January 11, 2005, 5-6 p.m. (.39) [CD Master]
- “Dr. Larry Fields-Minute Clinics”, ABC News Now National, July 16, 2007, 10-11 am ET (06:53) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- “Dr. Larry Fields-Walmart Retail Health Clinics,” The Squawk Box, CNBC National, February 27, 2006 (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- “Health Centers in Pharmacies,” CNBC Power Lunch, May 19, 2006 [DVD Master]
- Health Clinics in Pharmacies; Dr. Larry Fields,” CBS Early Show, May 30, 2006 (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Larry Fields, MD, Liability Reform, USA Today, Video of Audio Interview (No Date; c. 2005-06) (5:44) [DVD Master]
- “Retail Health Clinics,” CN8 Nitebeat, March 28, 2006 [DVD Master]
- “Retail Health Clinics-Dr. Larry Fields,” Science Friday, WBEZ-FM (NPR) Chicago, August 31, 2007, 1-2 pm (17:50) [CD Master]
- Tribute to Dr. Fields from Jose M. “Jun” David, MD at the Annual Meeting of the New York State AFP (2007)

• Filer, Wanda, MD
- “Dr. Wanda Filer,” Harrisburg-Lancaster-Lebanon-York, PA, WITF Beyond the Bio (December 18, 2012) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
- Filer, Wanda, MD “Dr. Wanda Filer,” NPR Marketplace, March 25, 2013 (3:53) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]

• Fleming, Michael, MD
- CNN – Wolf Blitzer, Phone Interview (October 10, 2003) [DVD Master]
- “Medicare,” KTBS-TV (ABC) Shreveport, 10:00-10:35 pm (December 13, 2002) (2:13) [DVD Master]
- Necessity of annual physician exams, Good Morning America (ABC) (August 13, 2003) [DVD Master]

- Frame, Paul, MD
  - Luncheon Discussion at University of Wisconsin-Madison (Dec. 7, 2004) [DVD Transfer]

- Frank, Mary, MD
  - “Dr. Mary Frank,” NPR National, August 11, 2005, 6-7 am or 9-10 am (05:03) [CD Master]
  - Infections Spread by Travelers, WBBM-TV Ch. 2 (CBS) Chicago, 10:00-10:35 pm (October 11, 2004) (2:17) [DVD Master]
  - Seniors & Medicine, Healthy Life, ABC News Now (National), January 11, 2005 10:30-11 am (8:22) [DVD Transfer]

- Gehringer, Gerald R., MD
  - “Low Back Pain” With Gerald R. Gehringer, MD – Produced by the LSU School of Medicine, Baton Rouge, LA (November 6, 1979) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
  - “Nurse Practitioners” Today Show, NBC-TV Network with Gerald R. Gehringer, MD and Dr. Fagin (July 20, 1983) [DVD Master]
  - “Take Two,” CNN Network (June 21, 1983, 12 noon) [DVD Master]

- Gerald, Melvin, MD
  - Online Prescriptions, Healthweek, WNET, 3 pm (September 25, 1999) (7:40) [DVD Master]

- Goertz, Roland, MD
  - “AAFP- Dr. Goertz,” PBS NewsHour, May 26, 2011, 7-8 pm (07:09) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “Dr. Roland Goertz, AAFP,” Special Report with Bret Baier, March 23, 2011, 6-7 pm (02:10) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “Dr. Roland Goertz/AAFP,” WWRL Morning Show, WWRL-AM (Ind), November 22, 2010, 6-7 am (09:06) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
  - “Dr. Roland Goertz,” The Shari Elliker Show, WBAL-AM (CBS) Baltimore, March 22, 2010, 11am-12 pm (Audio runtime: 13:14) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
  - “Medicare Payment Survey” Radio Media Tour, American Academy of Family Physicians, Spokesperson: Dr. Roland Goertz, AAFP President, November 22, 2010 (Set of 3 CDs)

- Goodman, Dr. Kenneth
  - Today Show, NBC-TV Network (November 12, 1997, 8 a.m., EST) (5:10) [DVD Master]

- Graham, Robert, MD
  - “Dr. Robert Graham – Surgeon General’s Report” Kansas City Tonight, KMBC-TV, Kansas City, MO (May 16, 1988) (1:19) [DVD Master]
  - “Generic Drugs – Dr. Robert Graham” Live on Four, WBZ-TV, Boston, MA (August 14, 1989, 5:30 PM) (7:22) [DVD Master]
- Today’s News (September 22, 1993) (18:58) V96.097 [DVD Master]
- Graham, Robert, MD & Jane Henney, MD
  - “Power Couple-Drs Robert Graham & Jane Henney” Fox 4 News at 10, WDAF, Kansas City, MO (April 7, 1999, 10 p.m.) (2:55) [DVD Master]
- Harr, Patrick, MD
  - “Dr. Patrick Harr,” NBC Nightly News, February 23, 2006 (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “People Living Longer (Aging),” Health Segment/Today Show, NBC, April 11, 2006 [DVD Master]
- Heim, Lori, MD
  - “AAFP Lori Heim,” Fox Business, Fox Business Network, November 10, 2009, 11 a.m.-12 pm (06:50) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “Dr. Lori Heim,” All Things Considered, NPR, March 15, 2010, 4-5 pm (04:23)(2 copies) [CD Masters]
  - “Dr. Lori Heim,” America’s News HQ (Fox), March 21, 2010, 12-1 pm (2:53) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “Dr. Lori Heim- Family Physicians and Medicare Patients,” Cisco Cotto Show, WLS 890 AM (Chicago), June 23, 2010 (2 copies) [CD Masters]
  - “Dr. Lori Heim-Long-term Care-AMA,” Reach MD, XM Radio National, June 15, 2010, 12-1 pm (15:00) [CD Master]
  - “Health Care [Lori Heim, MD],” Marketplace, NPR National, December 9, 2009, 6:30-pm (02:00) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
  - “Health Studies [Lori Heim, MD],” All Things Considered, NPR, November 20, 2009, 4:00-5:00 pm (03:44) [CD Master]
  - “Heim Interview with Jane Brody,” WHPC Radio, December 21, 2008 (30:00) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
  - “Lori Heim, MD,” CNN, Anderson Cooper 360, March 24, 2010, 10-11 pm (04:00) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “Lori Heim, MD,” Fox Business Network, March 11, 2010, 11 am-12 pm (04:23) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “Lori Heim, MD,” World News Saturday, March 20, 2010, 6:30-7 pm (02:22) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Henley, Douglas E., MD
  - “AAFP-Doug Henley, MD, FAAFP,” KMBC 9 News at Six, November 16, 2010, 6-6:30 pm (01:46) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Portrait photographs CD (Aug. 22, 2000)
- Hicks, Claire, MD
  - “Journey of a Country Doctor – The ‘AIDS Doctor’ in Georgia,” ABC Nightline (No Date) [DVD Master]
- Higgins, Robert W., MD
  - “Preventive Medicine – Dr. Higgins” “Take Two,” CNN with Robert W. Higgins, MD (February 14, 1985, 12 noon) (6:00) [DVD Master]
• Holverson, Harmon E., MD
  - Daywatch, CNN Network with Dr. Harmon E. Holverson, MD
    (January 25, 1984, 9 a.m.) (7:10) [DVD Master]
  - “4 Today,” WBZ-TV, Boston, MA (May 31, 1984) (1:00) [DVD Master]
  - “Walk In Clinics” Research Communications, Heartbeat Show #103 with Harmon
    Holverson, MD (1984) [DVD Master]
• Huet-Vaughn, Yolanda, MD
  - Sally Jessy Raphael Show regarding Dr. Vaughn’s refusal to be deployed during the
    Gulf War (c. 1991) (34:25) V96.078 [DVD Master]
• Huffman, B. Leslie, Jr., MD
  - Midday, WNEW-TV with B. Leslie Huffman, Jr., MD (June 15, 1977) [DVD Master]
• Jaffe, Rebecca, MD
    (05:41) [CD Master]
• Kahn, Norman B., Jr, MD
    31, 2005) [CD Master]
  – “Healthcare Cost & Access: A Prescription for Change,” KCPT By The people, Kansas
    City, MO (Nov. 18, 2005) [DVD Transfer]
• Kakutani, Carla, MD
  - “Carla Kakutani, MD,” PBS Newshour with Jim Lehrer, December 26, 2008, 7-8 p.m.
    (9:49) [DVD Master]
• Kellerman, Rick, MD
  - AAFP President-Speech at Scientific Assembly, Washington, DC, October 2006
  - “Are You Getting the Health Check-ups You Need?” (with Rick Kellerman, MD), 9
    News Daybreak KUSA-TV (NBC) Denver, June 20, 2007, 5-6 a.m. (03:21) [DVD]
  - “Are You Getting the Health Check-up’s You Need?” (with Rick Kellerman, MD),
    DSS_Dig (.mpg, .wvr, .mp4, .mp3 files) (2007) [DVD]
  - “Are You Getting the Health Check-up’s You Need?” (with Rick Kellerman, MD),
    KUSA-Denver; WCTV-Tallahassee; WGHP-Greensboro; WCJB-Gainesville; KCRG-
    Cedar Rapids; WLOX-Biloxi; WTVO-Rockford; KBMT-Beaumont (2007) [DVD]
  - “Are You Getting the Health Check-up’s You Need?” (with Rick Kellerman, MD), 1)
    WIOD-AM; 2) WTOP-AM; 3) WDUN-AM; 4) WFIN-AM; 5) KRES-FM; 6) KJFF-AM;
    7) MetroNetworks-Chicago; 8) Good News Broadcast (2007) [CD]
  - “Are You Getting the Health Check-up’s You Need?” (with Rick Kellerman, MD),
    YouTube DSS Digital (2007) [DVD]
  - “Dr. Kellerman-Cough Medicine,” World News with Charles Gibson, ABC National,
    January 22, 2008, 6:30-7 p.m. (2:52) [DVD Master]
  - “Disappearing Family Doctor,” The Exchange, New Hampshire Public Radio,
    November 1, 2006 (2 copies) [CD Masters]
  - “Dr. Rick Kellerman,” CBS Evening News, CBS National, October 27, 2007 (2 copies)
    [DVD Masters]
a.m. (03:05) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
- “Dr. Rick Kellerman-Online House Calls (EHR),” CBS Early Show, CBS National, April 30, 2007, 7-8 am (03:13) [DVD Master]
- Family Doctor Shortage, World News Tonight, Nov. 2, 2006 (2 copies)
- “How Celebrities Feel About Going to Doctor,” Your Total Health, Syndicated TV National, April 18, 2007, 15:30-16:00 pm (03:47) [DVD Master]
- “In-Store Clinics,” Your Total Health, Episode #311, December 9, 2006 [DVD Master]
- Patient Bill of Rights Press Conference (DC), with Congressman Dennis Moore, KMBC-9 (April 10, 2000) (22:00-22:52) [DVD Master]
- “Presidential Candidates and Stress-Dr. Rick Kellerman,” CNN Special Investigations Unit, May 25, 2008, 8-9 p.m. (4:27) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- “Retail Clinics,” Your Total Health, Syndicated TV National, December 10, 2006, 15:30-16:00 pm (05:53) [DVD Master]
- “Retail Health Clinics,” Morning Call, CNBC National, June 25, 2007, 11 am-12 pm (6:44) [DVD Master]
- SCHIP [State Children’s Health Insurance Program] Press Conference with Dr. Rick Kellerman, Portland, Maine, August 13, 2007 (Photographs) [CD]

- Kessler, David, MD

- King, James, MD
  - “Dr. James King,” NBC Nightly News, December 28, 2008, 6:30-7 p.m. (2:27) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “Dr. Jim King,” The Stephanie Miller Show, Syndicated Radio National, October 26, 2007 (2 copies) [CD Masters]

- Krotowski, Mark H., MD
  - Medicare, BET Tonight, 11:00 pm-12:00 am (March 19, 2002) (2:50) [DVD Master]
  - Medicare, CBS Evening News, 6:00-6:30 pm (April 7, 2002) (2:18) [DVD Master]

- Lawrence, Darlene, MD
  - “Income/Salaries,” NPR, June 23, 2006 [CD Master]

- Loxterkamp, David, MD
  - Nightline interview with Loxterkamp, Belfast, Maine (March 13, 2000) [DVD Master]

- Lyons, Paul, MD
  - American Morning with Paula Zahn, CNN, 8:00-9:00 am (Nov. 4, 2002) (4:28)
    - CNN Headline News, 8:30-9:00 am (Nov. 4, 2002) (2:18) [DVD Master]

- Marker, Jason, MD
  - “Jason Marker, MD-Primary Care,” CBS Evening News, March 25, 2010, 6:30-7 pm (02:29) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]

- Martin, James, MD
  - Future of Family Medicine, CNN Headline News, 12:30-1:00 pm (April 1, 2004) (3:00) [DVD Master]

- McConnell, Jack, MD [CD]
- McPherson, Deborah, MD
  - Suffering with PCOS, KSHB CH 41, 10 pm (July 18, 2002) [DVD Master]

- Mellion, Dr. Morris
  - CBS News Nightwatch, CBS-TV Network (September 6, 1991, 2:30 a.m., EST) (23:00) V96.081 [DVD Master]

- Metcalf, Harry, MD
  - “Dr. Metcalf – Stop Smoking Program”
    Pulse-Plus, WTVP-TV, Tampa, FL (January 18, 1988, 12 noon) (5:42) [DVD Master]

- Montauk, Susan, MD
  - Over-the-Counter Medication Guide (CBS) (No Date) [DVD Master]

- Nikolaus, Donald, MD
  - The John Eastman Show, WTSP-TV, St. Petersburg, FL with Donald Nikolaus, MD (August 22, 1980) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]

- Ohmart, Richard V., MD
  - Collected Works (As of November 6, 2016) [CD]

- O’Sullivan, Adele, MD
  - Photographs by Tom Spitz (January 2006 (Disc I & II; 2 CDs)

- Paris, Richard, MD
  - “Doctor Travels to See Patients by Plane,” Today, NBC National, March 13, 2007, 8-9 am (04:18) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
    - Photographs by Sheri Porter (2005) [CD]

- Renner, John H., MD
  - Director of Medical Development, St. Mary’s Medical Center, Kansas City, MO Nutrition Fraud Presentation (c. 1988) [DVD Master]

- Roberts, Richard, MD, JD
  - Boutique Medicine, NBC Nightly News (May 6, 2003) [DVD Master]
    - Boutique Medicine, Talkback Live, CNN, 3:00-4:00 pm (Jan. 22, 2002) (10:25) [DVD Master]
    - The News with Brian Williams MSNBC-TV Cable, Jan. 15, 2002, 8:00-9:00 p.m., 6:02
      - Patient Bill of Rights effect on physician paperwork, WDAF Ch 4, 10 pm (July 8, 2001) [DVD Master]

- Satcher, David, MD, PhD
  - Channel 3 Reports, KCRA-TV NBC, Sacramento, CA (October 8, 1997, 12 noon) (2:17) [DVD Master]
    - CNN, Nomination of Dr. Satcher as U.S. Surgeon General by President Bill Clinton (September 12, 1997) [DVD Master]
    - C-SPAN2- Dr. Satcher Nomination as U.S. Surgeon General in Congress (February 4, 1998) [DVD Master]
    - Press Conference with U.S. Sen. John Ashcroft (R-MO) regarding Dr. Satcher’s Nomination as U.S. Surgeon General (January 20, 1998) [DVD Master]
- U.S. Senate Debate on Nomination of Dr. Satcher as U.S. Surgeon General (February 4, 1998) (Tapes #1-5) [DVD Masters]

- Sigmon, J. Lewis, Jr., MD
  - “Infant Circumcision With J. Lewis Sigmon, Jr., MD,” Supported by a Grant from the Family Health Foundation of America (1982) [DVD Master]

- Stream, Glen, MD
  - “AAFP Dr. Glen Stream,” Family Medicine Rocks, March 27, 2012 (59:50) [DVD Master]
  - “American Academy of Family Physicians,” Afternoon News, KGO-AM (ABC) San Francisco, May 3, 2011, 6-7 pm (01:02) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
  - “Choose Wisely Campaign with Dr. Glen Stream,” National Syndicated Market, PBS NewsHour, April 4, 2012, 7:22 p.m. (9:39) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - “Hi Tech House Calls,” Los Angeles KABC, Jan. 11, 2012, 4:44 p.m. (2:33) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]

- Swanson, John
  - “Walk-In Clinics, AAFP/John Swanson,” Fox 4 at 9PM, WDAF-TV, Kansas City, MO, Jan. 24, 2008, 9-10 p.m. (2 copies) [DVD Masters]

- Taylor, Robert H., MD
  - “Between the Lines” with Robert Taylor, MD, WTBS-TV Superstation, Atlanta, GA (Dec. 13, 1986) [DVD Master]
  - “Dr. Robert Taylor – Medical Kits” Eyewitness News, WAGA-TV, Atlanta, GA (Nov. 13, 1986, 12 noon) (2:02) [DVD Master]

- Tobin, Marla, MD
  - Segment on Heart Disease, News 5 This Weekend, KCTV, 9:00 am (May 9, 1999) [DVD Master]

- Velasco, Antonio, MD
  - Awards (Session #1) (No date)
  - Awards (Session #2) (No date)

- Weida, Thomas, MD
  - “Health Watch,” Sponsored by the Northern Lancaster County Physician Hospital Alliance (1994) (1:30:00) [DVD Master]

- Wergin, Robert L., MD
  - Video Profile as New AAFP President, Presented to 2014 Assembly (2014) (4:00) [DVD]

- Whittington, Kenneth, MD Interviews

- Wicks, Dana, MD
  - High Risk Flu (Vaccine Shortage), KCTV Channel 5, 6:00 pm (Oct. 25, 2000) [DVD Master]

- Wopat, Rick, MD
  - Medical Discussions, Newscenter 5 at 5:30, WCVB-TV (ABC) Boston (May 2, 2005) (2:09) [DVD Transfer]

- Young, Herbert F., MD
  - “Interview with Dr. Herb Young” and “Speak Out,” KSHB-TV, Kansas City, MO (May 17, 1988) (about Stopping Smoking) [DVD Master]

- Zatlin, Gabriel, MD
  - “Take Two,” CNN (March 1, 1985, 9:30 am) [DVD Master]

- Zimmerman, Richard K., MD
  - Vaccine Committee Meeting, Washington Journal, C-SPAN, 8:15 am (July 8, 2000) (7:50) [DVD Master]

**Individuals-Oral Histories/Tributes**

- AAFP Historical Perspectives
  - With Mac F. Cahal, JD, Stanley R. Truman, MD, Nicholas Pisacano, MD and B. Leslie Huffman, MD (ca. 1982) [DVD Master]

- Baird, Macaran A., MD, MS (July 18, 2018) (1 DVD; 2 copies)

- Barnett, Lew, MD
  - “In Loving Memory of Dr. Benjamin Lewis Barnett, Jr. July 22, 1926-April 16, 2015” (Memorial DVD from West Cobb Funeral Home and Crematory, Marietta, GA [DVD]

- Bishop, F. Marian, PhD, MSPH
  - Interviewed by Daniel J. Ostergaard, MD- Raw Footage (June 4, 2001) [DVD Master]
  - Interview-Raw 2- Interviewed by Daniel J. Ostergaard, MD (June 4, 2001) (3 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Reminiscences- Interviewed by Daniel J. Ostergaard, MD (June 4, 2001) (4 copies) [DVD Masters]

- Branham, Annette
  - Retirement Party (AAFP) (July 28, 1992) V96.160 [DVD Master]

- Cahal, Mac F., JD
  - AAFP Historical Perspectives Series (Oct. 27, 1994, Revised) (27:42) (2 copies) V96.324a-b [DVD Masters]
  - Oral Histories- Kansas City (1991) and San Francisco (1982; with Ulrich Bryner, MD and Stanley Truman, MD) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Oral History Interview-Tape #1 (June 12, 1991) V96.271 [DVD Master]
- Oral History Interview-Tape #2 (June 12, 1991) V96.272 [DVD Master]

- Carmichael, Lynn, MD
  - Oral history interview with William Ventres, MD (April 1991) (6:52) (4 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Oral history interview with William Ventres, MD (April 1991) (Raw/Unedited footage) [DVD Master]
  - Oral history interview with William Ventres, MD (April 12, 1991) (Raw/Unedited footage) (0-22 min.; Begins: Personal History; Ends-Treating “Family”) (#1 of 5) [DVD Master]
  - Oral history interview with William Ventres, MD (April 12, 1991) (Raw/Unedited footage) (22-44:30; Begins: Trying to Start Family Medicine; Ends-In Miami) (#2 of 5) [DVD Master]
  - Oral history interview with William Ventres, MD (April 12, 1991) (Raw/Unedited footage) (44:30 Restart 46:40; Begins: Miami (continued); Ends-STFM (#3 of 5) [DVD Master]
  - Oral history interview with William Ventres, MD (April 12, 1991) (Raw/Unedited footage) (1:02:00-1:24:00; Begins: Membership in STFM; Ends- Constituency Based Care) (#4 of 5) [DVD Master]
  - Oral history interview with William Ventres, MD (April 12, 1991) (Raw/Unedited footage) (1:24:00-1:42:00; Begins: Egos; Ends-Final Statements) (#5 of 5) [DVD Master]

- Clinton, Claudene
  - Retirement Party Luncheon (AAFP) (Feb. 28, 1990) V96.153 [DVD Master]

- Corbin, Art
  - 25th Anniversary & Retirement Party (AAFP) (June 10, 1993) V96.163 [DVD Master]

- DeLay, William R.
  - 30th Anniversary Party (AAFP) (1990) V96.156 [DVD Master]

- Dolen, Phyllis
  - 25th Anniversary Party (AAFP) (April 22, 1994) V96.166 [DVD Master]

- Family Medicine Oral History Series
  - Program #1- Malcom E. Phelps, MD; John S. Derryberry, MD/Program #2- Varian Sloan, MD; Mac F. Cahal, JD V96.257 [DVD Master]
  - Program #1- James D. Murphy, MD; Julius Michaelson, MD/Program #2- Mac F. Cahal, JD; Stanley R. Truman, MD; Ulrich Bryner, MD V96.258 [DVD Master]
  - Program #1- Chuck Nyberg; Lester Bibler, MD/Program #2- Robert A. Price, MD; James L. Grobe, MD V96.259 [DVD Master]
  - Program #1- George E. Burket, Jr., MD; W. Jack Stelmach, MD/Program #2- J. Jerome Wildgen, MD; W. Jack Stelmach, MD V96.260 [DVD Master]
  - Program #1- Herbert A. Holden, MD; Julius Michaelson, MD/Program #2- Nicholas J. Pisacano, MD; B. Leslie Huffman, Jr., MD V96.261 [DVD Master]
  - Stanley Truman, MD and Ulrich Bryner, MD- Interviewed by Mac F. Cahal, JD Scientific Assembly, San Francisco, CA (1982) [DVD Master]

- Frey, John J. III, MD
  - Historical Interview Tapes-Interviews done by John Frey, MD (1987-1995)
• Geyman, John P., MD
• Graham, Robert, MD
  - “A Tribute to Robert Graham, MD” (1999) (9:45) [DVD Master]
• Harper, Dale
  - 40th Anniversary Party (AAFP) (July 25, 1995) V96.168 [DVD Master]
• Harton, Clarisse Oldham and Maurice Wood, MD, Virginia Commonwealth University Oral History Project
  - Video interviews with Dr. Betsy Brinson (July 1992) (DVD Transfer)
• Hasser, Clayton Raker
  - Retirement Party (AAFP) (May 4, 2001) [DVD Master]
• Hoel, Annette
  - 25th Anniversary Party (AAFP) (Sept. 21, 1990) V96.155 [DVD Master]
• Holcomb, Estelle
  - Retirement Luncheon (AAFP), RC’s Restaurant, Kansas City, MO (Jan. 13, 1998) [DVD Master]
  - 25th Anniversary Party (AAFP), Dining Room at 8880 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO (Nov. 19, 1997) [DVD Master]
• Jones, James G., MD
  - Native American Ceremony Honoring Dr. Jones at the AAFP Congress of Delegates (1988) (12:27) V96.024 [DVD Master]
• Kathrens, Jean
  - Retirement Party (AAFP) (September 1, 1992) V96.162 [DVD Master]
• Knickerbocker, Mary
  - Retirement Party (AAFP) (January 4, 1991) V96.158 [DVD Master]
• Kolb, Weldon G., MD
  - Dedication of Dr. Kolb Pavilion, M.C.H. [From Weldon G. Kolb, MD Collection] [DVD Master]
  - Retirement Party-Part 1 & 2 (Jan. 12, 1992) [From Weldon G. Kolb, MD Collection] (2 discs) [DVD Master]
  - Retirement Reception at First Baptist Church, LaMarque, TX (Jan. 12, 1992) (43:00, with a :40 blank lead-in) [From Weldon G. Kolb, MD Collection] [DVD Master]
• Leaman, Thomas, MD
  - Oral history interview conducted by Dennis Gingrich, MD (Feb. 2014)
  “History of the Department of Family and Community Medicine”
• Martin, Charlotte
  - 25th Anniversary Party (AAFP) (July 29, 1992) V96.161 [DVD Master]
• Mayfield, Kathy
  - 30th Anniversary Party (AAFP) AAFP Dining Room (June 16, 1994, 3 p.m.) V96.167 [DVD Master]
• McCord, Paul S., DO
- Memorial Service (Nov. 30, 1996) [DVD Master]
- Video Memoir by Don & Ann McCord (Feb. 1997) [DVD Master]
- Miller, R. Michael, JD
  - Honorary AAFP Membership Award (1998) (5:15) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Honorary Membership Award (AAFP) (Sept. 15, 1998) V96.170 [DVD Master]
  - “Staff Video” San Francisco, CA (Sept. 1998) [DVD Master]
  - Tribute (AAFP) (Oct. 14, 2000) V96.169 [DVD Master]
  - 25th Anniversary Party (AAFP) (Sept. 24, 1993) V96.165 [DVD Master]
- Minifiee, Tom
  - 30th Anniversary Party (AAFP), AAFP Headquarters Office Dining Room
    (Sept. 15, 1993) V96.164 [DVD Master]
- Murray, Jane, MD
  - Farewell Party (AAFP) (Director, AAFP Education Division) (Jan. 3, 1991)
    V96.157 [DVD Master]
- Panther, Sandra L., CFRE
  - PowerPoint Presentation in Honor of her Retirement as AAFP/F Executive Director &
    AAFP Vice President for Corporate Development at AAFP/F Corporate Advisory
    Council Meeting, St. Pete Beach, FL, Jan. 30, 2007
- Rakel, Robert, MD
  - Oral History audio interview conducted by John Rogers, MD, MPH, MEd, Part I (CD)
    (May 19, 2010)
  - Oral History audio interview conducted by John Rogers, MD, MPH, MEd, Part II (CD)
    (May 19, 2010)
- Ramirez, Mario E., MD
  - “Instead of El Dorado: The Tribulations of the Migrant Farm Worker, Starr County,
    Texas, 1972”
  - “Mario E. Ramirez, MD: Frontier Medicine, South Texas, 1950-1993”
  - “Mario E. Ramirez, MD, The University of Texas at Austin, Distinguished Alumnus
    Award,” Walter Cronkite, narrator, 1975
  - “Salute, to a South Texas Legend, Mario E. Ramirez, MD”
    Produced by the Med-Ed staff, UTHSC San Antonio office at McAllen, Texas,
    January 4, 2007
  - “Status: Physician Work Force South Texas”
    Produced by Mario E. Ramirez, MD, UTHSC SA Med-Ed office, McAllen, Texas,
    Sept. 2005
  - “A Story of Two Texans: Mario & Sarah Ramirez”
    Told by Francisco G. Cigarroa, MD, President, The University of Texas Health
    Science Center at San Antonio, April 2, 2007
- Rockufelar, JoAnn
  - 25th Anniversary Party (AAFP) (June 8, 1990) V96.154 [DVD Master]
- Rodgers, Denise V., MD
  - Oral History audio mp3 file of video interview (CD [mp3 file]) (April 29, 2011)
- Oral History video interview conducted by Jessica Muller, PhD, at STFM Annual Spring Conference, New Orleans, LA (DVD) (April 29, 2011)
  
  - Scanlon, Charlotte
    - Retirement Party (AAFP) (July 31, 1991) (32:00) V96.159 [DVD Master]
  
  - Shahady, Edward J., MD
  
  - Sherwood, Roger A., CAE
    - Oral History audio interview by John Frey, MD & Elizabeth Garrett, MD (May 28, 2007) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
  
  - Smith, John M., Jr., MD
    - Tribute to Dr. John M. Smith, Jr. (April 8, 1996) (8:15) [From Sam A. Nixon, MD Collection] [DVD Master]
  
  - Stephens, G. Gayle, MD
    - Oral History video interview with Lucy Candib, MD (Dec. 1979) (1:01:06; copied from ¾-inch damaged master tape) (3 discs: 2 DVDs made from ¾” master tape; 1 DVD of H.264 data file)
  
  - Stern, Thomas L., MD
    - Oral History video interview- Tape #1 (Jan. 26, 2003) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
    - Oral History video interview- Tape #2 (Jan. 26, 2003) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
    - Oral History video interview- VHS Viewing Copy (June 3, 2003; interview conducted Jan. 26, 2003) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
    - Oral History Interview 2003
  
  - Ventres, William B., MD
    - Wedding of William B. Ventres, MD at the 48th Annual STFM Spring Conference (First STFM member to hold a wedding at an STFM conference), Disney World, Orlando, Florida (2015) (4:02)
  
  - Weber, James R., MD
    - “A Tribute to Dr. Weber” James R. Weber, MD, AAFP President 1994-1995, Produced by the AAFP (July 1998) [DVD Master]
  
  - Wortham, Thomas H., MD
    - Oral history interviews (Sept. 2010 and Dec. 16, 2010) [mp3 file]
  
  - Young, Herbert F., MD
    - 20th Anniversary Party-AAFP Headquarters, Leawood, Kansas (August 10, 2005)

**Medicine/Medical Practice**

- “Adolescent Alcoholism: Recognizing, Intervening and Treating” (Video Numbers I-V) Produced by the Ohio State University Department of Family Medicine (1987) (1:01:55) V96.119 [DVD Master]
  
- “Adult Vaccinations”
NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw (October 17, 1998, 6:30-7 p.m.) (3:40) [DVD Master]
• “Alcoholism”
  CNN with Melvin D. Gerald, MD (October 18, 1996) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• “Alternative Medicine”
  - ABC Turning Point with Hugh Downs, ABC-TV Network (September 26, 1996)
    (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
  - Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) with Neil Brooks,
    MD (November 5, 1997) (3:00) [DVD Master]
  - Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) with Neil Brooks,
    MD (November 12, 1997) (6:15) [DVD Master]
• “Alternative Medicine”
  - Video News Release (VNR) with Neil Brooks, MD (November 5, 1997) [DVD Master]
• 1986 American Council on Transplantation (1988)
  “Facts and Fiction About Required Request: Organ and Tissue Donation” (90:00) [DVD
  Master]
• American Medical Association (AMA)
  Health Reporting Conference, Phoenix, Arizona (1998) [DVD Master]
• “Annual Physical for Men”
  CBS This Morning, CBS-TV Network with Neil Brooks, MD (June 17, 1993) V96.096
  [DVD Master]
• “Are Pharmaceutical Companies Selling Sickness?” To the Point with Warren Olney,
  December 29, 2005, KCRW 89.9 [CD Master]
• “Asthma and Exercise”
  Public Service Announcement (PSA) sponsored by the AAFP and Allen & Hanburys
  with Dennis Rodman (c. 1995) (:30 and :10 versions) [DVD Master]
• “Avoiding Physicals”
  CBS This Morning, CBS-TV Network (February 16, 1989, 7 am) [DVD Master]
• “Baby to Be: The Video Guide to Pregnancy”
  Produced by Poly Health Media (1996) (52:00) [DVD Master]
• “Back to School”
  Video News Release- Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)
  (August 26, 1997) (5:00) [DVD Master]
• Be Smart! Don’t Start!:
  - National Campaign Kickoff by Office of Substance Abuse Prevention (9:58) [DVD
    Master]
  - Public Service Announcements (PSAs)– 2 PSAs each @ :30, :20, :10 (6 total); 1 Music
• Bioterrorism
  Newschannel 5 at Six, WEWS-TV (ABC) Cleveland, 6:00-6:30 pm (December 15, 2001)
  (2:03) [DVD Master]
• “Breakthrough Medicine”
Artificial Heart-Pkg. and Balance Disorders-Pkg. (c. 1995) (3:39) [DVD Master]

• “Breast Cancer”
  NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw, NBC-TV Network (October 6, 1998, 6:30-7 p.m.)
  (5:52) [DVD Master]

• “Breast Cancer Prevention Diet”
  Today, NBC-TV Network (November 19, 1998, 7 a.m.) (7:50) [DVD Master]

• Breast Self-Examination Public Service Announcement (PSA)
  American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) Copy (August 13, 1987) (:30)
  V96.032 [DVD Master]

• “Child Safety Tips”
  Newswatch, CNN-TV with Marc Rivo, MD (December 23, 1990, 5 p.m.) (7:00) [DVD Master]

• CNN/Time Survey on How Doctors Care for Patients
  With AAFP President James G. Jones, MD (July 24, 1989) (2:30) V96.025 [DVD Master]

• “Colonoscopy Screening”
  Today Show, NBC-TV Network (May 4, 1998, 8 a.m.) (5:07) [DVD Master]

• “Common Good,” about Medical Liability with Phillip Howard, NBC Nightly News
  (Sunday, December 7, 2003) [DVD Master]

• “Computerized Health Records Breed Digital Discontent for Some Doctors” NPR,
  December 4, 2012, 3 p.m. (3:37) (2 copies) [CD Masters]

• Controlling Diabetes”
  AAFP Video News Release (VNR) (September 10, 1999) [DVD Master]

• Cover the Uninsured Press Conference, Barbara Bush Children’s Hospital, Portland,
  Maine (August 17, 2007) (Photographs) [CD]

• “Critical Condition”
  NBC Dateline (August 6, 2004) [DVD Master]

• “The Dangers of Immunization”
  NBC NOW, NBC-TV Network with Katie Couric and Tom Brokaw (March 2, 1994)
  (17:00) [DVD Master]

• “The Decline of Available Healthcare”
  Good Morning America, ABC-TV Network (October 1, 1987, 7 a.m.) (9:15)
  [DVD Master]

• “Depression and Men’s Health”
  Orbis Broadcast Group Video News Release (VNR) Compilation (June 10, 1997) [DVD Master]

• Direct Medical Testing
  American Academy of Family Physicians, Healthweek, PBS with Bettina Gregory
  (November 14, 2001) (5:56) [DVD Master]

• “Doctor Burnout”
  60 Minutes, CBS-TV Network with Nancy Dickey, MD (May 1992) V96.086 [DVD Master]
• “The Doctor Can’t See You Now,” Morning Edition, WBUR-FM (NPR) Boston, April 11, 2008, 8 p.m., (1:00:00) [CD Master]
• “Doctor-Nurse,” All Things Considered, NPR, Feb. 22, 2009, 5-6 p.m. (03:45) [CD Master]
• Doctors and Drugs” Primetime Thursday, ABC, 10:00-11:00 pm (February 21, 2002) (9:38) [DVD Master]
• “Doctor Shortage,” CBS Evening News, July 28, 2009, 6:30-7 p.m. (03:16) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• “Doctor Shortage,” American Morning, CNN National, September 27, 2006, 7-8 am (00:31); Fox 26 News 7 AM KRIV-TV (Fox) Houston, September 27, 2006, 7-8 am (00:46); The Morning Show II, WJRW-AM (ABC) Detroit, September 27, 2006, 7-8 am (00:54)
• Doctors Selling Products to Patients’ World News Tonight, ABC-TV Network with Ju Ju Chang and Neil Brooks, MD (August 11, 1998, 6:30 p.m.) (2:45) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• “The Doctor Will Text You Now,” Wall Street Journal Podcast, June 30, 2009, 6-7 a.m. (00:24) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
• “DPT Risks”-20/20, ABC-TV Network (February 5, 1985, 10 pm) (30:25) [DVD Master]
• “Ear Infections in Children & The Otitis Media Clinical Guidelines” Good Morning America, ABC-TV Network with Al Berg, MD (July 14, 1994) (4:30) V96.111 [DVD Master]
• “Economic Difficulties With Medicine,” The Newshour with Jim Lehrer, PBS, Jan. 5, 2009, 7-8 p.m. (9:17) [DVD Master]
• “Elder Care” NBC Nightly News, NBC-TV Network with Tom Brokaw and Daniel Van Durme, MD (November 6, 1997) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• “Elizabeth Whelan, MD – Smoking Ads” MacNeil Lehrer Newshour, WNET-TV, PBS Network (November 15, 1984, 7 pm) (14:25) [DVD Master]
• “The Family Doctor” Series Channel 2, KNXT-T, Los Angeles, CA (2 copies) Series Dubs Parts 1-3 (February 16-18, 1983) [DVD Master]
• “Florida’s Healthcare – Changes and Challenges for the ‘80’s” Channel 35, WOFL-TV, Orlando, FL (December 28, 1984, 10:30-11 pm) (28:20) [DVD Master]
• “The Flu”– Sonya: Live in L.A., CNN with Victor Wylie, MD (February 6, 1989) (17:22) [DVD Master]
• “The Flu” and “Nurse Practitioners vs. Physicians” CNN Morning News (The Flu) with Douglas Henley, MD (October 14, 1993)
Good Morning America (Nurses v. Physicians), ABC-TV with Edward Langston, MD (October 17, 1993) (15:41) V96.104 [DVD Master]

• “Flu Over 50” With Herb Young, MD (September 21, 1999) [DVD Master]
• “4 Unnecessary Medical Procedures,” Washington, DC, WRC News4 at 5, May 14, 2013, 5:45 p.m. (3:24) [DVD Master]

• “Generic Drug Safety” and “Medical Care in Rural Areas” (Generic Drugs)-AMA House of Delegates Vote featuring Richard Shepard, MD and Allan Bruckheim, MD (December 11, 1985); (Rural Care)- “Kansas City Illustrated” interview with Robert Graham, MD (December 12, 1985) (1:06:52) V96.117 [DVD Master]

• “Generic Drugs” Montage from Good Morning America, ABC-TV; Today Show, NBC-TV; and The Wall Street Journal Report with James Jones, MD and Jerry Mann, MD (No Date) V96.037 [DVD Master]

• “Generic vs. Brand Name Drugs” Channel 10, WCAU-TV CBS (September 30, 1987, 11:13 pm; October 1, 1987, 6:13 pm; October 2, 1987, 6:13 pm) [DVD Master]

• “Great American Smokeout/Quitters” Eyewitness News at Five, WABC-TV, New York, NY (Nov 19, 1987, 5 p.m.) (2:10) Eyewitness News at Six, WABC-TV, New York, NY (Nov 19, 1987, 6 p.m.) (1:40) [DVD Master]

• Harvard Medical Study- Today Show (August 6, 2004) [DVD Master]

• “Healthcare Clinic in Workplace,” Morning Edition, July 13, 2009, 6-7 a.m. (03:22) (2 copies) [CD Masters]

• “Healthcare Crisis: Depression”

• “Health Literacy A Prescription to End Confusion” Institutie of Medicine of the national Academies (2 copies) [CD Master]

• “Healthcare Reform,” up/to/date with Steve Kraske, 89.3 FM KCUR, Kansas City, July 15, 2009 (2 copies) [CD Masters]

• Health and Science Feature (1987) (2:00) [DVD Master]

• “Health Studies,” All Things Considered, NPR, November 20, 2009, 4-5 pm (03:44) (2 copies) [CD Masters]

• “Health Vault Unveiled by Bill Gates,” Marketplace, NPR National, October 4, 2007, 6:30-7:00 pm (02:03) [CD Master]

• “Heat Exhaustion” CNN with Stephen Brunton, MD (June 29, 1990) V96.070 [DVD Master]

• “HIV Virus and Doctors” Good Morning America, ABC-TV Network (January 9, 1991, 7 a.m.) (9:43) [DVD Master]

• “HMO-New Choices in Health Care” Channel 35, WOFL-TV, Orlando, FL (Dec. 26, 1984, 10:30-11 p.m.) [DVD Master]
• “Homeopathic Medicine Health Fraud”
  Dateline, NBC-TV Network with John Renner, MD (December 1, 1992) V96.088 [DVD Master]
• “Hospital Pricing,” Kansas City, MO, KCPT Kansas City Week in Review, May 24, 2013 (26:51) [CD Master]
• “House Call with Dr. Sanjay Gupta,” (Rebroadcast), CNN, February 17, 2008, 8:30-9 a.m. (2:27) (2 copies) [DVD Master]
• “HPV Vaccine Discussion,” Talk of the Nation, NPR National, March 16, 2007, 14:00-16:00 pm (34:53) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
• Inderal/Hypertension”
  Produced by Comtact Corporation with Rafael C. Sanchez, MD as host/narrator (March 14, 1979) (37:00) [DVD Master]
• “Influenza with Dr. Allan Bruckheim”
  Newsday, CNN (January 25, 1985, 1 p.m. PST) (6:13) and Evening News, CNN (January 25, 1985, 7:30 p.m. PST) (9:04) [DVD Master]
• “James Worthy for High Blood Pressure”
  Public Service Announcement (PSA) Produced by Glaxo (1987) (3 PSAs @ 1:00, 0:30, and 0:10 each) [DVD Master]
• “Kansas Health: A Prescription for Change,” Kansas Public Radio, June 8, 2009, 7-7:30 a.m. (7:38) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
• “Loss: The End or the Beginning?”
  Produced by the Appalachian Community Service Network (November 13, 1980) (1:30:00) [DVD Master]
• “The Making of a Doctor”
  Physician Education and Training- Presented by the AAGP in Association with the AMA, the Student American Medical Assn., and the Southern Medical Assn. (c. 1965) (1:00:00) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
• Managed Care: “A Porcine Parable for Academic Medicine or ‘Make Mine a Bacon, Lettuce and HMO’” Susan Schooley, Henry Ford Health System, April 25, 1995 (7:10) [DVD Master]
• “Match/Family Health Index”
  WDAF-TV, Kansas City, MO (March 20, 1996) [DVD Master]
• “Media, Marketing & Medicine” With Andrew P. Morley, MD (1983) [DVD Master]
• Medicine Safety and Young Children News Conference
  C-SPAN Archives, #156126 (March 20, 2000) (19:00) [DVD Master]
• “Melanoma”
  20/20, ABC-TV Network (April 18, 1999, 9 p.m.) (18:00) [DVD Master]
• “Men’s Health,” 9 News Daybreak, KUSA-TB (NBC) Denver, June 20, 2007, 5-6 am (3:42) [DVD Master]
• Mental Health Issues News Conference
  C-SPAN Archives, #156132 (March 20, 2000) (24:00) [DVD Master]
• “Mental Illness” Video News Release (VNR) Approval Dub by AAFP (October 13, 1999) [DVD Master]
• “Michael Moore-Sicko,” Larry King Live, CNN National, June 29, 2007 (21:00-22:00 pm) (23:47) [DVD Master]

• National Breast Cancer Awareness Month (1989)
  1989 Revised Public Service Announcements (PSAs) (July 24, 1989) (:30 and: 15) [DVD Master]
• National Men’s Health Week
  -1996- Public Service Announcements (PSAs), Interviews and Media Coverage [DVD Master]
  -1998- Satellite press Tour with Lanny R. Copeland, MD and Michael Corcoran (June 19, 1998) [DVD Master]
• “National Nutritional Screening in the Elderly” CNN News with Gerald Keller, MD (May 22, 1990) V96.069 [DVD Master]
• “New Diet Drug- Fen Phen” World News Tonight with Peter Jennings, ABC-TV Network (July 8, 1997) [DVD Master]
• “Nurse Practitioners”
  - Healthweek, PBS-TV Network (May 27, 1998, 6 a.m.) (3:52) [DVD Master]
  - 60 Minutes, CBS-TV Network (April 19, 1998, 7-8 p.m.) (15:00) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - Today Show, NBC-TV Network (July 20, 1983, 8 a.m.) [DVD Master]
• Operation Game
  Local 8 Weekend, KFMB-TV (CBS) San Diego, 6:00-6:30 pm (October 19, 2002) (:23) [DVD Master]
• “Over the Counter Medications,” First Four News, KRON-TV San Francisco, 4:00-5:00 pm (April 17, 2002) (2:30) [DVD Master]
• “Patients With Online Access To Doctors May Make More Office Visits” NPR, November 21, 2012 (3:46) (2 copies) [CD Masters]
• “Physician & Congressional Leaders Convene On Capitol Hill to Discuss the Future of Access to Care under Medicare” (Photographs, 2007) [CD]
• A Physician’s Guide to Nutrition in Chronic Disease Management for Older Adults (Produced by the Nutrition Screening Initiative (NSI), with the American Dietetic Association and the American Academy of Family Physicians; 2002) (2 copies)
• Physicians’ Journal Update Episode #23 (1985) [DVD Master]
• Physicians Journal Update
  Quality Assessment; Basic Office Dermatologic Procedures; Sleep Disorders-#8919 (May 24, 1989) (1:00:00) [DVD Master]
• “The Physician’s Nursing Home Visit”
Produced by the Department of Family Medicine, University of Colorado Health Sciences Center (1986) (16:20) [DVD Master]

- **“Positive View on Aging”**
  With Dick Cunningham; Produced by Ruder & Finn, New York, NY (1985) (1:28) [DVD Master]
- **“Proficiency Testing”**- Channel 4 News (November 8-9, 1989) V96.039 [DVD Master]
- **“Proposed Legislation for Doctors with AIDS,”** WWOR-TV, New York, NY (July 19, 1991, 10 p.m.) [DVD Master]
- **“Prostate Cancer Screenings May Not Be For Every Man”**
  Orbis Broadcast Group Special Report (October 2, 1998) (2:14) #1357 [DVD Master]
- **“Quackery Gallery”**
  Hosted by Bob McCoy & Produced by the Museum of Questionable Medical Devices (1996) (33:00) [DVD Master]
- **“Rural Healthcare”**- KHQA-TV with Elizabeth Korte, MD (March 25, 1993) V96.092 [DVD Master]
- **“Safe Home”**
  - Good Day New York, WNYW-TV, FOX Network (April 8, 1997, 8-9 a.m.) (3:12) [DVD Master]
  - Morning Edition, Chicagoland Television, Chicago, IL (April 8, 1997, 8 a.m.) (2:56) [DVD Master]
- **“Sleep Disorders”**
  Good Morning America, ABC-TV Network with Carolyn Lopez, MD (September 13, 1995) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- **“Smoke Monster”** Public Service Announcement (PSA) Sponsored by the AAFP Foundation (Revised July 25, 1988) (:30) [DVD Master]
- **“Smoking Addiction”**
  “Take Two,” CNN with Robert Taylor, MD (January 21, 1987) [DVD Master]
- **“Spiraling Health Care Costs”**
  WDAF-TV Channel 4, NBC with Daniel J. Ostergaard, MD (1990) V96.061 [DVD Master]
- **“A Sporting Chance”** (Sports Medicine)
  CNN Series with Morris Mellion, MD (September 6, 1989) V96.059 [DVD Master]
- **“Sports Medicine Special”** AAFP- CNN Off Air Tapings with Morris Mellion, MD (September 17, 1989) V96.060 [DVD Master]
- **“Starting a Family Late in Life”**
  Up To The Minute, CBS-TV Network with Frank Kane, MD (1995) (15:00) [DVD Master]
- **“Stop Smoking Dr. Czarsty”**
  “Everyday,” WWOR-TV Syndicated (January 24, 1990, 9:30 a.m.) (4:43) V96.074 [DVD Master]
- **“Summer Safety”**
The Morning Report, KXAS-TV, NBC Dallas, TX (July 3, 1998, 5-7 a.m.) (2:24) (#1356) [DVD Master]
- “Summer Safety During July 4th Holiday and Beyond”
  Orbis Broadcast Group Special Report, #1356 (July 2, 1998) (2:02) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]

- “A Talk With Linus Pauling”
  Produced by the Network for Continuing Medical Education (1975) [From Rafael C. Sanchez, MD Collection] [DVD Master]
- Third Annual Breast Cancer Awareness Week (1987) Press Conference (September 23, 1987) (Dub, 30:00) [DVD Master]
- “Tobacco Settlement”
  FOX News Channel with Robert Graham, MD (September 17, 1997, 8 a.m.) [DVD Master]
- “Ultra Sound”- Dateline, NBC-TV Network (October 27, 1997, 9 p.m., CST) (9:38) [DVD Master]
- “Unfit Children”
  Eyewitness News, KABC-TV with Richard Inskip, MD (April 24, 1986, 4:55 p.m.) V96.020 [DVD Master]
- Vaccines – Risk and Benefits (Rotavirus), with Dr. Laura Popper, 60 Minutes (CBS) (September 28, 1999) [DVD Master]
- “VD Blues” Venereal Disease Produced by the 3M Company [DVD Master] (58:34)
- “Vitamin Fraud”- Eye-to-Eye with Connie Chung, CBS-TV Network (April 21, 1994) [DVD Master]
- “Where the Highway Ends: Rural Healthcare in Crisis”
  Produced by Alpha Video (April 12, 1990) (27:30) [DVD Master]

Military

- “Medicine Under Canvas: A Documentary of the 77th Evacuation Hospital” (2008)

North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG)
- NAPCRG 2013 Annual Meeting Video, Sunday, November 10, 2013 [DVD Transfer]
- NAPCRG 2013 Annual Meeting Video, Monday, November 11, 2013 [DVD Transfer]
- NAPCRG 2013 Annual Meeting Video, Wednesday, November 13, 2013 [DVD Transfer]
- NAPCRG 30th Anniversary Plenary files (November 17, 2002) [DVD Master]
- NAPCRG Photos (CD Master)
- NAPCRG Scans (Scanned Photos) [CD Master]

Organizations (Non-Family Medicine Related)

- American Medical Association (AMA)
  - Annual 2003 Assembly Meeting June 13-14, 2003
  - House of Delegates CD-ROM Handbook
- Leawood Chamber of Commerce
  Leawood, Kansas: Growing with Distinction (2007) (2 copies)
- SAMA Video Journal Pilot TV Show
  “The Door” Free Clinic and “Sexuality” Group Discussion (c. 1985) [DVD Master]

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM)

- Annual Spring Conference (2005)
  - “Cultural Humility in the Era of Cultural Competence,” Melanie Tervalon, MD, MPH
  - “Race, Class, Family and Gender: An Autobiographical Approach to Two Women’s Leadership – Part I & II, Lucy Candib, MD & Jeannette South-Paul, MD [2 discs]
  - “What Can Findings From Practice-based Research Contribute to the Training of Physicians?” Ronald Epstein, MD
  - “What I Learned About Collaboration, I Learned in Kindergarten,” Martha Medrano, MD, MPH
- Annual Spring Conference (2006)
  - Blanchard Memorial Lecture: “The Challenging Face of Primary Care,” Barbara Starfield, MD, MPH
  - “Has the Family Medicine Scholar Ship Arrived?,,” Bernard Ewigman, MD, MSPH
  - “The Hero’s Journey—Crossing the Digital Divide,” John Bachman, MD
  - “Of New Models and Friends,” Roland Goertz, MD, MBA
  - President-Elect Speech, Caryl Heaton, DO
- Conference on Families & Health (2005)
  - “Am I Hungry? An Innovative Approach to Weight Management,” Michelle May, MD [2 discs]
  - “Confessions of the Biggest Loser,” Jeff Levine, MD [2 discs]
  - “A New Model of Health Care and How it Relates to Patient Education,” Joseph
Scherger, MD, MPH

- Entering Resident Academy (2008)
  IMG [International Medical Graduates] Academy, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, May 8-10, 2008 [CD]
- Faculty Development Trigger Tape (Aug. 10, 1994) (Dub) [DVD Transfer]
- Fall Session (2006)
  “New Ideas in Primary Care Education to Meeting Changing Needs,” October 29, 2006
- Fall Session (2007)
  “Impacting the Health of Your Community,” November 4, 2007 [2 discs]
- Fall Session (2009)
  “Improving the Health of Communities—The Role of Primary Care Research,” November 8, 2009 [5 discs]
- HEADACHE PROJECT: Helping Educators Address the Development of Appropriate Curriculum in Headache Education
  Sponsored by the National Headache Foundation in cooperation with the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (2003-2005)
- Preceptor Education Project (PEP)
  - PEP1- (1991/92) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
  - PEP2- Richard Usatine, MD Edited Master (1:01:00) (Jan. 12, 1998) (2 copies) [DVD Masters]
- Predoctoral Education Conference
  - (2004) Files and Presentations
  - (2005) “Native Traditions and Healing,” Lori Alford, MD & Thomas Hatathli [2 discs]
  - (2005) “Research in Medical Education,” Patricia Carney, PhD
  - (2007) “From Here to There: Questions, Choices, Legacy,” Elizabeth Garrett, MD
  - (2007) “What an Incredible Time to be in Family Medicine!” Laurence Bauer, MSW, MEd
- Resident Applicant Academy-PowerPoint Presentations, Chicago, Illinois, September 16-18, 2007 [CD]
  [From Lynn P. Carmichael, MD Collection] V95.001 [DVD Master]
- STFM Messenger (2019-Present) [CD]
- Substance Abuse Education for Family Physicians (SAEFP)
Special Populations

- “Female Patients with Female Doctors”
  CBS Evening News with Dan Rather and Connie Chung (August 11, 1993) [DVD Master]
- “Racial and Cultural Bias in Medicine”
  Produced by the AAFP Committee on Minority Health Affairs (1991) (Control track Window) [DVD Master]
- Women’s Issues-Health Care
  “Good Morning America,” ABC (March 1, 1993) (6:00) [DVD Master]

World Organization of National Colleges, Academies and Academic Associations of General Practitioners/ Family Physicians/World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA)

- “WONCA & AAFP”
  Produced by Comtact Corporation (September 26, 1979) (20:00) [DVD Master]
- WONCA Directories:
  - (2005)
  - (2006)
  - (2007)
  - (2008)
- WONCA e-update (2019-Present) [CD]
- WONCA News (2019-Present) [CD]
- World Conference of Family Doctors (17th) (2004)
  - Held in conjunction with the AAFP Scientific Assembly, Orlando, October 13-17, 2004.
  Session disks – series from WONCA04-001 through WONCA 04-012 (13 disks) See also: AAFP-General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Scientific Assembly (2004)
  - AAFP WONCA 2004, Final Version (April 28, 2003) Supported by Aventis/Pfizer [DVD Transfer]
  - WONCA 2004- AAFP/WONCA 2004, Orlando, Florida [DVD Transfer]
  - WONCA Revised (Includes Drs. Ostergaard & Fleming) (Total Running Time: 5:43) [DVD Transfer]

DATA CARTRIDGE TAPES (6 tapes total):
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Accounting Division
- Fiscal Year 1985
- Backup No. 1 (FY 1986), Backup Name: FY 1986
- Backup No. 1 (FY 1987), Backup Name: FY-1987
- Backup No. 1 (FY 1988), Backup Name: FY-1988
- Backup No. 1 (FY 1991), Drive D, Backup Name: FY-1991
- Fiscal Year 1993, Dec. 31, 1993 (Mini Data Cartridge Tape)

COMPUTER DISKETTES:

3 ½” Computer Diskettes:

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Board of Directors
- Patrick Harr, MD, COD & Opening Ceremony Speeches (No Date)
- Douglas Henley, MD, SOC Speech (1996)
- James Jones, MD, Speech by Kelly Cannon (No Date)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Communications
- Bob’s (Redling?) (most writing illegible) (1989-1995)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Congress of Delegates
- Congress of Delegates Stenographer Reports, Sept. 2006, Washington, DC (1 diskette)
- Speeches for Karen Carter (No Date)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Constituent Chapters
- 3 Women Execs (No Date)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Subjects-Historical/Anniversary
- *Caring for America: The Story of Family Practice* drafts and final chapters (5 diskettes)
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Subjects-
Meetings, Conventions & Special Events- Keystone III Conference (2000)

- Keystone 2000 notes, U. of Oregon- ????, (10/11/00), ????, (10/11/00) (1 diskette)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Membership Division

- Combined Attendance Records- Fellowship Convocation (2001) (1 diskette)
- Scientific Assembly Records (Includes Fellowship and Awards) (2005) (1 diskette)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Publications Division

- *American Family Physician* 5 Year Article Abstracts & Departments 1991-1995, Windows (1 diskette)
- *American Family Physician* 5 Year Article Abstracts & Departments 1992-1996, Macintosh (1 diskette)
- *American Family Physician* 5 Year Article Abstracts & Departments 1992-1996 Windows (1 diskette)
- Tips from Other Journals, 1993-1998, Macintosh, Disk 1 of 2 (2 diskettes)
- Tips from Other Journals, 1993-1998, Macintosh, Disk 2 of 2 (2 diskettes)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Socioeconomics Division

- Codelink, Codelink Plus and Codelink Pro disks, Practice Support Initiative (PSI), n.d. (6 diskettes)
- On Your Own: Starting a Medical Practice from the Ground Up (1 diskette)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)- Corporate Development

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)- Programs- Archives for Family Practice/Center for the History of Family Medicine (CHFM)

- Archives Envelope (1 diskette)
- Archives letterhead (1 diskette)
- Board of Curators Recommendations (April 25, 2002) (1 diskette)
- Collections Documentation Handbook & Supply list (1 diskette)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)- Programs- Health Education Program (HEP)

- Health Education Program (HEP), Macintosh (November 1995)

Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD)

- National Institute for Program Director Development (NIPDD)

Individuals- Voices in Family Medicine

- Drs. Ventres and Frey interview transcripts (3 diskettes)

North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG)

- Academic Family Medicine Research Subcommittee, 1992 (1 diskette)

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM)

- STFM History (1 diskette)

5 ¼” Computer Diskettes:
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Education Division

- Health Care Provider Survey, 1990 (1 diskette)
- Things cleaned off computer-Jerri, 9-26-91 (1 diskette)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Medical Education Division

- Resident I-IV disks (6 diskettes)
- Student I-IV disks (6 diskettes)
- Resident & Student Reference Committee Reports (2 diskettes)
- NCFPR/NCSM Policy Manual (1 diskette)
- NCFPR/NCSM Officers’ Guidebook 1989 Edition (1 diskette)
- Annual Report-Committee on Resident and Student Affairs (1 diskette)
- Committee on Resident and Student Affairs Orientation Manual (1 diskette)
- Student Membership, Selection Survey (1993) (1 diskette)
- Primary Care Organizations Consortium (PCOC) from Washington, D.C. office (1 diskette)
- Policy Documents (1989-1990) (1 diskette)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Socioeconomics Division

- CodeLink Plus (Practice Support Initiative), n.d. (1 diskette)

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM)

- STFM History sections (4 diskettes)

8” Computer Diskettes (IBM Displaywriter diskettes):

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Continuing Medical Education (CME) Division:

- Accidents, Poisonings, Violence & Emergencies (1 diskette)
- The Alimentary System (2 diskettes)
- Behavioral and Psychological Patterns (1 diskette)
- Cardiovascular System (2 diskettes)
- Community Involvement Health Promotion (1 diskette)
- The Developing Child (1 diskette)
• The Ear, Nose and Throat (1 diskette)
• The Elderly (2 diskettes)
• Endometabolic System (2 diskettes)
• Environmental and Occupational Problems (2 diskettes)
• Ethical Decisions (1 diskette)
• The Eye (1 diskette)
• The Family/Patient Education (1 diskette)
• The Female Reproductive System (2 diskettes)
• The Hematologic System (2 diskettes)
• The Immune System (2 diskettes)
• Infectious Diseases (1 diskette)
• Laboratory and Medical Imaging (1 diskette)
• Medico-Legal (1 diskette)
• The Musculoskeletal System (2 diskettes)
• The Nervous System (1 diskette)
• Nutrition (2 diskettes)
• Patients and Families (1 diskette)
• Pediatrics (1 diskette)
• Personal and Professional Anesthesia (1 diskette)
• Practice Management (1 diskette)
• Pregnancy, Childbirth (Obstetrics and Gynecology) (2 diskettes)
• Psychiatry and Behavioral Science (1 diskette)
• Recreational and Athletic Health Care (1 diskette)
• Research Skills (1 diskette)
• The Respiratory System (2 diskettes)
• The Skin (1 diskette)
• Surgery (1 diskette)
• The Urinary System (2 diskettes)
• Unknown publication (1 diskette)

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Scientific Activities Division**

• Kendra Long Potter’s files (6 diskettes)

**FLASH (THUMB) DRIVES (32 total):**

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Board of Directors [RESTRICTED]**
• Board of Directors Agendas (April 2009-April 2014) and Minutes (March 2008- April 2014) (1 drive)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Commissions, Committees & Task Forces

• Committee on Mental Health
  “Stress on the Resident Physician” (March 3, 1979) (23:11) ( 1 drive)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Communications Division

• AAFP 2012 Environmental Scan (December 7, 2011) (1 drive)
• AAFP 2014 Environmental Scan (December 11, 2013) (1 drive)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Congress of Delegates

• Congress of Delegates Photographs from 2014 Congress, Washington, DC (2014) (1 drive)
• Congress of Delegates Sessions: Tuesday (8:30 am & 1:00 pm) & Wednesday (9:00 am) (2014) (1 drive)
• Congress of Delegates Photographs from 2015 Congress, Denver, CO (2015) (1 drive)
• Congress of Delegates Photographs from 2016 Congress, Orlando, FL (2016) (1 drive)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Meetings, Conventions & Special Events- Family Medicine for America’s Health

• Board Agendas (2014-2019) (1 drive)
• Board Minutes (2014-2019) (1 drive)
• Contracts (1 drive)
• Miscellaneous Files (1 drive)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Scientific Assembly
• COD/Assembly: Congress of Delegates; General Sessions; Press Conference (Health Is Primary); CME Presentations (2014) (1 drive)
• General Sessions-Wednesday, 3:00 pm (2014) (1 drive)
• General Sessions-Thursday, 4:00 pm (2014) (1 drive)
• General Sessions-#1-3 (2016) (3 drives)

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Publications Division**

• American Family Physician Podcasts from first two years (2015-2017; includes Pilot Episodes 1 and 2; Episodes 1-48; and Bonus Episodes 1-6) (1 drive)
• American Family Physican Podcasts Season 3 and 4 (July 2017-June 2019) (1 drive)

**American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)**

• Research Committee Agenda (Nov. 18, 2016) [1211 pages] (1 drive)
• Annual Recognition Dinner (Sept. 22, 2016) and AAFP VIP Foundation Benefit (Sept. 23, 2016) at FMX 2016 (Pictures) (1 drive)

**Association of Departments of Family Medicine (ADFM)**

• Photographs from ADFM Winter Meeting in Tucson, Arizona (Feb. 2010) (3 drives)
• “Remembering Paul Young, 1932-2016: ADFM’s Founder” (video file; 2017) (4:27) (1 drive)

**Family Medicine Residency Nurses Association (FMRNA)**

• FMRNA Bylaws, Contracts, Financial Information, Listserv, Membership, Newsletter, Photographs and Archived emails (2012-2019) (1 drive)

**Individuals-Media Interviews/Speeches**

• Carmichael, Lynn, MD
  -Great Plains Evening Graduation (June 13, 1997) & Great Plains Graduation Luncheon (June 13, 1997) (1 drive)
Individuals-Oral Histories/Tributes

- Baird, Macaran A., MD, MS with Dr. Nancy Baker, MD (July 18, 2018) (2 drives)
- Brown, Steven R., MD
  - “Family Medicine” (Podcast interview of Steven R. Brown, MD, by Ian Drummond on Undifferentiated Medical Student Podcast (January 13, 2017) (1 drive)
- Harton, Clarisse Oldham and Maurice Wood, MD, Virginia Commonwealth University
  - Oral history interviews (video) with Dr. Betsy Brinson (July 1992) (1 drive)
- Henley, Douglas E., MD
  - Accomplishment video shown at AAFP COD on September 24, 2019 and video of toasts from past officers and directors to Dr. Henley shown at Past Officers and Directors Luncheon at COD on (Sept. 23, 2019) (1 drive)
- Hobbs, Joseph, MD
  - Oral history interview (audio) with Vince WinklerPrins, MD (Jan. 29, 2016) (1 drive)
- Stephens, G. Gayle, MD
  - “G. Gayle’s Musings” (Presentation to the Via Christi Family Medicine residents on their annual bike trip to Colorado, Sept. 2008; Parts 1-5); “Give A Damn About Patients” (Presentation at the AAFP National Conference of Special Constituencies meeting in Kansas City, MO, May 3, 2012) (1 drive)
- Wergin, Robert L., MD
  - Video Profile as New AAFP President, Presented to 2014 Assembly (2014) (4:00) [MP4 video] (1 drive)
- Wood, Maurice, MD
  - Oral history interviews (audio) with Anton Kuzel, MD (Nov. 2008 & Nov. 16, 2009) (1 drive)

Medicine/Medical Practice

- History of Medicine in Louisiana (a series of six PowerPoint Presentations on the history of medicine in Louisiana through the 19th Century by Trenton L. James, MD, Family Physician and Docent, Louisiana State University (LSU) Rural Life Museum in Baton Rouge, Louisiana) (2014) (1 drive)

North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG)

- “A Tribute to NAPCRG’s Founder: Maurice Wood, MD” (video file; 2016) (6:08) (1 drive)
HARD DRIVES (13 total):

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Congress of Delegates

- Congress of Delegates All Session Recordings (2010) (1 TB Hard Drive)
- Congress of Delegates All Session Recordings (2011) (500 GB Hard Drive)
- Congress of Delegates All Session Recordings (2012) (500 GB Hard Drive)
- Congress of Delegates All Session Recordings (2013) (1 TB Hard Drive)
- Congress of Delegates All Session Recordings (2014) (2 TB Hard Drive)
- Congress of Delegates All Session Recordings (2015) (500 GB Hard Drive)
- Congress of Delegates All Session Recordings (2016) (1 TB Hard Drive)
- Congress of Delegates All Session Recordings (2017) (3 TB Hard Drive)
- Congress of Delegates All Session Recordings (2018) (500 GB Hard Drive)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions, & Special Events-Family Medicine for America’s Health

- Assets from www.HealthisPrimary.org (2 TB Hard Drive)
- Assets from www.FMAHealth.org (1 TB Hard Drive)
- FMA Health Strategic Planning and Implementation (2013-2018) (1 TB Hard Drive)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions, & Special Events-Scientific Assembly

- Photographs (2009) (232 GB Hard Drive)
- General Sessions (2013) (1 TB Hard Drive)
- Photographs: Assembly Celebration-Thomas W. Johnson Breakfast (2013) (500 GB Hard Drive)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Medical Education Division

- National Conference Photographs (2013) (111 GB Hard Drive)
- National Conference Main Stage Sessions (2014) (1 TB Hard Drive)

HD MEMORY CARDS (1 total):
Individuals-Oral Histories/Tributes

- Garrett, Elizabeth A., MD
  - Oral History interview (video) with Dr. Nancy Baker, MD (Nov. 16, 2018) (39:47) (1 memory card)

MICROFILMED MATERIALS (84 reels total):

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Constituent Chapters

- Minnesota Academy of Family Physicians Records (1956-1999) (44 reels)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Publications Division

- AAFP Reporter (1974-1995) (Diazoo Duplicate) (1 reel)
- AFP/GP, Volumes 1-2 (January-December 1970) (1 reel)
- AFP
  - Volumes 3-6 (January 1971-December 1972) (2 reels)
  - Volumes 51-52 (January-December 1995) (1 reel)
  - Volumes 55-60 (January 1997-December 1999) (6 reels)
  - Volumes 73-78 (January 2006-December 2008) (5 reels)
- GP, Volumes 1-38 (April 1950-December 1968) (16 reels)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)

- American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)-Annual Meeting of the Members and Board of Trustees Minutes (1958-1997) (1 reel)

Family Medicine/Family Practice:

- Family Practice News:
  - Volumes 1-5 (October 1971-December 1975) (5 reels)
  - Volumes 24-25 (January 1, 1994-December 15, 1995) (2 reels)

MOTION PICTURE FILMS (2 films total):
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Commissions, Committees & Task Forces

- Committee on Mental Health
  “Stress on the Resident Physician” (March 3, 1979) (23:11) (2-inch tape)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Health of the Public and Science Division- See: Scientific Activities Division

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Scientific Activities Division

- “Healthlink” Videodisc (#FP9101) (1990-1991) [in flat disc sleeve]

AUDIOCASSETTE TAPES:

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Assembly-See: General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events- Scientific Assembly

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Commissions, Committees & Task Forces (2 tapes)

- Depression Guide (DGS) Advisory Committee First Conference Call (March 31, 1995) (2 tapes)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Communications Division (14 tapes)

- AAFP/ABFP Public Relations Project (Aug. 8, 1986) (1 tape)
- AAFP Public Speaking Audio Tape Re-Edit-Part I & II (Apr. 22, 1992) (1 tape)
- Family Health Month Radio Public Service Announcement (PSA) (June 28, 1983) (1 tape)
- “Family Fitness” Radio Public Service Announcement (PSA) (Apr. 29, 1991) (1 tape)
- Family Life Public Service Announcement (PSAs) Demo (Program #1-3) (May 23, 1991) (1 tape)
• Family Life Public Service Announcement (PSAs) (Program #1-3; Sample) (Sept. 19, 1991) (1 tape)
• Family Life Public Service Announcement (PSAs) (Program #1-26-Side A; Program #27-53-Side B) (Oct. 21, 1991) (1 tape)
• Family Practice & Health Care of the Aging Public Service Announcements (7 PSAs) (1 tape)
• General Health Care Public Service Announcements (6 PSAs) (1 tape)
• Lifestyle Radio Public Service Announcements (PSAs) (1 tape)
• Radio Series (1989) (1 tape)
• Resident Slide Show (June 1990) (1 tape) (see also: Slide Collection-Resident Slide Show slides)
• “We Care” (1 tape)
• “Your Family Physician” slide show (8:06) (1 tape)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Constituent Chapters (1 tape)
• Nevada Academy of Family Physicians (NAFP) “Health Tips” PSA (:60) (1 tape)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Continuing Medical Education (CME) Division (250 tapes)
• AAFP Family Centered Maternity Care (1999) (22 tapes)
• AAFP Family Practice Board Review Lecture Series (1997) (24 tapes)
• AAFP Geriatric Medicine (1999) (26 tapes)
• AAFP Sports Medicine:
  - AAFP Sports Medicine: An In-Depth Review (February 1997) (46 tapes)
  - AAFP Sports Medicine: An In-Depth Review (February 13-18, 2001) (32 tapes)
• Annual Clinical Focus (ACF)
  - Allergic Rhinitis (Nov. 2001) (1 tape)
• Home Study Self-Assessment (HSSA)
• “Test Taking Techniques” by Lanyard Dial, MD (1 tape)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Education Division (2 tapes)
• Annual Workshop for Family Practice Education in Medical Schools (Co-Sponsored by AAFP & STFM) (February 1979) (2 tapes)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Executive- Executive Vice President (EVP) (11 tapes)

• Better Patient Care Through Marketing: An Update (Oct. 11, 1984) (1 tape)
• Interviews:
  - Better Patient Care Through Marketing: An Update (Oct. 11, 1984) (1 tape)
  - Healthwatch: Family Practice (1986) (1 tape)
  - KMBC (Nov. 26, 1986) (1 tape)
  - KMBZ (Dec. 3, 1985) (2 tapes)
  - Radio Actuality-AAFP Stop Smoking Kits (October 1987) (1 tape)
  - The Walt Bodine Show, KCUR-FM Radio (Dec. 5, 1985) (1 tape)
  - AAFP 40th Anniversary (KLSI, KMBZ) (June 10, 1987) (1 tape)
• Tomorrow’s Association: Leaders, Managers & the Rest of Us (1 tape)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Materials-
  Ambulatory Practice Sentinel Network (ASPN) (97 tapes)

• ASPN Convocation (April 1995) (23 tapes)
• ASPN Convocation (April 1996) (42 tapes)
• ASPN Convocation (April 1997) (11 tapes)
• ASPN Convocation (April 1998) (21 tapes)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Materials-
  Health Care Reform (1 tape)


American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Materials-
  Meetings, Conventions & Special Events- Christmas Skit (1 tape)

• Christmas Skit (1987) (1 tape)
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) - General/Miscellaneous Materials - Meetings, Conventions & Special Events - Future of Family Medicine Project (Task Force #1) (32 tapes)

- Task Force #1 (2002) (32 tapes)


- Keystone I Conference Audiotapes (September 24-28, 1984) (29 tapes) [From G. Gayle Stephens, MD Collection]

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) - General/Miscellaneous Materials - Meetings, Conventions & Special Events - Keystone III (2000) (22 tapes)

- Keystone III Conference (October 2000) (22 tapes)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) - General/Miscellaneous Materials - Meetings, Conventions & Special Events - Scientific Assembly (930 tapes)

- Scientific Assembly, Kansas City, MO (Oct. 9-12, 1984) (1 tape)
- Scientific Assembly, Anaheim, CA (Oct. 10-13, 1985) (2 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly, San Francisco, CA (Sept. 14-17, 1987) (21 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly, New Orleans, LA (Oct. 3-6, 1988) (13 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly, Los Angeles, CA (Sept. 16-21, 1989) (12 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly, Dallas, TX (Oct. 7-11, 1990) (12 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly, Washington, DC (Sept. 24-29, 1991) (81 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly, San Diego, CA (Oct. 15-18, 1992) (5 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly, Orlando, FL (Oct. 7-10, 1993) (6 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly, New Orleans, LA (Oct. 2-6, 1996) (1 tape)
- Scientific Assembly, Chicago, IL (Sept. 17-21, 1997) (1 tape)
- Scientific Assembly, Dallas, TX (Sept. 20-24, 2000) (271 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly, Atlanta, Georgia (Oct. 3-7, 2001) (285 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly, San Diego, CA (Oct. 16-20, 2002) (218 tapes)
- Scientific Assembly 2002-Keynote Address-Philip K. Howard (1 tape)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) - General/Miscellaneous Materials - Meetings, Conventions & Special Events - State Officers’ Conference (SOC) (250 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1976) (7 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1977) (7 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1978) (9 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1979) (24 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1980) (14 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1981) (13 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1982) (7 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1983) (8 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1984) (6 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1985) (9 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1986) (4 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1987) (7 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1988) (8 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1989) (9 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1990) (14 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1991) (20 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1992) (25 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1993) (26 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1994) (14 tapes)
• State Officers’ Conference (1995) (19 tapes)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events- Update on Family Practice (4 tapes)

• Update on Family Practice (1995) (4 tapes)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Health of the Public and Science Division- See: Scientific Activities Division

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Medical Education Division (164 tapes)

• National Conference of Family Practice Residents/National Conference of Student Members (NCFPR/NCSM) (August 10-13, 1989) (28 tapes)
• Residency Assistance Program (RAP):
  - 1993- Keynote Speaker (March 2, 1993) (1 tape)
  - 1995- Thomas L. Stern, MD Lectureship, Nikitas J. Zervanos, MD (March 20, 1995) (1 tape)

- Workshop for Family Practice Residency Directors:
  - 1988 Meeting- (June 1988) (44 tapes)
  - 1989 Meeting- (June 5-7, 1989) (23 tapes)
  - 1990 Meeting (June 11-13, 1990) (28 tapes)
  - 1991 Meeting (June 1991) (34 tapes)
  - 1993 Meeting (1 tape)
  - 1995 Meeting (1 tape)
  - 1998 Meeting (1 tape)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Membership Division (131 tapes)

- “Benefits of Family Practice in Hospitals” (1 tape)
- Chapter Executives Management Conference (Dec. 9-11, 1988) (14 tapes)
- “Continuing Medical Education (CME) Slide Show Soundtrack (3 tapes)
- “Family Practice: A Career for You” (1 tape)
- “Family Practice-The People’s Specialty” (1 tape)
- Fellowship Convocation (October 1, 2005) (2 tapes)
- Leadership Skills Development Conference:
  - 1989 Conference (Dec. 7-10, 1989) (17 tapes)
  - 1990 Conference (Dec. 6-9, 1990) (15 tapes)
  - 1994 Conference (July 22-23, 1994) (18 tapes)
- Membership Slide Show Soundtrack (1 tape)
- “A Prescription to Better Serve the Health Needs of the Nation-Family Practice” (1 tape)
- “The Specialty of Family Practice” (1 tape)
- “Training Family Doctors in Your Community” Slide Show Soundtrack (1 tape)
- “What’s In It For Me?” (Resident Slide Show) (May 1983) (13:00) (1 tape)
- “You Can Make the Difference” (2 tapes)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Publications Division (3 tapes)

- Market Research: Internists’ views of family physicians, Group I-Pt 1 of 2 (Jan. 17, 2000, 6:30 pm) (1 tape)
- Market Research: Internists’ views of family physicians, Group I-Pt 2 of 2 (Jan. 17, 2000, 6:30 pm) (1 tape)
• Market Research: Internists’ views of family physicians, Group A (Jan. 19, 2000, 6:30 pm) (1 tape)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Scientific Activities Division (38 tapes)

• Annual Conference on Patient Education:
  - 11th Annual Conference (Nov. 16-19, 1989) (4 tapes)
  - 13th Annual Conference (Nov. 21-24, 1991) (1 tape)
  - 17th Annual Conference (Dec. 10-13, 1995) (3 tapes)
  - 18th Annual Conference (Oct. 17-20, 1996) (2 tapes)
  - 19th Annual Conference (Nov. 15-18, 1997) (3 tapes)
  - 20th Annual Conference (Nov. 19-22, 1998) (3 tapes)
  - 21st Annual Conference (Nov. 11-14, 1999) (3 tapes)
  - 22nd Annual Conference (Nov. 16-19, 2000) (3 tapes)
  - 23rd Annual Conference (Nov. 15-18, 2001) (3 tapes)
  - 25th Annual Conference (Nov. 20-23, 2003) (3 tapes)
• Smoking Cessation Slide Presentation Narrative (n.d.) (NOTE: see slide collection for presentation slides) (1 tape)
• Stop Smoking Program (9 tapes; includes set up of 5 master tapes)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Socioeconomics (Practice Support/Division of Practice Advancement) Division (37 tapes)

• National Conference on Women, Minority and New Physicians (1992) (10 tapes)
• Practice Support Initiative (PSI);
  - The Future of Family Practice (1994) (6 tapes)
  - “Strategic Skills for Mastering a Changing Health Care Environment: An AAFP Regional Seminar” (6 tapes)
• AAFP Managed Health Care Conference (1988) (15 tapes)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F) (10 tapes)

• Archives for Family Practice/Center for the History of Family Medicine:
  - Board of Curators Meeting (Apr. 17, 1999) (2 tapes)
  - Board of Curators Meeting (Oct. 30, 1999) (2 tapes)
  - Board of Curators Meeting (Nov. 10, 2003) (1 tape)
  - Board of Curators Meeting Re: Strategic Planning (Nov. 6, 2004) (3 tapes)
• Family Health Foundation of America (FHFA)-“Training Family Doctors in Your Community” (Slideshow) (1 tape)
• Physicians With Heart GO! Program with Dan Ostergaard, MD (June 29, 2006) (1 tape)
Association of Departments of Family Medicine (ADFM) (1 tape)


Education- Academic Training Centers (51 tapes)

- Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) Department of Family Medicine Collection (51 tapes)

Education- Residency Training (2 tapes)

- Family Practice Residency Program Discussion-Rotary Meeting, Bogalusa, LA (May 17, 1977) (1 tape) [From the Rafael C. Sanchez, MD Collection]
- Lecture by Edgar Hull, MD re: Family Practice Residency Program-Washington Hospital, Bogalusa, LA (Apr. 14, 1977) (1 tape) [From the Rafael C. Sanchez, MD Collection]

Family Medicine/Family Practice (182 tapes)

- “Sunday Rounds” Series (1993) (47 tapes)
- “Sunday Rounds” Series (1994) (44 tapes)
- General Topics:
  - AAFP, Lowering of Age for Immunization With Rebecca Jaffe, MD (Oct. 20, 1999) (1 tape)
  - Abscesses (1977) [From Rafael C. Sanchez, MD Collection] (1 tape)
  - Annual Family Medicine Lecture (1987) “The Other Family in Family Medicine” with Donald Weaver, MD (1 tape)
  - “Apple a Day” PSAs, Jim Applegate, MD, 4 shows (:60), Family Health Month (Sept. 21, 1999) (1 tape)
  - Aspirin or Other NSAIDs? (1979) [From Rafael C. Sanchez, MD Collection] (2 tapes)
  - Diabetes ANR, Guest Lanny Copeland, MD (Nov. 24, 1999) (1 tape)
- Dr. Larry Fields- Flu,” News KFWB-AM (Ind) Los Angeles, CA, January 11, 2005, 5-6 p.m. (:39) (1 tape)
- Dr. Steve Tamarin-Stopping Smoking, Patients with online W. Smith Show, WMCA-AM Radio, New York, NY (Nov. 19, 1987) (1 tape)
- Family Practice (Volume 33, Number 48) Pediatric Concerns: Fever/Sexual Abuse (1985) (1 tape)
- Family Practice (Volume 44, Number 06) Common Oral Problems (1996) (1 tape)
- Flu Shots, Michael Fleming, MD, Marketplace, NPR, National (Feb. 24, 2004, 6:30-7:00 pm, 2:10) (1 tape)
- “Focus,” Guest Jim Applegate, MD with Gordon Goul about Family Health Month (No date) (1 tape)
- Gallstone Pancreatitis (John Ashcroft’s), Michael Fleming, MD, Talk of the Nation, NPR National (March 5, 2004, 1-2 pm, 00:53) (1 tape)
- Generic Drugs with Arthur Kibbe, MD & Jim Jones, MD, President AAFP, Foundation Capitol News Break, Washington, DC (Aug. 27, 1989) (1 tape)
- Medicare, Dr. Baretta Casey, The Diane Rehm Show, NPR (synd.) (March 20, 2002, 10:00-12:00 pm) (1:00:00) (1 tape)
- Menopause (1 tape)
- “Paul Harvey on Family Practice” (Between 184-186) (n.d.) (1 tape; 2 copies)

Individuals-FMA Health Oral History Project (40 tapes)

- Blackwelder, Reid B., MD (September 8, 2017) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Brull, Jennifer L., MD (July 26, 2017) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Campbell, Thomas L., MD (July 19, 2017) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Epperly, Ted, MD (November 21, 2018) (2 tapes; 2 copies)
- Devoe, Jennifer, MD, DPhil (September 29, 2017) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Gaughan, Carolyn, CAE (February 1, 2018) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Keenan, Vincent D., CAE (April 5, 2017) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Kelly, Christina, M., MD (November 12, 2018) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Kruse, Jerry, MD (February 12, 2019) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Marker, Jason E., MD (August 13, 2018) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Martin, Paul A., DO (June 6, 2016) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Martinez-Bianchi, Viviana, MD (January 18, 2019) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Peterson, Lars E., MD (May 17, 2017) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Phillips, Robert, MD, MSPH (November 9, 2017) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Stream, Glen, MD (January 7, 2016) (1 tape)
- Stollenwerk, Diane, L., MPP (January 7, 2019) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Tuggy, Michael, MD (February 3, 2016) (1 tape)
• Vansaghi, Tom, PhD and Christina Hester, PhD (June 28, 2018) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Waldren, Steven, MD (April 26, 2018) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Weida, Jane, MD (August 29, 2018) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Weida, Thomas J., MD (May 4, 2018) (1 tape; 2 copies)

Individuals-Media Interviews/Speeches (30 tapes)

• Aller, Leeon F., Jr., MD (ca. 1987; radio interview) (1 tape)
• Chudy, Amail, MD (Sept-Oct. 1986; radio interviews) (2 tapes)
• Inskip, Richard C., MD (Jan. 1986; radio interviews) (7 tapes)
• Jones, James G., MD (Nov. 22, 1988; radio interview) (1 tape)
• Koefoot, Robert, MD (March 26, 1987; radio interview) (1 tape)
• Lopez, Carolyn C., MD (1992; radio interview) (1 tape)
• Metcalf, Harry, MD (Oct. & Dec. 1987; radio interviews) (2 tapes)
• Millis, John, PhD (June 23, 1975; speech) (1 tape)
• Sadowsky, Richard, MD (Dec. 30, 1986; radio interview) (1 tape)
• Sheets, Kent, PhD, STFM Predoctoral Education Conference, Austin, TX (Feb. 1, 2003) (2 tapes)
• Strasburger, Victor, MD, “From Columbine to Melrose Place: Sex, Drugs, and Violence in the Media,” Conference on Patient Education-Plenary, Ft. Lauderdale, FL (Nov. 23, 2002) (1 tape)
• Taylor, Robert H., MD (Nov. 1986-March 1987; radio interviews) (8 tapes)

Individuals-Oral Histories/Tributes (134 tapes)

• Abse, Dannie, MD (July 10, 1987) (1 microcassette tape; 1 mp3 file) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection] (Note: no transcript available)
• Bagley, Bruce, MD (Nov. 19, 2009) (2 tapes; 2 copies)
• Baird, Macaran, MD (July 18, 2018) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Belfer, Mark, DO (Aug. 23, 2010) (1 tape)
• Binder, Paula (Jan. 18, 2008) (1 tape)
• Black, Ross R., II, MD (July 12, 2007) (1 tape)
• Brooks, Neil, MD (March 6, 2012) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Brown, Donald, MD (May 9, 1989) (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Burket, George E. “Ned”, Jr., MD (July 10, 1997) (2 microcassette tapes) [Note: This is an unedited version of the interview which appeared in the book In Their Own Words: Stories About the Origins of Family Medicine Education at the University of Kansas School of Medicine in Wichita and Affiliated Residencies ed. by Rick Kellerman. N.p.: Kansas Academy of Family Physicians Foundation, 2004.]
• Chaney, Ernie J. (July 12 2013) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Coleman, William H., MD, PhD (Oct. 20, 2014) (2 tapes; 2 copies)
• Copeland, Lanny, MD (April 20, 2012) (1 tape; 2 copies) [RESTRICTED ACCESS]
• Dickey, Nancy W., MD (July 16, 2007) (1 tape)
• Dolen, Phyllis (March 24, 2005) (2 tapes)
• Edsall, Bob (Aug. 31, 2009) (1 tape)
• Etches, Duncan, MD (May 4, 1990) (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection] (Note: no transcript available)
• Evans, Kenneth L., MD (Sept. 16, 2008) (1 tape)
• Fleming, Michael O., MD (Nov. 17, 2017) (2 tapes; 2 copies)
• Flory, Dona (June 19, 2007) (1 tape)
• Garrett, Elizabeth A., MD (Nov. 16, 2018) (2 tapes, 2 copies)
• Gerard, Roy J., MD (Nov. 15, 2007) (2 tapes)
• Gibson, Patricia A., PhD (Nov. 14, 1996) (2 tapes)
• Go, Henry, MD (March 28, 1989) (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection] (Note: no transcript available)
• Graham, Robert, MD (Dec. 15 & 23, 2008) (6 tapes; 2 copies-Missing Copy 2 of Tape #2)
• Green, Larry A., MD (April 26, 2012) (2 tapes; 2 copies)
• Guiteras, G. Patrick, MD (Nov. 5, 1989) (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Haddock, Douglass A., MD (July 29, 2008) (1 tape)
• Harr, Patrick, MD (Nov. 17, 2011) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Hart, Julian Tudor, MD (Dec. 24, 1989) (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Hasser, Clayton Raker (with Joetta Melton) (Dec. 13, 2006) (2 tapes)
• Heim, Lori J., MD (Jan. 7, 2015) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Henley, Douglas E., MD (Part 1-October 9, 2017) (1 tape; 2 copies); (Part 2-Dec.20, 2017) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Higgins, Robert W., MD (June 18, 2008) (1 tape)
• Inskip, Judith (Nov. 15, 2012) (1 tape; 3 copies)
• Jones, James G., MD (Sept. 14, 2009) (1 tape)
- Jones, Kemp, MD (Nov. 28, 1989) (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
- Jones, Warren A., MD (Aug. 15, 2012) (1 tape; 2 copies) [RESTRICTED ACCESS]
- Kahn, Norman B., Jr., MD (April 13, 2012) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Keller, Gerald C., MD (Sept. 16, 2008) (2 tapes)
- Koch, J. Thomas (July 9, 2008) (1 tape)
- Lienke, Roger I., MD (Aug. 26, 2010) (1 tape)
- Lopez, Carolyn C., MD (July 2, 2007) (2 tapes)
- Maffett, Zandra L. (Feb. 20, 2008) (1 tape)
- Martin, James, MD (Aug. 20, 2012) (1 tape; 2 copies) [RESTRICTED ACCESS]
- Massanari, David L., MD (April 2, 2009) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Mayfield, Kathy (May 12, 2005) (2 tapes)
- Mersy, David J., MD (March 28, 2019) (1 tape, 1 complete copy, 1 incomplete copy)
- Morantz, Susie (May 2, 2014) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Neal, Edward, MD (Feb. 28, 1990) (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
- Ostergaard, Daniel J., MD (July 19 & Dec. 6, 2006) (5 tapes)
- Panther, Sandra L., CFRE (Dec. 14-21, 2006) (6 tapes) [RESTRICTED ACCESS]
- Phipps, Jack, MD (2 microcassette tapes) [Note: This is an unedited version of the interview which appeared in the book *In Their Own Words: Stories About the Origins of Family Medicine Education at the University of Kansas School of Medicine in Wichita and Affiliated Residencies* ed. by Rick Kellerman. N.p.: Kansas Academy of Family Physicians Foundation, 2004.)]
- Price, Robert A., MD (June 29, 2009) (1 tape)
- Pugno, Perry, MD, MPH (Feb. 3, 2015) (1 tape)
- Pully, Rose, MD (Aug. 14, 1990) (1 microcassette tape; 3 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
- Ramirez, Mario, MD (Feb. 28, 1995) (1 tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
- Roberts, Richard G., MD, JD:
  - (Jan. 18, 2016) (1 tape; 2 copies)
  - (Feb. 11, 2016) (1 tape)
  - (March 7, 2016) (1 tape; 2 copies)
- Rockufeler, JoAnn (Jan. 15 & 30, 2004) (5 tapes)
- Rogers, Jerry P., MD (Aug. 13, 2008) (1 tape)
- Scherger, Joseph E., MD, MPH (Oct. 18, 2007) (1 tape)
- Schmittling, Gordon (July 29, 2015) (1 tape)
- Shackelford, Joseph R., III, MD (May 23, 1989) (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Stelmach, W. Jack, MD (May 12 & 26, 2006) (4 tapes)
• Stephens, G. Gayle, MD (April 26, 1987) (1 microcassette tape; 1 mp3 file) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Stringfield, James, MD & Dorothy (April 22, 1989) (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection] (Note: no transcript available)
• Susman, Jeffrey L., MD (July 26, 2007) (1 tape)
• Swanson, John, MPH (Dec. 12, 2012) (1 tape; 3 copies)
• Sweeney, Rosemarie (March 1, 2012) (2 tapes; 2 copies)
• Tippy, Penelope K., MD (June 5, 2006) (1 tape)
• Watts, Charles, MD (Dec. 1, 1989) (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Weber, Cynthia, MA (July 19 & 26, 2006) (1 tape)
• Werra, Robert, MD (Feb. 28, 1990) (1 microcassette tape; 1 mp3 file) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Whittington, Kenneth W., MD (Nov. 14, 2013) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Wood, Julie, MD (Nov. 17, 2014) (1 tape)
• Wortham, Thomas H., MD (Sept. 2010) (2 tapes)
• Young, Herbert F., MD (July 4 & 16, 2006) (3 tapes)
• Young, Paul, MD (July 6, 2004) (1 tape)

Individuals-University of Missouri-Kansas City/Truman Medical Center (UMKC/TMC) Community & Family Medicine Residency Program Oral History Project (6 tapes)

• Steve Griffith, MD (June 5, 2012); Todd Shaffer, MD (June 12, 2012) (1 tape)
• Jim Kelly (July 20, 2012); Rose Zwerenz, MD (June 5, 2012) (1 tape)
• Jack Mulligan, MD (May 30, 2012); Thomas Nicholas, MD (May 21, 2012) (1 tape)
• Michael O’Dell, MD (June 12, 2012) (1 tape)
• Donald Potts, MD (July 2012) (1 tape)
• Paul Williams, MD (June 13, 2012) (1 tape)

Individuals-“Voices From Family Medicine” (Affiliated with STFM) Project (64 tapes)

• Barnett, B. Lewis, MD, Feb. 27, 1992 Tucson, AZ (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Barnett, B. Lewis, MD, Feb. 29, 1992 Tucson, AZ (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Bishop, F. Marian, PhD, MSPH, May 5, 1991 Philadelphia, PA (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Bishop, F. Marian, PhD, MSPH, June 1, 1992 (1) Phone interview (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Bishop, F. Marian, PhD, MSPH, June 1, 1992 (2) Phone interview (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Bishop, F. Marian, PhD, MSPH, June 8, 1992 Phone interview (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Blake, Robert (Robin), MD, May 5, 1991 Philadelphia, PA (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Brucker, Paul, MD, May 8, 1991 (1 tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Candib, Lucy, MD, April 26, 1992 (1 tape)
• Carmichael, Lynn P., MD, April 1991 (1) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Carmichael, Lynn P., MD, April 1991 (2) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Carmichael, Lynn P., MD, May 5, 1991, Philadelphia, PA (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Carnes, John, MD, Sept. 22, 1992 (1 tape)
• Ciriacy, Edward, MD, April 27, 1992 St. Louis, MO (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Colwill, Jack, MD, April 28, 1992 (1 tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Engebretsen, Bery, MD, April 26, 1992 (1 tape)
• Farley, Eugene S., Jr., MD, May 6, 1991 Philadelphia, PA (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Farley, Eugene S., Jr., MD, May 8, 1991 Philadelphia, PA (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Farley, Eugene S., Jr., MD, Sept. 10, 1991 Phone interview (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Farley, Gene & Lindy, April 27, 1992, St. Louis, MO (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Ferguson, Joe, MD, Aug. 25, 1992 [Includes Joseph E. Scherger, MD, MPH, Sept. 1, 1992] (1 tape)
• Fink, Donald, MD, April 26, 1992 (1 tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Geyman, John P., MD, May 6, 1991 Philadelphia, PA (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Hansen, Marc, MD, April 26, 1992 (1 tape) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Hughes, Timothy, MD – See Loxterkamp, David, MD
• Jones, Tanya, MD, Sept. 3, 1992 (1 tape)
• Kosch, Shae Graham, PhD, Sept. 10, 1992 (1 tape)
• Leaman, Thomas, MD, May 6, 1991 (2 tapes; 4 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Loxterkamp, David, MD, Aug. 16, 1992 [Includes Timothy Hughes, MD, Aug. 16, 1992] (1 tape)
• Loxterkamp, David, MD, Aug. 17, 1992 [Includes Timothy Hughes, MD, and Raye Maestas, MD, Aug. 18, 1992] (1 tape)
• Maestas, Raye, MD – See Loxterkamp, David, MD
• Magraw, Richard, MD, Feb. 22, 1992 Minneapolis, MN (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Magraw, Richard, MD, Feb. 23, 1992 Minneapolis, MN (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Magraw, Richard, MD, Unknown date-Tape #3 (1 tape; 2 copies)
• McWhinney, Ian R., MD, May 22, 1991 (2 microcassette tapes; 4 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• McWhinney, Ian R., MD, Feb. 12, 1992 (1 tape; mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Medalie, Jack H., MD, April 27, 1992 St. Louis, MO (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Mengel, Mark, MD, Aug. 18, 1992 Phone Interview (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Morgan, Ralph, MD, July 30, 1991 (1 microcassette tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Morgan, Ruth, July 30, 1991 (1 microcassette tape; 1 mp3 file) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Naumburg, Elizabeth H. (Betsy), MD, May 7, 1991 & Nov. 27, 1992 (2 tapes)
• Odegaard, Charles, PhD, Unknown date-Tape #1) (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Odegaard, Charles, PhD, Feb. 1992 (#2) Phone Interview (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Phillips, Theodore, MD, April 27, 1992 St. Louis, MO (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Phillips, Theodore, MD, June 17, 1992 (2) Phone Interview (2 tapes; 2 copies)
• Ransom, Donald, PhD, May 7, 1991, Philadelphia, PA (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Ransom, Donald, PhD, Nov. 19, 1991 (1-2) Phone Interview (2 tapes; 2 copies)
• Ruhe, C.H. William, MD, Aug. 21, 1992 (1) Phone Interview (2 tapes; 2 copies)
• Scherger, Joseph E., MD, MPH, Sept. 1, 1992 (1 tape) – See also Joe Ferguson, MD
• Schooley, Susan, MD, Feb. 20, 1992 (1 tape)
• Schwenk, Thomas L., MD, April 26, 1992 (1 tape)
• Shahady, Edward, MD, May 7, 1991 Philadelphia, PA (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Stubbe, Jerry, MD, May 5, 1991 (1 tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Townsend, Janet, MD, May 6, 1991 (1 tape)
• Young, Paul, MD, May 7, 1991 (1 tape; 2 mp3 files) [From John J. Frey III, MD Collection]
• Younge, Richard G., MD, Sept. 22 & Nov. 3, 1992 (2 tapes)
• Zervanos, Nikitas, MD, May 5, 1991 Philadelphia, PA (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Zervanos, Nikitas, MD, March 4, 1992 Phone Interview (1 tape; 2 copies)
• Unknown (Unmarked) Phone Interview (1 tape; 2 copies)

**Medicine/Medical Practice (7 tapes)**

• Breast Lump Information Support Society (BLISS), Ignorance is not BLISS! (March 8, 1985) (1 tape)

**North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG) (1 tape)**

• North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG) Forum- Patient Follow-Up (Nov. 10, n.d.) (1 tape)

**Organizations (Non-Family Medicine Related) (2 tapes)**
• Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC), Plenary Session (1992) (2 tapes)

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM) (260 tapes)

• Annual Spring Conference:
  - 20th Annual Conference (Apr. 25-29, 1987) (36 tapes)
  - 21st Annual Conference (Apr. 23-27, 1988) (47 tapes)
  - 22nd Annual Conference (Apr. 30-May 3, 1989) (41 tapes)
  - 25th Annual Conference (Apr. 25-29, 1992) (3 tapes)
  - 26th Annual Conference (Apr. 24-28, 1993) (5 tapes)
  - 28th Annual Conference (May 6-10, 1995) (11 tapes)
  - 29th Annual Conference (Apr. 27-May 1, 1996) (4 tapes)
  - 30th Annual Conference (May 3-7, 1997) (4 tapes)
  - 31st Annual Conference (Apr. 22-26, 1998) (4 tapes)
  - 32nd Annual Conference (Apr. 28-May 2, 1999) (3 tapes)
  - 33rd Annual Conference (May 3-7, 2000) (4 tapes)
  - 34th Annual Conference (Apr. 28-May 2, 2001) (4 tapes)
  - 35th Annual Conference (Apr. 27-May 1, 2002) (8 tapes)
  - 36th Annual Conference (Sept. 20-24, 2003) (4 tapes)

• Fall Session:
  - 1995 Session (Nov. 1995) (4 tapes)
  - 1996 Session (Nov. 1996) (2 tapes)
  - 1997 Session (Nov. 1997) (2 tapes)
  - 1998 Session (Nov. 1998) (1 tape)
  - 1999 Session (Oct. 1999) (2 tapes)
  - 2001 Session (Nov. 2001) (2 tapes)
  - 2003 Session (Nov. 2003) (2 tapes)
  - 2004 Session (Nov. 7, 2004) (1 tape)

• Family in Family Medicine Conference/Conference on Families & Health:
  - 13th Annual Conference (Mar. 3-7, 1993) (2 tapes)
  - 14th Annual Conference (Mar. 2-6, 1994) (3 tapes)
  - 15th Annual Conference (Mar. 1-5, 1995) (3 tapes)
  - 16th Annual Conference (Feb. 28-Mar. 3, 1996) (4 tapes)
  - 18th Annual Conference (Mar. 4-8, 1998) (3 tapes)
  - 19th Annual Conference (Mar. 3-7, 1999) (3 tapes)
  - 20th Annual Conference (Mar. 1-5, 2000) (4 tapes)
  - 21st Annual Conference (Feb. 28-Mar. 4, 2001) (3 tapes)
  - 22nd Annual Conference (Feb. 27-Mar. 2, 2002) (3 tapes)
  - 23rd Annual Conference (Feb. 26-Mar. 1, 2003) (2 tapes)
  - 23rd Annual Conference-Plenary Session: Daniel Shapiro, MD (Feb. 27, 2003) (1 tape)
- 24th Annual Conference (Feb. 25-29, 2004) (2 tapes)
• Predoctoral Education Conference:
  - 21st Annual Conference (Jan. 26-29, 1995) (4 tapes)
  - 22nd Annual Conference (Jan. 25-28, 1996) (4 tapes)
  - 23rd Annual Conference (Feb. 1-4, 1997) (3 tapes)
  - 24th Annual Conference (Feb. 5-8, 1998) (3 tapes)
  - 25th Annual Conference (Feb. 4-7, 1999) (4 tapes)
  - 26th Annual Conference (Jan. 27-30, 2000) (2 tapes)
  - 27th Annual Conference (Feb. 1-4, 2001) (4 tapes)
  - 28th Annual Conference (Feb. 1-4, 2002) (3 tapes)
  - 29th Annual Conference (Jan. 30-Feb. 2, 2003) (1 tape)
• STFM Objectives (June 6, 1973) (1 tape)

SLIDE COLLECTION (14,252 slides total):

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Administration Division- AAFP Headquarters Buildings- (669 slides)

• 406 W. 34th St., Kansas City MO (1 slide)
• 1740 W. 92nd St., Kansas City, MO:
  - (Pre-June 1973) (10 slides)
  - (1975) (18 slides)
  - (c. September 1974-October 1976) (68 slides)
  - (October 1976) (26 slides)
  - (May 1986) (7 slides)
  - (February 1988) (37 slides)
• 8880 Ward Pkwy., Kansas City, MO:
  - (March 1988) Re: Move (19 slides)
  - Re: Dedication & Ribbon Cutting (April 1988) (89 slides)
  - (April 1988) (Move: removing AAFP seal) (19 slides)
  - (April 1988) Re: Move (224 slides)
  - (February 1988) (Move: samples set up McCool & Son) (30 slides)
  - (February 1988) (Early deconstruction) (22 slides)
  - (February 1988) (Move: plans/samples) (34 slides)
  - (February 13, 1990) (18 slides)
  - (c. 1990) (13 slides)
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Assembly- See: General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events- Scientific Assembly

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Board of Directors- (391 slides)

- Meetings:
  - 1973- Tucson, AZ (December 1973) [From James G. Price, MD Collection] (9 slides)
  - 1974- Carefree, AZ (November 1974) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (26 slides)
  - 1975- Carmel, CA (June 1975) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (36 slides)
  - 1975- San Diego, CA (August 1975) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (5 slides)
  - 1975- Hawaii (December 1975) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (8 slides)
  - 1975- Hawaii (December 1975) [From James G. Price, MD Collection] (39 slides)
  - 1976- Lake Tahoe, Reno, NV (June 1976) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (40 slides)
  - 1976- The Greenbriar, White Sulphur Springs, WV (August 1976) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (38 slides)
  - 1976- Sea Island, GA (December 1976) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (16 slides)
  - 1977- Palm Springs, CA (February 1977) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (39 slides)
  - 1979- Hawaii (December 1979) (1 slide)
  - 1980- Arizona (January 1980) (2 slides)
  - (c. 1986-1987) (40 slides)
  - Miscellaneous (c. 1971-1982) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (41 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Commissions, Committees & Task Forces- (233 slides)

- Ad Hoc Committee on Quality Assurance Atlanta, GA Meeting (January 1975) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (5 slides)
- Commission on Health Care Services (CHCS)
  - 1973- Scottsdale, AZ Meeting? (May 1973) [From James G. Price, MD Collection] (8 slides)
  - 1975- Seattle, WA Meeting (July 1975) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (40 slides)
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- 1976- San Antonio, TX Meeting (January 1976) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (20 slides)
- 1976- San Francisco, CA Meeting (July 1976) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (36 slides)
- 1976- Practice Management Workshop (November 1976) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (28 slides)
- 1977- Boca Raton, FL Meeting (January 1977) (12 slides)
- New Physicians Committee:
  - “The Academy’s Changing Profile” (c. 1990) (Narrative & 35 slides)
  - New Physicians Committee- Miscellaneous slides (n.d.) (31 slides)
- Spectrum Committee- Durango, CO (July 1975) (18 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Communications Division- (899 slides)

- “The Academy’s Changing Profile: How To Keep New Family Physicians Involved” (c. 1990) (35 slides)
- Elderly Patients slides (c. 1976-1980) (8 slides)
- “Family Practice: A Career For You” (c. 1985) (Script & 120 slides)
- “Family Practice: The People Specialty” (c. 1970) (Script & 67 slides)
- “The Future of Family Practice” (in cooperation with the AMA Council of Long Range Planning and Development) (October 1988) (Script & 28 slides)
- Generic slides used in Bill DeLay’s Advertisement Workshop speech (1986-1987) (26 slides)
- Miscellaneous slides (c. 1973-1974) (45 slides)
- Resident Slide Show Presentation (June 1990) (see also: Audiocassette Collection for accompanying tape)
- Slide Presentation (c. 1964-1965) (90 slides)
- “The Specialty of Family Practice”:
  - (c. 1988) (63 slides)
  - (c. 1994) (23 slides)
- “Stand Up & Speak Out…To Teens!”:
  - (STDs – Sexually Transmitted Diseases slide presentation) (n.d.) (Script & 17 slides)
  - (Teenagers and Alcohol slide presentation) (n.d.) (Script & 17 slides)
- “The 20th Specialty…Family Practice” (1971; revised 1972) (156 slides)
- “This Doctor…” (1976) (Script & 120 slides)
- “Your Family Physician” (1986) (16 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Congress of Delegates- (33 slides)

- (c.1960s) (29 slides)
• (October 1974) (2 slides)
• (1978) (2 slides)

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Constituent Chapters- (2,074 slides)**

• Colorado:
  - Colorado Past Members (?) (2,026 slides)
• Indiana- AAFP Vice President Visit (June 1978) (14 slides)
• Michigan- AAFP Vice President Visit (June 1978) (5 slides)
• Pennsylvania- Atlantic City, NJ Meeting (May 10, 1961) (10 slides)

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Continuing Medical Education (CME) Division- (153 slides)**

• AAFP 1994 Presentation (1994) (25 slides)
• Continuing Medical Education (CME) slide presentation (c. 1978) (51 slides)
• “Prevention of Motor Vehicle Trauma” Course (1989) (77 slides)

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Education Division- (947 slides)**

• “Attention Deficit Disorder in a Native American Population” by Stephen J. Jackson, MD (24 slides)
• Cartoons (24 slides)
• “Family Practice: A Career for You” (c. 1988) (85 slides)
• “Integrating Indian & Western Medicine” by Stephen J. Jackson, MD (1990) (87 slides)
• “Medical Education for Primary Care in the United States” (Presentation in Mexico, c. 1996; includes presentation on Continuing Medical Education in Spanish & English) (69 slides)
• Minority Statistics (10 slides)
• Miscellaneous slides (c. 1978-1999) (527 slides)
• “Rx for Malpractice” duplicate slides (1983) [From AAFP Communications Division files] (10 slides)
• “Stand Up & Speak Out!” (25 slides)
• Tables/Charts:
  - (1990) (12 slides)
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Ambulatory Sentinel Practice Network (ASPN)- (1,074 slides)

- “AIDS in Primary Care: A Report from ASPN” (NAPCRG, 1990) (5 slides)
- “The Ambulatory Sentinel Practice Network of North America” By Larry A. Green, MD
  (WONCA, Vancouver, BC, Canada, May 1992) (Printed presentation & 4 slides)
- “ASPN Chest Pain Study” (1985) (35 slides)
- ASPN Study (1987) (53 slides)
- “Carpal Tunnel Syndrome Full Scale Study” (NAPCRG, 1990) (14 slides)
- Colorado/Women’s Center UCHSC (83 slides)
- Development Presentation (60 slides)
- Discriminatory Management (1989) (42 slides)
- “A Feasibility Study of Clinically Diagnosed Varicella/Zoster and Herpes Simplex in
  Primary Care: A Report from ASPN” (1985-1986) (8 slides)
- Growing Pains Presentation (7 slides)
- Health Information Systems (19 slides)
- HIV Site Visits (11 slides)
- “How Can Family Practice and Primary Care Practice-Based Research Networks
  Contribute to Medical Effectiveness Research?” (ACHPR, San Diego, CA, January 1991)
  (9 slides)
- “How can Practice-Based Research Networks Contribute to Practice Guidelines?”
  (Atlanta, GA, 1993) (Script & 11 slides)
- Influenza (1984) (35 slides)
- “The Issues of Practice-Based Research” (Residency Workshop, NAPCRG, 1987) (26
  slides)
- “Managed Care: Panacea or Plague?” By Larry A. Green, MD (South Africa, September
  1992) (Printed presentation & 24 slides)
- “Methods Problems in Practice-Based Research” (1985) (9 slides)
- Methods (San Antonio, 1986) (15 slides)
- Network Convocation:
  - (1989) (16 slides)
  - (Boulder, CO, 1990) (15 slides)
- Network Profile:
  - (1983) (31 slides)
  - (1984) (23 slides)
  - (1985) (66 slides)
- (1986) (64 slides)
- (1989) (CDC/Chamberland) (20 slides)
- (1991) (20 slides)
- (1992) (17 slides)
- “Obstetrics in Primary Care: A Report from ASPN” (NAPCRG, 1990) (19 slides)
- Peaceful Valley (October 1984) (7 slides)
- “Pelvic Inflammatory Disease” (1985) (22 slides)
- Planning Stages Presentation (15 slides)
- “Practice Based Research: Another Frontier for Family Medicine” By Larry A. Green, MD (South Africa, September 1992) (Printed presentation & 15 slides)
- “The Prevalence of Symptoms of Depression and Anxiety in Primary Care: A Report from ASPN” (23 slides)
- “Rural Health Research: Challenges and Opportunities” By Larry A. Green, MD (AAMC, San Francisco, CA, October 1990) (Printed presentation & 14 slides)
- “Spontaneous Abortion in Primary Care: A Report from ASPN” (156 slides)
- Wagon Train (1985) (28 slides)
- “Why Primary Care Clinicians Start and Stop Participating in a Practice-Based Research Setting: A Report from ASPN” (NAPCRG, 1990) (2 slides)
- “Your Body and Chocolate: Seven Myths” By Larry A. Green, MD (n.d.) (10 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Corporate Papers- (44 slides)

- Corporate Seal/Logo (44 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Historical/Anniversary Materials- (140 slides)

- 40th Anniversary Celebration (June 10, 1987) (140 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- General/Miscellaneous Materials-
Meetings, Conventions & Special Events- (2,286 slides)

- Christmas Party/Skit:
  - Christmas Celebrations (c. 1985) (134 slides)
  - Christmas Skit (1977) (60 slides)
  - Christmas Skit (1982) (75 slides)
- Christmas Skit “Tubie Award” (1984) (70 slides)

- Invitational Scientific Congress of General Practice- Marbella, Spain (October 2-3, 1972) [From James G. Price, MD Collection] (5 slides)
- Program Directors’ Workshop (June 1983) (16 slides)
- Scientific Assembly:
  - (1960) (Index & 103 slides)
  - (1961) (Index & 31 slides)
  - (1962) (Index & 27 slides)
  - (1966) (Abstract booklet & 506 slides)
  - (1970) (4 slides)
  - Re: Presidential Inauguration (1970) (11 slides)
  - (1972) (19 slides)
  - (1976) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (65 slides)
  - Re: Continuing Medical Education (CME) (1976) (12 slides)
  - Re: Fellowship Convocation and Inaugural Ceremony (1976) (13 slides)
  - (1977) (41 slides)
  - (1978) (42 slides)
  - (1980) (32 slides)
  - (1982) (51 slides)
  - (1987) (106 slides)
  - (1988) (34 slides)
  - (1991) (16 slides)
  - (1992) (53 slides)
  - Re: Board of Directors Installation (1993) (59 slides)
  - (1994) (Index & 17 slides)
  - Re: Fellowship Convocation and Inaugural Ceremony (1994) (72 slides)
  - Re: Fellowship Convocation and Inaugural Ceremony (1995) (31 slides)
  - Re: Fellowship Convocation and Inaugural Ceremony (c.1995-2000) (358 slides)
- State Officers’ Conference (SOC):
  - (1964) (42 slides)
  - (1964) Re: Chapter exhibits (?) (20 slides)
  - (1971) [From William Y. Rial, MD Collection] (32 slides)
  - (April 1975) [From George T. Wolff, MD Collection] (28 slides)
  - (1977) (26 slides)
  - U.S. Sen. Robert J. Dole (c. 1993?) (4 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Health of the Public and Science Division- See: Scientific Activities Division

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Human Resources- (3 slides)
• Organizational Charts (3 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Journal Media Division- See: Publications Division

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Medical Education Division- (510 slides)

• Graduate Medical Education Finance Reform (1997) (24 slides)
• National Resident Matching Program (NRMP):
  - Miscellaneous slides (c. 1991-1994) (71 slides)
  - (1991) (8 slides)
  - (1992) (60 slides)
  - (1993) (46 slides)
  - (1994) (9 slides)
  - (1996) (85 slides)
  - (1997) (55 slides)
  - (1998) (51 slides)
  - (1999) (15 slides)
• Residency Assistance Program (RAP)—How Is the Job Done? (n.d.; c. 1978) (6 slides)
• “Residency Assistance Program (RAP) for Family Practice: A Consultation Model” (c.1996) (13 slides)
• Residency Program Distribution Maps (c. 1986?) (2 slides)
• Resident information slide presentation (c. 1982) (65 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Membership Division- (395 slides)

• Computerization Project (c. 1978) (25 slides)
• “The Image of the General Practitioner” by Opinion Research Corporation (1961) (45 slides)
• Membership Slide Show (October 1959) (11 slides)
• Miscellaneous slides (n.d.) (37 slides)
• “We Care”:
  - (c. 1970) (Index, Script & 64 slides)
  - Slide presentation (c. 1985) (53 slides)
• “What’s In It For Me?” Resident Slide Show (ca. 1973-1982) (69 slides)
• “You Can Make The Difference” (c. 1985) (91 slides)
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American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Publications Division- (94 slides)

- *Family Practice Management* slides (c. 1992) (15 slides)
- Miscellaneous slides (16 slides)
- Slide Presentation (c. 1990) (63 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Scientific Activities Division- (639 slides)

- Clinical Policies (n.d.) (104 slides)
- Community Health Advice and Talk Series (CHATS):
  - “AIDS: A Slide Show For Early Adolescence” (July 10, 1990) (80 slides)
- Doctors Ought to Care (DOC) [Tar Wars] Tobacco Advertising Slides (ca. late 1980s) (125 slides)
- Office on Smoking and Health Slide Assortment (Feb. 1993) (19 slides)
- Practice Guidelines (n.d.) (13 slides)
- Smoking Cessation slide show presentation (n.d.) (72 slides)
- Stop Smoking Kit (n.d.) (53 slides)
- Tar Wars presentation slides (n.d.) (81 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)- Socioeconomics (Practice Support/Division of Practice Advancement) Division- (86 slides)

- “Benefits of Family Practice in Hospitals” (c. 1990) (Script & 60 slides)
- “Future of Family Practice: Implications of the Changing Environment of Medicine” (c. 1988) (26 slides)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)- (692 slides)

- Administration:
  - General slide show presentation (Pre-April 1989) (13 slides)
- Corporate Development:
  - Corporate Advisory Council Dinner, Anaheim, CA (1985) (15 slides)
  - Corporate Advisory Council Presentation “Training Family Doctors in Your Community” (1985) (Index & 107 slides)
- General/Miscellaneous Materials- Corporate Papers:
  - Corporate Seal/Logo (2 slides)
- General/Miscellaneous Materials- Physicians With Heart:
  - 1997- Georgia Trip (1997) (74 slides)
- 1998- Russia (Siberia) Trip (1998) (3 slides)
- 1998- Siberia Trip (1998) (100 slides)
- 1999- (September 27, 1999) (37 slides)
- 2001- Vietnam Trip (February 2001) (39 slides)
- 2002- Moldova Trip (February 2000) (19 slides)
- Central Asia Maps (25 slides)

- Huffington Library:
  - Huffington Library Dedication (August 19, 1982) (33 slides)
  - Huffington Library (?) (n.d.) (71 slides)

- Programs:
  - “Training Family Doctors in Your Community” (1982) (50 slides)

American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM)- (142 slides)

- Board of Directors-Meetings:
  - Marco Island, FL (January 1976) [From James G. Price, MD Collection] (21 slides)
  - (January 1977) [From James G. Price, MD Collection] (25 slides)
  - Montana (July 1977) [From James G. Price, MD Collection] (55 slides)
  - Kona, HI (January 1978) [From James G. Price, MD Collection] (34 slides)

- Miscellaneous slides (7 slides)

Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD)- (22 slides)

- AAFP Survey of FP Residency Directors [slides pertaining to proposed organization for program directors] (October 1988) (9 slides)


Education- (666 slides)

- Academic Medical Centers- South Carolina- Medical University of South Carolina-
  Department of Family Medicine, Charleston:
  - (1970-1972) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (19 slides)
  - (1973) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (39 slides)
  - (1974) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (58 slides)
  - (1975) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (40 slides)
  - (1976) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (60 slides)
- (1977) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (80 slides)
- (1978) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (35 slides)
- (1979-1982) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (11 slides)
- (Miscellaneous; No Date) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (80 slides)
- (Miscellaneous Staff) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (20 slides)

- Residency Training:
  - Family Practice Tables/Charts (c. 1992-1997) (12 slides)
  - Illinois-Cook County Hospital Family Practice Residency Program, Chicago (1980) (47 slides)
  - Miscellaneous slides (n.d.) [From AAFP Communications Division files] (140 slides)
  - Missouri-Goppert Family Care Center (October 1976) (25 slides)

**Family Medicine/Family Practice- (431 slides)**

- Family Medicine Charts/Tables (c. 1993-1997) (96 slides)
- “From GP to FP” Slide Presentation (March 1980) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (18 slides)
- International Medicine- Royal Academy of General Practitioners, London UK (June 1, 1984) (Index & 38 slides)
- Miscellaneous Family Medicine/Family Practice Slide Presentations (c. 1969-1980) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (177 slides)
- Mountainside Family Practice, Verona, NJ (August/September 1980) (14 slides)
- “National Family Medicine Hypertension Project” Slide Presentations (c. 1980) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (68 slides)
- Samaritan Shelter, Denver, CO (Glen Cosh, MD and Fr. Ben Carlucci) (June 1987) (20 slides)

**Individuals- (1,333 slides)**

- AAFP Staff:
  - (April 1973) (12 slides)
  - (1977) (2 slides)
  - Miscellaneous slides (c. 1978) (21 slides)
- Baldwin-Johnson, Cathy, MD (2002 AAFP Family Physician of the Year (13 slides)
- Blanchard, Leland B., MD- With Fitzhugh Mayo, MD (November 1972) (1 slide)
- Burket, George E., Jr., MD-“Family Practice Center Facilities” Presentation (c. 1973) (8 slides)
- Cain, Jeffrey J., MD-Tar Wars Presentation Slides (c. 1994; From Jeffrey J. Cain, MD Collection) (143 slides)
- Carmichael, Lynn P., MD
- (November 1982) [From Lynn P. Carmichael, MD Collection] (8 slides)
- [From STFM Collection] (3 slides)

- Crownse, Bill, MD (Media Doc) (5 slides)
- Curry, Hiram B., MD:
  - “Backache” Presentation (n.d.) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (33 slides)
  - “Depression” Presentation (n.d.) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (6 slides)
  - “Dizziness” Presentation (n.d.) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (35 slides)
  - Family Practice in South Carolina Presentation (c. 1974-1979) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (20 slides)
  - “Fits and Faints” Presentation (n.d.) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (35 slides)
  - Headache/Migraine Presentations (c. 1977-1984) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (279 slides)
  - Physician Manpower Presentation (May 7, 1970) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (8 slides)
  - “Prospective Medicine” Presentation (n.d.) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (20 slides)
  - “A Report on the Attitudes of Students at the Medical College of South Carolina” (originally by Edward West) Presentation (Jan. 21, 1970) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (49 slides)
  - “Stroke Risk Factors” Presentation (n.d.) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (8 slides)
  - “Syncope” Presentation (n.d.) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (19 slides)
  - “Teaching Teachers” Presentation (n.d.) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (9 slides)
  - “Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA)” Presentation (1971-1983) [From Hiram B. Curry, MD Collection] (40 slides)
- Fleming, Alexander (Sir) (1 slide)
- Fleming, Alexander (Sir) [From Ulrich R. Bryner, MD Collection] (29 slides)
- Gehringer, Gerald R., MD- Baby Slides [From Gerald R. Gehringer, MD Collection] (18 slides)
- Halcomb, Francis, MD (January 1997) (54 slides)
- Haley, Alvin J., MD-“Dr. PLIP [Professional Liability Information Program]” (c. 1996) [From Alvin J. Haley, MD Collection] (Speech Text & 28 slides)
- Kowalewski, Edward J., MD-Panama Trip (1984) (with Nicholas Pisacano, MD, Don Rice, MD, Thomas L. Stern, MD and Gladys Stern) [From Edward J. Kowalewski, MD Collection] (3 slides)
- Price, James G., MD (c. November 1972-May 1975) (11 slides)
- Sherwood, Roger A., CAE [From STFM Collection] (12 slides)
- Stern, Thomas L., MD:
  - (February 1982) [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (13 slides)
  - Accreditation Slides (n.d.) [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (12 slides)
- Continuing Medical Education (CME) Presentation (n.d.) [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (26 slides)
- Continuing Medical Education (CME) slides (c. 1992-1996) [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (13 slides)
- Funding slides [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (6 slides)
- International Continuing Medical Education (CME) slides (Spanish/English) [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (40 slides)
- Report on the Funding Workshop [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (18 slides)
- Residency Assistance Program (RAP)-Family Practice Residency Statistics Slides (1980) [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (10 slides)
- Residency Assistance Program (RAP) Presentation (c. 1985) [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (Speech outline & 63 slides)
- Residency Assistance Program (RAP)-Miscellaneous Slides (c. 1988) [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (8 slides)
- “Rewards” Presentation (n.d.) [From Thomas L. Stern, MD Collection] (Outline & 9 slides)

• Tudor, John M., Jr., MD:
  - Disaster Drill (Oct. 1973) [From John M. Tudor, Jr., MD Collection] (18 slides)
  - “Health Care Reform: Preparing For The Future” Presentation (April 18, 1994) [From John M. Tudor, Jr., MD Collection] (Syllabus & 57 slides)
  - “Impact of Health Care Reform” Speech Slides (Feb. 19, 1994) [From John M. Tudor, Jr., MD Collection] (7 slides)
  - “Impact of Health Care Reform” (May 16, 1994) [From John M. Tudor, Jr., MD Collection] (34 slides)
  - Relative Value Update Committee (RUC) Files-“AMA/Specialty Society RVS Update Process” [From John M. Tudor, Jr., MD Collection] (16 slides)
  - Relative Value Update Committee (RUC) Files-“Updating and Maintaining the RBRVRS: The American Medical Association/Specialty Society RVS Update Committee” By George F. Kwass, MD [From John M. Tudor, Jr., MD Collection] (Script & 12 slides)
  - “RVS to MFS” Speech Slides (n.d.) [From John M. Tudor, Jr., MD Collection] (16 slides)
  - “Rx for Health: The Family Physicians’ Access Plan” Slide presentation (July 20, 1992) [From John M. Tudor, Jr., MD Collection] (22 slides)

North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG)- (64 slides)

• Twentieth Annual Meeting, Richmond, Virginia (April 12-15, 1992) (64 slides)

Organizations (Non-Family Medicine Related)- (17 slides)
• American Medical Association (AMA) Convention (1977) (17 slides)

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM)- (40 slides)
• First Organizational Meeting, New York City (October 27, 1967) (30 slides)
• Annual Meeting (May 7, 1981) (10 slides)

Special Populations- (12 slides)
• Women in Medicine Charts/Tables (1983) (12 slides)

World Organization of National Colleges, Academies, and Academic Associations of General Practitioners/Family Physicians (WONCA)- (47 slides)
• AAFP/WONCA Conference, New Orleans, LA (June 24, 1979) (20 slides)
• 4th Combined Conference, Manila, Philippines (September 1979) (9 slides)
• Executive Meeting (1982) (18 slides)

MISCELLANEOUS AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS/MIXED MEDIA FORMATS:

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Committees, Commissions & Task Forces
• Committee on Mental Health:
  - Coping: Stress and the Medical Relationship (March 1987)
  - Coping: Stress and the Medical Student (Dec. 1984; Rev. 1991) (2 sets)
    Video Tape and Discussion Guide
  - Coping: Stress and the Practicing Physician (Dec. 1984; Rev. 1991) (2 sets)
• Committee on Minority Health Affairs:
  - Racial and Cultural Bias in Medicine (July 1991) (VHS tape with Discussion Guide) (20:40)
  - Racial and Cultural Bias in Medicine (July 1991) (VHS tape with Discussion Guide) (34:03)
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Communications Division

- “Caring for Your Family’s Health: A Guide for African Americans”
  - Sponsored by Kaiser Permanente thrive (Partners: American Academy of Family Physicians and Institute of Church Administration and Management (ICAM) (DVD and booklet) (2005)
  - Sponsored by Kaiser Permanente thrive (Partners: American Academy of Family Physicians and Institute of Church Administration and Management (ICAM) (VHS tape and booklet) (2005)


- “Take Time To Talk: A National Awareness Campaign on Patient-Provider Communication Featuring U.S. Surgeon General Dr. C. Everett Koop” (c. 1985) (VHS tape with booklet)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Continuing Medical Education (CME) Division

- AAFP Home Study Audio; 13 audiotapes and Booklets (c. 1989-1990):
  - #118 Travel Medicine
  - #120 Infant Nutrition/Abnormal Growth and Development
  - #121 Shoulder Pain/Enuresis and Encopresis
  - #124 Postdates Pregnancy/Allergy Testing
  - #125 Bacterial Meningitis in Children/Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
  - #126 Ventricular Arrhythmias/Oral Contraceptives
  - #127 Acute Myocardial Infarction
  - #128 Hypertension
  - #129 Childhood Diarrhea/Thyroid Disorders
  - #130 Immunizations/Viral Hepatitis
  - #134 AIDS
  - #137 Acute Otitis Media and Sinusitis in Children/Death and Bereavement
  - #139 Fever of Unknown Origin/Lower Respiratory Infection

- AAFP Family Practice Board Review CME Audio Program (1988)
  - Lectures Series (12 cassette tapes, (#1-13,15-18 ; Volume I and II booklets)
  - Workshop Series (12 cassette tapes ,#19-30; Volume I booklet)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Scientific Activities Division

- AAFP Stop Smoking Program Materials
  - 2 Stop Smoking Kits (includes 5 audiotapes with flip chart, brochures, signs, charts with stickers, progress records, flow charts, contracts, economic savings, sample letters, door knob hangers, certificates of graduation, guides, manual) (2 kits; 1 is a
display kit)

- “Back Pain Relief” Dr. Art Ulene; Feeling Fine in cooperation with the American Academy of Family Physicians; A Random House Audiobook and booklet (60:00)
- Body Band Workout by Tamilee Webb; Dr. Art Ulene, AAFP, Feeling Fine, Warner Home Video (c. 1986) (53:00) Videotape 3 body bands and instructional booklet V96.043
- “How to Stop Smoking” Dr. Art Ulene; Feeling Fine in cooperation with the American Academy of Family Physicians; A Random House Audiobook and booklet (60:00)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)-Socioeconomics (Practice Support/Division of Practice Advancement) Division

- “Quality Care for Diverse Populations” (Produced by the American Academy of Family Physicians) (video tape in notebook) (50:00) (2001)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)

- Heart to Heart Airlift Special, KMBC TV 9- Condensed Show (17 minutes) (June, 1992) VHS

Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD)


Family Medicine/Family Practice:

- FAM/NET (Family Practice Computerized Information Network) System User Manual (August 1988) (includes diskette)
- Healthlink Television Family Practice Sample Package (1991) (Video tape and information)
- Managing Type 2 Diabetes in a Primary Care Office Diabetes Legislation, Recommendations for Primary Care, and Barriers to Care Indiana University School of Medicine CME (c. 1997) (60:00)
- Postgraduate Audio-Cassette Library Seminars on Hyperlipidemia Vol. 1 Num. 1 Ayerst, Medical Information Service “Hyperlipidemia: Long-Term Considerations in Management and Patient Compliance” Highlights of a closed-circuit television seminar booklet and audiotape (c. 1976)
• Postgraduate Audio-Cassette Library Seminars on Hyperlipidemia Vol. 1 Num. 2
  Ayerst, Medical Information Service
  “Diet and Drug Management of Hyperlipidemia”
  Highlights of a closed-circuit television seminar booklet and audiotape (c. 1977)
• Practical Cholesterol Management in a Primary Care Setting
  “Using Lipid Lowering to Improve and Save the Lives of Your Patients”
  Audiotape and Workbook, Benjamin J. Ansell, MD (45 min.)
• “Sound Health Advice from Your Family Doctor” – Public service announcements and
  print articles on important lifestyle topics; AAFP (1982/83, 1990) (2 audiotapes and
  information folders)

OVERSIZED COLLECTION:

OVERSIZED NON-PHOTOGRAPH MATERIALS:

AAFP Insurance Services, Inc.
Marketing Materials (1 item)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)

Administration Division:
  -AAFP Headquarters Drawings (11 items)
  -AAFP Headquarters- Volker Blvd, Kansas City, MO (3 items)
  -AAFP Headquarters- Volker Blvd, Kansas City, MO Dedication (1 item)
  -AAFP Headquarters-1740 W. 92nd St., Kansas City, MO Floor Plan (3 items)
  -AAFP Headquarters-8880 Ward Parkway, Kansas City, MO Land Survey (2 items)
  -AAFP Headquarters-11400 Tomahawk Creek Parkway, Leawood, KS Blueprints (1 item)
  -AAFP Oak Street Property (2 items)
  -AAFP Parking Addition, Old American Insurance (8 items)
  -AAFP Washington, D.C. Headquarters-2021 Massachusetts Ave., Washington, DC (3
    items)

Board of Directors:
  -AAFP Seal Needlepoint Kit (Produced by Spouses of the Board of Directors, c. 1985)
    (4 items)

Commissions, Committees & Task Forces:
  -Committee on Research (3 items)
  -Committee on Student and Resident Affairs (2 items)
- Committee on Women in Family Medicine (1 item)

Communications Division:
- General (8 items)
- Public Relations (28 items)
- “Vote for America’s Health: Capitol Hill Rally 9.27.06” (2006) (4 items)

Congress of Delegates:
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1957) (1 item)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1958) (1 item)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1959) (2 items)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1960) (1 item)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1961) (1 item)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1962) (2 items)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1963) (2 items)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1964) (1 item)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1966) (1 item)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1967) (2 items)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner Program (1968) (2 items)

Constituent Chapters:
- General (7 items)
- Colorado (1 item)
- Indiana (1 item)
- Kansas City (9 items)
- Maryland (2 items)
- Ohio (1 item)
- Texas (1 item)

Continuing Medical Education (CME) Division:
- General (3 items)
- Advanced Life Support for Obsterics (ALSO) (4 items)

General/Miscellaneous Materials:
- Ambulatory Sentinel Practice Network (ASPN) (1 item)
- Awards & Honors-City of San Juan, PR Declaration (1 item)
- Awards & Honors-US Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare Certificate of Appreciation (1 item)
- Awards & Honors-Kansas City Family Practice Week Proclamation (1 item)
- Awards & Honors-Thomas W. Johnson Award (1974) (1 item)
- Awards & Honors-Journalism Award (1974) (1 item)
- Health Care Reform (2 items)
- Historical/Anniversary-Original Print “The Doctor” (1997) (2 items)
-Historical/Anniversary- *Caring for America* Book Poster (1997) (4 items)
-Historical/Anniversary- *Caring for America* Book Poster Signed by Author (1997) (9 items)
-Historical/Anniversary- “50 Years of Caring” Poster (1997) (17 items)
-Meetings & Conventions- Scientific Assembly Program (1951) (1 item)
-Meetings & Conventions- Scientific Assembly Poster (1990) (1 item)
-Meetings & Conventions- Scientific Assembly Program (1999) (4 items)
-Seal/Logo (28 items)

Health of the Public and Science Division- See: Scientific Activities Division

Human Resources Division (5 items)

Information Technology Division- See: Research & Information Services Division

Journal Media Division- See: Publications Division

Marketing Division:
-Advertisement- “Family Physicians: Your Voice Just Got Louder”- *USA Today* (5 items)
-“Family Physician Manifesto” (2016) (2 items)
-General (1 item)
-“Your Family Doctor” (1 item)

Medical Education Division (13 items, including 1 large poster entitled “The Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH) Template-Using It Successfully and Making It Your Own“)

Membership Division:
-Geographic Distribution of All Physicians, General Practitioners and Academy Members by States (December 1949) (1 item)
-Membership Card display by Dorothy Ventura (1948-1972) (28 items)

Publications Division:
- *American Family Physician* Advertisement (1 item)
- *Family Practice Management* Advertisement (1 item)
- *Family Practice Management* Mock-Ups (Large) (12 items)
- *Family Practice Management* Mock-Ups (Small) (12 items)
-“Flats” from *AFP* Production & Marketing (26 items)
-*GP/AFP* Artwork (8 items)
-Graphs re: Advertising Pages (1971-1975) (2 items)
-*Kansas City Star* article re: *GP* Publication (July 6, 1953) (1 item)

Research and Information Services (RIS) Division (25 items)
Scientific Activities Division:
- General (6 items)
- National Research Network (2 items)
- Prevention Posters (4 items)
- Tar Wars (4 items)

**American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)**

Administration (1 item)

Corporate Development:
- General (1 item)
- Corporate Sponsor Signs (13 items)

General/Miscellaneous Materials:
- General (2 items)
- Seal/Logo (4 items)
- Seal/Logo-Proposed Logos and Comments (4 items)

Huffington Library:
- H.L. Lake Region Life Article on Library Dedication (3 items)

Individual Development (1 item)

Programs:
- General (9 items)
- Center for the History of Family Medicine (CHFM) (9 items)

**Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD)** (5 items)

**Family Medicine/Family Practice:**

- History (1990-1999) (5 items)
- History-Periodical- The Family Doctor (December 1908-January 1909) (3 issues)
- International Family Medicine-Canada (3 items)
- International Family Medicine-Canada-Flight of Space Shuttle STS-90 (4 items)

**Government** (1 item)
Individuals:

-Bishop, F. Marian, PhD, MSPH (9 items)
-Burket, George Jr., MD (8 items)
-Carmichael, Lynn P., MD (21 items)
-DeLay, William R. (1 item)
-Elliott, Olin A., MD (1 item)
-Frohman, I. Phillips, MD (3 items)
-Kowalewski, Edward J., MD (4 items)
-Ludwick, Arthur L., Jr., MD (9 items)
-Lukash, William M., MD (1 item)
-Panther, Sandra L., CFRE (1 item)
-Rockwell, Norman (Posters of GPs) (8 items)
-Stephens, G. Gayle, MD (7 items)

Medicine/Medical Practice (1 item)

North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG) (1 item)

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM) (3 items)

OVERSIZED PHOTOGRAPHS:

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)
Administration Division:
   -General (8 items)
   -AAFP Headquarters- Volker Blvd, Kansas City, MO (7 items)

Assembly- See: General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings & Conventions- Scientific Assembly

Board of Directors:
   -Board of Directors Dinner (1950) (1 item)
   -Board of Directors Dinner (1960) (1 item)

Commissions, Committees & Task Forces:
Committee on Continuing Medical Education (CME) (1 item)

Congress of Delegates:
- Congress of Delegates Banquet Photograph (June 21, 1948) (1 item)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner (1953) (1 item)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner (1956) (1 item)
- Congress of Delegates Dinner (1957) (1 item)

Constituent Chapters:
- Illinois (6 items)
- North Dakota (1 item)

Education Division:
- Education Division Portrait (1999) (1 item)

General/Miscellaneous Materials:
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1950) (2 items)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1952) (4 items)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1954) (1 items)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1955) (6 items)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1956) (1 item)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1958) (1 item)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1973) (2 items)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1974) (2 items)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1975) (1 item)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1976) (1 item)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1978) (1 item)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1981) (2 items)
- Meetings & Conventions-Scientific Assembly (1985) (2 items)

Publications Division:
- Publication at Donnelly's (1959-1960) (9 items)

Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD)
- National Institute for Program Director Development (NIPDD) first class of fellows (1994-95) (1 item)

Family Medicine/Family Practice:
- Marcus Welby, MD (1 item)
Individuals:
- Carmichael, Lynn, MD (2 items)
- Davis, Paul A., MD (1 item)
- Fleming, Alexander (Sir) – Fleming’s penicillin sample (1 item)
- Hildebrand, William B., MD (1 item)
- Ludwick, Arthur L., Jr., MD (1 item)

World Organization of National Colleges, Academies and Academic Associations of General Practitioners/Family Physicians/World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA) (1 item)

PHOTOGRAPH COLLECTION:

The Photograph Collection includes more than 26,000 photographs [as of July 1, 2019] which are indexed under the Center’s uniform subject headings (see Appendix 1). At present, all individual photographs have not yet been inventoried, but the subjects under which they are contained are indexed, boxed and available under the following uniform subject headings:

**AAFP Insurance Services** (1 box; included with AAFP Administration Division)

**American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)**
Administration Division:
- AAFP Headquarters (1948-present) (3 boxes)
  ----Volker Building-Construction (1955-1956) [Treated by conservator] (1 box)
- Washington, D.C. Headquarters (1 box)

Assembly- See: General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Scientific Assembly

Board of Directors (1947-2006) (5 boxes)

Commissions, Committees & Task Forces (2 boxes)

Communications Division; Congress of Delegates (1 box)

Continuing Medical Education (CME) Division; Education Division; Executive (1 box)

Constituent Chapters:
- California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas; also includes Constituent Chapter Executives (1995) (3 boxes, 1 volume of Illinois Chapter photographs)

Division of Practice Advancement (DPA) - See: Socioeconomics Division

Family Medicine Experience (FMX) - See: General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events- Scientific Assembly

General/Miscellaneous Materials:
- Ambulatory Sentinel Practice Network (ASPN); Awards & Honors; Corporate Papers (1 box)
- Health Care Reform; Historical/Anniversary Materials- 25th Anniversary (1972); 40th Anniversary (1987); 50th Anniversary (1997) (1 box)
- Meetings, Conventions & Special Events:
  - AAFP Christmas/Holiday Parties/Skits (1 box)
  - AAFP Staff Anniversaries, Retirements & Farewell Parties (1 box)
  - AAFP Staff Picnics; AAFP Miscellaneous Social Events (1 box)
  - Miscellaneous Meetings, Conventions & Special Events (3 boxes)
  - Scientific Assembly (1949-2005; 2007-2012) (40 boxes)
- Name Change

Health of the Public and Science Division - See: Scientific Activities Division

Human Resources Division: AAFP Headquarters Staff Directory (By Division); (By Year: 1981-1986) (1 box)

Human Resources Division: AAFP Headquarters Staff Directory (By Year: 1990; Misc.); International & Interprofessional Activities Division; Marketing Division; Medical Education Division [part] (1 box)

Information Technology Division - See: Research & Information Services Division

Journal Media Division - See: Publications Division

Medical Education Division [part] (1 box)

Medical Education Division-NCFPR/NCSM (1973-2007; 2009-2011; 2013-2014) (8 boxes)
Membership Division; Publications Division; Robert Graham Center; Socioeconomics Division [part] (1 box)

Practice Advancement Division- See: Socioeconomics Division

Practice Support Division- See: Socioeconomics Division

Scientific Activities Division (2 boxes)

Scientific Activities Division-Tar Wars (1995-2006) (2 boxes)

Socioeconomics Division [part] (1 box)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)
Administration; Board of Trustees (1 box)

Corporate Development (4 boxes)

General/Miscellaneous Materials:
- Corporate Papers; Historical/Anniversary Materials; Meetings, Conventions & Special Events (1 box)
- Physicians With Heart (1993-2010) (5 boxes)

Huffington Library; Individual Development; Public Relations/Marketing (3 boxes)

Programs:
- Archives of Family Practice/Center for the History of Family Medicine (CHFM) (1 box)
- Health Education Program (HEP)-Wyeth; Unidentified Photographs & Negatives (1 box)

American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM); Association of Departments of Family Medicine (ADFM) (1 box)

Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD) (1 box)

Companies & Corporations; Education (1 box)
Family Medicine/Family Practice [part] (1 box)

Family Medicine/Family Practice [part]; Family Medicine Working Party (1 box)
Government; Hospitals (1 box)

Individuals (Abrahamson-Zukof; includes unidentified individuals) (18 boxes)
--Abrahamson, Ira A., Jr., MD
--Abrums, John D., MD
--Admire, Jacqelyn
--Adrani, John, MD
--Agnew, Calvin H., MD
--Ainsworth, Joe, MD
--Albani, Thomas, Jr., MD
--Allen, Deborah, MD
--Allen, George S., MD
--Allen, Norman
--Allen, William C., MD
--Aloff, Jennifer, MD
--Altschul, Rudolf, MD
--Alvarez, Walter C., MD
--Amundson, Bruce, MD
--Amundson, Loren H., MD
--Anderson, Arden, MD
--Anderson, Cyrus W., MD
--Anderson, Larry R., MD
--Anderson, Roy F., MD
--Andrews, Martin, MD
--Annis, Edward, MD
--Annis, Jere W., MD
--Anthuis, Joe
--Appel, James Z., MD
--Appleby, Gavin, MD
--Araujo, David, MD
--Arnold, Jeanne F., MD
--Arradondo, John E., MD
--Aschenbach, Ernest, MD
--Ashbach, Nancy Wilson, MD
--Askey, E. Vincent, MD
--Asp, Donald, MD
--Aswad, Charles, MD
--Atkins, Charles, MD
--Atkinson, M.T. (Malnor Treat), MD
--Aukerman, Glen, MD
--Hill, Toya
--Hills, Charles L., MD
--Hirsch, Lawrence L., MD
--Hobby, Oveta Culp
--Hoffman, Carl A., MD
--Hofmans, Arthur, MD
--Hogg, Robert, Jr.
--Hognees, John R., MD
--Holden, Herbert A., MD
--Hollenbeck, Phyllis, MD
--Hollingsworth, D.V. (USN)
--Holzheimer, Harmon, MD
--Homan, Richard V., MD
--Honeycutt, Thomas D., MD
--Hopkins, B. Morris, MD
--Hough, David O., MD
--Howard, Dennis Robert, MD
--Howard, Ernest B., MD
--Howard, L.D., MD
--Howell, Bill
--Hsiao, William C., PhD
--Hudson, Charles L., MD
--Hudson, James, MD
--Huffington, Herb L., MD
--Huffman, B. Leslie, Jr., MD
--Hulka, Barbara, MD
--Hummel, Barbara, MD
--Hundley, Margaret
--Hunt, John H., MD
--Hunter, Robert B., MD
--Hunter, William, MD
--Hussey, Hugh, MD
--Hutcheson-Tipton, David, MD
--Hyder, Nat E., Jr., MD
--Inskip, Richard C., MD
--Irvine, Willis J., MD
--Ivey, Donald J., MPA
--Izquierdo-Mora, Luis, MD
--Jackson, Holland T., MD
--Jackson, Stephen, MD
--Jacobs, Eli I., MD
--Jacott, William, MD
--Jafri, Asma, MD
-- Lashof, Joyce C., MD
-- Lawrence, Darlene (Underwood), MD
-- Lawrence, Thomas
-- Layton, Richard H., MD
-- Leak, Frank W., MD
-- Leaman, Thomas, MD
-- Lee, Philip Randolph, MD
-- Lee, Russel V., MD
-- Lee, Sharon, MD
-- Leigh, Lawrence E., MD
-- Lemont, George (“Dr. Smock”)
-- Lesitsky, Neil, MD
-- Lester, Garra, MD
-- Levin, Barbara, MD
-- Levin, Max, MD
-- Levitt, LeRoy P., MD
-- Lewis, F. Woodward, MD
-- Lewis, Howard P., MD
-- Lewis, Michael, MD, PhD
-- Licona, Virgilio, MD
-- Lilly, Lynne M., MD
-- Lilly, Ken, MD
-- Lindner, Joseph, MD
-- Lipscomb, Larry, MD
-- Little, David N., MD
-- Liu, Chien, MD
-- Lobsenz, Norman
-- Loewen, Henry H., MD
-- Longmire, William P., Jr., MD
-- Looney, Nancy
-- Lopez, Carolyn C., MD
-- Loschen, Darroll J., MD
-- Lotterhos, William, MD
-- Loxterkamp, David, MD
-- Lucas, Thomas L., MD
-- Ludwick, Arthur L., Jr., MD
-- Lukash, William, MD [Rear Adm.]
-- Lum, Ralph J., MD
-- Lumpkin, J. Riley, MD
-- Macdonnell, T.M. (Tommy), MD (also Pete Ekern, MD, from “Country Doctor 1959”)
-- Magee, Lawrence, MD
-- Magill, Dianne
-- Magoun, Terah
--Magraw, Richard M., MD
--Mahkorn, Sandra, MD, MPH
--Mall, Michael, MD
--Mangold, William, MD
--Mann, Jerry, MD
--Marchmont-Robinson, H., MD
--Markham, Harold W., MD
--Marshall, Ann
--Marshall, E.G.
--Martin, Charlotte
--Martin, Claude A., MD
--Martin, Edward, MD
--Martin, James, MD
--Martin, Jerry, MD
--Marx, Paul
--Masica, Dan, MD
--Massanari, David, MD
--Matheny, Samuel C., MD, MPH
--Mathers, A.H. (Augustus Henry), MD
--Mathewis, Kristeanna, MD
--Mathews, Wallace E., MD
--Matthies, Robert W., MD
--Mattos, Angel, MD
--Mayer, William J., MD
--Mayfield, Kathy
--Mayo, Fitzhugh, MD
--McCallum, Oscar Monroe, MD
--McCandless, Harris C., MD
--McCannel, Malcolm A., MD
--McCracken, Boyd, MD
--McDaniel, Diane
--McEachen, Esther I., MD
--McFarlane, Delores
--McGahee, Ollie O., MD
--McGinnis, J. Michael, MD
--McGinnis, Robert D., MD
--McHard, Don, MD
--McKay, Haden E., Jr., MD
--McKeag, Douglas B., MD
--McKinlay, D. Wilson, MD
--McKinley, Ray
--McKinney, Leigh
--McMahan, Gary
McMahon, John
McMullen, Sarah
McNerney, Walter J.
McPhee, John
McWhinney, Ian R., MD
Mead, Beverly T., MD
Mead, William F., MD
Medalie, Jack, MD
Meese, Ed
Mellion, Morris B., MD
Melton, Joetta
Menninger, Karl, MD
Menninger, Roy, MD
Menninger, Walter, MD
Menninger, William C., MD
Merenstein, Joel, MD
Mersy, David, MD
Mesches, David N., MD
Metcalf, Harry L., MD
Meyers, David, MD
Michaelson, Julius, MD
Michels, Dale E., MD
Middleton, Beda
Miller, Holly
Miller, Juliana
Miller, Kasi, MD
Miller, R. Michael, JD
Miller, Roland E., MD
Miller, Ronald A., MD
Millis, John Schoff, PhD
Mills, Andrew, MD
Mills, Terry Lee, Jr., MD
Miskimmin, Renee, MD
Mitchell, Pete
Mitterling, John
Montgomery, Burtis E., MD
Moore, Malcolm & Nell, MDs
Moquist, Dale C., MD
Morantz, Susie
Moreno, Carlos, MD, MSPH
Morey, Sharon
Morgan, Edgar, MD
Moritsugu, Ken, MD
--Owen, Anne
--Pace, J. Blair, MD
--Page, Irvine H., MD
--Painter, Joseph T., MD
--Palmer, Eddy D., MD
--Palmer, Elissa J., MD
--Palmer, Heather E., MBA, MA
--Pang, H.Q., MD
--Panther, Sandra, CFRE
--Parchman, Michael L., MD
--Pardue, H.H., MD
--Paris, Richard F., MD
--Parish, Ned F.
--Parkinson, Richard P., MD
--Parks, Seigle W., MD
--Peatee, Roger A., MD
--Pedigo, Thurman, Sr., MD
--Peeples, Harrison, MD
--Pellegrino, Edmund, MD
--Pelner, John B., MD
--Perkin, Reg, MD
--Perloff, Milton, MD
--Peterson, Kent, MD
--Pfenninger, John, MD
--Phelps, Malcom E., MD
--Phillips, Cheri
--Phillips, Theodore J., MD
--Phipps, Jack, MD
--Pinn, Tanika, MD
--Pisacano, Nicholas, MD
--Plotz, Charles, MD
--Plover, Jean, MD
--Plummer, Lawrence, DO
--Plyler, C.O., MD
--Porterfield, John, MD
--Post, S. Perry, MD
--Potter, Robert B., MD
--Potts, Don, MD
--Price, James, MD
--Price, Robert A., MD
--Puffer, James C., MD
--Pugno, Perry, MD, MPH
--Purtell, Robert F., MD
--Putnam, William F., MD
--Quello, Robert O., MD
--Rakel, Robert E., MD
--Ramirez, Mario E., MD
--Ramsey, Christian, MD
--Ramsue, Clayton M., MD
--Ranney, Bob
--Rardin, Thomas E., MD
--Rasmussen, Holger, MD
--Raspa, Robert F., MD
--Rawson, Errol W., MD
--Ray, Dixy Lee, PhD
--Read, Paul S., MD
--Reamy, H. Judson, MD
--Redman, Jack, MD
--Redwine, Rachelle
--Reeber, Erick, MD
--Reece, Janis
--Regen, Eugene M., MD
--Rehm, Susan
--Reinhardt, Uwe F., PhD
--Reis, Shmuel, MD
--Renner, John, MD
--Reussner, Elaine
--Rheinstein, Peter H., MD, MS
--Rhoades, F.P., MD
--Rhoades, Mrs. Nell
--Rial, William, MD
--Rice, Don, MD
--Rice, Lee, MD
--Richards, Edward J., MD
--Richards, Rick, MD
--Richardson, Eddie, Jr., MD
--Richardson, Elliot L.
--Richardson, Fount, MD
--Richardson, Fred, Jr., MD
--Richman, William, MD
--Rider, Dwayne
--Ridgeway, E., Jr., MD
--Rinderle (now Murphy), Theresa L., MD
--Ring, John, MD
--Rising, Jesse, MD
--Ritt, Albert E., MD
--Shnider, Bruce, MD
--Shochet, Bernard R., MD
--Shopfner, Charles E., MD
--Shreck, Robert W., MD
--Shropshire, Richard W., MD
--Shugoll, Gerald I., MD
--Shumrick, Donald A., MD
--Shumway, Clare N., MD
--Shurtleff, David, MD
--Sigmon, J. Lewis, Jr., MD
--Sigmon, Kiran, MD
--Silva, Melinda, MD
--Silverman, Mervyn, MD
--Simmons, Henry O.
--Simon, John, Jr., MD
--Simon, Joyce, MD
--Simonton, Fred, MD
--Skelton, W. Douglas, MD
--Sloan, R. Varian, MD
--Slusher, Ernest W., MD
--Smilkstein, Gabriel, MD
--Smith, Art
--Smith, Carleton R., MD
--Smith, Elmer M., MD
--Smith, Ian M., MD
--Smith, Jimmie, Jr., MD
--Smith, Mary Louise
--Smith, Phil
--Smith, Philip L., MD, MPH
--Smith, Robert, MD
--Smith, Stuart, MD
--Smith, Zenobia
--Snape, Palmira S., MD
--Snider, Arthur J.
--Snope, Frank, MD
--Sorkow, Eli, MD
--South-Paul, Jeannette, MD
--Soyke, Jennifer, MD
--Spalding, Jeannette
--Sparks, Robert D.
--Spencer, David L., MD
--Spencer, Mildred
--Sprague, Charles C., MD
--Wall, Eric M., MD
--Walsh, John G., MD
--Walsh, John W., MD
--Walsh, William R., MD
--Walter, Robert D., MD
--Wangensteen, Owen H., MD
--Warburton, Samuel (Woody), MD
--Ware, Dana, MD
--Warren, George W., MD
--Wartenberg, Robert, MD
--Waugh, Kyle, MD
--Waxman, David, MD
--Weaver, Donald L., MD
--Weaver, James, MD
--Weber, Cynthia, MA
--Weber, James R., MD
--Weber, Robert W., MD
--Wehrle, Paul F., MD
--Weible, Nancy, MD
--Weida, Thomas, MD
--Weinman, Herbert M., MD, MBA
--Welch, Claude E., MD
--Welch, Julian, MD
--Welde, William, MD
--Welker, Mary Jo, MD
--Wendel, Henri F., MD
--Wender, Richard, MD
--Wescoe, W. Clarke, MD
--West, David M., MD
--West, Irma, MD
--West, Sarah
--Westerman, Richard L., MD
--Wetzel, Patricia, MD
--Wherry, Rick, MD
--White, Brandi
--White, Paul W., MD
--Whittington, Kenneth, MD
--Widmar, Barbara
--Wiegert, H. Thomas, MD
--Wilbur, Dwight L., MD
--Wilbur, Richard, MD
--Wildgen, J. Jerome, MD
--Willard, Mary, MD
--Willard, William R., MD
--Williams, Paul A., MD
--Williams, Pauline, MD
--Williams, Tennyson, MD
--Williams, William Carlos, MD
--Willingham, Jeri
--Wilson, Vernon E., MD
--Winter, Robin O., MD, MMM
--Witt, Ernest D., MD
--Witten, Carroll L., MD
--Wolff, George T., MD
--Wolff, L. Thomas, MD
--Wonnacott, Clarence E.
--Woodall, Alan
--Wood, Maurice, MD
--Woods, Scott E., MD
--Wopat, Richard, MD
--Worley, Charles, MD
--Worthington, J. Mack, MD
--Wright, Christy Gustafson
--Wright, David
--Wright, Irving, MD
--Wymyslo, Ted, MD
--Yolles, Stanley F., MD
--Young, Herb, MD
--Young, Paul R., MD
--Young, Quentin D., MD
--Young, Robert (Marcus Welby, MD)
--Young, Robert, MD
--Zago, Robert, MD
--Zamostien, Bernard B., MD
--Zapp, John S., MD
--Zenker, Bernarda Mullek, MD
--Zervanos, Nikitas J., MD
--Zimmer, Dawn
--Zimmerman, Lisa
--Zimont, Charles R., MD
--Zukof, Walter H., MD
--AAFP Staff-Miscellaneous
--Individuals-unidentified

Medicine/Medical Practice (1 box)
Military; North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG) (1 box)

Organizations (Non-Family Medicine) (3 boxes)

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM) (7 boxes)
--Board of Directors Photographs (1992-2006) (1 box)
--President’s Portraits (1969-2006) (1 box)

Special Populations; World Organization of National Colleges, Academies and Academic Associations of General Practitioners/Family Physicians/ World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA) (1 box)

LIBRARY COLLECTION

Main Collection:


Adams, David P. American Board of Family Practice: A History. Lexington, KY: American Board of Family Practice, 1999. [Copy 1] [R729.5.G4 A33 1999]


Council on Medical Education. *Future Directions for Medical Education.* Chicago: American Medical Association, 1982. [Copy 1] [R745 .87 1982]


Arnon, Amos. *My Practice in My Pocket.* Charleston, SC: Department of Family Practice, MUSC (Medical University of South Carolina), 1978. [R729.5 G4]


________. *Medical Student, Family Doctor, Citizen.* Ashland, OH: Smail Creative Printing, 1976. [R729.5.G4 C3 1992]


Commission on Graduate Medical Education. *Graduate Medical Education*. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1940. [R737.C6]

Committee on Goals and Priorities of the National Board of Medical Examiners. *Evaluation in the Continuum of Medical Education*. Philadelphia: National Board of Medical Examiners, 1973. (Also known as the GAP Report.) [Copy 1] [R745.G62 1973]


Fishbein, Morris. *Frontiers of Medicine*. Baltimore: The Williams & Wilkins Company in cooperation with the Century of Progress Exposition, 1933. [R131.F5]


Green, Stuart, ed. Selected Writings of Donald F. Kent MD, PhD. Summit, NJ: Overlook Hospital, 2006. [R154.G44 A3 2006]


________. *The Horse and Buggy Doctor.* Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 1938. [R154.H39 A3]


Hess, Joseph W., Michael R. Liepman, and Thomas J. Ruane, ed. *Family Practice and Preventive Medicine: Health Promotion in Primary Care.* Symposium on Disease


Huygen, F.J.A. *Family Medicine, the Medical Life History of Families*. American ed. New York: Brunner/Mazel, 1982. [RA418.5 F3 H89 1982]


Kellerman, Rick, ed. *In Their Own Words: Stories About the Origins of Family Medicine Education at the University of Kansas School of Medicine in Wichita and Affiliated Residencies*. N.p.: Kansas Academy of Family Physicians Foundation, 2004. [Copy 1] [R729.5 G4 K46]


Kligler, Ben. *Curriculum in Complementary Therapies*. (Bronx, NY: Department of Family Medicine, Montefiore Medical Center, n.d. [R733 .K65]
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Madison, Donald L. *Starting Out in Rural Practice*. Chapel Hill, NC: Department of Social and Administrative Medicine, School of Medicine, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1980. [R729.5.R87 M33 1980]


Major, Ralph H. *An Account of the University of Kansas School of Medicine.* Kansas City, KS: University of Kansas Medical Alumni Assn., n.d. [R747.K32 M3]


Memorias: 14 al 17 de Setiembre de 1985, Centro Cultural General San Martin, Buenos Aires, Argentina/ Primer Congreso Regional de Medicina Familiar (Argentina-Brasil-Chile); Primer Congreso Argentino de Medicina Familiar; Asociacion Argentina de Medicina Familiar; Centro Internacional para la Medicina Familiar. Buenos Aires [Argentina]: Centro International Para La Medicina Familiar, 1986. [R11 .M46 1986]


Miner, Craig. *History of The University of Kansas School of Medicine-Wichita, 1970-2003*. 299
Wichita, KS: University of Kansas School of Medicine-Wichita, 2005. [Copy 1] [R747 .U683378 M55 2005]
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_____. *Counsels and Ideals from the Writings of William Osler & Selected Aphorisms.* New York: Gryphon Editions, 1993. (From 1921 edition) [R117.O832 1921]


Partono, Felix. *A Simple Way to Understand EKGs.* N.p: By the Author, 2010. [Copy 1] [RC683.5.E5 P17 2010]


Research Triangle Institute; Department of Family Medicine, East Carolina University School of Medicine. *An Assessment of the Development and Support of the Family Medicine Departments Program*, Final Report. Division of Medicine, Bureau of Health Professions, Health Resources and Services Administration, Department of Health and Human Services, 1989. [W20.F941 1989]


Schenger, Joseph E. *40 Years in Family Medicine.* N.p.: By the Author, 2014. [R729.S34 2014]


________. *Residents as Teachers: A Guide to Educational Practice.* 2nd ed. rev. Salt Lake City:
Department of Family and Preventive Medicine, University of Utah School of Medicine, 1993. [R840.S42 1993]


Straubing, Harold Elk, comp. *In Hospital and Camp: the Civil War Through the Eyes of Its


[RC55 .T38 1996]


_____. *The History of the Founding of the American Academy of General Practice.* St. Louis: Warren H. Green, 1969. [1 hardback copy] [R729.5 .G4 T7]


_____. *Normal Diet: Age of Parental Control.* Volume 5 of *Nutrition in Primary Care* series. Columbus, OH: Department of Family Medicine, The Ohio State University, 1985. [QU145 .N9771 1985 Volume 5]


Whitman, Neal A. *Creative Medical Teaching.* [Salt Lake City] : Dept. of Family and Preventive Medicine, University of Utah, School of Medicine, 1990. [MLCM 93/04523]

_______. *Notes of a Medical Educator.* Salt Lake City: Department of Family and Preventive Medicine University of Utah School of Medicine, 1999. [R834.W45 1999]

_______. *There Is No Gene For Good Teaching: A Handbook on Lecturing for Medical Teachers.* Salt Lake City, UT: University of Utah School of Medicine, 1982. [R834.W615t 1982]

_______. , Elaine Weiss and Lawrence Lutz. *The Chief Resident As Manager.* 2nd ed. Salt Lake City: Department of Family and Preventive Medicine University of Utah School of Medicine, 1993. [R834.W45 1993]
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--Ely, John C., MD
--Endicott, Kenneth M., MD
--England, James J., MD
--Englund-Young, Cathy
--Epperly, Ted, MD
--Erickson, James L., MD
--Eshbach, Horace W., MD
--Estes, E. Harvey, Jr., MD
--Etz, Rebecca, PhD
--Evans, Franklin J., MD
--Evans, Kenneth L., MD
--Evans, Leland S., MD
--Evans, Robert, MD
--Ewing, Charles H., MD
--Fairbanks, Leland L., MD
--Falkoff, Alan, MD
--Fancolly, Peggy
--Fanta, Eugene, MD
--Farley, Eugene, MD
--Faus, Marie K., MD
--Faus, Robert B., MD
--Featherstone, Carol, MD
--Fedderly, Bradley, MD
--Feigin, Joel S., MD
--Feldman, Richard D., MD
--Felger, Thomas, MD
--Felmar, Eugene, MD
--Fenlon, Charles E., MD
--Fennell, Zandra Maffett, MS
--Ferentz, Kevin Scott, MD
--Fields, Larry, MD
--Filer, Wanda, MD
--Fine, Michael, MD
--Fink, Augustus, PhD
--Fischer, A. Alan, MD
--Fischer, Paul M., MD
--Fisher, William A., MD
--Flanagan, Clint, MD
--Fleming, Alexander (Sir)
--Fleming, John C., MD
--Fleming, Michael O., MD
--Flick, Conrad L., MD
--Flinders, Rick, MD
--Flood, Richard E., MD
--Flores, Chris, MD
--Flores, Katherine A., MD
--Flores, William C., MD
--Florimonte, Jason, MD
--Flory, Dona
--Flourney, Edwin Elliott, Jr., MD
--Fogarty, John, MD
--Ford, Hillary
--Forrest, Brian, MD
--Forry, Samuel, MD
--Fort, Arthur T., MD
--Fortin, Philip F., MD
--Fowler, John Ed, MD
--Fowler, John Richard, MD
--Frame, Paul S., MD
--Frank, Mary, MD
--Franko, John, MD
--Franzi, Antonio J., MD
--Frederick, Kenneth A., MD
--Fredstrom, David A., MD
--Freeman, Joshua, MD
--French, William D.
--Frey, John J., III, MD
--Friedman, Marion M., MD
--Frohman, I. Phillips, MD
--Fromer, Leonard M., MD
--Frost, Jennifer, MD
--Fruehan, Alice E., MD
--Fuchs, Patricia R., RD
--Gagliardi, N. Joseph, MA, MD
--Galbraith, Kathleen, MD
--Gallagher, James, PhD
--Galloway, James, MD
--Gallup, Elizabeth, MD, JD
--Galt, John Minson, MD
--Gamble, Vanessa Northington, MD
--Ganiats, Theodore G., MD
--Garcia, Luis, MD
--Garner, Julea, MD
--Garrett, Elizabeth A., MD, MSPH
--Gary, Thomas P., MD
--Gaughan, Carolyn, CAE
--Gehringer, Gerald R, MD
--Gelb, Jack, MD
--George, Robert J., DO
--Gerald, Melvin D., MD, MPH
--Gerard, Roy J., MD
--Geyman, John, MD
--Gibson, Patricia A., PhD
--Gifford, William P., MD
--Gilbert, Thomas, MD
--Guiteras, G. Patrick, MD
--Gunn, John C., MD
--Gustafson, Christine
--Gutierrez, Cecilia A., MD
--Guyther, J. Roy, MD
--Haddock, Douglass A., MD
--Hagood, William Joseph, MD
--Hagy, John A., MD
--Haines, Arthur S., MD
--Hale, Frank A., PhD
--Haley, Alvin J., MD
--Hall, Carl B., MD
--Hall, J. Basil, MD
--Hall, Lyman, MD
--Halvorsen, John G., MD, MS
--Hames, Curtis G., MD
--Hammond, Scott, MD
--Hampton, Hiram, MD
--Hankins, Robert E., MD
--Hanlon, John J., MD
--Hannan, David, MD, MPA
--Hannas, Ralston R., Jr., MD
--Hansen, Peter O., MD
--Hansen, Phyllis G.
--Hardman, Lamartine G., MD
--Hardy, Joseph, MD
--Harloe, John P., MD
--Harmon, Gerald, MD
--Harper, B. Dale
--Harper, Diane Medved, MD, MS
--Harpole, Bernard, MD
--Harr, Patrick P., MD
--Harris, Andrew Epes, Jr., MD
--Harris, Barbara
--Harris, George, MD, MS
--Hart, Julian Tudor, MD, FRCGP
--Hart, Marshall O., MD
--Harte, Liesa, MD
--Hartman, John R., MD
--Harwood, Jeff, MD
--Hasser, Clayton Raker
--Hauck, Carletta
--Haug, Norman, MD
Moquist, Dale C., MD
--Morantz, Susie Carr
Moreno, Mary, MD
--Morgan, Edgar B., MD
--Morgan, Ralph, MD
--Moritsugu, Kenneth, MD, MPH
Morley, Andrew P., Jr., MD
--Morningstar, George L., MD
--Morris, G. Scott, MD
--Morsch, Gary, MD, MPH
--Morsea, Kathryn Ann, MD
--Moser, Robert, MD
--Mossman, Thomas M., MD
--Mudd, Samuel A., MD
--Mui, Bong Quy, MD
--Mullan, Fitzhugh, MD
--Mullins, Amy, MD
--Mullins, Henry C., Jr., MD
--Mullins, R. Bob, Jr., MD
--Munger, Michael, MD
--Munning, Kathy, PhD
--Murphey, Susan, MD
--Murphy, Franklin, MD
--Murphy, James D., MD
--Murphy, Maureen, MD
--Murray, Jane L., MD
--Murray, Robert Drake, MD
--Myers, L.A., MD
--Myers, Shirlee
--Myers, William J.
--Neal, Durwood E., MD
--Neal, Edward, MD
--Neal, Jerry M., Ed.D.
--Nelson, Arnold G., MD
--Nelson, John C., MD, MPH
--Nepola, Neil, MD
--Nereim, Theodore J., MD
--Neuhofel, Ryan, DO, MPH
--Newell, Josephine E., MD [Country Doctor Museum]
--Newton, Warren P., MD, MPH
--Nicholas, Thomas A., MD
--Nichols, Joey, MD
--Nicholson, Raymond W., Jr., MD
- Pang, Hong Quon, MD
- Panther, Sandra L., CFRE
- Parajon, Laura, MD, MPH
- Parikh, Tejal, MD
- Paris, Richard, MD
- Parish, Clifford A., Jr.
- Parkhill, George W.
- Parkinson, Richard, MD
- Parrish, David O., MS, MD
- Pasquariello, D. William, MD
- Patel, Kavita, MD
- Patsalis, Angelo, MD
- Paul, Leonard G., MD
- Paz, Conchita Marie, MD
- Peatee, Roger A., MD
- Pebley, Roscoe S., MD
- Pector, Elizabeth, MD
- Pellegrino, Edmund, MD
- Pelot, John Crews, MD
- Penney, Robert, MD
- Perkins, James M., MD
- Permut, Stephen, MD, JD
- Perry, John Edward, MD
- Petersdorf, Robert G., MD
- Peterson, Lars E., MD, PhD
- Petioni, Muriel, MD
- Pfenninger, John L., MD
- Pham, Nghia, MD
- Phelps, Malcom E., MD
- Phillips, Deirdre Melessa (Lessa), MD
- Phillips, Julie, MD, MPH
- Phillips, Lyle G., MD
- Phillips, Robert, MD, MSPH
- Phillips, Theodore J., MD
- Phillips, William R., MD, MPH
- Phipps, Jack G., MD
- Pickler, Laura, MD
- Picotte, Susan La Flesche, MD
- Piefer, Gary, MD, MS
- Pierce, Trent, MD
- Pisacano, Nicholas J., MD
- Place, Michael, MD
- Phlak, Patricia L.
--Ross-Lee, Barbara, DO
--Roth, Mary Elizabeth, MD
--Rouse, Milford O., MD
--Rowe, Harry M., MD
--Rowland, George A., MD
--Rowland, J. Roy, MD
--Royer, Clark, MD
--Rubin, Steven F., DO
--Rues, Larry A., MD
--Ruhe, C.H. William, MD
--Rush, Benjamin, MD
--Rusk, Howard, MD
--Russell, George A., MD
--Rust, George, MD, MPH
--Rutland, Richard O., Jr., MD
--Rutstein, David, MD, MPH
--Ryan, James E., MD
--Sackett, Walter W., Jr., MD
--Sadler, Alfred M., Jr., MD
--Sadovsky, Richard, MD
--Sagov, Stanley, MD
--Saguil, Aaron, MD, MPH
--Salinas, Jose, MD
--Salter, Herbert W., MD
--Saltzman, Benjamin N., MD
--Sammons, James H., MD
--Sams, Sara, MD
--Sanchez, Eduardo, MD, MPH
--Sanchez, Rafael C., MD
--Sanders, Brian
--Sanders, Jason P., MD
--Saputelli, Raymond, MBA, CAE
--Sarvis, Ewart S., MD
--Satcher, David, MD, PhD
--Saultz, John W., MD
--Saunders, Cecil A., Jr., MD
--Savoy, Margot L., MD, MPH
--Sawyer, Devin, MD
--Sawyer, William, MD
--Scamahorn, Malcolm O., MD
--Schaefer, Mickey
--Schauer, Edward A., MD
--Schechtman, Andrew, MD
--Schenk, Maryjean, MD, MPH
--Scherger, Joseph E., MD, MPH
--Schlaser, Verne L., MD
--Schmidt, David D., MD
--Schmittling, Gordon
--Schoen, Frederic L., MD
--Schoof, Bellinda K., BSPH, MHA, CPHQ
--Schooley, Susan, MD
--Schulte, Terrence
--Schwartzstein, Alan, MD
--Schwenk, Thomas L., MD
--Sciuto, Brooke, MD
--Scott, Shannon
--Scotti, Michael J., Jr., MD
--Sears, Ernest, MD
--Seifert, Milton, Jr., MD
--Sevastos, John P., DO
--Sevilla, Mike, MD
--Shackelford, Joseph R., III, MD
--Shackelford, Robert H., MD
--Shacklett, George E., MD
--Shaffer, Todd, MD, MBA
--Shahady, Edward J., MD
--Shannon, George, MD
--Shapiro, Maynard I., MD
--Sharp, T.R. (Theron Robert), DO
--Shaw, Merrill, MD
--Shaw, William J., MD
--Sheets, Kent J., PhD
--Sherwood, Roger A.
--Shetlar, James F., MD
--Shields, Sara, MD, MS
--Shimamura, Albert Iwao, MD
--Shoales, Elbis A., MD
--Shore, William B., MD
--Shreck, Robert W., MD
--Sia, Richard Ho Ping, MD
--Sigmon, J. Lewis, MD
--Simmons, Benjamin “Frankie” III, MD
--Simmons, James G., MD
--Simonds, James D., MD
--Simonton, Fred H., MD
--Siwek, Jay, MD
--Skinner, William, MD
--Skolnik, Neil S., MD
--Sloan, R. Varian, MD
--Slusher, Ernest W., MD
--Smith, Art
--Smith, P. Brent, MD
--Smith, Carleton R., MD
--Smith, C. Kent, MD
--Smith, David R., MD
--Smith, Ellen, MD
--Smith, Elmer M., MD
--Smith, Jimmie H., Jr., MD
--Smith, John McCullough, MD
--Smith, Karen, MD
--Smith, Michael
--Smith, Robert, MD
--Smith, Talbott Collins
--Smith, Tobie-Lynn, MD
--Smith, William P., Jr., MD
--Snape, Palmira S., MD
--Snodgrass, Wilfred, MD
--Snope, Frank C., MD
--Snyder, Victor F., MD
--Soch, Kathy, MD
--Sokol, Arnold, DO
--Solberg, Leif Ivar, MD
--Somers, Anne Ramsay, DSc
--Sonis, Jeffrey, MD, MPH
--Sorkow, Eli, MD
--Soule, Webster F., MD
--South-Paul, Jeannette E., MD
--Southwick, Lloyd, MD
--Spady, Kenneth H., MD
--Spann, Stephen J., MD
--Speissegger, William H., MD
--Spencer, David L., MD
--Spicer, William S., Jr., MD
--Spogen, Daniel R., MD
--Spotts, Douglas, MD
--Springer, Michael D.
--Sproul, William M., MD
--Squyres, Berry N., MD
--Stabler, Christine, MD
--Wachtler, Kathleen, MD
--Wagner, Charles Frederick, MD
--Waldren, Steven, MD, MS
--Waleh, Meshia, MD
--Walker, Dixie
--Walker, Jack D., MD
--Walker, Jackson K., MD
--Walker, Mary Edwards, MD
--Walker, Nelson C., MD
--Walker, J. Stefan, MD
--Wall, Eric Martin, MD, MPH
--Walling, Anne, MD
--Wallis, Samuel R., MD
--Walls, Arch, MD
--Walsh, John G., MD
--Walsh, Patrick J., MD
--Walsh, William M., MD
--Ware, Dana S., MD
--Warren, George W., MD
--Warren, Jeff, MD
--Warren, Linda, MD
--Wassell, John R., MD
--Watchinski, Robert, CPA
--Watson, Katrina
--Watts, Charles, MD
--Watts, Karl, MD
--Webber, C. Frank, MD
--Weber, Cynthia, MA
--Weber, James R., MD
--Weddington, Wilburn H., MD
--Weida, Jane, MD
--Weida, Thomas, MD
--Weisbart, Ed, MD
--Welby, Marcus, MD- See: Young, Robert (aka Marcus Welby, MD)
--Welch, Brian, CPA
--Welch, Julian K., MD
--Welker, Mary Jo, MD
--Weller, Diane, RN
--Wendel, Henri F., MD
--Wender, Richard, MD
--Wenger, Greg, MD
--Wentz, Henry S., MD
--Werblun, Merrill N., MD
--Witt, D. Ernest, MD
--Witten, Carroll L., MD
--Wolcott, Oliver
--Woolf, Steven, MD, MPH
--Wolff, George T., MD
--Wolff, L. Thomas, MD
--Wolfrey, Jeffrey, MD
--Wolkomir, Michael S., MD, MA
--Wong, Brenda
--Wood, Julie, MD
--Wood, Leonard, MD
--Wood, Maurice, MD
--Woolf, Steven, MD, MPH
--Wootton, Lore, MD
--Worley, Charles A., MD
--Wortham, Thomas H., MD
--Wright, David
--Wymyslo, Theodore, MD
--Yawn, Barbara P., MD, MS, MPH
--Yoder, A.C., MD
--Young, Herbert F., MD, MA
--Young, Paul R., MD
--Young, Robert (aka Marcus Welby, MD)
--Young, Robert S., MD
--Younge, Richard, MD
--Zachary, T. Eugene, DO
--Zapp, John A., MD
--Zebley, Joseph, III, MD
--Zeitler, Sidney S., MD
--Zervanos, Nikitas J., MD
--Ziemkowski, Peter, MD
--Zieren, Jan D., DO, MPH
--Zimmerman, Kristina
--Zimmerman, Richard K., MD, MPH
--Zukof, Walter H., MD

**Medicine/Medical Practice**
--Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs)
--Administrative Medicine
--Advertising
--Alcohol
--Alternative Medicine
--AMA/Specialty Society Relative Value Scale Update Committee (RUC)
--Ambulatory Care
--Autism
--Breastfeeding
--Cancer Screenings
--Childbirth
--Community Health Centers (CHCs)
--Community Medicine
--Community-Oriented Primary Care
--Competence Assessment
--Comprehensive Primary Care Initiative (CPCI)
--Corporate Medicine
--Cross-Cultural Medicine
--Diabetes
--Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRGs)
--Disaster Preparedness
--Disease Management
--Drug Prescriptions
--Economics
--Electronic Health Records (EHR)
--Emergency Medicine
--Ethics
--Evidenced-Based Medicine (EBM)
--Geriatric Medicine
--Health Care Reform
--Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
--Hepatitis
--Hippocratic Oath
--History
----General
--HIV/AIDS
--Hospital Privileges
--Influenza
--Immunizations
--Insurance
----General
----Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs)
----Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs)
--Internal Medicine
--International Medicine
--Interspecialty Issues
--Lifecycle Preventive Health Services (LPHS)
--Locum Tenens
Military
--Air Force
----Air Force Medical Service (AFMS)
--American Revolution
--Army
----Army Medical Department (AMEDD)
----Surgeon Generals of the Army
--Civil War
----Confederate States Medical Department
----General
----United States Army Medical Department
--Coast Guard
--Iraq War (Operation Iraqi Freedom)
--Korean War
--Marine Corps
--Navy
----Medical Department (NAVMED)
--Persian Gulf War (Operation Desert Storm)
--Vietnam
--War of 1812
--World War I
--World War II

North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG)

Organizations (Non-Family Medicine related): 
--American College of Physicians and Surgeons
--American Medical Association (AMA)
----General Practitioner of the Year Award
----House of Delegates (AAFP Members)
--American Medical Student Association (AMSA)
--Council of Medical Specialty Societies (CMSS)
--Institute of Medicine (IOM)
--Patient-Centered Primary Care Collaborative (PCPCC)
--Prescriptions for a Healthy America
--Student American Medical Association (SAMA)- See: American Medical Student Association

Publications (Of Non-Family Medicine organizations)
Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM)

Special Populations:
--African Americans
--General
--Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT)
--Native Americans
--Poor/Disadvantaged Populations
--Women

Surgeon General- See: Government-U.S. Public Health Service (Surgeon Generals)

World Organization of National Colleges, Academies and Academic Associations of General Practitioners/Family Physicians/World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA)

MUSEUM (ARTIFACT) COLLECTION

ARTIFACTS IN STORAGE:

AAFP Insurance Services; Association of Family Medicine Administration (AFMA);
Family Medicine Residency Nurses Association (FMNA) (1 box)

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)
Administration Division (AAFP Headquarters buildings dedications) (2 boxes; includes 1 box of artifacts, and 1 box of bags and textiles)

Assembly-See: General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Scientific Assembly

Board of Directors (1 box of signs)
Congress of Delegates (3 boxes of campaign artifacts, 1 box of state delegation signs)

Constituent Chapters (2 boxes; includes 1 box of artifacts, and 1 box of textiles from the Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Nebraska and North Carolina chapters)

Division & Program Materials (1 box)

FMX (Family Medicine Experience)- See: General/Miscellaneous Materials-Meetings, Conventions & Special Events- Scientific Assembly

General/Miscellaneous Materials:
- Banners & Flags (1 large box)
- Ceramics/Rookwood Pottery (1 box)
- Glassware/Mugs (1 box)
- Jewelry & Medallions; Pinbacks & Buttons; Miscellaneous Artifacts (1 box)
- Meetings, Conventions & Special Events (7 boxes; includes 3 boxes of non-Scientific Assembly related bags & textiles; 3 boxes of Scientific Assembly bags & textiles (1982-present); and 1 box of ALF/National Conference/Scientific Assembly miscellaneous artifacts
- Miscellaneous Bags & Textiles (3 boxes)
- Notebooks (1 box)

Publications- AAFP Daily News Engraving Plates (1 box)
Research and Information Services (RIS) Division-AAFP Archives Subject Listings Guide-2 bound books (1 box)

Scientific Activities Division- Americans In Motion-Healthy Interventions (AIM-HI)-backpack with giveaway items (backpack and 9 items)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F) (4 boxes; includes 2 boxes of artifacts, and 2 boxes of bags and textiles)

American Board of Family Medicine (ABFM) (2 boxes; includes 1 box of bags and textiles)

Association of Departments of Family Medicine (ADFM) (2 boxes, includes 1 box of bags and textiles)

Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD) (2 boxes, includes 1 box of bags and textiles)
**Education**
- Academic Medical Centers Residency Training Programs (2 boxes; includes 1 box of artifacts, 1 box of bags and textiles)

**Family Medicine/Family Practice**
- Medical Instruments (1 box)
- Medications (1 box)
- Doctor’s bags (4; includes 1 toy bag)

**Family Medicine Working Party** (1 T-shirt)

**Government**
- Indian Health Service (1 bag)

**Individuals**
- Baker, A. Sherwood, MD (1 doctor’s bag; 2 large pill cases)
- Bishop, F. Marian, PhD, MSPH (boxed artifacts)
- Burket, George E., Jr., MD (boxed artifacts)
- Cain, Jeffrey J., MD (1 box of Star Wars textiles and souvenir pencils)
- Carr, Robert M., MD (boxed artifact)
- Carr, Walter A., MD (Day Book, 1911-1913) (1 box)
- Dannaker, C[hristian] A[ugustus], MD (boxed artifact)
- Elliott, Olin A., MD (1 doctor’s bag with accessories)
- Frank Blake, Thelma E., MD (boxed artifacts; 1 microscope with case)
- Guyther, J. Roy, MD (boxed artifacts)
- Haley, Alvin J., MD (boxed artifacts)
- Hall, James Basil, MD (boxed artifacts)
- Heald, Clarence Linden, MD (1 microscope in box)
- Kolb, Weldon G., MD (boxed artifacts)
- Kowalewski, Edward J., MD (boxed artifacts)
- Lemmon, Robert, MD (boxed artifacts)
- Ludwick, Arthur L., Jr., MD (boxed artifacts; 2 doctor’s bags; 1 large pill case, 1 microscope in case)
- McEachen, Esther I., MD (boxed artifacts)
- McKay, Haden E., Jr., MD (boxed artifacts)
- Meier, Carl F., MD (2 boxes; 1 doctor’s bag)
- Miller, Roland E., MD (1 box and 1 microscope in case)
- Renner, John H., MD (1 large textile box and hanging storage)
- Sanchez, Rafael C., MD (1 box and hanging storage)
- Stelmach, W. Jack, MD (1 doctor’s bag with accessories and 1 box and 1 sphygmomanometer in case)
- Stern, Thomas L., MD (1 box; 1 doctor’s bag with accessories)
- Tate, Waddy P., MD (1 doctor’s bag and 1 microscope in case; See also: Traveling Exhibits Collection)
- Thornburgh, Albert H., MD (boxed artifacts)
- Tudor, John M., Jr., MD (1 doctor’s bag with accessories)
- Weber, James R., MD (1 microscope with case)
- Zervanos, Nikitas J., MD (1 box)

Military
U.S. Air Force Flight Surgeon’s Examination and Treatment Kit, c.1965 (includes Master Packing List)

North American Primary Care Research Group (NAPCRG) (2 boxes, includes 1 box of bags and textiles)

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM) (2 boxes, includes 1 box of bags and textiles)
World Organization of National Colleges, Academies and Academic Associations of General Practitioners/ Family Physicians/World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA) (2 boxes, includes 1 box of artwork and 1 box of bags & textiles)

PLAQUES & FRAMED ITEMS:
Plaques and framed items include awards, plaques, posters on foam core backing and in storage tubes, as well as items framed under glass.

American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)
Administration Division (9 medium items, 3 large items)

Board of Directors (1 large item)

Commissions, Committees & Task Forces (1 small item)

Communications Division (2 small items, 2 medium items)
Continuing Medical Education (CME) Division (6 medium items)

Executive Division (2 small items)

General/Miscellaneous Materials:
- Corporate Papers (Seal) (2 small items, 5 medium items, 5 large items)
- Historical/Anniversary Materials (1 small item, 1 medium item, 4 large items)
- Meetings, Conventions & Special Events-Scientific Assembly (2 large items)

International & Interprofessional Activities Division (2 small items)

Medical Education Division (2 medium items)

Meetings & Conventions Division (7 small items)

Publications Division (1 large item)

American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)
Corporate Development (1 large item, 1 small item)

General/Miscellaneous Materials:
- Corporate Papers (Seal) (1 medium item, 2 large items)
- Historical/Anniversary (1 large item)

Huffington Library (1 large item)

Individual Development (1 small item)

Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors (AFMRD) (1 medium item)

Family Medicine/Family Practice (1 small item, 1 medium item, 7 large items)- See also: Traveling Exhibits: A Gallery of Family Medicine Symbols, Past & Present

Individuals
- Baker, A. Sherwood, MD (1 medium item)- See also: Traveling Exhibits: Six Men of Medicine
- Bishop, F. Marian, PhD, MSPH (26 small items, 10 medium items)
- Burket, George E., Jr., MD (9 small items, 2 medium items)
- Chaney, Ernie J., MD (4 small items, 1 medium item, 1 large item)
- Clinton, Claudene (1 small item, 4 medium items)
- Cobb, Helen (2 large items)
- Copeland, Lanny R., MD (1 small item)
- Fleming, Michael O., MD (1 medium item)
- Frank Blake, Thelma E., MD (1 small item)
- Haley, Alvin J., MD (5 small items, 3 medium items, 1 large item)
- Holloway, Richard L., PhD (1 medium item)
- Koch, Robert R., MD (1 medium item)
- Kolb, Weldon G., MD (2 small items)
- Kowalewski, Edward J., MD (5 small items)
- Ludwick, Arthur L., Jr., MD (2 small items, 2 medium items)
- Miller, R. Michael, JD (1 medium item)
- Miller, Roland E., MD (1 small item, 1 medium item)
- Nixon, Sam A., MD (1 small item)
- Panther, Sandra L., CFRE (2 medium items)
- Price, James G., MD (1 small item)
- Rockufeler, JoAnn (2 medium items)
- Sanchez, Rafael C., MD (8 small items, 3 medium items, 3 large items)
- Stelmach, W. Jack, MD (2 small items)
- Stephens, G. Gayle, MD (3 small items)
- Stern, Thomas L., MD (14 small items, 3 medium items, 4 large items)
- Taylor, Robert B., MD (1 small item)

Society of Teachers of Family Medicine (STFM) (5 small items, 3 medium items, 2 large items)

TRAVELING EXHIBITS:

The following exhibits are currently available as small, portable displays that can be loaned to family medicine organizations, schools, civic organizations or other archives, libraries and museums on a temporary basis.

Exhibits may be loaned for a period of three months with one three-month renewal, for a maximum of up to six months. The cost for Family Medicine organizations and other donors to the Center is the cost of return shipping only; for other researchers and organizations, the cost is $150.00 per three-month loan period, plus the cost of return shipping.

For more information about exhibit availability and ordering, please contact the Center.

The following traveling exhibits are available for loan:
**AAFP Awards & Honors**- Features a sampling of some of the many awards the Academy has won over the years in areas ranging from education and publishing to meetings and convention management. (1 box)

**The AAFP: A History of the American Academy of Family Physicians**- This display has been developed from “The AAFP & AAFP Foundation: A Tribute to Excellence,” a special exhibit to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Academy, and which was featured at the 59th annual Scientific Assembly in Chicago in 2007. (5 boxes)

**The AAFP & Health Care Reform: Then & Now**- Family physicians and family medicine organizations have both played a critical part in the continuing debate to reform health care in America. This exhibit takes a brief look at the history of health care reform in the United States and the AAFP’s role in reform efforts. (1 box)

**The AAFP Foundation: A History** - A special exhibit to celebrate the first 50 years in the history of the Foundation (1958-2008), this display is one of a series of historical exhibitions in the "Family of Family Medicine" Series. (2 boxes)

**ADFM: A History of the Association of Departments of Family Medicine** - Another in a series of historical exhibitions in the “Family of Family Medicine” Series. (1 box)

**AFMRD: A History of the Association of Family Medicine Residency Directors**- The fourth in the series of historical exhibitions in the “Family of Family Medicine” Series. (1 box)

**All in the Family: A History of the Constituent Chapters of the AAFP**- This exhibit takes a look at the history and development of the Academy’s 55 Constituent Chapters, and features unique photographs, artifacts, etc. from selected chapters. (1 box)

**The Center for the History of Family Medicine: Preserving Family Medicine’s Past for the Sake of Our Future**- This exhibit focuses on the Center itself, its history and purpose, and the multi-dimensional role it plays as an historical archives, library and museum. (2 boxes)

**Christmas At the Academy**- Drawing from the Academy’s old files, this exhibit takes a look at the history of Christmas at the AAFP, its past importance in Academy culture, and its evolution into a “Holiday” celebration. (1 box)

**The Distinguished Dozen: Twelve Books that Shaped the Face of Family Medicine**- Features 12 of the most influential works in Family Medicine history, together with a discussion of their impact and authors. (1 box)

**From the Doctor’s Bag: The Tools of the Family Physician, Past & Present**- Presents a collection of various medical instruments together with a discussion of their uses. (2 boxes)
A Gallery of Family Medicine Symbols, Past & Present- Taken from the collection of framed items donated by STFM from the office of former STFM Executive Director Roger Sherwood, this exhibit presents and discusses some of the many symbols which have been used by Family Medicine organizations throughout the years. (1 box including 23 small framed items)

The GP’s Library: A Glimpse Into Early 20th Century Medicine - This exhibit showcases and presents materials that were found in a typical GP’s library during the early 20th Century. Two different versions of the exhibit have been prepared: one based on the collections of Dr. John O. Baeke, a practicing GP in Overland Park, Kansas during the 1950s through 1980s (2 boxes), and materials from the library of GP Waddy P. Tate, MD of St. Louis. (4 boxes) (6 boxes total)

Kids & Family Medicine - Utilizing files from both family medicine organizations and family physicians, this exhibit takes a look at children’s perceptions of family physicians and family medicine, and also focuses on family medicine’s involvement over the years in reaching out to younger generations. (1 box)

Past Headquarters Buildings of the AAFP- A small gallery exhibit featuring materials drawn from the Center’s collections on the history of the past headquarters of the Academy. (7 framed items)

Physicians With Heart: A Tribute- This exhibit, detailing the history of the Physicians with Heart airlift, was originally produced in 2006 and has been updated to honor the 20th anniversary airlift in 2011. (2 boxes)

Reproduction Medical Costume Collection - The following reproduction medical costumes are available for loan: (1) Civil War Confederate medical officer's uniform - historically accurate reproduction of a Confederate surgeon's uniform, complete with jacket, pants, kepi (hat) and sash; (2) Civil War Union medical officer's uniform - historically accurate reproduction of a Union surgeon's uniform, including jacket, pants, kepi (hat) and sash; (3) Green surgical scrubs - includes shirt and pants; and (4) Physician's white lab coat.

Six Men of Medicine- Features a set of 10 framed medical illustrations of a 1966 poem about General Practice entitled “Six Men of Medicine” by A. Sherwood Baker, MD adapted from “The Blind Man and the Elephant.” (1 box including 10 medium framed items)

A Survey of Academy Publications – This exhibit features early issues of GP, AFP, Family Practice Management and/or other publications from past Academy offerings, and also features old print blocks from the Publication Division’s AAFP Daily News. (1 box)

What Is It?- This exhibit features early medical equipment and offers visitors a “quiz” which challenges them to identify the items. Three versions of this exhibit are available for display. (Version 1: 1 box; Version 2: 1 box; Version 3- 1 box; 3 boxes total)
Who Am I? What Am I? Where Am I? – This display features unidentified photographs from the Center’s collections (of which there are many) and seeks to engage visitors by asking them to help identify the individuals or subjects displayed in each photograph. (1 box)

APPENDIX 1:
CENTER FOR THE HISTORY OF FAMILY MEDICINE (CHFM)
UNIFORM MAJOR SUBJECT HEADINGS LIST

(NOTE: Materials are filed within each Family Medicine organization by division or subunit within that organization.)

A - AAFP Insurance Services, Inc. (ABFM)
    Academic Family Medicine Organizations (AFMO)
    American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)
    American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation (AAFP/F)
    American Board of Family Medicine

C - Companies & Corporations
To ensure proper care and use of the Center’s resources, the following policies have been established for their use:

1. The CHFM is a closed stack facility. This means that the collections are housed in a secure area that is not accessible to researchers. The Center’s staff will bring requested items to researchers for use in the Center’s Library or another approved location.

2. Printed materials may be photocopied if it poses no harm to the material. However, Center staff will not reproduce some items due to their fragile or unique nature.

3. Center staff will do all reproduction of the collections in CHFM offices or in another approved location. Copies may then be removed for use by the researcher.

4. Some materials may have access restrictions based upon legal or confidentiality issues, or at the donor’s request. Therefore, Center staff reserve the right to refuse researchers access to these materials.

5. The user assumes full responsibility and liability for copyright compliance of all materials used from the Center. CHFM also reserves the right to refuse to copy or permit the copying or reproduction of
materials which it feels may be in violation of copyright laws.

6. Fees may be charged for services such as lengthy reference searches, photocopying, faxing, photograph duplication, rush orders, and publication. CHFM staff will provide a copy of the Center’s fee schedule upon request (see Appendix B, Price List for Reproduction and Services).

7. The researcher must request permission to publish any materials belonging to the Center in writing prior to publication.

8. The researcher must agree to have the following statement accompany each published image from the Center’s collections: “Courtesy of the Center for the History of Family Medicine, American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation.”

9. Upon completion, the researcher must send one copy of any publication using materials from the Center’s collections to the CHFM. This will become a part of the official archives of the Center for the History of Family Medicine.

10. Smoking, eating and drinking in the Center is not permitted.

11. The Center is not available for use as either short- or long-term rental or storage.

APPENDIX 3:
CHFM PRICE LIST OF REPRODUCTIONS AND SERVICES
(NOTE: all fees are subject to change without notice.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Service</th>
<th>Family Medicine Organizations* &amp; Other Donors to the Center:</th>
<th>Other Researchers &amp; Other Organizations:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference Service Fee</td>
<td>No Charge</td>
<td>$50.00 per hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(applied to searches over 30 min.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photocopies of documents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1-5 pages)</td>
<td>No Charge</td>
<td>$ .25 per page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6-20 pages)</td>
<td>No Charge</td>
<td>$ .25 per page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(21 or more pages)</td>
<td>$ .25 per page</td>
<td>$ .25 per page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prints of Photographs</td>
<td>Charges vary, actual cost</td>
<td>$10.00 per print</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio or Videotape Reproduction</td>
<td>Charges vary, actual cost</td>
<td>$25.00 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhibit Loans</td>
<td>Cost of Return Shipping</td>
<td>$150.00 per 3-month loan period plus cost of Return Shipping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Charge</td>
<td>Fee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faxing</td>
<td>No Charge</td>
<td>$1.00 per page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning</td>
<td>No Charge</td>
<td>$1.00 per page plus cost of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CD (if applicable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rush Orders</td>
<td>Actual cost of service</td>
<td>Actual cost of service plus $30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(includes requests for expedited delivery)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Fee</td>
<td>No Charge</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(All publication or other public use of the materials duplicated from the collection of the Center for the History of Family Medicine must be credited “Courtesy of Center for the History of Family Medicine, American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation, Leawood, Kansas” unless otherwise instructed by the Center.)

*Includes the AAFP, AAFP Constituent Chapters, AAFP/F, ABFM, ACOFP, ADFM, AFMRD, NAPCRG and STFM.

**NOTICE: Warning Concerning Copyright Restrictions**

The copyright law of the United States (*Title 17, United States Code*) governs the making of photocopies or reproductions of copyrighted material. Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a photocopy or reproduction. One of these specified conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction is not to be “used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship or researcher.” If a user makes a request for, or later uses, a photocopy or other reproduction for purposes in excess of “fair use,” that user may be liable for copyright infringement.

This institution reserves the right to refuse to accept a copying order if, in its judgment, fulfillment of the order would involve violation of copyright law.